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- 4 INTRODUCTION

On November 4, 1980, Massachusetts voteri passed Proposition

2 1/2 by a 59 to 41 percent majority. Propositionf2 1/2 severely

restricts the ability of Massachusetts cities and towns to raise money

for local public services. This initiative

communities to reduce property taxes by at

until they reach the maximum allowable rate

law requires 'high tax'rate

least 15 percent per year
-

of 2 1/2 percent of full

cash value. Cbmmunities witif-effective tax rates below 2 1/2 percent

-are allowed to raise taxes; but by no tore than 2 1/2 percent per

11\ year. In addition, Propositio'n 2 1/2 reduces the atito excise tax rate

from $66 to $25 per $1,000 of valuation. Together, these provisions

mean that tax revpues available to Massachusetts cities and towns in

fiscal.year 1982 wtll be approximvely $500 million less than in 1981,

and that aql cit4s and most large towns will experience revenue

reFluctions of at least 15 percent during the first year.
1

-

Proposition 2' 1/2 also removes fiscal auton6My of 'school

comnittees, ends binding arbitration for police and fire perspnnel,

prohibits the state from mandating programs without providing funds,

and allows renters to deduct on-half of) their rent payments from

thefr state taxable income.

,

Proposition 2 1/2's success at the polls raises many questions

about what Massachusetts votersiwere trying to say. pid they.want

, fewer public services? If so, did they want to reduce all services

equally, or some more than*others? Did they want to ihift away from

-an nNerburdened property tax-to other revenue sourcet-or did they want
4

lower taxes.in general? Was the vote a protest against government

ineffiCiency? If so, mere people protesting inefficiency in local or

state government., or both'? ,

To answer these questions, we conducted a statewide sdrvey during.

the two weeks immediately following the November election. . The survey

consisted of half-hour'telephone Anterviews condugted by a Profes-
.

sional survey research firm. *The sample includes 1,581 male and

."'

G
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female household heads randomly selected from 58 ssachusetts cities

and towns. These comiunities were chosen ran omly from groups of

relAtively homogeneous cities and towns. The sampling design assures

that the 58 Edtmunities are representative of cities and towns

throughout the,state in terms af per capita property wealth, per

capita expenditures, population, and percent 'of awner-occupied

housing.
2

glthough based on a single siate, the results repor/ed here

should be useful to policy makers in other states and to academiCians

trying to understand the message of the nationwide "tax ievolt". This

detailed examination of the Massachusetts experience is parycularly

enlightening *\'for a number,of reasons. First, a- vigorous campaign

combined with thorough media coverage assured that Massachusetts

residents were well informed both af the Proposition's provisions and

of the issues. This means that the Massachusetts situation provides

an ideal setting for examining how voters' views toward, complex public

sector issues influenced their voting behavior. Second, the absence

pf a state surplus meant that if Proposition'2 f/2' passed, state and

local governments in the' Commonwealth Would Be faced immediately with

hard choices. This contrasts with the well-studied California

situation where the,existence of a large'-state surplus macle it easy

fox people to-believe that the tax-liiitatian measure-wala&-not lea&

to service Cuts. 'Third, 1.;otersewere basically making a decision on a
\

single tax limitation proposal: Although the Massachusetts Teachers' ,

Association had placed an alternative tax limitation meaqure on the

ballot, the Association chose to campaign against Proposition 2 1/2

_rather than fof its oign proposal. With-rib organized

Association's proposal% its presence on the ballot appears to have

played little rqle in the Proposition 2 1/2 vote.
3

This situation'is

quite unlike the '1978 Michigan experience-where the presence pf

alternatives and confusion about What would happen if twd or more of

the measures received majority' support may have influence& voting

behavior in a nonrgeneralizable, way.
4
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It should be noted that Massachusette4 Proposition 2 1/2 is an

initiative law'rather than a-constitutional amendment: This means

that, once passed by the voters, it became a rekular law subject to

change by the- legislature.. lthough this characteristic of

Propositiorf 2 1/2 should be.borne In mind in interpreting the results

of this study, the difference between an initiative law and a

constitutional amendment should not.be oVerstated;, 4tate legislators

are generally reluctant to undo hat has been willed by a majority of

the voters, particularly when the majority is large.
5

The next section describes Massachusetts' governmental structure

and.the ta situation that set the stage for-Proposition 2 1/2.

Section III then provides an overvieW of the full report.

II. MASSACHUSETTS CONTEXT

Massachusettd has a relatively simple governmental strupturd.'

Its 351 cities and towns levy all the property taxes in-the state.

Both the,county. gpvernments which have few responsibilities and the

limited number.of special districts finance their budget§ by assessing

the cittes and towns. Moreover, the property tax is the only

broad-based-tax availal:de to cities and towns. Aside from small

amounts of revenue from the mOtor vehicle'excise tax, which is levied

-at -a- statet.44e-uniform rateicharges, f eea.-dild state and-ft daral aid-

provide municipalities' only other revenue. Cities and towns have

broad expenditure responsibilities, but, since 1968, the state-local

portion of welfare expenaiturea has been,financed fully at the siate

level. Most 4chool-district boundaries are coterminous with those of
.-

-cities and-towns.--Before-PropositiOn 2 112, adh&Ol codMittees enjoyed

4iscal.autonomy in the sense that.each city'or town legislative body
,

o accepttheschoolbudget as propose& by the school

committee and to raise the netessary property taxes as part of the

municipal tax levy.

' By the fall of 1980, Massachusetts was ripe for a stringent

property tax- limitation measure. Property tax burdens expressed

//either per capita or per $1000 of' personal income were among the

.s

r,
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highest in the United States.
6

, Moreover, property tax burdens had

continually risen despite state officials' claims that new stateaid

and state assumption ok certain local exRenditure responsibilities

would provide property tax relief. A 1978 classification amendment

forestalled the dramatic shift of tax burdens away from business onto

residential property that had been feared as an -outcome of the

court-ordered shlft to 100 percent assessmept; it did nothing,

however, to reduce the average property tax burden.
7

And a 1979 giate

law limiting the growth of local eax levies to four percent per years

was only partially suc.cessful. The combination 0 the tax cap and new

state aid contributed to a small decline in property taxes in 1980,

but the tax cap failed to prevene an 10.2 percent increase in 1981.

Given the chance to vote on Pr'oposition 2 1/2, voters took matters

into their own hands and in many cases voted themselves a 15 percent

property tax reduction in the first year, with additional reductions

piomised in future years for taxpayers in high tax rate towni and

cities. N

,

Because of the 62 percent immediate reduction in the motor

vehicle excise rate,' every town and city faces some revenue loss

during Proposition 2.1/2's first year, fiscal year 1982. The overall

impact of Proposition 2 1/2 varies dramatically acrOis communities;

however, since ehe law allows some types of'cOmmunities to increase

property taxes by 2 1/2 percent during the first year, but requires

other communities to reduce property tax levies by 15 percent. The

overall first-year impacts range from small revenue losses in those

coMMunities permitted increaaet in property tax revenues to
-

substantial losses in those communities required to reduce property

eax ent years are even more ueelTly

distriiiuted across-communitiest most large cities in the state face

several years of 15 percent property tax reductions at the same time

that many wealthy towns will be allowed to increase property tax
-

revenues by 2 .112 percent per.year.

4.

%.1

1
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III. OVERVIEW OF REPORT

This final report consists of a set of five separate but related

papers. We chose this format because the study was designed to -serve

a-range of audiences from academicians to policymakers. With a series .

of sOarate papers, any individual reader can focus on those.'papers-.

which he or she finds most useful.

In "Proposition 2 1/2: Explaining the Vote", 'we use'responses

from the,basic sampld of 1,561 respondents to dexermine,tirst, ,how

much Massachusetts residentS knew.about Proposition 2 1/2.grid what

they. expected'it to do and; second, what they,winted in the way of

changes in service levels, taxes., and the nay government operates,

independent of Proposition 2 1/2, We then combine respondents'
. ,

expectations about'the effects of Proposition / 1/2 with their

preferred outcomes to explain what m9tivated people to .vote- for or

vainst the Proposition.

Proposition 2 1/2: Variations in Individual Preferences and

Expectations Across Communities" extends'the descripti4e,analysis by

disaggregating some of the 'survey results by.type'of_community.

Supplementing the basit'sample with interviews from an additional 94

Boston residents, this paper separately analyzes the views of Boston

r,sidents and compares them to the views of residents in other cities

and tCtins, #

The use of imitivariate regression analysis to explain votYng

behaviOr oh Proposl.tiOn'2 1/2 distinguishds the next two papers from

the first two.' In "Why Voters Suppor Tax Limitations: Evidence From-
. . .

Massachusetts' Proposition 2 1/2," voters' preferences_!."14;r--publdc-_________

- sector ichange and their expecEations.about What Proposition 2 1/2

gould do are used to explain voting tehavior.. This behavioral.model

is then used tb eqtimate the 'relative contribution of.egch of a number

of publit policy issues to;the statewide vote for propbsition 2 1/2.

In "Who Supports Tax Limitations: Eviaence from:Massachusettsi

Proposition 2 1/2,".voting behavio'r is modeled as a function of the

.fiscal ,characteristic4 'ok respOndents', communities, demograpbic

\

.41

-..

,

.4



characteristics and 'respondents1 att6tudes toward the role of .

governmentt 43.57 shedding light on who supports Proposition 2 1/2

rather than why they support it, the resultslfrom this paper .

complemerit those from the behavioral model.

Because local public schools rely, heavily on property taxes in

MassaChusetts, the property tax reduction required -by Proposition

2 1/2 ha;,.pocentially major implications for elementary and setondary

education. "Education and Tax Limitations: Evidence from Masachu=

setts' 1980 Election" shoWs the extent to which views toward education

.influenced the votes for or against both Proposition 2 1/2 and' the-

Massachusetts Teachers' Associap.on alternative proposal. This paper

Also includes a detailed examination of how residents' viaws on
At

education vary, by demographic characterAstics.

41
The finaleapperidices, describe, the sdmplingl plan, =inferviewing

process and estimation procedure lased tor filling ,in missing income

data.

1
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FOOTNOTES

1

First year revenue losses were initially,e'stimated to be close to
. .,

$600 million:, In shily, 1981, however, the Depastment of levenue
.'estimated,that the firgt year losses would be-about $486 million., Of
this, $321 million is the net reduction in property,tax leyies; this
is about,tet"-percen of the fiscal year 1981 property Eax collections
of 33 bill*on.

4
.

.
.,,.

2 -

See Appendices 44nd B of this report for'a full description of the
-amPling plan and interviewing procedure. Because of an inteiviewing
etret, only 25.of the 55.interviews Ioi the city of Salem wexe
conducted. To offset this error, each Salem respondent was given a
weight,of two throughout the analysis. .

4 .,

.4e
....... 3

The Massactiusetts Teachers' Association proposal was defeated by-a 36
,to 64 petcent vote;

Lz .4
See Courant, Gramlich an& Rubinfeld (1980, and 1981) for an analysis
of the Michigan vote and the comments by Oakland in,Ladd and Tideman

( ,

(Ian).
,

5
To4check whether people would have voted differently had Proposition
2 1/2 been a constitutional amendment, respondents tgere,asked whether

.or not they though Proposition -2 -1/2 was an'amendment to the
COnstitution... Nose respondents.who answered'correctly were then
asked how they w6u1d, have voted ha41- it been a constitutional
amendment._ A Comparison of,these responses with their reported votes
shows a small net shift of 404 votes againSt the Proposition (out of
,our total vpter sample of '1,253 responden4) had it been -a
,constieutional amendment.

4

6 - '

In-1979, pioperty'tax,burdens in Massachusetts were the-higheat of-
, . any state in the continental United States, both expreseed per capita

.
and per .$1,000 of personal income. The 1929 pet capitaburden of
$545, Was almost double the .United States average of $280. Total
state and local taxesand spending in Massachusetts were also
somewhat abOve the nastional average, but less so than property taxes.

-MagS-A-thusetts-axceeded_the .United States averege,by 11 percent. For

In ,FY1980., state and local direct)general capita in

.

other
4
fiscal comparisons, see Briabuty-i-LaddTAsnd ChristopheLson.

7
The 1'478 classification atilendment.iS aescrlbed andeanalyzed ia
Avault, Ganz and Holland,(1979):1' .

JO' . "
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INTRODUCTION

40,

lh
On November 4, 1980, Massachusetts voters passed Proposition 21/2

by a 59 to 41 percent majority. ProPosition 21/2 severely'restricts the

ability of Massachusetts cities and towns to raise money for local public

services. This initiative law requires 6ommunities to reduce property

taxes by at least 15 percent per year until they reach the maximum allow-

able rate of 21/2 percent of full cash value. Communities with effective

tax rates currently below 21/2 percent are allowed to raise taxes, but by

(
no more than 21/2 percent per year. In addition, Proposition 21/2 reduces

the auto excise tax rate from $66 to $25 per $1,000of valuation. To-

gether, these provisions mean that tax revenues aVailable to Massachusetta

cities and towns in fiscal year 1982 will be approximately $557 million

less than in 1981, and that all cities and most large towns will exper-

ience revenue reductions of at least 15 percent during the first year.
1

Proposition 21/2 also removes fiscal autonomy of school committees,,

ends binding aridtration for police and fire personnel-, prohibits the ,-

,

state from mandating programs without providing funds, and allows renters

to deductone-halfof their rent payments from their state taxable income.

roposit1on-21/21a-success at the polls raises many questions. What

were the voters trying to say? Did they want fewer public services?
0

Or did they think spending could be cut without service reductions? Did

they' want to shift away from an overburdened propeity tax to other rev-

enue sources? Or did they want lower taxes? Wps the vote a protest

1.
1
The revenue loss estimates are based on figures released on March 6, 1981
by the Massachusetts,Department of Revenue as reported by the Boston Globe
(March 7,1981). Of the $557 million revenue loss, $225 million represents
the estimated loss in excise tax revendis over an 18 Month period and $332
million the net reduction in property tax revenues. Property tax collections
during fiscal year 1981 mere-ipproximately $3.3 billion.

.*. 16 . ,4
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against government inefficiency? If so, were people protesting inefficiency

in local or state government, or both?

Unlike.Califprnia at the time Proposition 13_was passed, Messachusetts

has no state budget surplus available as a source of new state-aid for local
-

government. This mal'ces ihe policy choices in Massachusetts-particularly

difficult. Should the state government bail out the cities and towns?

If so, should the.money come from increases in state taxes or reductions

in other state ex2pnditures? Or should state officials interprei the

vote on Proposition 21/2 is a protest against local government alone and

-leave these governments to fend for themselves?

To answer-these questions, we conducted a statewide survey during

the two weeks immediately following the November election. This paper

reports the first set, of survey results. Our findings should.contribute

'to the current policy debate by helping policy makers intcrpret the vote

on PropositiOn 241 and better understand what.Massachusett's citizens

want in the way of changes in service levels, tax referm, and govelfmient

operations.

The survey consisted of half-hour "telephone interviews conducted bx

a professional survey research firm. The sample includes 1,561 male and

female+ousehold heads randomly selected from 58 Massachusetts cities

"-----amd towns. These communities were chosen randomly froi/groups of rela- ,

tively homogeneous cities and towns. Our sampling design assuress that
A

'the 58 communities are representative of cities and towns throughout the

4
state in terms of per capita property wealth, per capita expenditures,

population, and percent of owner-occupied housing (see appendices -A,

B, and C). r=-<

C.

17
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The study is divided into three sections. Section I focuses on

reipondents' knowiedge,of and expectations about the tffects of Proposi-
.

tion,21/2 at-the time of the election. Results in this section show what

voters thought they were voting for. Section II examines the changes

hassachusetts citizens would like to see in.service levels, taxes, and

the way government operates, ind4endent of Proposition 21/2. In Section

III, we combine'the results from Sections I and II to explain what motit7-

ated people to.vote for or against the PropositIon.

.0
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SUTIARY

We report results for three categories of people: total respondents,

"yes!' voters, and "no".voters. "Yes" voters are those who said they voted

in favor of Proposition 211% "No" voters are those who said they voted

against it. "Total respondents" include "yes" and "no" voters and those

who did not vote on the Proposition. Our sample includes 1586 respondents,

of whom 721 are "yes" voters and 522 are "no" voters.

We restricted the sample to heads of households (both male and female).

Consequently, our "yes"Oters'and "no" voters are representative of

heads of households supporting or opposing Proposition 21/2, rather than

of all "yes" and "no" voters. Among the respondents who said they voted'

on Proposition.211, 58 percent voted for and 42 percent voted against it.

These percentages are very similar to the actual vote; 59 percent voted

for and 41 percent voted against Proposition'211.

We report results relating to three major policy topics: size of

public sector (1efined by service levels), tax reform, and government

operations. For each topic, we focus on what changes respondents want

and iihat they expected Proposition 21/2 to accomplish.

Massachusetts residents are generally content viith their pre-Proposition

21/2 levels of services. On average,'respondents 'Fent to keep state-provided

services at current levels and to increase lbcal servibes somewhat. Vhen

asked about specific services, a majority of respondents want to increase

such services as mental health programs, elderly services, and special

education'for children with learning problems. Only in the case of welfare

do a majority arespondents support service reductiOns.

Most respondents recognized that Proposition 21/2 would require reduc-

tions in public services. More diari half, howeyerthought that bEisiC

municipal services such as'police protection, fire protection, and garbage

pick-up would not be cut. "Yes" voters were less likely than "no" voters

13
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to expect service reductions.because of Proposition
21/2. Only a third of4

'the "yes" voters, in contrase to two-thirds of the "no" voters, expected

cutbacks in the service-s used regularly by their household.

Most Massachusetts residents want to retain the property tax as the

major source of revenue'for traditional municipal services such as police

and fire protection. Many, however, would like to reduce reliance on

the property tax for financing other services such as local public trans-

portation and special education. Idong those who want a greater share

of revenues for particular services to come from state taxes, respondents

overwhelmingly prefer state income to state sales taxes. For several local

public services, many "yes" voters would like to see heavier reliance on

user charges.

Nine in ten "yes" voters expected propertitaxes in Massachusetts

to go down because of Proposition 21/2. 'While many expected these property-

tax reductions%to be offset in part by higher state taxes, 6 in 10 of

the "yes" voters expected the overall taxes paid by their household to

go down. "No" voters were less optimistic. Only 2 in 3 "no" voters

expected property taxes to fall and less thap 2 in 5 expected the overall

taxes paid by their households to go down. "Yes"voters were more likely

than bno" voters to expeci additional state aid for local governments,

but) unlike the "n6" voters,did not expect Proposition 211 to lead to more

control over local matters.

Respondents think Massachusetts government is both inefficient and
#

corrupt, particularly state government. Seventy-three percent of all
1

respondents think spending by state government could(be cut back by 15

percent or more

provided and 88

common in state

withdut affecting the'qUality or quantity of services

percent of the respondents believe that corruption is

government. Attitudes toward local governments are aim-

(-)04,
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ilar; 60 percent of all respondents think spending by their local govern-

ment can be cut by 15 percent or more without affecting the quality or.

quantity-of services provfded, and 63 percent believe that corruption

is common in their local government. "No" voters are Most concerned about

inefficiency and corruption in the state government. "Yes"voters are

concerned about these problems in both state and local goVernment.

"Yes." voters and. "no" voters.hnd veri different expectations about

whether Proposition 21/2 would change.the way government operates. More

\than 4 in 5 "yes" voters--compared ta only 2 in 5 "no" voters--expected

Proposition 21/2 to reduce ineffidiency and corruptiot in Massadhusetts

government. This finding helps explain hoW "yes" voters were able to

reconcile expected reductions in'spending and taxes with expectations

of minimal service cutbacks.

The issue of governMent inefficiency and corrup ion most clearly

differentiates "yes" from "no" vqters, , Seventy-five percefit of the "yes"
_

voters--in contrast to 32 spercent 6f the "no" votert--both perceive
1

inefficiency and corruption and expected Proposition 21/2 td improve the sit-

uation. Preferences gnd expectations about the size of-the public sector
A

also differentiate "yet" from "no" voterd, but are less important in

explaining the favorable vote since so few voters waft to reduce public

services. Finally, most Massachusetts residents want tax reform. Sinde
,

views about tax reform differ only ilightly between "yes".and "to" voters,

however, the issue of tax reform does, not explain why some voted for and-

others against.Proposition 21/2.
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!Section I

s..

KNOWLEDGE ANf ANTICIPATED-EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION VI

How much did peeple know about,Proposition 211 at the time of the

election? The variety of separate'provisions may have confused voters.

Did they understand that Proposition 21/2 reduced local but not state taxes?

.

Did they know that it ended school committee autonomy and bipding arbitra-

tion for policemen and firemen?

Even more important, what did people think the effects of,Proposition

21/2 would be? Did they expect it to j.eacitp.seriiice cutbacks? If so, in

what areas? Did they anticipate lower oyetall taxes, or just lower property

taxes? Finally, did voters expect Proposition 211 to make government,more

efficient and less corrupt? Answers to these and similar questions are

important in understanding.why people votedfor or against Proposition 21/2.

A. Knowledge of Provisions Included in Proposition 21/2

Widespread publicity assured that most people had heard.of Proposition

211 before the November 4, 1980 election. tie find, however; that people

differed in their knowledge of the proposition's provisions. 1

More than three in four respondents thought correctly that the

proposition included provisions about prOPerty taxe, excise-taxes, and

rent reductions. Sixty percent of the respondents thought the measure

ended binding arbitration and reduced tht *powe'r of school committees. In

all of these cases, "es" voters appear to have'been slightly more know-

ledgeable than "no" voters. Table I-1 summarizes these findings.
m

,

1. We restricted knowledge and awareness questions to our first 501 inter-: .

views because of the length of our survey and our,fear that post?
election pubaiciqyould bias respondente'recollections. Thil *Miller
sample is similar to the complete sample,.but slightly overrepresents
towns and women. For's comparision of the demographic charatteristics
of the two samples, see,Appendix C.
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The most surprising finding is that 60.6 peicent,of the total and

69.6 percent of those voting "yes" stated incorrectly.that Proposition A

limits state government taxes and spending. This confusion may reflect

.respondents' expectations'about how the state legislature would iespona- to

Proposition A (see Section I-C), their misperceptions about which seryices

are financed by property taxes (see-Sestion II-D), or:their desires to

reduce state as well as local taxes and spending (see Section II-B).

Whatever the reason, the finding is important; it shows that many people -

`1''''

ected Proposition A to limit state government as well as local govern-

ment taxes and spending.

The following sections discuss wha,t respondents expected the effects

of Proposition A to,be on public services, state-21ocAl relations, govern-
,

ment operations, and the economic climate of the state. y

B. Anticipated Cuts in Public Services Due to Proposition A

Local Public.Services. Most respondents recognized that,Proposition

A would require reductibns in the public services available in their cow:

munities: More than half, however, thought that basic municipal services

such as police protection, fire protection and garbage pick-up would not

be cut.

As shown below, 69 percent of the total sample anticipated that ibcal

comiabnity services would be cuf back either a'lot or a little. People.

voting agaInst the measure were more pessimistic than those vot.ing in favor.

Eighty-five pOcent of the opponents, compared with Onli 6d percent of the

proponents;expected local services to be cut; and neirly six tibes as inany,

opponents as proponents thought Proposition A wbuld force their commUnities

to cut back local services a lot (46:1% vs. 8.1%).
,

.e
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Table I-1

KNOWLEDGE OF THE PRbVISIONS INCLUDED

IN PROPOSITION 21/2asb

By yote on Proposition

.

Proposition 211: ToteL

6

Vote' on Difference:
. Proposition 211 Vote Yes
Yes : No Minus Vote No

Limits.Property Taxes to
21.1% of Arket Value

Included 80.4% 8504 _75.0% +10.7%
Not included 15.1 12.1 18.6
Don't know': 4.5 2.2 6.4

Cuts Auto Excise Taxes
Included 84.5 91.3 860 +5.3
Not included 12.5 7.4 12.8
Don't-know .2.9 1.3 1.2

Allows Tenants Deduct Halif

of Their Annbal Rent in State
Income Tax Returns
Included 75.3 79.1 - 72.7 + 6.4 .

.Not included 15.1 12.6 18.0 -,

Don't know 9.6 8.3 9.3

Limits State Government
Taxes and Spending
Included 60.6 69.6 46.5 +23.1
Not...included 34.7 28.3 0 48.3
Don't know

lEnds Binding Arbitration

4.7 2.2 5.2

For Policemen and Firemen ,'
,

Included 61.0 63.9 61.6 + 2.3
Not included 2-5 2- 2-7..-3---,

.----26.9----
12.2 10.9 11.0Don't know

Takes Away the Power,bf
SOlool Committees
To Set School BUdgets
Included 60.8, 63.0 .64.5 -1.5
Not included 31.2 31.3 27.3

Don't inow 8.0 5.7 1 13.1

a
,Based on the question: "Now I'd like to talk to you about Proposition 211. As yOu
probably know, Proposition_231 contains a number'of provisions.. Other people we
have talked to told us what they think is included. I'd like to read you some
statements and have you tell me', based on everything you have heard or read,
whether you think ach of these is included or not included in Proposition 21/2.
'Does Proposition 211..."

2 4
This table is based on a sample of 501 interviews. See Appendices B and C.
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ANTICIPATED EFFECTS OF' pROPOSITIOii 21/2.0N COMMUNITY SERVICES

A Services in my communit will be:

Total

Cut hack
a lot

Cut back
a little

Remain,

the same
Increased
a little

1ndreased
a lot

Respopdents 23.2% 46.0 25.8, 4.0 1.0

,Voted yes . 8.1% - 52.6, 35.1 3.6 c 0.6
Voted no 46.1% 39.5 .11.4 2.3 0.8

Specific
r

Services! To determine expectations about specific services,

we asked respondents how they thoughç, Proposition 21/2 would affect each of

fifteen Services. The services include traditional municipal services (po-
.

,

.

lice, fire, street repair, garbage pickup, parks.and.public transportation),

locally financed education services (elementary and high school educatfbn

after-school programs,-special educatiop and adult education),,human re-

sources services (mental health services, elderly services,'and caleges),

courts and judges, and welfare dr other public assistance programs.

,

Most regpmidents thought basic security services would not be

affected by Proposition 21/2.

ewer than half the rekpondents thought. Proposition 21/2 would force

. 1) cuts in basic munidipel services such as police protection (43.3%),

fire fighting (40.7%),.and_regulal-,garbage pick-up (39,6 %).

Only one in three respondents expected citts in legal serv ces..

a
In.contrast, more than half the respondents expedted Propo ition 21/2

to result in cutbiCks in seven of the fifteen services.

Many respondents expected Cutbacka,in locally financed education

services, particularly after-school programs (71.4%), adult education

(63.9%) and public ilenontary and' high 'school education (56.4%).

'el Slightly more than six in ten respondents (62.9%) thought welfal=e

And other public assistance Programs voinld be cut back.

A majority brthe retpondents expecIed three of the traditional

Municipal services 6 be mit back -- pnblic parks and recreation
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Table 1-2

PERCEpTAGE OF RESPONDENTS EXPECTING SERVICE CUTBACXS

BECAUSE.OP'PROPOSITION 21114,1D

By Vote,

Service Type Total
Respondents

Vyte on
Pftposition 21/2

yes : 'No

,

Municipal Services
Police 43.3-* 28.2 ; 64.7 iv .

Fire fighting ,
40:7 25.8 62.6

Street 4 sidewalk2repairs 57.2 47.2 73.8

.Regular garbage pickup 39.6 31.0 53.5

Local public parks and 61.5 53.4 77.0

recreation , . J
Support of local pUblic

transporthtion

54.1 46.9 65.7

Loch SChool7related4Services
Public elementary and hj.gh

school education

56.4 45.1 77.7

After school programs 71.4 65.9 82.1

Special education 19.9 37.4 69.6

Adult education 65.9 60:8 77.6

'HUMan Resourdis Services .., e

Mental.health programs 49.0 38.3 -- 66:8

Services for the elderly .48.7 33.5 71.4

State and community'colleges
, .

and universities -

54.4 48.9 63.3'

Legal Services
Courts and judges 31.7 25.0 37.9

PUblic AssistanCe
WelAare or other pUblic 62.9 64.7 64.9

- .assisiance 0

Locel'services 69.3 60.8 85.6

Services my household uses 47.8 35.0 67.1

a,b
Footnotes on following page.
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*Based on the questions:

"Now that Proposition 21/2 has passed, what do you think will happen to services
I read. Using the first list of itrases tell me whether you think there will
be a lot less, a little less, the same, a little more or a lot more ("X'd ITEM)
services now that Proposition 21/2 has pasped?"

"Overall, how do you think the'passage of Proposition 21/2-will affect your com-
munity--do you think the servides your local government offers will be cut back
a lot, cut badk a little, remain the same, increase a little or increase a lot?"

"How about you and members ot your household? Now that Proposition 21/2 has
passed, do you think the public services your household uses will be cut back
a lot, cut back a little, remain the same, increase a little, or increase a lot?",

b
Each entry is the percentage of respondents who think there will be a lot less
or a little less of tha particular service or who think that community or
household services will be out back a lot or cut back d little. Percentages

-are based on those res nding to the question.

4

0 ,
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facilities (61.5%), strdet and sidewalk repairs (57.2%), and

support for local public transportation (54:1%).

Opppnents and supporters anticipated very different results from

Propositiqn 211. With one exception, suppprters,were much less likely than

opponents to expect Proposition 211 to force cutbacks in each of the fifteen

services we included. The exception is welfare and related public assistance

programs, foryhich over 60 percent ot each gr9up expected program cutbacks.

(See Takle 1-2).

A majority of "yes" voters anticipated cutbacks in only three other

services after-school programs kilt education and support of local

public transportation: In sharp contrast, more than half of the "no"

voters. thought Proposition 211 ould force cutbacks in all otherArvices

except courts and judges. More,than two-thirds of"the "no" voters expected

reductions in :

locally financed educatioh services, Such as after-school

programs (82.1%), public elementary and high school education

(77t7%), adult edubation,(77.6%), and special education (69.6%),

traditional 'municipal.services, such 'as street and sidewalk

repairs,(7,3.e), and local public parks.and recreation

facilities (77.0%); an4

social service programs such as services for the elderly-
.

(7F.4%)- and mental health programs (66.8%).

Services Used by Respondent's Household. Some have interpreted the

'the favorabfe vote on Proposition 235 as an expression of Massachusetts'

voters willingness to sacrifice public Services in return for lower taxes.
4
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I.

Although there may be Some truth,to this interpretation, many "yes" voters

appear to have.thought that someone else's services, got their own, would

be the ones cut back. When asked how Proposition 21/2 would affect the services

used by their household, 65 percent.of the supporters --in contrast to 33

percent of the opponents -- said Proposition 211 would leave them as well off

or better off than before in terms of public services. Stated.differentiy,

only dhe in three supporters compared to two in three opponents anticipated

cuts in the services used regularly by their household.

ANTICIPATED EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 21/2 ON SERVICES RESPONDENT'S

HOUSEHOLD USES

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Service's J hou'sehold uses will be:

Total

Cut back
a lot '

Cut back
a'little

Remain
the same

Increased
adittle

Increased
a lot

Respondents 9.6% 38.2 47.6 3.2 1.3
Voted yes 2.2% 32.8 62.2 2.4 0.4
Voted no 19.0% 48.2 29.8 1.6 . 1.6

Note: Percentages add to 100 across each row.

C. Anticipated Tax Changes Due to Propobition 21/2

-

Did Massachusetts residents think the.reduction in property taxes

promised by Propositidh 21/2 wOuld reduce their overall tax burdens? Or

did they think that iiicreases in other taxes'would leave their total tax,

burdens no lower than before?

TaxiBurden on Household. Nearly half the respondents (49%) thought

the taxes paid by their household would decrease. Supporters of Proposition

A were much more optiistic thin opponents. Sixty-one per cent of those

lobo voted "yes" compared to oniy 36 percent of those who voted '"no"expected

their household taxes to go down.

29



ANTICIPATEDEFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 21/2 ON RESPONDENT'S TAXES

Taxes.paid by my household will be:

A lot A Utile Same A little A lot
Dotal less less amount more more
Respondents 10% 39 , 31 15

Voted yes 14% 47 28 9

,5

2
Voted no 5% 31 35 21 _8

Note: Percentages add to 100 across each row.

Statewide Tax Effects. Differing expectations about statewide tax

impacts help explain the differing expectations about household tax impacts.

Supporters were much more likely than opponents to believe that local property

taxes in Massachusetts would fall. Moreover, supporters were also less

likely to believe that Proposition 21.1 would lead to higher state income or

sales taxes. It should-be noted that percent of the "yes!' voters expected

state income taxes to increase, and an even larger percentage expected state

sales taxes to increase. The "yes" voters apparently thought that any rise

in'their own state income or sales tax burdens would be more than offet

by the reduction in their own property tax burdens. The "no" voters were

more pessimistic.

PUCENTAGE AGREEING A LOT OR A.LITTLE WITH STATEMENTS

ABOUT POSSIBLE EFFECTS PROPOSITION 21/2 ON TAX0 AND TAX REFORM

°By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Total Vote on Difference:
Proposition 21/2 will: Respondents Proposition 211 ,Vote yes minus

c Yes No vote no
..../

...lower property taxes in 82.1% 92.1%: 67.6% +24.5%
Massachusetts

...increase Massachusetts 60.8
state income taxes

53.5 74.8 -21.3

...increase state sales taxes 67.5 62.2 81.3 -19.1.
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Tax Reform. Most of the respondents expected Proposition 21/2 to encourage

the legislature to "reform taxes." Overall, 81 percent of the respondents

expected to get tax reform; 91 percent of the "yes" and 69-percent of the

"no" voters expected this outcome. But these results are difficult to

interpret because we do not know whit people meant by "tax reform." At a

tainimum, respondents appeared to'mean property tax reduction, with some, but

not 1l, inclaing in the definition an offsetting increaie in other taxes.

Many-of the ::no" votersSeemed to be worried that, instead,of tax reform,

the outcome would be higher overall taxes. In Sections II and III, we will

explore the topic of tax reform in more detail.

PERCENT AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE

THAT PROPOSITION 21/2 WILL ENCOURAGE THE LEGISLATURE TO REFORM TAXES

- By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Proposition 21/2 will

endourage state
legislature to reform,
.14assachuietts taxes

Total Vote on Difference:
Respondents Proposition, 21/2 - -- Vote yes minus

Yes No vote no

81.1% 68.7% +22:6%

D. Anticipated Changes in Local-State Relations Due to Propeisitiia21/2

Supporters and opponents of Proposition 21/2 also had very different

expectations about the impact of the tax limitation measure on the reliti\Cnship

between state and local governments. Many.supporters believed that the state

would provide new aid to the cities and towns. Opponents, on the other,

hand, believed that increases in staie income or sales taxes would simply

,allow the state to expand into areas traditionally left to local governments.
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1 Fifty-six perEent of the "yes" voters expected the state to increase

-
aid to cities and towns, but only 34 percent anticipated more state control

over local.matters., In striking contrast, only 39 percent of the "no" voters

expected more state aid while 61 percent anticipated more state control.

c.
PERCENT AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE WITH STATEMENTS

ABOUT POS,SIBLE EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 21/2 ON TAXES AND ON TAX REFORM

Proposition 21/2 will:

Increase state aid to
cities and towns

' By Vote on Propositiom21/2

Give state government
more control over local
matters

Total Vote on 11.fference:
Respondents Proposition 21/2 Vote yes minus

Yes No vote no ,

48.7%

45.8

55.67. 37.8% +11.8%

33.6 60.7 -27.1

E. Anticipated Changes in Government Operations Due to Proposition 21/2

Will local government operate differently? "Yes", said the supporters.

Local voters will Have more control over school spending and local governments

will be more effiCient. "Probably not", said the opponents.

(Although Proposition 21/2 ends fiscal autonomy 'of school committees, the

provision's effects on voter control are uncertain. Even with fiscal autonomy

intact, voters exerted some control.over school committees through the election

of school committee members. The question is whether voters will exert more

control when school budget decisions come under the scrutiny of city councils

or town meetings. Eighty-six percent ofthe supporters of Proposition 21/2

expected this would happen. Opponenfs were less sure; only 52 percent of

them expected more voter control.

C.

6
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More than 4 out of 5 "yes" voters thought Proposition 21/2 would make

local government more efficient. Supporters apparently believed that the

removal of school-coMmitteg autonomy, plus the redUction in available tax
c.

revenues would force government to be more productive. "No" voters were more

skeptical: three out of five disagreed with the view that Proposition 21/2

would make IoCal government more efficient.

PERCENT AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE WITH STATEMENTS ABOUT POSSIBLE EFFECTS

OF PROPOSITION 21/2 ON LOCAL VOTER CONTROL AND GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Vote on Difference:
Total Propositian 2 Vote yes minus

Respondents Yes No vote no

Proposition 212 will:

-

Give local Voters more
control over school spending 70.8% 85..8% 51.8% +34.0%

Make local government
more efficient 65.2 84.8 38.4 +46.4

F. Anticipated Changes in the State Economic Climate Due to Proposition 211

Almost 3 out of,4 Massachusetts residents polled expected Proposition

A to make the state more attractive to business and industry. People

.believing this were more likely than others to expect Proposition 21/2 to

lower property taxes and mike local government more efficient. They were

alSo less likely to believe that state taxes would be increased. This suggests

that Massachusetts residents believe lOwer propertjt taxes will attract

business and induitiy, provided that the lower property taxes are.not offset

.by new state taxes. As,discussed above, "yes" voteri were mom fikely than

"no" voters to expect this tax outcome. Thus, it is not surprising that

"yes" voters were more likely than "no" vOters to expect Proposition 21/2

to lead to increased business.investment in the state (8/.5% Ns. 54.4%).
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PERCENT AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE THAT PROPOSITION 21/2

WILL ATTRACT MORE BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY TO MASSACHUSETTS

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Total Vote on Difference:
Respondents Proposition 21/2 Vote yes minus

Yes No vote no

Proposition 21/2 will attract

more business and industry
to Massachusetts 73.6%

' N
87.5% ,54.4% +33.1%

4

G. Most Important Changes Anticipated to Result from Proposition 21/2

In addition to the questions previously discussed, respondents were

asked: "Overall, what do yon think will be the single most important

change caused by Proposition 21/2?" This open-ended forMat allowed respondents

1

tb state their views without ihe constraints of predetermined categories.

Although we asked for the single most important change only, some respondents

gave us more than one. Hence, total responses add io more than 100 percent,

averaging abopt 1.3 responses per person.

Responses'to this question reinforce Our earlier findings that proponents
..40*

'of Proposition 21/2 expected fewer service cuts and greater tax reductions than

opponents. In their responses to this open-ended question, supporters of

Proposition 21/2 were more likely to focus on anticipated tax relief, while

,/

oPponents were primarily concerned about the Possibility of service cutbacks.

Large proportions of "yea" voters dited lower taxes or more government

efficienty,and responsibility. Less'than 10 percent of these vofers cited

service cutbacks as the most likely outcome. In contrast, half the "no"

votemmentibned 'service cutbacks as the Wet important change, well over

twice the nuMber who mentioned'lower taxes or increased efficiency. (See

Table 1-3).

two
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This difference in emphasis on the part of supporters and opponents

also emerges from other responses.to this question.

Eighteen percent of the "yes" voters -- compared with only 3% of tbe
e,

"nol%voters -- said Proposition 21/2 would "send a message to the

legislature." Although the exact nature of the intended message

is not clear from the respanses to the'open-ended question, our

findings On people's attitudes toward Massachusetts government

suggest voters pre saying: "We want more efficient, less corrupt

government." .(ee Section III for more discussion).

Supporters of Proposition 21/2 were slightly more likely than

opponents to mention tax reform as the most important outcome,

while opponents were-more likely to mention tax. sbifts. We noted

earlier that "tax reform" is an ambiguous concept but probably

means reduced,taxes to many respondents. (See Section III for more

discussion.

Ten pergent of the opponents of Proposition 21/2 -- in contrast to

one percent of.the supporters --I expressed greatest concern about

unemployment of public employees.

,Further emphasizdng the difference between supporters and opponents

are,the.views of many opponents that Proposition 21/2 will not work.

Four times as many opponenr as proponents thought Proposition 21/2

would just cause problems and would not achieve the goals of its

supporters (19.4%vs. 4.7%). ,
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Table 1-5

PERCEPTIONS ce MOST IMPORANT IMPACT OF PROPOSITION 21/2a

By Voteon Proposition 21/2

.
Total
Respondents

_

Vote on
Proposition 21/2

Difference:
Vote yes minus
vote no.Yes .' No

Lower Taxes*
More efficiency & respon-

sibility, less corruption
Cutback services

28.6%
20.2

24.3

17,5%
30:9

0-4

13.6%
8.4

,
50.2

+23,9%
+22.5'

-422 .
Send a message 11.0 17.8 2.9 +14.9
Tax reform 6.3 -8.2 5.4 + 2.8

Tax shift 6.4 4.7 10:3 - 5.6
, Unemployment of government 4.1. . O. 9.6 - 8.8.

workers .

Government wip spend less 6.3 7.8 5.0 + 2.8

More investmOnt in state
Less sower for school

committees

2.2

3.3

3.5
.

5.4

1.0
1.3

+ 2.5,

+ 4.1

Less control-at.local level 0.9 0.3 1.9 - 1.6

twon't work/cause problems 11.2 .4.7 19.4 -14.7

6-

TOTAL 124.8 '129:6 129.0

Average number of responses
per person 1.2 1.3 1.3

\

a
Based on the question: "Overall, what do you!think will be the single most

important change caused by Proposition 21/2?". Percentages are based on those

responding to the question.

36
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Section II

DESIRED CHANGES IN SERVICE;LEVELS, TAXES AND GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

.We now turn to th e. issue of what Massachusetts residents want in the

way of changes in service levels, financing arrangements, and government

operations. In Novepber 1980, state residents were given the choice of

supporting or rejecting ope, alternatille to the status quo. Massachusetts

'voters overwhelmirtly opted for change. Section I described what respon-

dents thought tr effects of Proposition 21/2 would be. But are those

anticipated effects what Massachusetts residents really want? What level .

of state and local services do they want? How do they want to finante

various* services? What changes do they want in state and local government
4

operations?

, A. Pieferred Level of State and Local Services

Overall state And local services. Massachuietts residents are generally

content with the leveiS of public services they have been receiving. On

average, respondents to this survey want_to keep overall state government '

services at their pre-Proposition 21/2 levels and to increase local services

somewhat.

This,average, however, conceals wide variation in respondents' prefer-

ences, especially with regard to state-provided'services. While 25.9

percent of the respondents.want to Maintain state aervices at current

, levelt, 35.4 percent want more, and another\38.7 percent want less. Prg-

ferences for local services exhibit slightly less variation, with nearly

7 in 10 respondents wanting either the current amount or slightly more.

9.
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LEVEL OF STATEAND LOCAL SERVICES PREFERiED

4IB 'Cut back

a lot
out back
.a little

Keep
the same

Increase
a little

Increase
a lat

.

Average*
State Services 11.3% 27.4% 25.9% 25.4% 10.0% -0.50

% Locaf Sepvices 3.7 16.0 43.9 25.5' 11.0 +0.24
a
Bated oh a 5=point scale in which -2 = cut back a lot, -1 = cut back a
little,.0 = keep the same,.+1 = increase a little, 42 = increase a lot.
Percentages add to 100 atrosS'each row.

Supporters,of Proposition 21/2 are moreslikelY than opponents to want,

cutbacks in state and locil servicgs. Half the supporters -- compared with
-

only a quarter of the opponents -- want to cut back state services. A

.third of the'supporters -- compared to less than a tenth Of the opponents --

want vi cut local services.

PERCENTAGE WANTING TO CUT SERVICES A LOT OR A LITTLE

By Vote ori Proposition 21/2

Vote on Difference':
Total Proposition 21/2 Vote yes minus
Respondents /es 'No Vote.no

State Services, 38.7% 53.7%. 25.3% , +28.4%
Local Services 19.7 -30.4 8.9. +21.5

Specific Services. -This apparent satisfaction with the overall amount

of state and locil seivices'obscutes the tact that respondents kefer,

incteases in some services and decreases in others. Respondents were read

a list of fifteen state and local services and asked wlether they would

prefer a lot more,t little more, the same amount, a little less or a lot

less of each. TtieY were told that increases in services would mein higher

elutes and that decreases in services would mean lower taxes.

7 For every serviceexcept welfare, more respondents want to increase

,
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Table II-1

AMOUNT OF SERVICES PREFERREDI"b

By Vote on Proposition 2;1

Cut,back
a lot

Cut back .
a'little

Keep
the same

Increase
a little

Increale
a lot

MUNICIPAL SERVICES -

Police 3.3% 7.6.% 55.1% 21.0% 13.1%
Voted yes 4.5 10:2 60.4 16.6 8.4
Voted no 1.0 4.6

.

53.6 24:8
? ,

16.1

Fire 2.5 6.5 71.1 12.7 7.2
Voted yes 3.0 1576 75.9 7.6 3.6
Voted no 1.2 , 3.9 . 68.1 17.5 9.3

Street Repairs 3.9 6.1 50.1 - 22.9 17.0
Voted yes 5.5 8.4 52.8 20.8 12-.6
Voted no 2.4 3.0 51.5 24.0 19.1

Garbage Pickup 5.3 7.6 73.1 8.2 5.8
' Voted yes , 7.7 72.4 5.8 3.2 -

Voted no 3.5 4.8 76.0 ,10.0 5.7

Parks & Recreation 3.6 10.2 53.1 21.4 .11.7
Voted yqp *5.5 13.4 , 55.4 17:1 8.6 s

Votedt00 2.0 7.2, 49.5 26.-9 14.4

Locallec Trans-

9.8 28.9 23.3 26.0portation 11.9
Voted yes 16.7 12.5 .. 28.2 23.3 19.2
Voted no 8.8 8.1 27.6 24.2 31.4

LOCAL SCHOGLrRELATED,SERVIAS
Public Elementary_&

High School
., .'

..

Edudation 4.1
.

13.0 A4.3 - 22.3 , 16.3 ,

Voted yes' 6.0 17.4 49.6 17.2 9.7. '
Voted no 2--1.6 4.8-- 41.3 26.3 22.0

- ,

After schoorprograms 7.6 0 15.2 46.2 16.7 14.3

Voted yes 11.1 .20.2 47.4 13.2 8.1

Voted no - 3.5 , 10.2 46.8 19.4 20.2

Special Education 3.5 34.0 27.3 27.6

Voted.yes 4.6 -itT 38.4 2.2 20.7

,Voted no 2.0' .5.5 32.3. , 29.5,( .30.7

a
(Continued):
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Table11-Ixontinued

, AMOUNT OF SERVICES PREFERRED
a,b1.

4

,

By Vote on-Proposition 21/2 k

Cut back
a lot

Cut back
a little

Keep
the same

Increase
a little

.

Adult Edulatfon 6:4
1

11.6

d

,"

.

.

.

54.4

,

,

,

*

18.1

' _

.

'

.

.'

. .

..

Voted yes _
9-.5

Voted no 3.9

HUMAN RESOURCES SERVICES

13.8
8.8

5.8

, 53.3

58:2

-

40.4

17.1

,- 19.3

( $

28.0

Mental Health R
Programs 3'17

Voted yes 5.6
Voted no 1.9

Services for ihe
,

6.7

5.3

4.6

44.3
34/3-

439.5

25.0
32.1

29.0Elderly 1.4
Voted yes 2.0.

Voted-no 0.4. /
(

,
State & Community

6.2

3.4

12.6

' 43.8.
7.6

.

54.1,-

26.8
32%1

17.4

Colleges &
Universities 5.1

Voted yes .. 9.1 .

Voted no 1.4.

LEGAL SERVICES

/5.4
8:7

14.2

55.1
54.3

46.4

12.3
23.8

20.7
'
18.4

23.1

11.0

Tourts,and Judges 6.5
Voted yts 9.1

Voted 'do- 4.0

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE'

17.4
10.4

26.7

44.1

46.4 -

28.7

Welfare or other Pub-.
lic Assistance. 27.9

Voted yes
.

37.8
Voted no 1/.0 d

._

Local Servtices 3.7

$0.1

25.Q

16.0

23.0
35.7

,

. ..

- 43.9

.

\ 25.5;t)

Voted yes 6.3

Voted no .t . 1.;

.
*

State ServicgoL 11.3

24.2
7.8

27.4

44.8
44.8

15.9

47.3.
32.2

.

%. 25.4

Voted yes 16.9

Voted no .b..)6.3

36.8
19.6

. 23.1

27.6
18.0

I
32.6

wale

Increase
a lot

9.4'
, 6.4

9.8

22.1 '

18.3
26.4

25.0
21.3

26.5

10.8

11.7 .., .-

r.

12.1 .
...4 .

5.7

7.2 :

11.0'
77 -

14.2

.

10.0.--

5.2
.13:9

*Based on ihe questiod "Think about the services provided by the state or locar
government to residenfs of,,your town or city. For,each service I read, please
tell me wheder state or local government should be providing e'lot,less, a little
less, the ame amohnt, a little more ora lot more of this ervice. Remember., if

government provides less services state or local taxes will be reduced, and'.if
Al government-provides mote services; state or local taxes will ba iticreased: If

the service ii mot available tip residents in your cAty'br fowh; please let se.know.
Let's begin with ("X'd" MEN). Which phrase in the.first list,deicribes hoW wait
poreor.less ("X!d" ITN) state or localiovernment should.provide?4, '40, ,

,
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than decrease servieg-levO.s, As-Table II-Iilluserates:

At least half the respondents want.to increase the amount of

services provided by soci;1 programs, such as elderly services,

0 mental health programs,and special education for.children with

learning problems.

Between 40 and 50 percent want to iricrease such tAdirional

municipal services-as police, street and sidewalk repairs,4

apd support of-Vublic eransportation.

Almost 40 percent want to increase public elementary and high

school education services.

Over 50 percent want to decrease welfare or othei public assis-

tance. This is the only-service of the 15 meastired for which

cutbacks,werestrong1y supported.
, r

Current users of the varioui services, younger respondents, lower
4

income respondents, blacks;and renters are most likely to want greater amounts

* of almost all of the 15 services measured. Residents of cities are more

likely to want service increases than xesidentS Oftowns. Boston residents

want.even greater increases- in their services than do residents of other

cities.(Table not reliarted).
. .4

Preferences of "Yes"-Noters vs.,"No" Voters. Massachusetts residents

in general express little interest in cutting bac1C specific public services,

exapt welfare services. Supporters of Proposition'21/2, however; are slightly

more interested than opponents in cutting back public services (see Table

A greater prop9rtdot of "yes".than "no" voters eaptess inteiest in cutting

back each of the specific services. Yet even among "yes" voters, support

for service cuts isnot very strong. Welfare is the only'public service which

-A 41
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a majortty Of supportArs want to cut. Among the supporters:

Two out of three want to decrease welfare aneother

public assistance programs.

Only one in four wants to cut education services, such as after

school progfams, public elementary and high school education,

adult education, and state and community colleges and universities.

Anly three in ten want to reduce support for local pubric

transportation.

Only one in four wants to-cut back the services of courts and

judges.

Few "no" voters want.to cut ady of the specific services measured,

except welfare. In fact, opponents of Proposition 21/2 show considerable

1

interest in increasing ihe level of public services and want to increase

an average of 3.9 of the 15 services measured. Among the opponents:

More than four in ten want to increase traditional municipal ser

Vices, including police, street repairs, public parks and recreation,

and 'support for local pbblic transportation.
1'

At least four in ten want to increase local education services,

including public elementary and high school education, -after school

programs, and special education.

Nearly six in ten want to incredse sOcial services,including mental
-

health programs and elderly services.

B. Amount Massachuietts''Residents Are Vining to gpend on Services

In addition to asking aboupo,preferred levels of public_services, we
4

asked about preferred leVels of government spenaing and taxes. "Compared

to what the state gbvernment (or local government or ;Fel school system) I'
..

now ipinds, by what-percentage, if any, would you like to see state govern-
,

'_

<12

r
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ment (or local goprnment or loéal public school), spending and taxes

increase or decrease? You may answer any percent increase or decrease

from 1 percent to 100 percent or tell me you want it to stay the same,"

Despite wanting about the currene level of state, local and educa-

tional services, the median respondent
1
wants to reduce spending and

taxes. The median or typical respondent wants to cut back state spend-

ing 20 percent, cut back local spending 10 percent, and keep school

spending at its current level.

DESIRED CHANGES IN TAXING AND SPENDING

State Local

Median spending change -20% -10%
Percent wanting: ,

--spending increase 159% 12.4%
4

--no change
--spending decrease

20.5
62.8

- 27.9
58.6

School

%

20.0%

35.6
44.4

Supporters of Proposition 21/2 want greater cutbacks in taxes and

spending than do opponents. The typical supporter wants a 20 percent

reduction in state and local spending and a 10 percent reduction in

school spending. The typical opponent wants a five percent reduction

in state spending and no change in local spending or school spending.

C. 'PerceptioriS of Inefficiency and Corruption in Government

How can respondents' demands for less spending and taxing be re-

conciled with tffeir apparent wish to maintain or increase services?

This section shows that the gap can Se explained in large part by resi-
,

dents' demands for more efficient and productive government.

.1
1
The median respondent is the middle respondent. In other words, half the
respondents want less taxes and spending than the median respondent, and
half want more taxes and spending.
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We obtained a measure of the extent of perdeived government ineffi-

",

ciency and waste 144 asking respondents how much they think spending can

be reduced without significantly afftcting the quality and quantity of

services provided. ,The table below shows that respondents think there

is more waste in the state budget than in local budgets, and more in

, .

overall local budgets than in school budgets. The magnitudes are suffi-

ciently large to account for the discrepancy between the large spending

cutbacks desired and desires to maintain or elightly increase service levels.

AMOUNT RESPONbENTS THINK SPENDING AND TAXING CAN BE REDUCED

WITHOUT SIGNIFICANTEY AFFECTING THE QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF SERVICES

State Local Elementary &
Services Services High School Education

24% . 19% 13%Possible cutback (Average)

Table 11-2 summarizes respondents' perceptions of inefficiency for

nine'of the 15 seilVices. Far example, the table shows that 51 percent of

-
the respondents think cuts of 5 percent or more-in police budgets would

significantly affect police services. Another 27 percent of the respondents

disagree; they think police budgeiVCOuld be cut by 15 percent or more
%

-without significantly affecting police services.

In the case of each service, "yei" voters are more lik4 than "no"

voters to believe budgets zan be cut substantially without a fecting ser-

vices. Despite the fact that "yes" voters perceive more inefficiency than

"no" voters for any given service, the two groups hold similar views abaut

which servides are most inefficiently provided.

Boih groups think the greatest cuts can be made in the welfare

and public assistance budget,

Both groups think police, garbage and special education budgets

are least amenable to spending cuti without service cuts,

4 4
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Table 11-2

BELIEFS THAT SPENDING CAN BE CUT

WITHOUT AFFECTING THE QUALITY OR QUANTITY OF SERVICES:

PPSSIBLE CUTBAPXS OF LESS THAN 5 PERCENT/POSSIBLE CUTBACKS OF 15 PERCENT OR MOREa°

By Vote on Proposition 212

Service Type
Vote on

Total Proposition 21/2
Respondents Yes No

Municipel Services
Police 51%/27% 44%/33% 61%/17%
Fire fighting NA NA NA
Street E sidewalk repairs 45/36, 40/41 52/27
Regular garbage pickup 51/30 51/34 56/23
Local:public parks and NA NA NA

,

-recreation
Support of local public

transportation
,

Local School-related Services

NA NA NA

Public elementary and high.
school eaUcation

38/37 27/48 51/27

After school programs 42/34 . ,35/40 55/24
Special education 58/22 ' 51/26 66/16
Adtlt ducation' 31/45 27/50 42/37

1.

Human Resources Services
Mental-healthprograms NA NA NA
Services for-the elderly -NA NA NA
State and-aommunity colleges 35/40 29/66 '45/30

'and universities

4ALegal Services
COurts and judges NA 'NA NA

Public Aisistance
Welfare or other public

'assistance
18/67 11175 , 25/56

State Services 11/73 6/80 .19/63'

Local Seivises 18/60 . 10/69 30/46

a
,

'brootnotes on following page.
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Table II-2,footnotes

a
Based on the questions: "Now let's talk about some specific services. People
we've talked to believe that.government could cut back sperkding on these ser-
vices by eliminating waste, inefficiency and other problems. By what percent-
age, if.any, do yod think government could cut back spending on ("X'd" ITEM)
without significantly affecting the quality or amount of services provided?".

"And,by what percentage, if any, do you think-state government could cut taxes
and spending without'significantly cutting the amount of services?"*

"Overall, by what percentage, if any, do.you think your local_government could
cut taxes and spending without significantly cutting the amount of services?"

, b
Each entry has two numbers. The number to the left of the slash is the per-
centage of respondents who believe thit spending cuts 61 5% or more would
significantly affect the quality or amount of service provided. The number
to the right of the slash is the percentage of respondents who believe
spending for that service could be cut by 15% or more without significantly
affecting'the quality or amount of services provided. Percentages are based
on those responding to the question. NA nitans that the.qptstion was not asked.

v

z16
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Inefficiency means chalk/mat Mid:mg* ddiferent people. To sote-i-r----

means that resources such) ae;woditer tttimmalnd -tax money are not being used

as productively as posc-Tal. Tm =doors Et means that government resources'

are being used for the,usammz quagoss =by wcTle not needing services.

A series of attitude quesmdmms ,porwads atittaitimnal information on respondents'

views about the extent mf dmsfaclemrr th-Mmesachusetts goVerntent,

Nearly half the ieepmmdemms trJtiThrk JLa11 3m2blic employees are overpaid,

and two-thirds think tbst Macad *lax empllamees do not work ,as bard as

their private-sector conmerperms. Mods mimesis that many state residents

believe their tax money iistbeagrmestedi. BO.the same-vein, when asked

about the recipients of e tzii]Jaw5I elostrtive service --welfare--

over three in four respmmtWmos amgme thta liemple now on welfare could

ffind jobs if they really Ais :dile trade below shows, supporters

of Proposition 21/2 are umme Rae& /film oirrrion'av to believe that the

public seceor is ineffindems axamprolidmig to, Vbeese definitions.

PERCENTAGE AGREEING UM' CM At =OUR. PAM COVERNMENT IS INEFFICIENT

by MITIE OEM R'nunmadi=lon 21/2

MmlaR11

Kesprnrilents

Vote on Prop. 21/2

Diiferences:
Vote yes minus
Vote Noles " No

City or town employees amm
overpaid:

55.5% 30.9% +24.6%

City or town employees duet
work as hard as people:Who
work for private commodes

ff.f6..71 76.0 53.4 +22 . 6

People now'on welfare moult
find jobs-lf they resil47

tried

7181,83 434. 8 67.4 +17.4

4 7
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Corruption also leads to wasteful government. Our respondents over-
.

whelmingly agree that public sector corruption is common in Massachusefts.

Eighty-eight-percent of the respondents agree that "corruption is cOmmon'

in my state government" and 63 percent agree tp a similar Statement about

local government. Supporters and opponents of Proposition 21/2 hold similar

views.

PERCENT AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE THAT GOVERNMENT IS'CORRUPT'

Byvote on Proposition 21/2

Difference:
Vote on Prop. 21/2 Vote yes minus

Total 'Yes No Vote no

Corruption is common in
my state government

87.8% 89.4% 86.0% +3.4%

Corruption is Common in
my;local government

63.4 63.3 57.8 +5.5

Finally, to determine whether Massachusetts residents believe that

faxel can be cut-without lowering service levels, we asked whether they
0,-

agree with the statement, "Proposition 13 in California showed that taxes

can be cut without cuts in services." More than eightpin ten supporters

of Proposition'21/2, in contrast to one in three opponents, agree that Pro-

position 13 demonstrated that this could be done. It appears that many

supporters either ignored or weie unaware of the fact that California

had a-large state budget sutplus when.Proposition 13 passed.

PERCENT AGREEING A LOT OR A LITTLE THAT TAXES CAN

-BE CUT WITHOUT SERVICE CUTS

By vote on Proposition 21/2

Proposition 13 in California
showed that taxes can be
cut without cuts in services

Difference:

Vote on Prop. 21/2 Vote yes minus

Total Yes No Vote no

63.8% 82.4% 34.8% +47.6%

a

.7



D. Preferred Method of Financing Services

Do Massachusetts residents want to change the way basic public services
7

are financed? -To address this, we askeerespondents: "For each service I

read, would you like to keep the financing the way; it is now or see a

greater share of the money come from local property taxes, from state income

taxes, from state ssles taxes, or a greater share from fees paid by users

of the service?" Respondents generally want to continue financing tradi-

tional municipal services with property taxes. They show considerable

interest however, in shifting the financing of more redistributive services,

such as elde'rly services,to other tax sources. Five general conclusions

emerge.(See Table Ir-3.)

First, MassaChusetts residents do not want to eliminate property taxes.

'Most respondents want.to retain the'local f)roperty tag as the major revenue

source for financing traditional municipal services. Between

80 percent of the Aspondents want to keep financing as it is

property taxes tO provide a greater.share of money for police

70 percent And

now or want

services,

fire fighting services, street-and sidewalk repairs, regular garbage pick-

up and local public parks and recreation facilities'. Thus, in spfte, of its

faults, the property tax is viewed by many as an appropriate to finance

municipal services. This conclusion,is reinforced by the fact that 58.9

percent of the sample agree a little or a lot with the Statement "The ,

property tax is the best way for cities and towns to raise money for city

services."

Second, there is considerable:interest in shifting away from 'reliance

on the proferty tax for education services. More than two put of three

people want to reduce the use of prverty taxes in the financing of special

4 9
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Table TI -3

,PREFERRED METHOD OF FINANCING PUBLIC:SERVICES
a,b

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Service Type

..

:

Greater Share of MOney.Should Come Fromi
KeeP Local , State State

Financing Property Income' Sales User Other

the Same Taxes Taxes Taxes Fees 'Sources

MUNICIPAL SERVICES

Police 24.4 % 50.7
Voted for Proposition 21/2 23.6 54.0

Voted against- 27.8 50.8-

.

Fire Fightinq
c

30.6 51.0
Voted for Proposition 21/2 29.6 57.0
Voted against 33.9 45.6

Streit & Sidewalk Repairs c 30.5 50.8

Voted for proposition 21 "TOY ' 53.9
Voted against 34.9 49.4

Regular Garbage Pickup c 29.7 41.7
Voted for Propleition 21L, ITCY 40.4
Voted against ' * 31.1 4 44.3

Local-PUblic Parks & 49.0
Recreation

Voted,for Proposition 21/2 214 49.9
Voted against

Support of Lodal public 17.3 l8.2
. Transportation

Voted for ProRpsition 2h 16.6 15.8
Voted against 17.2 20.2'

4

%

1

16.6 % 5.2 % 2.2% 0.9 %

13.9 5.6 . 2.0 .0.9

16.4 3.3 1.2 0.5

.'

1116 4.9 1.4 0.5

7.4 4.4 0.9 0.7
15.8 3.5 1.2 0.0

,'

, 9,6 4.7 1.8 0.6
7:7 6.1 1.3 1.3

8.1 5.2 2.3 0.1

6.4 *3.8 17.2 1.2

' 5.3 4.4 18.4 1.2

5.4 0.6 17.4 1.2

12.2 7.1 8.4 1.4

10.5 7.5 9.2 .1.5
13.4 4.7 5.6 1.2

23.3 12.4 . 25.7 3.1

20,7, 12.6 30.3 4.0

26.0 11.6' 22.4 2.6

(cotinUed)
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Table 11:4, continued

PRI:PERI:am? METHOD OF FINANCING PUBLIC SERVICESI"

By.Vote'on Proposition 212

Service Type

-

'Greater Share of Mbney Should Come From:
Keep Local State State .

Financing , Property Incoie Sales User Other

the Same Taxes Taxes Taxes Fees Sources

° LOCAL SCHOOL-RELATED
SERVICES

Plib/ic Elementary and. 20.3% 34.1% 28.4% 8.5% 7.2% 1.5%

High School EduCation
1

' Voted for Proposition 212 19.6' 35.4 25.4 8.3 9.9 1.4

'Voted against 20.7 36.8 30.4 6.2 4.1 1.8

After,School Programs such ' 19.6 39.1 13.3 6.2 20.5 1.3

as Music and Athletics
Vtted for Proposition 212 18.2 39.9 9.1 5.7 25.6 1.5

N Vtted against ,

20.7, 40.8 15.5 6.0 15.7 1:3

Special Education for,Cdildren 16.9 15.2 48.4 12.1 5.9 1.5

With Leaining Problems . .

Voted for Propositon 212 17.1 15.2 46.0 12.6 70 2.1

Voted against 18.3
t

14.6 52.0 10.3 3.7 1.1

Adult Education 19;6 - 20.3 19.6 6.6 32.4 1.3'

, Voted'for Proposition 212 , 19.6 21.4 16.6 6.8 34.2 1.4

Voted against 21.1 21.3 20.1 5.7 30.1 1.7

HUMAN RESOURCES iiRVICES
`ND

5.4% 57.8% 13.7% 4.8% 1.8%

,

Mental Health Programs *16.5%
Voted for Proposition A 16.4 5.6 56.5 14.4 5.2 1.9
Voted against 18.2 3.4 60.6 11.9 4.0 1.9

!

Services for the Elderlyc 24.3 16.1 42.4 13.1 2.9 1.2
Voted for Proposition 21/2 22.3

,
14.4 39.7 19.2 3.1 1.3

Voted against 28.5 19.2 41.9 8.1 -1.7 0.6

,

State & Community Colleges 16.5 3.4 46.1 12.0 20.7 1.3
& Universities

Voted for Proposition 212 13.6 3.4 154.0 12.3 25.1 Xib6
Voted against 20.7 2.2 50.9 10.6 14.2 1.4

5,1
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Tabler1-3, continued,

PREFERRED METHOD,OF F/NANC/NG PUBLIC SERVICESa,b

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Greater Share of Money Should Cone From:

Service Type
Keep
Financing
the Same

Local
Property
Taxes

State
Income
Taxes

State
Sales-
Taxes

User
Fees

Other
Sources

4.

LEGAL SERVICES . / /

Courts and-Judgesc 25.5 8.9 43.9 9.7 10.5 1.5
Voted for Proposition 21/2 26.4 6.5 .. 44.6 13.0 6.9 2.6
Voted against 28.9 11.4 44.6 s.A, 9.0 0.7

PUBLIC ASS/STANCE

Welfare Or Other.Public 21.5 7.8 45.6 13.6 8.0 3.5
Assistancec

Voted for Proposition 2): 17.5 7.2 45.3 17.5 7.2 5.3
Voted against 26.4 10.2 44.3 11.4 6.6 1.1

*Based on the question: "For each'service I readpwould you like to keep the financing'
the way it now is or to see a greater share ofthe money come from local property
taxes, from state income taxes, from state sales taxes, or a greater share from fees

joaid by users of the service?"

Percentages are calculated for respondents Who answerpd each question, and total
to 100% acroes eadh row.

41-

. c
Asked only of a subsample of resixadents.

41,,
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education services for children with learning problem:S. This desire for

change exisp even though respondents undersetimate the extent of current

."reliance on property taxes. Indeed, although resiondents estieate on

. f .

average that property taxes Pay for 42 pert-int of these expenditures, the

actUal proportion, as reported by the.state Depa'rtment of Education: Is

closer to 60 percent.

Less than half the respondents, but still a substantial proportion,

also want to alter financing arrangements for the other school-related

services included in the survey. Specifically, 45 percent want.to decrease

.the relative reliance on poperty taxes for overall financing of elemenary

and secondary education; 49 percent would'do so for adult eddeation, as

would-41 percent for after-school programs. In the iases of adult educa- .

tion and after-sphool programs, there is considerable interest in.shifting
A o

to user charges (32.4% and 20.5% respectivel0.
l.

ihird, at least 40 13ercent_of the respondents want to see state inCOme
/

tax money finance a larger share of human resources services, (mental health;q!- _
programs, elderly services and public h4sher education), courts and 'judges,

and welfare and otheflublic assistance programs. This probably reflects ,
4

both tfue ihterest in seeingsuch a shift, and same misunderstanding. Respon-

dents'generally tend to overestimate the-amount of each of these-services

4

that is financed by property tax revenues. ...This is particularly true in the

case of legal services and public.assista4e., Respondents think property

taxes finance an average of 36 percent and 39 percent of these services,

respectivily, when, in fact, almOst no contributions are currently made

io these services from property taxes.
1

/Only the-subsample of 501 respondents was asked about the proportion of
3

legal services financedby property taxes. See Appendices B and L.

53
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Fourth, supporters and opponents of Proposition 21/2 hold siMilar views

.

.about the extent toirhich property-taxes should.be used to finance traditional

municipal services and local education services. But among those wanting

to shift to othersrevenue sources to finance these services, supporters are,

more likely than opponents to wept to shift to-user.çhes. For example,

30 percent clf thhe, who voted "yes" oxyroposition'21/2 believe a greater

share of support for local putplic transportation should come froth uiers,

while only 22.4 percent of 61e "no" voters hold similar views. "Yes"

voters are also,more likely than 11 no 11 voters to prefer user charges for

local public parks andrecreation (9.2 percent vs. 5.6 percent); education
y-

-te*
serviceip(general education, 9.9 percent vs. 4:1 p(rcent; special education,

7.0 vs. 3.7 percent; adult education, 34.2 vs. 30.1 percent and after-
,

schdol programs, 25.6 Arcent vs. 15.7 percent), and state and community
.

leges (25.14vs. 14.2 percent). The differences between "yes" and

voters'Ireferences foruser-charge financing ate small for other

ices.
0 I.

Finally, among those wtio want to shift tipancing responiibility to

I. ,

the state government, state inccLe taxes are overwhelmingly preferred
,

---

state sales taxes. Of the 3,7 percent expressing a prefernce for more state

funding of/elementary and secondary education, for exam0e, those preferring`

$
the use of state 1 omeltaxeS exceed those preferring use of state sales

-
.

or

taxes by more th to IS. This pattern 1161da for other services as wfll.;

with the income tax being preferred 4esto 1 for special educandon, and more

than 4'to,1 tor mental health programs.
4

A tional insiihts into people's feelingsAbout financing arrange-

ments emeige from several attitude questions: The table blieow shows diet

both-"yes" and "no" voters are concerned about rapidly risingapitoperty taxes.

54 c
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A striking 78 percent of all respondents disagree a lot or a little witch

the statement "It's OK for property taxes to grow as fastor\the cost of
.N

living." There are at least two explanations for this attitude.- First,

even if everyone's pretax income grew as fast as prices, incomes net of

federal'indome taxes Would grow more slowly, than prices because inflation

pushes people into higher tax brackets. As a result, if property taxes

increased as fast as prices,after-tax incomes would not grow as fast as

property taxes. Second, inflation-induced increases in property taxes can

present serious financial problems for ouseholds whose incones do nqt

rise as fast as inflation.

That Massachusetts heads of households want to restrain the rate of

growth of property taxis also shows'up clearly,. More than 77 percent of

the respondents believe that state government should give more money to

the cities and towns so local property taxes can be kept down. It should
%

be noted, however, that respondents were not asked whether this state

money should come frolumfrinte taxes or reductionS' in other state 4'

expenditures.

Finally, 58.1 percent of the respondents dlaagree with the view that

.taxpayers in wealthy cities and towns should help pay for services in poorer

cities and towns. Moreover, supporters of Proposition 21/2 disagree more

strongly with this view than opponents do. Taken together, this suggests

'that the desire for more state aid reflects the desire to restrain the

4

0 growth of property taxes mire than the Aesire to spread the burden of,

fftmancing local public services more evenly across jurisdictions.
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a
ATTITUDES/TOWARD TAXES_AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

, It's OK for property taxes
,.7." to rise is fast as the

cost of living.

Disagree
-.a lot

Disagree
a little

Agree a
little

Agree a.

lot

45.7% 32.3% 16.8% 5.2%
.

Voted for Prop. 21/2 50.0 31.4 4.8 4.8 '

, Voted egainsf Prop. 21/2 40.3 34.1 19.2 , 6.4

Statt.government sh-ould -

. give more money. to ,the

cities & towns so local
property taxes can be
kept down.

6.8 16.0 40.4 36.8

Voted for Prop. 21/2 9.0 15.9 39.1 36.0
Voted against Prop. 21/2 5.5 17.5 39.3 37.7

Tax payers in rich cities.
& towns should help pay
for services in poorer
citieS & towns.

30.0 28.2 .- 28.9 12.9

Voted for prop. 21/2 37.5 27.9, 25.4
. Voted against Prop. 21/2 23.3 28.7 34.1 13.9 #

Note: Percentages add to. 100 across rows.

0-40,

-

40.

56
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Section III

EXPLAINING THE VOTE

a

In Section.I, we discussed people's knowledge of and expectations

about Proposition 21/2. In Section II we' reported what'people in Massachusetts

want in the way of changes in public services, financing arrangements,

and government operations, independent of Proposition 21/2. This section

combines the two parts to determine why people voted for or against the

measure. The discussion is orginited around three potential micetivations:

the desire for a smaller public sector, the desire for tax reforq and

the desire for changes in the way governmeni operates.

A. Smaller Public Sector

We define the sizi of the public sector in terms of service levels

rather than spending levels. This distinction is important; as discussed

above, many of our respondents want to reducegovernMent spending and

taxes at the same time that they want to maintain current service ipvels.

Table III-1 summarizes our findings about people's desires and expectations

for a smaller public sector. Since this is the first of a series of similar
\

tables, we will explain in some detail how we constructed the table.

Based on our survey questions, we established criteria to determine whether

a respondent shows evidence of desiring Or expecting service cutbacks. These

criteria4re sometimes based on_the responses to a single question; in other

cases, they refer to responses to a combination of questions.1

1. The:percentages reported in Tables III-1 through 111-5 may differ slightly
from those reported in earlier tables. The percentages for tables in
thii section are based on all interviews 'while percentages in earlier
tables are based only on the number of people responding to a particular
question: Table entries in this seition are based on 1586 total respon-
dents, 721 "yes",voters, and 522 "no" voters. r.

7
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1. Expect Proposition 21/2 to reduce size of public sector: We
categorize respondents as expecting Proposition 21/4 to reduce the
size of the public sector if:

-they state that service.cutbacks are the single most
important change OR
they indicate that their community services Will be
cut back (a little dr a lot), OR
in telling us how much they expect each of tM 15 specific
services.(police, fire, etc.) to be cut back under
Proposition 21/2, they indicate that, on average, they
expect servic reductions;

2. Prefer a smaller &Iblic sector: We define respondents as preferring
i smaller public sector if they want to cut back (a Attle or a lot)
either state or local services, providing that they do not want an
offsetting increase in the other type of service.

3. Strongly prefer a smaller public sector: We define respondents
as strongly preferring a smaller public sector if they want to cut
back (a little or a lot) both locally provided and stite-provided
public services.

Once the criteria are establisiled, it is a simple matter to determine

the number of respondents in each category. In the first column, we

report the percentage-of total respondents in each of the categories.

Fbr example, the table shows that 10.7 percent of the total respondents

both strongly prefer and expect Proposition 21/2 to lead to a smaller public

sector. The second and third columns report the percentages of "yes"

and "no" voters in each category.. We should note that our definitions

are somewhat arbitrary; different criteria, however, yield only slightly

different percentages.

Table III-1 reinforces our findings. Most people polled expect

Proposition 21/2 to require service cutbacks, but only athird of all

respondents appear to want a reduced level of public services. To avoid

misinterpretation, we emphasize that the.critexia we used to determine

whether a respondent expects service cutbacks do not distinguish between

those who expect small-scale cutbacks in a few services, and'those who

58
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Table III-1

. SMALLER PUBLIC SECTOR:

PREFERENCES AND EXPECTATIONSa

By Vote on PropOsition 21/2

Total
Respondents

Vote on
Proposition 21/2

Yes No

Expect Proposition 211 to reduce
size of piAlic sector

. 88.2% 96.4%

Prefer a.smaller public sector 33.7 48.8 20.1

--and expect a smaller
public sector 31.4 44.7 19.9

Lbut do not expect a

smaller public sector 2.3 4.1 0.2

Strongly prefer a smaller
public sector 11.2 18.7 4.0

--and expect a smaller
public sector 10.7 17.8 4.0

--but do not expect a

0.5 0.9 0.0smaller public sector

a
See text for definitions of variables.

59
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expect major disruptions. As noted in section I, at least half the
c.,

respondents do noi expect cutbacks in basic services such as .police and

fire protection and garbage pickup.

Although the vast majority of Massachusetts residents apparently

do not want to decrease the size of governmentt preferen6es for and

expectations of, a smalj.er public sector probablr:Account for some of

the favbrable vote on Proposition 21/2. At the saie time, fears of a-

smaller public sector Apparently led many voters to oppose the Proposition.

We base these conclusions on differences between the "yes" and "no"

voters. The proportions of "yes" voters (44.7%) who both prefer a smaller

public sector and expect Proposition 21/2 to lead to that outcome is more

than twice the proportion of "no" voters (19.9%) holding the same views.

Similarly, the propErtion of "yes" voters (17.8%) who strongly prefer

a smaller public sector and expect Proposition 21/2 to reduce'the size

of the public sector is more than four timess,the proportion of comparable

"no" voters (4.0%).

We are impressed by the relatively small proportion of "yes" voters who

want service cutbacks at both the state ankttlocal levels (03.7%). In fact,

less than half the "yes" voters want service cutbacks at any level of

government. This suggests that the desire for a smaller public sector

was neither the only nor the dominant motivation behind the favorable

vote on Proposition,21/2.

C Tax Reform

Alternatively, people may have voted for Proposition 21/2 to achieve

tax reform. We have defined tax reform in two ways -- as a shift away,

from local property taxes to heavier reliance on state taxes (referred to
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as specific tax reform) and as a shift away from local property taxes to

heavier reliance on other taxes or fees (referr4d to as general tax reform).

The element common to both is reduction in-property taxes.

Table 111-2 presents the specific tax reform results: Respondents

are classified as follows:

I. 7Expect Proposition 21/2 to shift burdefi to state taxes. Respondents
, who expect property taxes to fall and who believe that either

state sales or indome taxes will be increased.

2. Prefer shift to state taxes (education). Respondents who want
a greater share of funding for public elementary and high school

'education to come from state income or sales taxes.

3. Prefer shift to state taxes (for at least one local service).
Respondents who want a greater share of funding to come from
state income or sales taxes for at least one of:the following
services: public elementary and high school education, special
education, fire, police, support of local public transportation,
regular garbage pickup, street and sidewalk repair, public parks
and,recreation facilities, adult education or after school programs.

The iable shows first that 'Lyes" voters are more likely than "no" voters

to expect Proposition 21/2 to shift the burden to state taxes,(65.5% vs.'

58.4%). This finding appears to conflict with our earlier statement in

Section II-D that "no" voters are more likely than "yes" voters to expect

higher income or sales taxes. But the fin4ings can be reconciled by noting

tftst many of the "no" voters do not expect Proposition 21/2 to reduce

property taxes. In other words, many of the "no" voters expect an increase

in state taxes without a shift away from local taxes.

Because education expenditures are such a large portion of local budgets,

we singled out preferences for financing elementary and secondary education.

Only 33.1 percent of the "yei" voters and 36.2 percent of the "no" voters

want to shift to more state financing of public schools. Because "yes"

voters are more-likely than "no" voters to expect Proposition 21/2 to shift

tax burdens to the state, however, slightly more "yes" voters than "no"

voters (22.6% vs. 18.6%) both want and expect tax reform of this type.
*
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Table 111-2

SPECIFIC TA% REFORM - -SHIFT BURDEN TO STATE TAXES:

it
PREFERENCES AND EXPECTATIONS

By Vote oh Proposition 21/2

1

Total
Respondents

Vote on
Proposition 21/2

Yes No

Expect Proposition 21/2 to shift

burden to state taxes 61.2% 65.5% 58.4%

Prefer shift to state taxes (education) 36.2 33.1 36.2

--and expect shift to state taxes. 21.5 22.6 18.6

--but do not/expect shift 14.7 10.5 17.6

'Prefer shift to state taxes

(at least one local siervice) 86.4 84.3 88.5

--and expect shift to state taxes 53.9 56.3 51.7

-.!-but do not expect shift

to state taxes 32.5 28.0 36.8

a
See text for definitions of variables:

6
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These small differences between"yes" and "no" voters suggest that preferences

for ind expectations.about 'education finance reform do not add much to our

understanding of why Proposition 21/2 passed.

To what extent did the desire to change the way any of a number of

local public sbrvices are financed influence the vote? The percentage of

people favoring tax reform increases dramatically when we broaden.the

definition to include people who want to shift taie burdens to the state

for at least one of several local public services. According to this

definition, 86.4 percent of all respondents want tax reform. The patterns

of preferences and expectations for "yes" and "no" voters, however, is

similar to what we found when we looked at preferences for changing

education financing. "No" voters are slightly more likely than "yes"

yoters to prefer a shift to state taxes; because of different expectations

about the effects of Proposition 21/2, "yes" voters are only slightly more

likely.than "no" voters to both,Want and expect tax shifts. Thus, it is

difficult to distinguish the "yes" voters from the "no" voters on the

basis of this specific tax reform issue.

1

To further explore the topic of tax reform, we define a set of general

tax reform categories -- preferences and expectations for property tax

reductions offset by additional taxes and fees.

1. Expect Proposition 21/2 to reform tax structure: Those who
expect property taxes to fall and who believe that one or
more of the following outcomes.will occur: state income
or sales taxes will be increased; state aid for cities and
tOWAs will be-increased, or the legislature will be encour-
aged to reform Massachusetts taxes. Alternatively, respon-
dents couJ.d mention tax reform or tax shift as the single
.most important impact of Proposition 21/2.

. .Prefer tax reform: Those who want a greater share of .

funding to come from state'income or sales taxes,
charges or other revenues for at least one local public
service.

60'
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Table III-3.

GENERAL TAX REFORM:

PREFERE CES AND EXPECTATIONSa

By Vote on Proposition VI

Tbtal
Respondents

Vote on

Proposition 21/2

Yes No

Expect Proposition 211 to reform
tax structure 79;0-% 89.9 % 65:1

Prefer tax reform

-- and expect tax reform

95.3 95.7 95.0,

75.6 86.1 61.5

-- but do' not exPect tax reform 19.7 9.6 33.5

%

a
See text for definAions of variables.

6 4
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Most Massachusetts residents wan.t.general tax reform (see Table 111-3). *

"Yes" and "no" voters have similar preferences for general tax reform

but have different expectations about the effects of Proposition 21/2.

Eight,y-six percent of the "yeg" voters-prefer,and'expect general tax

reform, while only 61.5 percent ot the "ne'voteiS hold Similar views.

These findings suggest that the interaction of preferences and expectations

about general tax reform differentiates "yes" voters from "no" voters an&

consequently explains some of the support for Propoaltion 21/2.

From a policy perspective, it would be useful to know what voters

mean by tax reform. Respondents generally, and "yes" voters in particular,

want to reduce property taxes. There is no consensus, however, about

alternative revenue sources. Some people want to shift away from property

taxes to state taxes. Others want to increpse fees on users of servies.

C. Changes in the Way Government Operates

Finally, people may have vOted for Proposition 21/2 in protest against

the inefficiency, corruption, and waste Ihey perceive in Massachusetts

government. In section II, we noted the large proportion of Massachusetts

heads of households who believe inefficiency and corruption are common at

both the state and local levels. In this section we combine these percep-

tions with voters' expectations about whether Proposition 21/2 will induce

change.

Table; III-1 and 111-5 putray major differences between "yes" and

"no" voters in both their percepOlops of inefficiency and their expectations

about the effects of Proposition 21/2. Table 111-4 refers to local government

inefficiency while Table 111-5 refers td inefficiency and corruption at
00'

both the state and local level.
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Referring first to Table 111-4, we define the variables as follOws:

1. Expect Proposition 2k to make local government more efficient.
Respondents expect Proposition 21/2 to make_local government
_more efficient if they agree a lpt or,a little with the
statement "Proposition 21/2 will makelocal goVernment more
effident."

2. PerceiVe local inefficiency. We define i perception of local
inefficiency by a response of 5 or more percent to the question
of how much the respondent believes spending on local public
services can be cut back without cutting services.

3. Perceive much local ineffiCiency. This definition is similar
to that of "perceive local inefficiensexcept the cutoff
is increased to.a response of 15 perdent.

z

Table 111-4 shows first that "yes' voters are much more likely than

"no" voters to expect Proposition 21/2 to make local'gOvernment more efficient.

This merely restates findings from Section I. The table also shows that

"yes" voters are substantially more likely than "no" voters to believe

that local government is inefficient.

Cotbining expectations and beliefs widens differences between "yee,

-and "no" voters. While 63.3 percent of the "yes" voters perceive some

inefficiency and expect change, only 22.6 percent of the "no" voters

hold similar views. In contrast only orie in nine "yes" voters (11.0%)

compared to alniost one in four'"no" voters (22.6%) perceives some inefgiciency

but does not expect change. These findings support the hypothesis that people's

perceptions and expectations about the inefficiency of local government

played an important role in the overall vote.

Table 111-5 presents similar results for a more broadly defined concept

of inefficiency and corruption. For this.table we categorize respondents

as follows:

1. Expect Proposition 21/2 to reduce inefficiency and corruption:

Respondents who eitker agree (a lot or_a little) with tbe
statement that Proposition 21/2 will make local government,more
efficient or who mention increased efficiency, responsibility
or less corruption as the single most important impact of the
tax limitation measure.
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- Table 111-4

LOCAL PUBLIC SECTOR INEFFICIENCY:

PERCEPTIONS AND EXPECTATIONSa

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

411.

.1

41P

Total
Respondents

Vote on
Proposition 21/2

Yes No

Expect Proposition. 21/2 to make local

government more efficient 63.4% 82.7,% 37.7%

-/
Perceive some local inefficiency 63.7 74.6 46.4

and expect change 46.0 63.6 22.6

-- but do not expeci change 17.7 11.0 23.8

PerceiVe much local inefficiency 4,7.9 57.4 31.8.

-- and expect change 434.8 - 4B.5 19.1

A%

-- but do not expect change 13.1 8.9 16.0

.

a
See'texi for definitions of variables.
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2. Perceive inefficiency and corruPtion: Respondents perceive
inefficiency and Corruption if the sum of their stated
percentage of possible spending cutbacks for local and
state government without serv e cutbacks is greater'than
or equal to ten percent and t y gree Chat corruption is

...-

common in their local government or state government.

3. Perceive much inefficiency,and corruption: Similar to the
definition of some-inefficiency, except that the cutoff for
possible amount of spending cuts is increased to 20 percent.

This table repeats the findings of the previous table on local

government inefficiency: "yes" voters are much more likely than "no".

(
voters to per ceive general inefficiency and corruption and to.expect

Proposition 21/2 to improve the situation. R gardless of the definition

used, over 70 percent of the "yes" voters -- n contrast to about 30
4

percent of the "no" vOters --,hold such vie*s. note again that a

substantial portion of "no" voters (39.5 oA 3.9 ercent) perceive

inefficiency and corruption but do not expect position 21/2 to

"improve the situation..

We'conclude that Messachusetts lOters are very concerned-about

widespread inefficiency and corruption, The "no" voters=ard coneer-

ned-more about weste, inefficiency,U corruption in state government.

'1Yes" voters.typically believe such problems occur in.both state

. . - .

local.government. tecause "yes" Voters are much more likely than "no"

. . .

voters to believe Proliosition 21/2 will lead to more eftcient government,

we conclude that expectations about increase& government efficiency.explain

a large pr oportion of the vote on Proposition A.
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Table

INEFFICIENCY AND CORRUPTI0N:
PERCE IONA AND EXPECTATIONSa

By Vote 9.9 Proposition 21/2

Vote on
Total Proposition 21/2

Respondents Yes NO

Expect Proposition'21/2 to reduce

'''

1 inefficiency and corruption _ 66.6% 86:7%

Perceive some inefficVncy and
cOrruptical* 80.0 86.1

and expect change 55.9 75.3

-- but do not expect change 2.i * 10.8 4
ierceive much inefficiency and
corruption 73.8 80.4

and'expect change 52.5_
1

70.3 '

bu). o not expect change 21.3 ib.i

71.1

31.6

39.5

63.6

29.7

33.9

a.
SeA text for definitions of variables. .
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D. Summary -

SectiOn III is orFenized around three main issues -- size of the public

sector, financing arringements,-and-government operations. In conhection

-55-

with each, two questions arise:,T6 what extent do gassachusetts residents want

change? 46d, to what extent do views-about the three issues explain how people

voted on Proposition 21/2?

We,find that most Massachusetts residents do not want to reduce the size

of the public sector. espondents would, however, like to make government

tore efficient and ru lir/C-at-ion, they want changes in the way

public services are financed. While they agree that lower property taxes would

be desirable, they disagree about the best alternative revenue source..

To understand why people voted for or against Proposition 21/2, voters' pre-
.

ferences for change must be combines with their expectations about what Troposi-

tion 21/2 would do. Large differences between "yes" and "no" voters in preferences

-
and expectations on a giveivissue imply that the iitue influenced,the voting

VW . ,

outcome.

'thile there is considerable interest in tax reform, "yes" voters are only

.,

somewhat more likely than "no" voters to both want and expect tax reform.
40f.:

The small size of the differences suggests that interest in tax reform is not

the,major issue differentiating the "yes" and "zie'voters.

The issue of public_sector size differentiates "yes" and "no" voters more

, clearly. "Yes" voters are more likely than "no" voters to simultaneously
In

want and expect a ,smaller public sector. The relatively small percentage of

"yes" voters wanting serviCe'iedUctions, however, suggests that, while important

in differentiating'yes and no voters, this is-not the major issue motivating

the "yes" vote.

t
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The dominant issue appears to be concern about government inefficiency

and corruption. Both "yes" and "ne voters want moie efficient and respod-

sible government.- We find dramatic differences between "yes" and "no" voters

on this issue, however, because i'yes" voters were,much more likely than "no"

voters to expect Froposition 21/2 to makegovernment more efficient and respon-

sible. This expectation of increased efficiency helps explain "yes" voters'

beliefs that Proposition 21/2 could Provide reductions in taxes and spending

without large-scale service reductions,.
40.

These findings imply that a major component of the policy response

to Proposition 21/2 ought to focus onmaking government more productive. As

is now becoming apparent, hOwever, the views held by many of the "yes" voters

about the potential for efficiency gains may have been unrealistic. These

unrealist& expectations complicate enormously the policy choices that public

officials must now make in response to Proposition 21/2.

We ena by noting that m'ore powerful statistical techniques are needed

to completely sort out the different.factors influencing the vote on

Proposition.21/2. For example, Many_people wanting tax reform may have voted

against the Proposition because they feared massive service reductions. By

looAng at tax reform, service levels and government operation separately, as

we have done in this paper, we may have missed'some of the interrelations

among thise three4koncerns Elsewhere, however, we have reported results

4, based on-i comprehensive multivariate voting model that confirm--the basic

-conclusions of this report.*

1

*Helen F. Ladd and Julie Boatright Wilson, "Why Voters Support Tax Limita-
tions: Evidence-from Massachusetts' Proposition 21/2" in Tax Limdtation Study,
propared,for the National Institute of Education, 1982.

4
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'Appendix A

SAMPLING PLAN

A total of 1,561 interews were administered/to male and female houseJ
T_

hold heads selected by a state-wide stratified random cluster sampling plan.

The sample was drawn as follows. First, each of the 351 Massachusetts

cities and towns was grouped into one of 15 cells, based on four property-

wealth and four expenditure categories.
1-

We consolidated ihe two cells

defined by the highest Wealth and the two lowest expenditure levels because

* -
of the small proportion of the statt's population they represent. We

assigned a quota of interviews to each of these 15 cells in proportion to

the percentage of the state's population residing in that cell.
2

This

assured that interviews would be spread proportionately across commuy.ties

N.

characterized by the full'range_of property wealth and expenditure levels.

For a variety of analytical and practical reasons, we clustered our

interviews in randomly selected cities and towns rather than spreading them

randomly across each cell. Before selecting the clusters, each.cell was

divided into tOo or more substrata Lined by population size and the per-

centage of owner-occupied housing. Grouping cities and towns along these

four dimensicos (per capita property wealth, per capita expenditure, pop-

ulation size and perciiii Of owner-occupied housing) assured-that our clusters

were selected from groups of relatively hoiogeneous cities and towns. Inter-4t

views were assigned to each substratum approximately in proportion to pop-

ulation. All towns and cities with more than 2500 residents were listed

alphabetically by substratum and given one chance to be selected for each

5000 residents.
3

Using a random number table, we selected clUsters of 5,000

residents. This procedure allowed larger cities to be randomly selected

as cluster,points more than one.time, In general; 25 interviews were allo-
.
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cated to each cluster point. In some cases, we allocated fewer than 25

in order to obtain a reasonable distribution of interviews across substrata

within any given wealth/expenditure stratum.

In each randomly selected city or town, telephone nunbers were selected

in a two stage process. First, the inItial,four digitS-of exchanges currently

in use were selected in proportion to their number in the total population

of telephone numbers. This screenihg process minimized the amount of tiii

spent dialing numbers that were not in use. In the second stage a random

number process assigned the last three digits to the four-digit stem. As
1

a result, all telephone nunbers in use in the jurisdiction, not merely pub-

licly listed numbers, had an equaily likely chance of being selected for our

sample.

The numbers selected in this manner, cal,led starting points, were given

to professional interviewers. If,no'interview was obained at'the starting

point numberP the interviewer added 10 to the original telephone number and

macie anaher attempt. This process of adding 10 to the telephone number was

repeated up tO four times until five attempts had been made to obtain an

interview based on the starting point number. If no interview was coppleted

after the use of five variations of the original number, another starting

point number was drawn.

*

In the final stage of the saipling process, we selected individual

respondents in each household. Interviews were restricted to male and fe-

male household heads. We excluded other voting-age householr::Mbers.because

the purpose,of the study is to focus on the behavior, preferences and orien-

tation'of household members most concerned with property tax payments. We

divided interview evenly amoung men and women. Male or female respondents

were randomly selected after initial,contact with the household had been

made.

)
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Table Al shows the fifteen strata, the 58 cities and towns in which

//
interviews were conducted, and the nuMber of interviews we planned to con-

;

duct in each of these towns. In a few cases, the actual number of inter-

views conducted differs slightly from the quotas listed on the tele.

In one case, the difference is substantial; only,25 of the 55 interviews

planned for SaleM.were conducted. In the analysis, each Salem respondent

was given a weight of two. As.a result, the percentages presented in this

report are based on 1,586 rather than 1,561 respondents..

1
The categories were developed by ple Massachusetts Taxpayers' Foundation
for simulations of the effects of alternative tax limitation measures.
The percapita wealth and expenditures are based gn,1976 population figures.

4 2..
we would have preferred to allocate interviews among strata in proportion to
the number of resident households rather than in proPortion to population,
but 198.0 Census data on households were not available.

. .3
3ecause the census does not gather.data on the social and economic charac-
teristics of small towns, additional information to supplement that gathered
in the personal interview is not available. These small towns comprise
only 1.7 percent of the state's population.
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Table A-I

STRATIFIED RANDOM CLUSTER SAMPLE--
QCOTA OF INTERVIEWS IN EACH RANDOMLY SELECTED TOWN/Cile

By Per Capita Expenditure and Per Capita Wealth Categories

sr-Cap its -Expend' :ure

Per Capita Wealth
I(less than $10,771) MS10,771413,906) 111513,906-$18,160) IV(nore than $18.160)

f of
CITY/Tovi 'nterviews

I of
CITY/Town Interviews

I of .

CITY/Town Interviews CITVToten
f of

Interviews

(less than $625) Clinton 25 Swansea . 25 Croton 20

,

C
Yarmouth 25

Dudley 25
Halifax 25
LEOMINSTER -"-25

2 (16154717) Sellingham 20 Pembroke 25 Dertaouth 25
FALL RIVER 25 Westfield 25 Westport 25
Greenfield 20 W.Spring/ield 25
HOLYOKE 25

Lawrence 25

MALDEN; 50
MEDFORD 25
NEW REDFORD 25

'NORTHAMPTON 20

Oxford 20

I (1717-1138) SROCKTON 25 Arlington 25 Dedhem 25 Lincoln 20
MELROSE 25 ATTLESORO 25 t.Longseadov 25 Lynnfield 16
REVERE 25 BEVERLY 25 Waltham 25
SPRINGFIELD 50 ' Framingham 25

Randolph 25

Tewksbury 25

Wakefield 25 l

(sore then S131) ROSTON 150t PEASODY 25 Sraintree 25 Andover 25

1 CAPARIDGE
CHELSEA

25
15

QUINCY
SALEM

25
33

Srookline
NIUTON

15 EVERETT
30 Neadhas

10
25

NaVERILL 20 Sharon 25 Orleani 25
LYNN 21 Walpole 25 Provincttown 20
WORCESTER 42 Somerset 25

In a few,cases,.the actual number of interviews dthers slightly from the quotas listed in the table.
In one case, however, the difference is substantial. Only 25 of the 33 interviews planned

for Salem were conducted.
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Appendix B

QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEWING
150

The questionnaite on which this report is based includes questions in

each of the following areas:

I. 'PROPOSITION 21/2

A. How did respondents vote on Proposition 21/2? If Proposition 21/2 had
been a constitutional amendment, would they have voted differently?
How would non-voters have voted? How did respondents vote on Question 3?

B. Anticipated effects of Proposition 21/2? What did respondents think
the overall effect of proposition'21/2 would be on taxes, governmental
efficiency and state aid? How would it affect certain specific

'servicii such as police and education? How would it affect the
taxes paid and services used by the respondent's household?

C. Knowledge of Proposition 21/2? What did respondents know about the
provisions of Proposition 21/2? ,

/I. PUBLIC SERVICES
A. Perception of the overall level of public services. Boil do respondents

think their public services compare with those provided in other
towns, in other neighbOrhoods in the same jurisdiction, and in
their jurisdiction two years ago?

B. Desired public service levels. Compared to the level of state and
local public services currently provided, what level would respondents
prefer--both for services in general and for a number of specific services?

III. FINANCE ISSUES
A. Perceptions of costs. How aware is respondent of direct and indirect

property tax burdens?

B. Awareness of current financing arrangements. What proportion of the
costs of a variety of services does respondent think are financed
by property taxes? .

C. Desired financing arrangements. Do respondents_desire changes in the
method of financing various public services? For each specific service,
would they prefer increases in the proportion financed by user charges
Qt state income or sales taxes?

D. Desired taiand spending levels. What percentage changes do respondents
desire in total taxing and spending levels for overall state, municipal
and school services?

76
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IV. EFFICIENCY IN PUBLIC SERVICE 97.LIVERY
, A. Perception of inefficiency. To what extent does respondent perceiVR

state ahd local government to be inefficient and corrupt?

B. Amount of inefficiency. How much does respondent think services in
general and certain specific services could be cut back without
significantly affecting the quality and quantity of the services
provided?

V. BENEFICIARIES OF PUBLIC SERVICES
A. Service usage. Which Public Services does respondent's household use?

B. Perception of other beneficiaries. Tb what extent does respondent
.think th t members of certain groupg currently receive their fair
share off public services for the taxes they pay? Do certain groups
bene more now than they did in the past?

VI. ATTITUDES TOWARD GOVERNMENT AND TAXES
A. Attitudes toward taxes and finance arrangements. What'is respondent's ,

attitude toward liarious forms of taxes and.service finance arrangements?

B. Perception of appropriate government role. What does respondent think
the appropriate role of government is in a free enterprise economy?
How much ghduld citizens expect from their government?

VII. RESPONDENT CHARACTERIST/CS ,

A. Demographic characteristics. What is respondent's educational level,
occupation, fhmily compoqtion, income, race and religion?

B. Perception of financial well-being. Are respondents better off now
than they were in the past? Do they expect to be better off in the
future?.

y-

C. Housing characteristics. What kind of housing does respondent live
in? What are the market and assessed.values of owner-occupied housing
and how much rent is paid for, rental housing?

The interviewing was conducted for us by Lieberman Research Suburban, Inc.

A pretest the.weekend before the election indicated that respondents understood

and could answer all questions but that the survey took an average of 51 minutes

to complete. As a resdlt, we eliminated or rewrote a number of questions.

Lieberman Research, Inc., began the final interviewing on Thursday, Nov-
-414*

amber 6. After approximately 500 interview's-were completed, we discovered that

the questionnaire was still too long, taking approximately 45 minutes to complete.

Hence, we iliminated additional questions while the interviewing was in progress.

The fi./mal shortened questionnaire took approximately 30 minutes to complet.

All interviews were administered within approximately two weeks of the electior.'
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Appendix C

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AND SUBAMPLE

Most findings presented in this report Are based on data from the total
number Of respondents interviewed. Some findings,'however, are based on data
from a subsample of respondents. The first 501 respondents interviewed make
up the subsample. As explained in Appendix B, after these 501 respondents
were interviewed, we discovered that our interview was taking too long to
administer. We eli,minated several questions to save time. Consequently some
information obtained from this subsample of 501 respondents was not obtained from
those nterviewed later.

Total Respondents
(1,586)

'.
;

Vote Onlproposition 211
Yes 7

2
45.5% .

1..

No i 32.9
Didn't vdie 21.6

Sex
1

Male 49,,7 44.2
Female 50.3 55.8

Subsample
(501)

6.5.3%
33.2
21.5

16-24 years _.- 9.8 8.8
25-44 years .49.8 51.2
'45-64 years 29.7 29.6
65 and over 9.7 .8.2
Noanswer 1.0 . 2.1

Average age 41.8 years 41,8 years

Education
Less than high school degree 11.2 11.9
High school degree (including
trade school) 33.0 33.6

Some college 20.6 21.1

College graduate or more 31.7 29.5

No answer 3.5 3.8

Occupation2
Manager, professional, technical 50.9 51.8

Clerical and sales 21.8 22.8

Blue collar f 15.6 14.1

Service 10.4 10.3

Farming 0,6 0.4

No answer 0.7 0.7

1
A quota of half males and half females was purposely, set for this study.
2
Includes last occupation of respondents who are retired or not working.
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Appendix C (Continued)

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE

1 Total Respondents
(1,586)

Subsample
(501)

Government Worker . 4
Public schools 6.1% 6.7%
Town/city government 7.6 7.3
State/county government 3.6 4.1
Federal government 4.1 2.9
Not a government worker 78.6 79.0

Income

110700 or less 11.2 9.4
$10,001 to $20,000 23.3 24.0
$20,001 to $30,000 19.3 21.7
$30,001 or more 15.0 15.0
Refused 31.2 29.9'

, Average income $24,115 $24,550

arital Status
Single 16.7 13.4
Married 66.6 68.2
Widowed, divorced or separated 15.4 16.5
Other. 1.3 1.9

Number in Household 3.1 3.2

Race
I, Erie 94.0 94.1

Black 2.6 2.3
Hispai4c 2.3 1.7
Other 1.1 1.9

Religion
Catholic 49.2 47.0
Protestant 28.6 . 31.7
Jewish 5.8 5.6
Other 6.9 7.5
No preference 9.5 8.2

Tenure

Own 62.7 66.2
Rent 34..8 30.9
Cther 1.7 1.9
Refused 0.8 1.0

Current Market Value (Owners Only) $64,518 $63,575

--1isessed Value (Owners Only3 $38,616 $39,869

Last Year's PrOperty Taxet.(Owners Only)$ 2,158 $ 1,836

Monthly Rent (Reniers Only) $ 324 $ 324
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Appendix C (Continued)

DEMONGRAPHIC"CHABACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE

'Number of Years Lived. in Massachusetts

Total Respondents
(1,586)

Subsample
(501)

33.4 34.5

Number of Years Lived in City/Town 19.7' 19.8

Municipality Type
Boston 9.7%, 1.7%

Cities other than Boston 40.2 38.4

Towns 50.1 59.9

Services Household Uses Regularly

Adult education 20.7 21.9

Speciil education 8.3 9:8

State and community colltges
and universities 21.8 21.7

Local-public transportation 41.0 .34.9

Local public parks' and

recreation facilities 59.6 59.9

Mental health programs 5.0 4.4

Welfare or other public

assistance programs 7.9 7.3

Services forethe elderly 4.8

After school programs 18%9 22.3

Public school 32.7 35.7

-4.
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PROP0iITION 2 1/2: VARIATI0NS IN INDIVIDUAL

PREFERENCES AND,EXPECTATIOgS ACROSS COMMdNITIES

Massachusetts voters ov rwhelmingly supported a stringent tax

limitation measure in November 1980. Commonly known as Propositilpn

2 1/2, the measure requires high tax rate communities to reduce

property tax levies fifteen peAent per year until the tax tate ts

reduced sto the maximbm allowable rate of 2 1/2 percent of full and

fait market value. Low tax rate communities may intrease property tax

levies but by no more than 2 1/2 'percent per year.

1

A state dife telephone"survey of. 1561 Massachusetts residents
. __

administered during the two weeks immediately following the vote shiAvs

that supporters and opponents of Proposition 2 1/2 had.very different

expectations about what the proposition would accomplish. Supporters

were more likely than opponents to expect Proposition 2 1/2,to result

in lower taxes and more efficient, repansible government and were leSs

likely_to expect service cutbacks. In addition, the survey results

indicate that supporters were moreJ1,ely than epponents te desire

1 wer levels, of 'Ipublic services d spending and to perceive

wide4pread inefficiency an corruPtion-in local government. (See Ladd

and Wilson, 1981.) ,

.

This paper extends the earlier analysis'-'of the survey data by

addressing the question of whether ltdividuals' expectations and

preferences vary in a systematic way across communities grouped by

1981 effect Ve tax rates. Section* I describes And justifies the

community-grou ings. Sections II and III eiimine how respondents'

expections of th effects of Proppsition 2 1/2 and,their preferences

for fiscal change vary across communitysgroups.



I.' COMMUNITY'GROUPS .

=12-

:.,
The basic 'sample .consists of I561' Massachusetts heads of

houieholds, -evenly \divided between men and women, randomly seledted

from 58 cities and.towns. \-The sampling design aspures that the 58

communities are representative of all communities throughout the state

terms of per capita propertY wealth, per capita expenditures,
. .

-population and percent of owner-occupied housing. 1
The basft sample

is supplemented by interviews witlt an additional 94-randomly selected

hOusehold heads in Boston: Combining the 154 respondents from Boston

in the basic sample with the 94 ftom,the oversample yields a. saMple

'large enough for separatp analysis of the views of Boston residents.

This is desirable because of Boston's large size, its- secival fiscal

vroblams'and its high tax r, ate.2 Reapondents froM other cities and

towns have been groued into three cate ories defined bY the estimated

1981 fuli value tpx rate in the re ondent's community.
3

These tax

rate categories are defined as follows: .

.
<

Low,tax tate -- towns and cities,with\tax rates less than 45
percent;

*# Moderate tax rate -- towns and cities with,tax rates between 2.5
and 3.9'perdent;

,High tax.rate 7- townsand cities with tag rates greater than or,
f eqUal to 4 percent (except Boston).

1*
See Appendices .A, B, dnd C,of'Helen F. Ladd and Julie Boatright4

Wilson, "/Propositiom 21/2 Explaining the Vote',".fo r. a description
.- of the ..samplin.plan and survey-:methodology. Because of an

interviewing error, only 25 Of the 55 interviews for the city of
' Salem,s4ere tonducted. ,Hence;. 'throughout the analysis each Salem
respondent is given a.ueight of two.

Accoirding to ihe Massachusetts Department Of Revenue, toston's 1961
. .

full value-tax rate is*9.9 percent. 'This i probably a substa tial
overes4mate, however. A '1974 study by D. Holland and 0. Oldman

'deternded tharthe full-value Tate was,abOut 6.6 percent. This ia
still high 'relative to most othercities.in 'this state.-

1
1981 full.vappe ta% rktes 'are based on MatadichusettsDep tment of
Revenue estimatei of the market value of taxable prope in each
community. For a Jimmber o'f,reasous, the tax ra'te eatimates probai)1
overstate true effective tax rAtes, especially in the larger citi
and town's.'

,-t
- 7
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"These groups are defined to highlight differing expectationt-that

reflect relevant diiferences in the objective characteristics of the

respondenei community. The low tax rate communities face,no first

,year property tax reduction but must limtt the annual growth- of

property tax levies to 2 1/2 percent; the moderate rate.communities

face up to 15 percent reductions fn the first year and in some cases

reductions in subsequent ye-ars as well; and the high tax rate

comiunities all face more than one year of property tax reductions.
1

Further subdivision of these grolips by community service levels, the

homogeneity of th'e population or by type of government (i.e., town

meeting or mayorcity council form) would be desirable to differenti

ate the extent of satisfaction with current service levels and

perceptions of governmental inefficiency and corruption across

communities. These subdivisiOns are ruled out, however, because the

lsulting sample sizes would be too small for aCcurate statistical

comparison of differences across groups.

4,
'The number of sample commPnities 4nd total respondents in each

0 tax rate category are as follows:

Number of communities

Community Group Sample-Size in survey

.7 Boston 1248 4 1

/ High tax rate 615 22*

Moderate tax rate 620 .26
,

Low tax rap
{. 9

1680* 58

*The basic s6ple of 1561 with'Salem respondents weighted twice
makes 1586, plus 94 additional respondents from the Boston
oversamplg yields 1680 total respondents.

.

1
-

Because the 1981 estimated full valwe tax rates probably overestilate
actual tax rates, they cannot be used to make precise statements of
the revenue reductions required by Proposition 2 112. In addition,
all communities lose 62 percent of their motor Vehicle excise
revel-14s becapse'Proposition 2 1/2 reducpcthe statewide uniform rate
from 6.6 to 2 1/2 percent. In 1981, lo44.k revenues from this source
accounted for about 6.5 percent of total local tax revenues. For a
discussion of Proposition-2 1/2's first year revenue impacts, see
K.L.eBradbury, H.F. Ladd, and C. Christopherson, "Proposition 2 1/2:
Initial Impacts."

0
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Because the estimated standard error of a difference in

proportions depends on the two sample proportions and on the two

sample sizes, no simple statement can be made about the magnitude of

the difference needed for statistical significance. A rough guide-for

the results reported belot.7 would be that Afferences of eight to ten

percentage points between any,two groups are statistically aignifi-

cant. (See Appendix A for table of statistically significant

differences.)

,,.The following table shows the actual vose on Proposition 2 1/2

and the proportion of voters in our,sample saying they voted :yeS" on

Proposition 2 1/2 by community group.

SUPPORT FOR PROPOSITION 2 1/2

(Amongithose who votdd on Proposition.g.\1/2)
By Tax Rate

Percent Supporting
Proposition 2 1/2

Community Groups Actual
a

Sample_b :

Total 57.9 57.7
Boston, 57.4 52.2
High,tax rate

,
. 57.6 58.6

Moderate tax rate 59.4 59.2
Low tax rate 53.2

1
53.8

a
'Proportion of yes motes on Proposition 2. 1/2 in Massachusetts
communities included in each category of our sample.....

.1)Proportion of voting respondents who report voting yes on
Proposition 2 1/2.

Alp

A majority of voters'in each group 'iupported the Proposition, with

support being somewhat weaker,in communities with low tax rates t'fian

'in other communities. In comparing the sample proportions to the

actual ptoportions, it should be noted that we sampled households, not

vqters. This distination iS patticularly relevant for Boston,whichr

has a larger proportion.of single adult households.than othe com-

munities in the Atte. Because survey results indicate that adillts in

single-adult households were-more likely to vote "no" than respondents
ISopie

85
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in multiple-adult hbuseholds, this distinction partially explains*the

discrepancy between the-52.2 percent of the Boston sample that said

thdytyatid "yeS" and the 57.4 percent actual vote.
c:

II. EXPECTED EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 2 1/2

Because of major differences across the four community groups in

the magnitude of local revenue losses required by Proposition 2 1/2,

respondents' expectations about the measure's impact on ,local

government actiyities are likely to differ systematically across these
e/

groups. We did not expect to'observe systematic differences across

these grolips in expectations about th proposition's impact.on state

government activities, however. Predic ions about expectad impacts on

overall household welfare are muddied by the possibility that the

gain s from local tax reductions may be offset by service reductions or

higher state taxes.

. *Local Public Services

As Table I indicates, respondents living high tax rate

communities were 'More likely than'those livingoin low tax rate

communities to expect Proposition 2 1/2 to lead to reductions in the

overall quantity of public services provided by their local

0%\governments. The proportion of respondents expecting service cuts

tax rate's to 76 percent inranges from 60 percent in'towns with low

Boston.

":"

SUrprisingly, -however, expectations about the impact of

services provided by local goiArnmentiProposition 2 1/2 on specific

exhibit little variativn across groups.

Boston rApondents stak out.

Respondents in high, moderate

Only the expectations of

and low tax-rate ,coniunities

4ere equally likely to expect Proposition 2 1/2 to lead to

cuts in each local service measuredt4

AL Boston.r:esidents mere more likely than others to expect

Proposition 2 1/2 to lead to cUts in man specific local
-

services. With respect to police and fire services, however,

Boston residents were nocrmore likely than-others to expett

service,reductions.
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Table I

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS EYPECTTNG
BECAUSE OF PROPOSITION 2

By Tax Rate

arBpimi

Property Tax Rate per $1,000 of Estimated Market Value:

Service Type Tbtal
ResponOTtsc Boston

$40 or more
S25 to

$39
Less than
$25

1

0.
1

MUnicipal Services

43.3%
40 71P1

57.2
39.6

61.5

54.1

56.4
71.4
49.9

63.9

49.0
48.7

54.4

31.7

,

.

43.9%
43.9

67.9
45.9

,73.7

59.1

e

61.6 .

77.4
57.2
74.3

61.5
57.2

62.4

38.3

'..

.

43.0%
41.3
57.8
36.5

60.2

55.4

55.2
70.9
51.2
66,7

48.5
50.1

53.2

30.5

44.7%
,40.4

56.8
42.7

6i.9

53.7

.57.2
71.7
46.9

64.7

46.9
45.5

53.4

29.9

42.4%

37.4
48.9
36.3

5611

49.4

54.0
e 68.2.

51.1
66.8

49:5
50.8

58.5

32.1

Police
Fire fighting
Street and sidewalk repairs
Regular garbage pickup
Local public perks and
recreation

Support-of Jiccal public
transportation

Local lc/co1-related Services
Public'elementary and high
school education

After ,school programs
Spebial education
Adult education

HiMIR Redources Services
Mental health prograns
,Services for,the elderly
State and Community colleges

and universities

IglServices

and"Judges
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Table I,,continued
ft%

PERCENTAGE OF RESPCNEENTS EXPECTING SERVICE CUTBACKS
1 BECAUSg CF PROPOSITION 2 112atb

By Tax Rate

Property Tax'Rate pei $1,000 of Estimated Market Value:

Service Type Tbtal
Respondents Boston $40 or more

$25 to
$39

Less-than
$25

Public Assistanoe
Welfare or other public

assistance 62.9% 65.4% 62..3 % 63.9 % '59.9%

Local Services 69.3 76.4 71.0 68.7 59.6

Services my Hotisehold Wes 47.8 54.7 49.3 46.8 38.9

aBased on the questions: 4
"Now that Proposition 2 1/2 has passed, what do you think will happen to services I read. Using the first list
of phrases tell me whether you think there will be a lot less, a little less, the same, a little more or a lot
more ("X'd rrEm) services now that Proposition 2 1/2 has passed?"

"Overall, how qbYou think the passage of Proposition 2 1/2will affect your community--do you think the,servi-
ces your local gokiarniment offers will be cut back a lot, cut back a little, remain the same, increase a little
or increase a lot?"

"How abbut you and-members of your household? Now that Proposition 2 1/2 has passed, do you think the public
services your household uses will be cut back Wlot, cut back a little, remain the same, increaae a little, or
inCrease a lot?"

,A%
Nach entryis the percentage of respondent wto think there will be a lot less 'or a little less ,of that particu-.

, lar service or who think that oonnumity or ehold services*will be cut back a lot or cut baCk a little. Per-
oentages are based on those responding to th question.

,
..t

CTotal doei' nct include Bcetcn oversarnple. 00



Other Public Services

There are almost no difference,s across the three non-Boston
gropps in terms of respondents' expectations about the impact of

Propoation 2 1//2 on human resources 'services, legal services and

public assistance. This reflects the fact that primary responsihility

fs.)i- providing and financing all three rests with the state. We

emphasize that expectations of service cuts at the state level are not
'

irrational. As shown below, many respondents expected the state

government to-bear part of the burden of property tax reduction by

providing new state aid to local governments.

Respopdents from BaSton were generally more pessimistic than

other respondents about the impact of Proposition 2 1.12 on human

resources and legal services. Inthe case of human resources'
-

services, the explanation bay be that Boston provides some of these

services locally.

Changes in Government Operations

Boston respondents were significantly less likely than other

respondents-6 expect Proposition 2 1/2 to lead to more efficient

governMent and more local control over school'spending. Despite this

difference, Table II shows that more than kalf the Boston respondents

expectek_these outcomes. ReSpondents in communities with moderate tax

rates were most likely to expect more voter control over school

spendfng. This pattern of expectationsfor increased efficiency And

control helps account -for the similarity in expectations of cuts in ---

specific services across_the three non-Boston.groups.

A
Tax Reform and Local-State Relations

Mast respondents expected the passage of Proposition 2 1/2 to

enCourage the legislature to reform taxes, but respondents frOm,low

tax rate communities were slightly less likely than odkr respondents

to expect this outcome.
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Table II ,

PERCEIVED EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 2 1/2)

By Tax Pate rft

Property Tax Rate per $1,000 of Estimated Market Value:

Proposition 2 1/2 will:
%

Tbtal
Fespondentsg Boston $40 or more

$25 to
$39

Jess than
$25

%ID

Lower property taxes in fElhs.
Encourage state legislature to
reform taxes

Increase Mass, state income taxes
Increase state sale; tax .

Increase state aid to cities and
towns

*Give state government more
control over local matters

Make local goVernment more
efficient

Give local voters more control
'over school spending

, Decrease funds for local public
schools

Lower rents
Attract more business & indus:
try to Massachusetts

\

82.1%

81.1
60.8.

67.5

48.7

45.8

65.2

70.8

69.2
395

73.6

85.8%

81.6
65.0
75.5

492

48.7

55.7

62.5

78.8

36.2
,

73.3

80.5%

80.7
t7.6
66.0

5b.4 -

49.3

67.4

70.7

f
.66.0
4.2.,

74.3

85.9%

83.6
63.6
68.2

48.6

43.4

67.2

73.7

71.9
40..3

74.0

,

.

72.0%

75.5
624
67.5-

47.1

43.5

,

.61.3

67.2

4114.0'

34.2

' 63.4

aBased on the ojuestion: "Next, ewill read a list orsome of the effects that the passage of Proposition 2 1/2
bight-have in Massachusetts. To what extei t do you agree or disagree that Propcsitioil 2 1/2 will
.Dol you agree a.lot, agree a little, disagree little, or disagree a lot?"

bEach entry is the percentage a respondents who agree "a lot" or "a little" that the Particular outcome will
occur. Percentages are based on those responding to the question.

,

gTotal does not include Boston oversample.- 93(
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There wefe few differences across groups in respondent expecta-

tions of increased state aid to municipaiities. In each group, close

to half the respondents expected increases. Respondents in high tax

rate communities, including Boston, were slightly more likely than

others to expect Proposition 2 1/2 to give the state government more

control over local matters.

Most Important Changes Resulting From Propositlon 2 1/2

Respondents in each group.reportd that lower taxes, followed by

service cutbacks and greater government efficiency were the most

important effects expected to result from Proposition 2 1/2 (see Table

III). Boston residents were more likely than others to report that

the most important effect would be that Proposition 2 1/2 would not

work or would cause problems, hnd respondents4in low tax rate toWns

were more likely than others to report that the most important effect

urould be a shift in taxes hway from property taxes.4

Services Used by Respondent's Household

The higher the tax rate in the respondentfs comMunity,,the more .

the respondent was'to expect Proposition 2 1/2 to lead to*4cuts

an services used bi iti household. Slightly less than 40 perceneof

respondents in low tax rate towns compared to 55 percent of Boston

residents'expected the thx.limitation measure to affect household

services directly (see Table I).

Taxes Paid by Respondent's HousehOld

.Table IV indichtes that respondents ip low tax rate towns were

/significantly less likely to expect lower household axes and

significantly more likely to expect higher household taxes b cause Of

Proposition 2 1/2 than respondents from higher tax rate communities.

The difference ,reflects both the smaller reduction of.local.taxes in

low,tax rate commpnities and.the fact that respondents in low tax rate

towns were just as likely as 'respondents in'other communities to

expect Proposition 2 1/2 to lead to increased state sales and income

t taxes:

9 4

1



Table III

PERCEPTIONS OF MOST IMPORTAN'Ir IMPACT OF PROPOSITION 2ka

By Tax_Rate

a

Property Tax Rate per $1,000 of Estimated.
, Market Value:

Total b, .$40.or $25 to Less
Respondent's Boston more $39 than $25

Lower taxes

More efficiency &responsi-
bility, less corruption

Cutback services

Send a message

Taxreform.

Tax shift
,

0 .

<28.6% -25.4% 30.7% 29.0% * 24.4%

20.2 22.6 17.9 22.3

24.3 28.2 22.9 - 26.1.

11...* 8.5 '`10.1 12.1

0 6.3 9.7 6,2 5:3
,

'6.4 i.9 6.3 5.0

Unemployment of government
'.

workers 4.1 2.4 4:1 4.4

6.3 -. 8:5 6.7 6.6.Government will-spend less

More inve tment in state 2.2 3.2 . 2.6 1.6

Less power for school 1!,

committees . 3.3 A ' 3:2 4.4
.

.

Less control at local.level 0.9 0.8 0.5 . 1,0
s

Won't work, cause problems
. 111.2 16.5 11.2 9.7'

TOTAL 124.2 129.5
,

122.4 . 127.5
.

Average number of iesponses
per person 1.2 1.3

19.8

22.8

10.7

7.1

13.2

4.1
.

3.6

2:0

1.2

aBased on the question: "Overall, what do yOu,Oink will be,the single,most important

change caused by the passage Of Proposition 2ii?"

, .

b
Total does not include Boston overtamp1e.

,f

t

4

Ve.

t
V

e /
4,
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Table IV

EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 2 1/2 ON HOUSEHOLDTAXESa
By Tax Rate

;
Total Property Tax Rate pet $1000 of Estimated Market Value:
Respondentsb Boston $40 or mote $25 to $39 Iess than $25 .

Now that Proposition
1/2 has passed, my

household taxes will
be: .

'Jess

, 4

49.4%

t

48.7% 50.7V

)

..:-

1

1

)

55.4% 33.3%Lot less
Little less.

Same

10.2

,j39.2

30.7

'10.5

38.2

30.3

11.9

38.8

29.6

9.8
41.6

.29:7

5.7
27.6

36'J5

More 19.9 . 21.0
.

19.7 16.9

_....____

.

.30.2Little Inure
LoE more

14.9
5.0

. A 17.2

,.:8

14.4

5.3
12.8
4,1

22.4'
7.8

a' .....

,Based on the question: "How about the 'amount of taxes your hou.sehold pais--now that Propodition 2 1/2 has. ,

. &\ passed, do you think yout household will be paying a lot less in taxes, a little less, about the same amount,a little more, or Ylot more in taxes ,
?'"

-
'4 4b

Total does not include Boston oversample.
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Overall Effect on Household

The surprising finding in Table V is that less than 40 percent of. .

ihe respondents,in each group expected Proposition 2'1/2 to make their.

household better off. This suggests that household welfare was not
the d#/ly factor motivating th'e vote.i At the same time, we note that

the pattern of responses across groups is similar to the pattern of

'voting outcomes based.on 4417, sample data. In partibular, the two

groups--Boston and the low tax rate towns--that were least likely to
--

expect improved household welfare also provided,the least,support for

Proposition 2 1/2.

Summary

'In general, ihese. findings. confirm our prediction that

expectations about the proposit'ion's impact on local government but
, ,

not on s.tate activities would vary w4Itthe local property'tax rate. .\

At the Same t.kme, some of the differences across groups are relatively

small; of particular interest is the finding that ihe expectations df4
.4.

nonBoston redpohdents about possible cuts in specific local service
$ .

showed allliost no variation across community'groilpg.
.1

III. DESIRED CHANGES,IN SERVICE LpiEtS, TAXES AND GOVERNMENT

' OPERATIONi

A We have no firm -theoretical' badis fon predicting how. desired

changes in serviq levels, taxes and government operations are likely

to vary across communities grouped by tax rate. To the extent that

high tax rates'reflectaaxpayervoter demands for high pubIkc service

levels, for example, residens of communities with high tax rates
should be no more likely

tI

d want lower epending or service lemels than

retidents in other communities. On the other hand, sevaral arguments

,can be suggested for why respAdents IT high tax rate communi0.es

might be less satiefie4 with their'fiscal situations than those in low

tax rite communities; The tomer mar/interpret high tax rates, either

correctly or,incorrectly, as a sign that spending is excessive or that'

their ocal government is inefficient. In-addition, to the extent

that.hAgh tax rates refleci Ihigh spending on needy segments of the

9 C)

41.
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Table,V

OVERALL EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 2 1/2 ON HOUSEHOLD
a 1

By Tax Rate

af

Total Property Tax Rate per $1000 of_Bstimated Market Value: \.

.Respondehts
b

IBoston $40 or more $25 to-$39 Less than $25

. . .

Now that Proposition
2 1/2 has passed,'over-
all my household will .

---,

be:

>r
Better oif '

.

'37.2%

'

.

A

33.1r- 39.4% 1

-

'

3.2%

7,--

.

, 30.6%

2

4

/,

Lot better off
Little better off

,

Same -

8.5

../-1B .7

,

38.8

8.7 ,
24.4.

.

40.1

10.0

29.4 .

3(7.6

.9.3

28.9

38.4

- 3.1

26.5

430
.

Worse off
.

,23a9 . 26-9 23.0 23.4 . 26.6
Little worse'off
Lot.worse off

.

17et .

6.8,
21.9
50

- 16.6

.6z4

'45.8

7.6

180 .

7.7

a'
Based,on the question: "Ckrerall, Will your househo14..be a lot'worse off, 4 little worse off, about the-saine,
a little better off, or a lbt better'off now,that Proposition 2 1/2 has passed?" e

..

..
,

.13Total.does not include'Boston oversanle.

qj ft)
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,population, non-needy residents might petceive unfair bprdens on

themgelves. Finally, if high tax rates reflect small tax bases rather

than high spending, residents in cities and towns with high tax rates

pay be more likely than others to prefer servicei increases .and to

prefer'a shift away feom local property taxes to state income or sales

taxes.
I

Prefeered Level of Local Services

Reipondents froP Boston and the high tax rate communities were

more "likely than'others to express preferences for higher levels 'of

overall local services. In Table VI, the same'pattern emerges with

respect to preferred changes in the level of specific local services:

Boston 'residents were much more interested than others in

increesing police ;ervices. Nearly six in ten (59%) Boston

residents wanIed to increkse police services, a proportion

twice as high as that in low and moderate tax communities.

Although restiondents in Boston and other 'high tax rate

communities were more likely than dthers to want,higher local

servrces in general, residents in low tax rate towns were

equally ds likely as thdse in high tax communities to want

higher levels of garbage pickup, park and recreation

serviges, support forlocal pubiic transportation and adult

eduCation.

Boston resident's are significantly more likely Ilan others to

want higher levels of publiq elementary and high school
,

education.

Preferred Level of State Services

Preferencef for changes in overali state services shoW .little

variation across community,groups. SimfIrrly, preferences for many of

the specific services financed primarily by the state exhibit little

variation across groups. Only in the c se of elderly services were

residents in Boston and other high tax ri e communities sfgnificangy

more likely than others to prefer increase

See Bradbury, Lacni and Christopherson or evidence that actual
differences fn taX rates across Massath setts communities reflect
base aifferendes more than spending differ nces.

. lgi
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0

NUNICIRAL SERVICES
,Taice
Bostcn

. $40 or more. ,

$25 to $39
.

Less than $25

Fire
Bostcn
$40. or more

$25 to $39
Less than $25 /

Street Repaiis
Btetcn
$40 br tore
$25 to $39-.

,Less than $25

Garbage Pickup
BOston .

$40 Or more
$25' to $39

'. Less than $25

!

Parks and Recreaticn
Boston
$40 cr more
$25 to 39
Less than $25

Local Public Transporta-
tion

BOstcn
$40. or more

$25 to $39
. Less than $25 ,

-16-
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\
Cable VI

AMOUNT CF SERVICES PREFERRED7

By Tax Ratec

Cut back Cut back ReepL 'Increase Increase
a lot a little the same a little a lot

3.3%
LT
3,8-
3.2
2.5

-7..6%

17.7

6.4
97
5.1

62.5 6.5
TIT 17T.

2.6 6.1.
2.8 8.7
2.1 3.1

.,- .

3.9 '6.1

ITT Z7.1-

4.3 5.8
4-.4 7.6
'2.7 4.3

5.3 7.g
171 D-77 ,

4.8 6.1
7.0 7.8
5.3 9.9 .

3,6 .10.2

17T , 11.2
3.5 §.5

-.3.8 11.4
4.3 8.6

.

11.9 9.8

.12.3 10.3
13:6 , 10.5
11.8 8.8
6.0 .7.3 iN

55.1% 21.0%
3471 30.5 i

53.7 22.8 7

. 59.3 18:0
62.4 : 18.8

71.1 12.7

;Kr 1379
69.1 14.6
72.3 10.3
75.1 10.4

70.1 Q2.9
37:71E 26.8 ./

45.0 25,2
54.2

.

20.8
573

,

20.0

73:1 8.2

69.7 . 37,2-

75.7 9.2

73.0 7.4
64.9 9.2

.53.1 4.'21.4

52.9 20.2-

51.9 23.6
53.8 20.0 1

S3.5
.

18.9

28..9 23.3

. 20.6 21.8
32.0 20.7
28.2 26.2 ,

: 27.8 ,27.2

.102

(continutEd)

13.1%
2-075

13.3
9.7

11.2

7.2

157.27.- .

7.6
5.9
9.3

17.0
7271-

19.6_
13.0'.

-15.7

5.8

1.T."
4.2
4.8

10.7

11.7,..
Trx ,

11.5 '

11.1
14.6

26.0

5.(.:1

23.2
-.25.0'

31.8
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Table VI caltinued

AMCUNT CF,SERVICES PREFERREDa,b

By Tax Ratec

.1

rs

'

Cut back
a lot

Cut back
a little

Keep InOrease
the same a little

Inckease
a lot

-LCCAL SCHOOL-RELATED SERVICES . ,

Public Elementary and High
School Education , 4.1% 13.0% 44.3i 22.3% 16.3%

Boston .1.-.-s
10.4. 33.0 24.3' 277

'$40 or more 4.6 13.2 41.6 24.1 16.4
0125 to $39 4.1 13.7 46.5 21.3 14.4
Less than $25

,

2.1 11.5 52.4-
.-.

20.4 ' 13.6

After School Programs 7.6 15.21 46.2 16.7 14.3
Bcston TT TET

, 39.0 217 317:T.
$40 or more 7.2 13.3 43.8 18.3 17.3
$25 to $39 18.5 i 17.1 49.5 .13.9 11.0
Less than $25 5.8 17.5 45.0 21.2 10.6

Spedial Education 3.5 7.6 34.0 : 27.3 27.6
Boston TX 6.0 29.4 ..2-7-77 Trf

' $40 or more . 4.0 6.4 31.3 28.8 29.6
$25 to $39 . 3.3 8.0 37.2. 26.7 24.8
Less than $25 , . 2.6 12.0 - 36.1 23.0 26.2

,

Adult Education .6.4 11.6 54.4 18.1 9.4
Bcston . 57 137 49.4 ITT
$40 ormore 7.3 ,9.5 52.8 19.5 11.0
$25 to $49 6.6 13.6 57.0 15.6 7.1
Less than $25 3.7. ,

i.

10.0 55.3 21.6 .9.5

HIM RESCURCES SERVICES

3.7. 5.8" .40.4 28.0 22.1
Mental Health Programs
Boston T.T 77T 36.5 27.0 24.8
$40 or more 4.5 7.0 36.8 28.2 2.3.6
$25 to $39 2.8 4.8 43.6 28.1 '20.8
Less than'$25

. 3.5
,
5.2

-.
46.5 25.6 19-2

Services forthe Elderly -1:4 4.6 39.5 . 2'9.0 25.6
Boston, ?TX 17 37.6 29.1 27.8
$40 or more l'.3 ' 4.5 34.2, 30.7 29.3
$25 to.$39 1.5 3.6 45.4 25.9 23.5
Less than $25 2:1 7.9 38..4 31:1 20.5

(continued)

103 *--11 .
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Table VI-ccntinued

Amcuar CF SERVICES PREFERREDa '
b

By Tax Ratec

'Cut,back Cut back Keep Increase Increase
'a lot a little the sane a little a lot

State and Community .

Colleges and Universities 5.1 12.6
.Boston T76- 15".7

.

$40 or more 6.0 12.5
$25 to $39 .4.7 13.3
Less than $25 2.6 8.4

LEGAL SERVICES
Courts and Judges 6.5 14.2
Boston Ts ITT
$40 or more 7.0 14.2
$25 to $39 7.5 12.9
Iess.than $25 4.0 15.0

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE N
Nelfare or other Public

Assistance 27.9 26.7 .

Boston 2E-2" ITT4

$40 or more 28.3 25.8
$25 to $39 30.2 26.8
Less than $25 27.9 29.5 .

LCCAL SERVICES 3.7 16.0
Boston 67:15 14.2
"$40 46r more 4.3 15.8
$25 to $39 2.9 17.8
Less than $25 2.0 12.2

,

STATE SERVICES 11.3 27.4
Boston 10.9 ,22.3
$40 =more 10.9 25.3
$25 to $39 11.3 . 30.1
less than $25 12.4 27.3

i

54.1 17.4 10.8
zgar MT .1E1-
51.8 17.5 12.2
54.8 17.6 t 9.7
60.5 16.3 121

.

46.4 20.7 12.1
45.4 22.7 1371
45.9 20.4 12.5
48.0 21.0 % 10.6
46.8 20.8 13.3

8.72

36.0
28.4
28.4
24.2

,
43.9
31%2
42.7

45.9
53.1

25.9

32.0
25.3
34.7
28.9

e)

li'20 5.7

-9.7
10.6 6.9.
10.7' 3.9
12.6 5.8 '

25.5 11.0
34.8 , 13.4
25.5 11.7
22.8 10.6
25.5 7.1

25.4 10.0
7277 12.1
26:3 12.1
26:1 V7.8
22.7

]R*8

(continued)
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Table VI, continued

aBased on the question: "Think about the services provided by the state
or local government to residents of your town or city. For each service
I read, please tell me whether state or local government should be pro,
viding a lot less, a little less, the same amount, a little more or a lot
*more of this service. Remember, if government provides less services
state or local taxes will be reduced, and if government provides more
services, state or local taxes will be increased. If the service is not.
available to residents in your city or,town, please let me knoW. LeVs
begin with ("X'd" ITEM). Which phrasein the first list describes how
much more or less ("X'd" ITEM) state or local government'should provide?"

bRercentages are based on those responding and totai toadb% across each
row. Totals do not include Boston oversample.

c
Tax rate iS property tax-rate per $1,000 of esLmated market value.

7

A

10,

4a

A
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0

1,

Amount Residents are Willine to_Soend on ServirPs

,In respqnse to questiOns.apout wheiher total state or local
spendihg dhd taxes should be increased, renrin the same; or be

*decreased, a majority of respondents in each group said-they wanted to

reduce spending and taxes. In no group, however, did a majority of

.respondents want lower spending on schools. As 'Table VII shows,

spending prefertnces vary somewhat across commuipity groups:

Boston respondents Fere least interested of all respondents

in ,decreasing state government taxes and spending and most

likely to favor increa-ies in local government spending and

taxes and in school spending.

Respondents in low'tapc rate communities were less.interested

than others in deéreaiing l?cal government'spending awd

taxes. Moreover, a higher proportion of reoondents in this

group than.,in others were satisfied_with currelI spending

levels in their commiin4ties.

The greatesr'discontent with curtent levels of school

spending emerges in the moderate nd, high tax rate

'communities.

Perceptions of Inetficiency and Corruption in Government

We use as our measure of perceixpdf inefficiency respondents'

beliefs abrout the exteht to which spending can he cut without

'affecting t,he, quality'and quaniit34 of the services provided. Table

\lin repotts the percentages of respondenin each group Who believe
.

that,spending tuts of 5.percene OT more would significantly a6feal "the. P

/level of each specific service an.d the percentages who believe that

spending cap be cut by 15 percent or more without signifidantl&

affecting service leVels.r The iiigher the'first percentage, the less
2

sinefficiency is perceived. The higher "the second percentage, the

greater inefficiency is perceived.

.- ' .
-

,ResOondents",perceptions of the' efficigncy of state and lotal
1

.
1

goVernment vary adross'community grows. Respon4enes in low tax rate
. ..

. .,

towns are post likely to hedieve local services are efficiently
r

.
:41



Table VII.

. .

DESIRED CHANGES IN -TAXES MD $PENbINGa

A
S.

,By Tax'Rate

JF

Property Tax Rate per $1000 of Estimatis:d Market Value:
TotAl
Respcndents

1

(b
-Boston . N $40 or more.

$25 to
$39

.Less than
$25

i

1N
1-1

...

State government'spending and
taxing should be: .

15.9%
20.5
2.8

12.4
27.9
58.6

20.0

35.6
44.4

,

.`

19.4%
27.0
53.6

.18.5
26.2
55.2.

.

31.4
33.5
35.1

.

16..9%

20.7
62.5 ,

.12.0
24.7

63.3

20.5
33.2
4.3

.

t 14.1i
18.3
67.5

11.6
4.'.9

59.5

162
37.5
46.2 ,

.
.

12.4%
. 26.9
60.7

y

11.4
38.3
50.3

../.

19.9
41.3

38.8

.

,

,-

Increased
Kept the same
Decreased

'Local governnent spending and
' taxing shculd be:

fncreased .

Rept the sane .

----,...._Decreased

Local public sChcol spending and
taxing should be:
indfeisel.. .

Rept the sane
Decreased

.

N. A

ataseion the guestins: 41CcMpar;d to whaethe state gavernment ncw spends, by what percentage, if any, would
ycu like to see state government taxing and spending increase or decrease. You maY answer any percent increase
or decrease framitto 100% or.tell me ycu want it toseay the'sane. And by what-percentage, if any, would ycu
like to see local government taxing and spending increase or decrease? And by what percenta4e, if any, would
ydU like to see local p4aic school taxes and spending ihcrease or decrease?"/

rotal dces not'include Eoston-oversample.

107
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Table VIII

BELIEFS THAT.SPENI5ING CAN BE CUT
WITHOUT AFFECTING THE QUALTTY OR QUANTITY OF SERVICES:

POSSIBLE CUTBACKS CF LESS THAN 5 PERCENT/POSSIBLE =BACKS OF 15 PERCENT ORIAUREa,13

By Tax Rate

- Property Tax Rate per $1,000 of Estimated Proaerb.: Value,

N..

Service Type
'Total

Respondentsc

Boston

<5%/>1% 4
$40 or more.
<5%/>15%

$25 to
$39 .

<5%/>15% ,

Less than
$25

1

n.)

n.)

1

.ftUlkipal Services

51%/27%

45/36
51/30 .

, NA
..

NA

38/37
42/34
58/22
31/45

51%/29%A
NA

44/36
, 45/29

,.
NA

NA

43/37
50/32
63/23
37/41 '

It

50%/29%
NA

42/38
46/35

NA

NA

39/39
39/37

53/27
28/47

50%/27%
NA

45/35
55/27

NA .

..,

NA

x

.

36/38
42/33 '

59/19
31/45

55%/22%
NA

50/31
58/27

NA

NA

44/29
47/32.

63/17
38/39

4Po1ice ,? ,

Fire fightimg- .

Street & sidewalk repairs
.Regular garbage pickup

- Imal public perks and re-
creaticn

Support of local public
transportaticn

Local Schga.elatedblservices
Public elementatrand high
school educaticn

After *boa prograns
Special educaticn
Milt educaticn

,

HUManResoures ServiCes
Mental health programs NA NA NA NA i NA
-Service ? for the elderly ' NA NA NA NA NA
6tate ana ccanunity colleges 4

andjiniversities 35/40 . '37/42 30/42 . 35/42 45/32

. (continuedi



Service Type

Legal Services
Courts and Judges

Public Assistance
Welfare or other public;

assistance

State Services

Local Services

- Table VIII continued

I.

Prert ax Rate per $1,000 pf Estimated Market Value

Bostcn
$40 or more

$25 to
-4. $39- r'

Ibtal <5%/>15% <5%/>15% <5%/>15%
Q.

NA NA:

If
s

18%/67% 23%/59% 18%/68% 15%/69%

11/73 .20/57 11/74 10/76

18/60 17/60 13/68 18/58

Lees than'
$25

NA

.20%/65%

,11/69

31/41

aBas:ed on the questions: ngow let's talk About
ment could cut badk spending on these services
ent:age, if apy, do you think government could
quality or amount of services provided?"

"And'by what percentage, if any, do you think
cutting the mount of services?"

some specific services. People we've talked to believe that govern-
by eliminating waste, inefficiency and other problems. By what per-
cut back spending on ("X'd" rrEm) without significantly affecting the

state government could cut taxes and spending without significantly

"Overall, by what percentage, if any, do you think your local government could Out taxes and spending Without sig-
,,nlficantly cutting the amount of services?"

.

bEach entry has two numberS. The number to the left of the slash is the percentage of respcndents who believe,that
spending cuts of 5% or mate would significantly affect the quality or amount of service provided. The number
to the right of the slash is the percentage of respondents who believe spending for that service could be cut
ici, 15% or =Iry without significantly affecting the quality or amdunt of services provided. Percentages are
based or.1:..those reSponding to the question. NAmeans that the question was not asked.

,FTotal does not include Boston oversample.
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A

provided.. tn addition, these respondents perceive a greater

difference,betweet the efficiency of state and local governments than

do respondents in other grdups. Boston residents are less likely than

others tp think state services are inefficiently provided and, along

with respondents from Other high tax rate communities, see very little

difference between state and local governments in terms of efficiency.

With respect to perceptions of the efficiency with which specific

services are provided, the following patterns emerge:

Respondents in low tax rate communities were more likely than

others to plink that police, garbage pickup and street repair

services are efficient/y provided.

411 Respondents in Boston and in low tax rate communities were

more likely than others to think school-related services sual
as elementary and high school education, after-school

programs, special education and adult education are

efficiently provided.

Boston residents were somewhat less likely 'than others to

perceive inefficiency in the provision of welfare services.

Respondents in the three other groulis tend to agree about the

amount by which spending on this service could be Cut back

without cutting services.

Closely related to perceptions of.inefficiency are perceptions

about the cost of municipal personnel, citizen abuse of public ser-

vices,.and corruption. The data presented iR Table IX indicate that:

. The perception that municipal employees are overpaid is bore

common in communities with high tax rates than in those'with

low tax rates. Boston respondents, for example, are nearly

twice as likely as respondents in low 'tax rate towns to

believe municipal employees are overpaid (60% vs. 34%).

Respondents in low tax rate towns are more than others

to believe Mat people expect too many services from the

government. Perceptions of the abuse of ohe particularly

sensitive service, welfare, does notary with the local, tax

rate, with the excepxion that Boston residents are less



Table IX

MTITUDES 'Itr4PqD ODVERNMENT AND TAXESa'b

.

By Tax Rate

Property Tax Rate per $1,000 of Estimated Property Value

Tbtal

Respondentsc Boston $40 or more
$25 to
$39

Less than
$25

The government should make sure
that each family has enough to
'live on 65.5% 64.9 68.8% 64.0% 58.0%People expect too many services
from governnent 68.4 63.8 66.1 70.1 75.5

Government interferes to much in
people's lives 76.5 68.4 75.4 79.7 77.6People now on welfare could find
jobs if they really tried .78.8 61.2 82.8 79.5 79.0

City or town employees are over-
paid 47.1 60.2 53.4 42.0 34.2Cityor town emplcyees don't work
as hard as people who work for
private oompanies 66.7 70.9 69.3 66.2 58.6Proposition 13 in California showed
that taxes can be cut wdthout cuts
in services 63.8 - 52.9 .65.4 64.7 61.9

Corruption is common in my local
government 63.4 87.7 70.0 55.1 -50.8Corruption is common in my state
goverment 87.8 89.8 87.3 88%7 85.4

114
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Table IX continued

ATTITUDES TUWAPD.GCVERNMENr AND TAXES
a,b

By Tax Rate

a Properti Tax Rate per $1,000..of Estimated Property Value

**Dtal
tbespondents

c

o

Boston $40 or more
$25 to
$39

Less than
$25

agraduated income taX is the best
way for the state to raise money 61.9% 68.3% 60.4% 61.4% 60.4%A sales tax is the best way for the
state to raise moneyd 71.3 74.5 72.9 73.6The property tax is the best wra.y for

cities and towns to raise money for
city services 58.2 46.7 59.5 ' 59.8 ' 58.5It's OK for property taxes to rise

as-fast as the cost of living 21.8 27.9 20.1 21.6 25.4

State government should give more
money to the cities and towns so
-local ,-

property taxes can be kept
down 77.2 71.8. ..81.2 77.9 66.5

Taxpayers in rich cities and towns
.should help pay for,services in
poorer cities and towns 41.8 50.8 42.4 . 39.7 39.$

A cut in property taxes would bene-
fit homeowners more than business
and industry 59.6 50.2 - 63.3 59.3 54.8

When property taxes go up, landlords
just raise rents 89.4 89.1 88.8 89.9 88.6 .

When business prcperty taxes go up,
businesses just raise their prices
to consumers 88.0 88.3 - 88.1 88.9 86.1

C`

1 1
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Table IX continued
.

-aBased on the question: 'Now I'd like to getiur apiniona an tax and other government isue's. For each state-ment I read, tellne whether you ..ree a lot ee a little,.slisagree.,a-little-er-disagree a lot.. lickinnich-or isagree a -t
.

h 0 s.
-Each entry is the percentage of resPandents who agree."a lot"ar "a little" that the particular autcame willoccur. Percentages are based on those respondingto the qdbstion.

CTOtal does not include Boston avdrsample.

°This gUesiian'was asked of only a subsample of.respondents: 4 '
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likely than others to believe that 'people pow on*
could find jobs if they really tried."

The belief that corruption is common ip local government
-7/

var es systematically across group's; 87.7 percent of the

Boaton respondents think their ocal governnent is corrupt in

contrast to 70.0,-55.1 and 96. percent.in the other groups.

weifare

oBeliefs about corruptiOn in State government do ilex vary much

across groups.

Preferred Method of Financing Services

X shoks.thalp most responddnts want &iretain tge property

_

4

mejoi revenue source for financing tuditional *municipal

Table

.tax as the

services. A majorfty, hOwever, would like to shift toward more state

findecinp of e(pecial education (60 percent of which is currently

financed locarly) and towa.rd more state or user charge financing of

local public transit. In general, the.lower the local tax rate, the

higher the proportiOn of residents who _would like, to maintein the
-

current financing method.or put greater reliance on lbcal property

taxes for tredttional municipal services. In the case of public

education, for example, 64.percent of the respondents in towns with

.1o* tax rates, in contrast to 41

tax, and 57 percent in moderate

current or increased reliance on

Boston and-other high:tax rate cities and towns showed more interest
4'

than others in.shifting to state taxes, particularly income taxes, for

percent in Boston, 51 percent in high

tax communities, are content .with-the

local property.paxep. Respondents in,,%

most services.

In addition, Boston residents were more likely than ()tilers to

'believe "A graduated income tax is the' best,way for the state to raise

money" and less likely than others to believe "property taxes are the

'best Way for cities and towns io raise money for city Services-1. "

04.."

Respondents in high-,and moderate tax rate communities other than

'Boston' are more ltkely than others to think the state government

should give additional money to the cities and towns so local property

20
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Table ;\

PREFERRED METHOD OF FINANCING PUHLIC

By Tax Ratec

,b
SERVICESa:

Service Type
Keep
Financing
the Same.*

Greater Share of Money Should Come From:
Local
Property
Taxes

State State
Income Sales User Other

.Taxes Taxes Fees Sources

MUNICIPAL SERVICES

24.4% 50.7% . 16.6%

22.6
5.2% 2:2% 0.9%

40,

.
,

Police

Boston 20.2 48.0 5.6 1.6 2.0
$40 Or more 23.5 46.5. 18.1 7.6 3.0 1.5

4

$25 to $39 25.2 54.0 15.5 3.5 1.6 0.2
Less than425 29.4 52.6 12.4, 3.1 2.1 0.5

Local Public Park? and
Recreation 21.9 ,49.0 12.2 7.1 8.4 1.4

Boston 18.0 47.8 13.9 9.0 10.2 1.2
$40 or more 22.7 46.0 12.6 .9.0, 8.4 - 1.3
$25 .to'$3'9 19.3 53.6 12.0 4.7 9.5 1.0
Less than $25 20.2 42.7 13.0 7.3 '4.7 2.1

0.
!Support of-LOcal Public

Transportation. 17.3 18.2 23.3 12.4 25.7 3.1
Boston, . 8. 15.6 30.7' 14.3 27.5 3.3,
$40 or more 18 17..3 .23.5 12.8 24.5 3.4
$25 to $39 14.9: 21.2 21.2' 11.7 28.4 2.5
less than $25 27.0 14.1 24.3 11.4 3.2

LOCAL SCHOOL-RELATED SERVICES

Public Elementary andiHigh
School, Education

.
20.3 34.1 28.4 8.5 7.2 1;5

Boston' K. 14.2 26.8c 37.8 11.4 7.7 2.0t
$40 or more 20.9 30.0 29.2 9.4 8.6 '2.0
$25 to $39 19.3 38.0 r 29.2 'T, 6.9 5.6 1.0
Less than $25 24.2, 39.5r 20.0 \) 7.9 7.4 1.1

After School Prograns such

19:6 .39.1 13.3 6.2
s

20.5 1.3-as Music and Art
Batton 1 -4- 15.4 32.8 19.1 7.5 22.8 2.5
$40 or more
$25 to-$39

20.6,
173 4

37.5
43.0

15.0
11.0 .

7.3

5.1
18.3
22.2

'1.3

1.3
Less than $25 27.6 37.0 10,4 6.2 .17.7 1.0

(continued).
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Table X (continued)

- b
PREFERRED METHOD OF FINANCriG PUBLIC SERV10ES'"

By Tax Fatec

Sc rvice Tyne t

Keep

Financing
the Same

Share of M.,%ey Shriule. Come 'From:
Lca1

'Propert,,'

Tane

State State
Income. Safes,

,Taxes Taxes
User

Fees
Other
Sourees

Special Education fbr Children
With Learning Problems 16.9% 15.2% 48.4% 12.1% 5.9% 1.5%

Bostori 13.1 13.. 51.8 13.1 6.5 1.6
$40 or more 18.4 13.8 45.8 13.0 6.5 2.5
.$25 ..o $39 , 14.7 16.4 51.1 11.7 5.3 0.8
Less than $25 2.6 18.8 % 43.0 c 9.7 5.9 0.0

Adult Education 19.8 20.3 f9.6 6.6 32.4 1.3
Boston

.

16.1 14.1 4.0 5.8 37.2 '2.9
$40 or more 21.4 19.5 19.3 7.4 31.0 1.3
$25 to $39 16.9 22.4 17.6 6.8 35.7 0.7
'Less than $25: 27.5 21,8 21.8 4.1 22.8 2.1

HUMAN RESOURCES SERVICES .

Mental Health Programs 16.5 5.4 57.8 13.7 4.8 1.8
Bofton 15.3 6.6 54.1 14.9. 6.6 2.5

. $4d ormore 19.1 , 6.7 53.9 13.7 4.7 1,8
$25 to $39 12.5 '4.0 '64.1 13.5 4.5 1.3
Less than $25 21.1 4.2 52.6 12.6 6.3 3.2

___ ....
. .

....0-
State and Community,Colleges -

, and Universities 16.5 3.4 46.1 ' 12.0; 20.7 1.3
Boston 11.6 6.2 47.3 10.8 , 22.4 1.7
$40 or more . 17,.0 4.0- 42:0 14.1 21.0 2.0
$25 tO $39 , 15.3 2.3 48.1 10.3 22.8, 1.2
lesS than $25 21.9 3.6 49.5 10.9 14.1 0.0

. 1.

h
Based on the question: "For each service I read, would you like to keep the financing
the way it now is or to' see a greater share of the money come from local property
taxes, from state income taxes, from state saleS eaxes, or a 4'reater share from
fees Feid by users of the service?"

A

percentages'are calculates for respondents sq4o answered each question,.and
100% across each row. Totals do not include-Boston oversample.

c
Tax rate is Property tax rate per $1,1)00 of estimated property value.

total to
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taxes cab be kept down. Support for greater stateraid to local

governments does not imply support for redistributing money.across

jurisdictions, however. Only in Boston were a-majority of respondents

interested in such redistribution.
,

Relaiive Cost of Services to Various Groups id-the Population

At least half the respondents in each group think they receikre

les; in services that; they pay for. This dissatisfaction is greatest

in high tax rate communities, including Boston, where about 60 percent

of the respondents are dissatisfied.

AMOUNT OF SERVICES -RESPONDENT'S HOUSEHOLD GETS
.FOR TAXES THEY PAY ,

By Tax Rate

My Household Gets My Household Gets
Less Than It Pays For My Household More Than It Pays For
Lot Little Gets Amount Little Lot
L'Ass Less It Pays For More More

Total 19.9% 351 36.1% 6.3% .2.1%

Boston 25.1 35.6 29.6 7.7 2.0
$40 or more 20.8 38.6 32.6 6.3 1.8
$25 to $39 18.9 32.6 40.9 5.1 2.4
Less than $25 21.2 3'8.7 36:8 7.3 1.0

Respondent perceptions of the cost of services to their household

Compared to the Cost of services to other types of households differ

,across tax rate Categories .(tee'Table XI).

lostorirrespondents were more likely thin others to think that

they pay mo.re for their household services than do middle
A

class families and homeowners. They were least likely to

think they,pay more than rentdrs, poor families or minority

group's. This may reflect the greater likelihood of a Boston

resident being a renter, 'poor, or a member of a minority

group.

Respondents in low tax rate towns were least likely to think

their households pay more for services thari do business or
' 4
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Table XI

AMOUNT RESPONDENT'S HOUSEHOLD PAyS FOR SERVICES IT RECEIVES

COMPARED TO AMOUNT OTHERGROUPS PAY FOR SERVICES THEY RECEIVE11°)

By TiCilRatec

,Compared,to what these households or groups pay,for the
services they use, my household pays:,
!Itch more

for the
,services
it receives

Somewhat Same amount Somewhat
more for the for the less for the
services, services services
it receives it receives receives

Much less
for the
services
it receives

Middle Class Families 5.8% 10.6% 55.1% 20.7% 7.7%
9.0
7.3

7.9
. 6.8

Boston
$40 or more
$25 to $39

.Less than $25 ,

10.6

5.6

4.3
.7.9

13.5
12.3
8.1

'11.6

48.6
52.6
59.2

55.8

18.4

22.1
20.6
17.9

Poor Families 30.8 13.8, 25.0 19.5. 10.7
Bogton ' 28.3 10.2 29.5 16.0 10.7
$40 or more . 30.0 14.1 25.0 22.1 918
$25 to $39 31.8 14.6 24.2 18.9 10.6
Less than $25 34:d- 12.6 1 25.7 25%7 12.0

Renters 13.1 16.3 41.1 21.5 8.0
Boston 7.4 15.2 47.7 20.2 9.5
$40 or more 14.9 17.6 40.4 21.1 6.9
$25 to $39 12.5 15.1 42.4 22.0 8.1
Less than $25 18.4

. 18.9 34.1 21.1 7.6

Home Owners 6.2 12.1 59.5 16.6 5.7
Boston 12.3 16.8 50.4 15.2 5.3
$40 or more 5.5 15.8 58.0 13.4 7.3
.$25 to $39 3.6 10.5 62.7 17.7 5.4
Less than $25 7.4 10.5 60.5 16.8 5.8

Minority Groups 35.8 15.6 26.9 13.9 7.7
Boston 34.3 12.0 28.8 ' 17.2 7.7
$40 or more 37.2 16.2 270 12.4 6.4
$25 to $39 36.9 14.4 26.0 14.1 8,5
Less than $25 30.8 20.5 27.0 . 14.0 7.6

Retired People . 14.7 12.1 36.2 23.5 13.5
Boston , 20.3 10.4 38.6 19.1 11.6
$40 or more 15.1 13.9 , 36.0 23.1 11.9
$25 to $39 13.6 10.4 35.6 24.8 15.6
Less than $25 - 13.5 1q.1 37.0 22.4 . 12.0

Business and Industry 42.2 20.5 24.4 p9.4 3.3
Boston 46.6 19.1 25.8 6.4 2.1
$40 or more 46.0 19.7 a' .22.3 8.9 3.0
$25 to $39 40.1 41.3 2517 9.7 3.2 4
Less than $25 34.6 20.7 - 28.2 12.2 4.3

12 4
(continued)
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Table XI (continued)

AMOUNT RESPONDENT'S HDUSEHOLD PAYS FOR SERVICES IT RECEIVES

COMPARED TO AMOUNT OTHER CROUPS PAY FOR SERVICES.THEY RECEIVEa'b

Ry Tax Rate

a
Based on the qdestion: "Sometimes it seems that certain groups of people
,pay a lot intaxes but don't get very many services while others don't pay
much in taxes but get a lot of services. Please tell me whether (X'd tROUP)
gets a lot less than they payAfor, alittle less, the same amount as they
pay for, a little more, or a lot more than they pay for." Responses were
scored on a five-point scale ranging from one (lot less) to five (lot more).
Respondent's score for own household was subtracted from his/her score for
other groups. "MUch less" is a score of two or more, "Somewhat less" is
a score of one, "Same amount" is a score of zero, "Somewhat more" is a score
of minus one, and "Much more" is a'score of minus two or less.

b
Percentages are calculated for respondents who answered each question, and
total to 100% across each row. Totals do not include Boston oversample.

Tax rate is property tax rate per $1,000,of'estimated prOperty value.

Ce
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industry. Nevertheless, even among these respondents, more

than half believe they pay -more for the services*they receive

than the business sector pays for the services it receives.

SlightV less than half the respondents reported that the

services thely received at the time of the survey for the taxes they

paid were about the same as they were two years earlier; a similar

proportion reported that things were,getting worse. Essentially no

differences emerge across community groups.

CURRENT RATIO.OF SERVICES RECEIVED TO TAXES PAID
COMPARED TO TWO YEARS AGO

By Tax Rate

Compared to two years ago, my household, is:
Better Off ' About the same Worse off

Ibtal 7.5% 46.6% , 45.9%

Boston 7.1 49.0 43.9
$40 or more 84 47.0 45.0
$25 to $39 6.4 45.9 47.7
Less than $25 9.44 45.8 44.8

As Table XII demonstrates, at least half'the respondents reported

that the relationship between their household servl.ce costs and those

of most other groups had remained relatively donstant over the
previous two years. Only When,comparing their seryice costs to those

of business and industry did more than a third of the respondents feel0

they were worse off than they were two years earlier. Respondents in

lOw tax rate towns were less likely than o.thers to think the cost of

theivhouseholds' services worsened relttive to that of business and

industry.

IV. SUMMARY

Because/Proposition 2 1/2 requires larger revenue reductions,in

communities vith high tax rates than in those with low rates, we

hypo.thesized that residents' expectations about the effects of
.

Proposition 2 1/2 would vary systematically across communities grouped

by local tax rate. The observed patterns are generally consistent
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Table XII

CHANGE OVER PiST TWO YEARS

IN AMOUNT RESPONDENT'S HOUSEHOLD PAYS FOR SERVICES IT RECEIVES

COMPAREZ TO AMOUNT OTHER GROUPS PAY FOR SERVICES THEY RECEIVEll'b

By Tax Ratec

Compared to these groups, my household is:
.

off

Much
better off

Somewhat
better off

About
the same

Somewhat
worse off

Much
worse

Middle Class Families 2.9% 22.2% 66.8% 6.6% 1.5%
Boston 2.6 28.9 60.9 6.0 1.7
$40 or more 2.7 22.5 64.3

L,

8.8 1.7
$25 tct $39 2.9 . 21.4 69.9 5.1 0.7
Less than $25 4.2 17.7 69.3 5.7 3.1
Poor Familiesr' 3.6 26,2 52.3 12.5 5.4
Boston, 3.0 32.8 51.1 9.8 3.4
$40 or more 1 4.0 25.8

:

51.1 13.8 5.3
$25 to $39 2.8 26.3 52.2 12.6 6.1
Less than $25 4.7 21.6 58.4 10.0 5.3

c .

Renters 3.1 22.6 60.5 11.5 2.3
Boston 3.8 26.3 62.3 5.9 1.7
$40 or more 2.5 23.4 60.8 11.6 1.7
$25 to $39 2.7 21.9 60.9 11.8 2,8
Less than $25 5.3 19.1 58.5 14.4 2:7

Home Owners 2.9 20.8 68.8 6.1 15
Boston 2.1 24.9 62.0 8.4 2.5
$40 or more 3.2 19.9 67.9 6.5 2.5
$25 to $39 3.0 '21.0 70.8 4.6. 0.7
Less than.$25 L2-1 19.5 70.5 ' 7.9 0.0

Minority Groups
,
2.4 17.7 47.8 20.8 11.3

Boston ; , 1.7 25.3 48.9' 15.5 8.6
$40,or mbre 2.8 16.4 >46.3 23.0 11.4
$25 to $39 2.2 16.7 47.7 '' 21.2 12.2
Less than $25 1.6 18.5 53.4 16.9 9.5

Retired People 4:1 28.9 54.3. 9.6 3.1
Boston 3.8 33.3 53.0 7.7 2.1 '

$40 or more 4.3 27.0 55.3 '9.8. 3.5
$25 to $39 ,3.1 30.0 55.1 9.7 2.1
Less than $25

v

6.3 27.2 50.8 9.9 5.8

Business and Industry 1.7 0 10.8 43.9 28.4 15.3
Boston 1.3 '8.3 45.2 28.3 16.5
$40 or more 1:9 10.1 42.4 -29.7 16.0,-
$25 to $39 2.2 10.6 44.5 26.9 . 15.8
Less,than $25 ) 0.0 L

jOii"
154 50.3

.

24.6 10.2
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Table XII (continued)

0

CHANGE (ATER PAST TWO YEARS

IN AMOUNT RESPONDENT'S HOUSEHOLD PAYS. FOR SERVICES IT RECEIVES .

COMPARED TO AMOUNT OTHER GROUPS PAY FOR SERVICES THEY RECEIVEa'b

By Tax Ratec

Based on the,question: "Now we'd like riou to think about two years ago. Taking
into °account the services they get for the taxes they pay, are (X'd GROUP) better
off, worse off, or about the same nowve they were two years ago?" Responses were .

scored on a three-point scale ranging from one (better off) to three ,(worse off).
Respondent's score for his or her household was subtracted from his or her score
for other groups. "Much better off" is_a score of minus two, "Somewhat better
off" is a score of tinus one, "About the same" is a score of zero, "Somewhat worse
off" is a score of plus_one, and "Much worse off" is a score of plus two.

b
Percentages are calculated for respondents who answered each question, and total
to 'DO% across each row. Totals do not include Boston oversample.

c
Tax rate is property tax rate per .$1,000 of estimated property ivalue:

r.

0
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with this prediction. The higher the.local tax rate, the more likely

respondents were to expect lower0taxes.. Surprisingly, however, these
expected tai reductions were not systematically translated into

,expected reductioné in specific' local services. That is, respondents

in communities with high tax rates,mare no more likely than those in

communities with moderate or low tax rates to expect cuts in specific,

*cal services. Only the Boston respondents were more likely than

those in other groups tn expect cuts in many of the sOecific local'

services, but even they were no.mort lakely than others to expect cuts

in police and fire,services.'

Although not b4eed'orritifm theoretical hypotheses, the observed

differences across Community groups in preferences for changes in

service levels, taxes and'government operations are enlightening and

confirm initial speculations that the higher the local tax rate the

less Satisfied residents were likely to be with,, theiç fiscal

situations. In general, we find that residents in high tax rate

comMnities were more likely than others to want higher levels of'

local public services, to believe that their local .government was

inefficient and corrupt,'. and to believe that municipal employees were
4

overpaid. In addition, reipondents in high tax rate areas were more

likely than others kprefer a shift away from local property tax

financing to financing by ,state government or users. Moreover,

respondents in high tax ratt cities and towns were'more likely than

others to telieve that they rddeived less in services than they paid
4 ,

' for in taxes. Interestingly, however, they were no,more likely than'

others to feel that their fiscal.situation had deteriorated during the

two years prior to the Eroposit on 2 1/2 vote.

, .

,The differences in fiscal dissatisfaction across communities

grouped by local tax rate are interesting in their own right and

worthy of further investigation. The link between fiscal dissatis-

faction and the,. vote'on PropoSition 2 1/2'is ambiguous, however.

Support for Proposition 2 1/2 across communities is not a simple

function of voters' dissatisfactilen with their fiscal,situation; the'

"yes" vote of our Boston ,siMple, for example, was less than that of
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communities with moderate -.tax rates despite the greater fiscal

' discontent found among respondents in the Boston sample. This

partially reflects the finding that respondents in high tax rateareas

wanted relatively more, rather than fewer, services and that respon-
.

dents in different communitis had differing expectations about the

impac't of Proposition 2 1/2 on _service levels and governmental.
-

Akfficiency.
1

1
For complete multivariate models of voter behavior, see Ladd and
Wilson, "Who Supports Tax Limitations: Evidence from Maisachusetts'
Ftoposition 2 1/2" and "Why Voters Support Tax Limitations: Evidence
from Massachusetts' Proposition 2-1/2."
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STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF P4CENTAGE DIFFERENCES

The following tables are guide& for deter:Mining the significance

(two standard errors) of differences in percentages between any two

subgroups in the..overall sample. The size of the difference necessary

for significance decreases as the sample sizes increase and as the

percentages being clompared move away from 50 percent in either

direcrion. AuS, a separate table is presented for eaCh of fbur sets

of percentages. The entries in _each cell define the range of

necessary differences for'samp/es of varying sizes. The lower numter

is the difference required for-significance between two simple random
I.

samples. The higher number, 1.25 times the lower number, is a,

conservative estimate of the differenCe required for significance when

othersaiple designs are used.

A stratified random cluster sample plan.was used in this study.

Strarifigationgreduces thq Lize of the standard errors relative to

those in simple random samples;.dustering increases the sizes of the

standard terrors.. Because the sampling plan incorporated a large

number of 'clustens (65) with a small number of interviews in each

egter (15 to 25), any increase in stand&rd errors due to clustering

ye
s be.minor and more than offset by the decreases gained thuNgh

str fication. Thus the entries at the lower end of each scale

represent conservative estimates of the- difference in percentages

,
required for significance between any twO subgroups in,this study.

'

The sizes of,the subgroups ana/yzed in ihis paper are as follows:

Number in
Sample

148 .

615

Subgroup

Boston,. _4$

High-tax rate community

Moderate,tax rate community
Low tax rate cgmmunity

133

620
197

7
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Table A-I C.

EXAMPLE OF SAMPLING ERRORS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PERCENTACES 1

No. of
Inter-
views

* 2000
1030
700
500
400
300
200
100 ,

No. of Interviews

3000 I 1000 r 700 I 300 400 309

for Pacentages from 35 to 65

3.2-4.0 3.9-4.9
4.5-5.6

4.4-5.5
4.9-6.1
5.3-6.6

5.0-6.2
5.5,-6.9
5.9-7.4
6.3-7.9

5.5-6.9
5.9-7.4
6.3-7.9
6.7-8.4
7.1-8.9

6.2-7.1
6.64.3
6,94.6
7 .1
7.619.5
11.2-10

7.4-9.2
7.7-9.6
1.0-10

*9.1-11
10-12

10-12
10-13
11-13
11-13
11-14
3,2-14
12-15
14-17

4,0

For Percentages around 20 and 80

2000
1030
700
500
doo

.4 300
200 ,
100

23-3.1 3.1-3.9
314.5

3.5-4.4
3.9-4.9
4.3-5.4

4.0-5.0
4.4-5.5
4.7-5.0
5.1-6.4

4.414.4
4.7-5.4
5.0-6.2

5.0-6.2
5346
5.5-6.9
5.8-7.2
6.1-7.6
634.1

5.9-7.4
6.2-7.8
6.44.0
6.74.4
6.9-8.6
7.3-9.1
8.0-10

8 -9.8
8.4-10
8.6-10
8.8-11
9.0-11
9.2-11
9.8-12
11-14

For Percstitages armind 10 and 90.

2060
'1000

, 700
SOO

400
300
200

s1.9.1i4 2.3-2.9
2.7-3.4

2.6-3.2
3.0-3.8
3.2-4.0

3.0-3.8
3.374.1
33-4.4
3.8-4.8

3.3-4. 3..7-4.6
3.6-4. 4.0-5.0
3.8-4.8 4.1-5.1
4.0-5.0 4.4-5.5
4.2-5.2 4.6-5.8

4.6-5.8
4.8-6.0
.5.0-6.2

6.0-7.5

. _

moo
1000
700

, $00
400

For Percentages around 5 and 95

1.4-4.8 1.7-1.1
1.9-2.4

fr4

.1.9-2.4 2.2-2.8 2.7-3.4
4.

'21-2.6 2.6-3.2 2.9-3.6
2.3-2.9 2.6-3.2 2.7-3.4 3.0-3.8

2.8-3.5 2.9-3.6 3.2-4.0
3.1-3.9

3.6-4.5
I

TANA 14.1.in Exampk of Sampling Errors of Differences between Percentaces

The yi6ues shown ate the differences required for significance (ti#o itandard errers) in
3 comparisons of percentages derived from two.difessubgroors of the lam. Two

values--bw and hieiare given for each U.
-These' generalind and approximate Palms of 2 se (p --JO represent the resiatiof

many computations. The low values are merely Walla + 1/10J1, corresponding to
.two simpk random samples. The hit,h values are about 1.25 greater. Most of the

ctually computed values of the standard error fell betwien thew two boundaries.
(&wre: Freedman, WhelO(on, and Campbell (19591.)

IC *

-
Leslie Kish, Survey'Sampling. 'New lOrk: Jobn Wiley and Sons, Inc.,'
1965, p. 580.
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APPENDIX B: .BOETCG

Tile following tables provide information on the expectations

and preferences of Boston residents disaggregated by those voting

"yes" and those votimg "no" on Propcisition 21/2. The tables are

based on those 248 randomly selected respondents who comprise the

Boston smmple.

4

:*

1/4

t.

4

1 .

"0.
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TABLE B-I

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS EXPECT/NG SERVICE CUTBACKS

BECAUSE OF PROPOSITION 2 1/2- -BOSTONa'b
3

Vote

Service Type
Total
BostOn

Respondents

Vote on
Proposition 21s,

Difference:
Vote Yes Minus

Vote NoYes No

Municipal Services
/Vice 43.9% 28.5; 54.6% -26.1%
egce fighting 43.9 29.8 ' 55.8 -26.0
Street & sidewalkrepairs 67.9 ,66.0 78.8 -22.8
Regular garbage pickup 45.0 38.7 49.4 -10.7
Local public parks and

recreation 73.7 69%12 '' 86.0
Support of local public

transportation 54.4 62.6 -8.2

Local School-related Services
Public elementary and high

school education 61.6 48.4 77.6 -29.2
After school programs 77.4 + 77.4 J10.5

. -3.1
Special education 57.2 45.7 70.9 -25.2
Adult education / 74.3 74.5 81,6 -7.1

Buten Resources,Servides
.Mental health programs 61.5 58.5 67.4 -8.9
Services for the elderly 57.2 46.3 71.3 -25.0
State and comMunity colleges

and universities 62.4 61.3 63.5 -2.2

Legal Services
Courts and judges 38.3 32.6. 42.4 -9.8

Public Assistance
Welfare or other public

assistance 65.,4 56.8 77.0 -20.2

Local services 72.6 83.7 -11.1

Service my household uses 54.7 38.3 66.3 -28.0

Footnotes on following page.
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TABLE B -I (continued)

aBased.on -the questions:
*"Now that Proposition 21/2 has passed, what do you
I read. Using the first list of phrases tell me
be a lot less, a little less, the same, a little
services now that Proposition A has passed?"

think will happen to services
wAether you think there will
more or a lot more ("Vd ITEM)

\

"Overall, how do you think the passage of Proposition 21/2 will-affect your com-
nullitydo you think the services your local gaviinment offers will be cut bapk
a lot, cut back a little, remain the

same, increase a little or increase's lot?"

"How about
passed, do
a lot, cut

cb
Each entry is the percentage of respondents who think there will be a lot less
or a little less of that particular service or who think that Conmunity or
household services will be cut back a lot or cuç back a little. Percentages
are based on those reslionding to the question.

you and members of your household? Now that Proposition 21/2 has
you think the public services your household uses,will be cut back
back a little, remain the same, increase a little, or increase a lot?"

. 137



Table B-11

PERCEIVED EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 2 1/2--BOSTON,'

By Vote on Proposition 2 1/2

Proposition 2 1/2 will: Tdtal Vote on Difference:
Boston Proposition 2 1/2 Vote Yes Minus
Respondents For Agenst -Vote No

Lower property taxes in Mass. 85.8%
Encourage state legislature to

reform taxes 81.6
Increase Mass. state income taxes 65.0
Increase state sales tax 75.5
Increase state aid to cities

and towns 49.2
Give state government more

control over local matters 48.7
'Make local government more

efficient 55.7
Give local voters miore control

over School spending 62.5
Decrease funds for local public.

sdhools 78.8
Lower rents 36.2.
Attract npre business & indus-

try to Massachusetts 73.3

91.6A 80.5% 1111%

90.5 76.2 14.3
59.8 77.6 -17:8
75.0 80.2 -5.2

60.4 45.4 15.0

38.9 :53.0 -14.1

73.7 38.8 34.9

78.3 44.2 34.1

75.8 -81.6 -5.8
.45.6 25.3 20.3

87.2 64.7 22.5

aBaged on the question: wili read a list of some of the effects that the
passage of Proposition 2 1/2 might have in Massadhusetts. To what extent do you
agree-or disagree that Proposition 2 1/2'will ? Do you agree a lot, agree
a little, disagree a little, or disagree a lpi?"

b
EaCh entry is the percentage of respondents who agree "a lot" or "a little" that
Ihe particular outcome will occur. Percentages areibased on those responding to
the question.
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, Table B7III

AMOUNT OF-SERVICES PREFERRED--EOSTONa0)

By Vote bn Prbposition 231

Cut back
a lot

Cut back
a little

Keep
the same

Increase
a little

Increase
a lot

MUNICIPAL SERVICES
Police 1.6/ 5.3% 34.1% 30.5% 28.5%
Voted yes 2.1 6.3 . 33.7 32.6 25.3
Voted no 0.0 3.5 35.3 30.6 30.6

Fire 0.8 4.1 69.1 15.9 10.2
Voted yes 0.0 6.3 73.7 8.4 11.6
Voted no 1.2 3.5 65.9 21.2 8.2

Street Repairs . 1.6 6.1 43.1 26.8 22.4
Voted yes. 3.2 7.4 43.2 31.6 , 14.7
Voted no 1.2 4.7 48.2 23.5 22.4

Garbage Pickup 1.3, 9.7 69.7 9.2 10.1
Voted yes 3.3 14.3 68.1 ,,, 6:6 7.7
Voted no 0.0 7.2 77.1 7.2 8.4

Parks & Recreation 4.1 11.2 52.9 20.2 11.6
Voted yes -., 6.4 19.4 51.6 17.2 5.4
Voted no 3.6

.
9.6

.
50.6 21.7 14.5

, Local Public Trans- ,

10.3 20.6 21.1 35.0portation 12.3
Voted yes 16.3 12.0 -25.0 21.7 25.0
Votid no 12.9 -11.8 16:5 21.2 37.6

LOCAL SCHOOL-RELATED SERVICES
Public Elementary &

School,High

Education 4.8 10.4 33.0 24.3 27.4
Voted yes . 3.0 f 16.1 ,... 33.3 23.0 19.5
Voted pp 2.5 8.6 30.9 27.2 30.9

After school programs8.1 13.1 390 21.2 18.6
Voted yes- 14.3 16.5 44.0 14.3 11.0
Voted no 3.7 13.6 43.2 21.0 18.5

SlieCial Education 3.8 6.0 29.4 27.7 33.2
Voted yet - 3.3 11.1 32.2 28.9 24.4
Voted to 6.1 2.4 32.9 24.4 34.2.

(cOntinued) s.



Table B-III (continued)

AMOUNT OF SERVICES PREFERRED--BOSTONa'h

By Vote gn Proposition 21/2

Cut back
a lot

Cut back
a little

Keep
the same

Increase
a little

Adult Education
. 5.0%

11,

15.1%
.

49.4% 17.6%Voted.yes 7.7
Voted no 3.6

HUMAN RESOURCES SERVICES

23.1

9.6
44.0

54.2
15.4
16.9

Mental Health

7.4 36.5, 27.0
Programs 4.3

Voted yes 6.7 6.7 43.8 24.7
Voted no 3.8 '8.8 28.8 27.5

Services for the

4.6 37.6 29.1
Elderly 0.8

Voted yes 2.2 6.6 44.0 24.2
Voted no 0.0 2.4 39.0 28.0

k

State & Community
Colleges &

15.8 49.0 18.3
Universities 6.6

Voted yes 14.0 20.4 50.5 11.8
Voted no 3.6 ' 11.9 47.6 21.4

I.LEGAL SERVICES
.Courts and Judges 3,5 13.1 45.4 22.7
Voted yes 3.3 18.9 43.3
Voted no 5.1 ,7.7 47.4 26.9

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
Welfare or other Pub-

23.7 3610 9.7lic,Assistance 21.2
Voted yes 31.1 34.4 25.6 3.3
Voted no 13.2 16.9w 44.6 12.0'

Local Services 6.5 14.2 31.2 34,8
Voted yes 12.6 22.1 31.6 27.4
Voted no 2.3 9.3 33.7 36.0

State Birvices
. 10.9 22.3 32.0 22.7

Voted yes 17.9 33.7 34.7 8.4
Voted no 9:3 12:8 37.2 26.7

Increase
a lot

13.0%
9.9

15.7

24.8

18.0

31.2

27.8
23.1
30.5

10.4
3.2

15.5

15.3
18.9 .

12.8

' 9.3

5.6

13.2

13.4
6.3

18.6

12.1
5.3

>14.0

a
Ea ed on fhe question: "Think about the services provided by the state or local'
government to residents of your town or city. For each service I read, please
tell me whether tate or local government should be providing a lot less, a little
less, the same, amount, * little more or a lot more of.'this service. Remember, if
government provides less services state or local taxes will be reduced, and if
governmet'provides more services, state or local taxes will be increased. If
the service is not available to residents in your city or town, please let me know.
Let's begin with ("Vd" ITEM). Which phrase in the first list describes how much
more or less ("X'd" ITEM) state or loccal government should provide?"

.1 0

'Percentages are based on those responding to the Question & total 100% acrOss each row.



Table i -TV

BELIEFS 'THAT SPENDING CAN BE CUT

WITHOUT AFFECTING THE QUALITY OR QUANTITY OF SERVICES:

POSSIBLE CUTBACKS OF LESS THAN 5 PERCENT/POSSIBLE CUTBACKS OF 15 PERCENT OR MORE --BOSTONa'b

By Vote on Proposition 21/2

Service Type
Vote on

Total Boston Proposition 21/2
Respondents Yes No

Municipal Services
Police 51%/29% 42%/31% 57%/28%
Fire fighting NA NA NA
Street 6 sidewalk repairs 44/36 38/45 48/31
Regular garbage pickup 45/29 40/35 53/26
Local public parks and

recreation- NA NA NA
Support of local public

transportation NA NA NA

,Local School-related Services
Public elementaii and high .

school education 43137 29/46 44/36
After scAool programs 50/32 39/40 58/26
Special education .63/23 54/26 69/19
Adult education . .37/41 32/50 43/35

Human Resouices Services
Mental health programs NA NA NA
Services fOr the elderly NA NA NA
State and comMunity colleges

and universities 37/42 28/52 49/31

Isisal Services

Courts and judges NA NA NA

PUblic Assistance .

Welfare or other public
assistance 23/59 11/71 31/50

State ServiUes 20/57 10/67 24/55'

Local Servioes 17/60 5/69 27/53

.--7---

_-
a, bFootnotes on following page.



Table B-1V (continued)

a
Based on the questiont: "Now.let's talk about some specifiCservices. People
we've talked to believe that government could cut back spending on these ser-
vices by eliminating waste, inefficiency and other problems. By whit peicent-
age, if any, do you think government 'could cut back spending on ("X'd" ITEM)
without significantly affecting the quality or amount of services rzovided?"

"And by what percentage, if any, do you tbink state government could cut taxes
and spending without significantly cutting the amount of services?"

"Overall, by what percentage, if any, do you think your local government could
cut taxes and spending without significantly cutting the amount of services?" '

Each entry has two numbers. 'The number to the left of the slash is the per-
centage of respondents who believe that spending cuts of 5% or more would
significantly affect the quality or amount of service provided. The number
to the right of the slash is the percentage of respondents who believeo
spending for that service could be cut by 15% or more`Without significantly
affecting the quality or amount of services provided. Percentages are based
on those responding to the question. NA means that the question was not asked:
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Table B-V

ATTITUDES TOWARD GOVERNMENT AND TAXES--BOSTONa'brc

By Vote on Proposition 2 1/2 ,

Total

Boston
Respondents

,Vote on

Proposition 2 1.12
Difference:
Vote Yes Minus
Vote NoYes No

The government should bake sure 64.9%
that each, ftmily has enough to
live on

0

47.8% 75.9% -28.1%

People expect too many setvices 63.8
from\ government

,

Goveinment interferes.too much in 68.4
people's.lives

.

77.4

80.6

63.2

60.0

+14.2

+20.6

People noW on welfare.could find 61.2
jabs if they really tried

65.6 48.8 +16.8

City or town employees are overpaid 60.2 76.4 44.6 +31.8.City or town employees don't work as 70.9
bard as people who Work for private
companies

.

80.0 67.1 +12.9

Proposition 13 in California showed 52,9
that taxes can be cut without cuts
in services

'. 70.0 30.0 ,+40:0

Corruption is common in ray. local 87.7 91.5 82.6 +8.9
,government

Corruption is common in my state 89.8 90.4 87.1 +3.3
govetnnent .

A graduated income tax is the best 68.3 88.5 77.6 +10.9
way for the state to raise money ,

A sales tax is the best way for the 71.3.
state to raise money c

74:0 67.2 +6 .8 ,

The property tax is the liOst way for 46.7
cities and towns to raise money for
city aervices

39.4 46.5 -7.1

It's OK for propetty taxes to rise as 27.9
fast as the cost of living .

iState government Should give more 71.8
money to the cities and towns so

-
,

21.3

58.9

38.4

-82.8

-17.1

-23.9

-local property taxes can be kept
down

Taxpayers in'rich cities and towns 50.8
should help pay for seivices in
poorer cities and towns

39.4 ', 62.8 -23.4

A cut in property taxes would bene- 50.2
fit homeowners more than business
and industry

,

When property taxes go up, landlords 89-.1
just raise rents

.

51.1

87.2

44.2

90.8

+5.9

-3.6

When business property taxes go up, 88.3
businesses just raise their prices
to copsumers

90.5 87.4 +3.1
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Table B-V (continued)

aBased on the question: 'sow I'd like to get your apinions on.tax and other
,goVernment issues. 'For each statement I read, tell me whetheeyou agree a
lot, agree a little, disagree a little or disagree a.lot with each statement.
How much do you agree or disagree that .11

.b
EaCh entry is the,percentage of respondents who agree "a lot" or "a little"
that the particular outcome will occur. Percentages are based on those res-

.

ponding to 'the question.

4rhis question Nas asked of only a sUbsample of 188 respondents.



Table B -VI

PREFERRED METHOD OF FINANCING'PUBLIC SERVICES - -BOSTON
a b

By \Tote on Proposition 21/2

Service Type

Greater Share of Money Should Come From:
Keep Local State State -*

Pinancing Property Income' Sales User Other
the Sale Taxes Taxes. Taxes Fees Sources

MUNICIPAL SERVICES

Poiice 20.2% 48.0% 22.6% 5.6% 1.6% 2.0%
Voted for Proposition 2 1/2 22.1 55.8
oted age t3t 21.8 42.5 28.7 4.6 0.0 2.3

,Local Public Parks &

47.8 13.9 9.0 10.2 1.2
itecreation 18.0

Voted for Proposition 2 1/2 21.1 45.3 12.6 8.4 12.6 0.0Voted agiinst 1/.9 52.4 15.5 9.5 2.4 2.4
\

su;o7brt of Local Pbblic
Transportation 8.6 15..6 30.7 14.3 27.5 3,3

Voted for Proposition 2 1/2 7.4 11.7 24.5 19.2 34.0 -3.2Voted against 5.9 15.3 34.1 11.8 29.4 3.5

LOCAL SCHOOLRELATED
SERVICES

Public Elementary and High
School Education 24.2 26.8 37.8 11.4 7.7 2.0

Voied for Proposition 2 1/2 11.7 31.9 35.1 10.6 10.6 0.0
Voted against 10.3 '28.7 44.8 4 9 4.6 4.6

After School.Prograus such

32.8 19.1 7.5 22.8 2.5
as Music and At 15.4

Voted for Proposition 2 1/2 16.7 311.1 13.3 -6.7' 31.1, 11,1Voted against 14.0 38.4 19.8 7.0 17.4 3.5

10Special Education for Children
With Learning Probleus 13.1 13.9 51.8 13.1 6.5 1.6

Voted for Proposition 2 1/2 12.9 11.8 46.2 16.1 11.8 1.1
Voted against '12.8 16.3 57.0 9.3 2.3 2.3

.
r

Adult Education 16.1 14.1 24.0 5.8 37.2 2.9
Voted for Proposition 2 1/2 17.6 12.1 22.0 7.7 38.5 2.2Voted against 16.5. 14.1 5.9 7.1 32.9

, 3.5

e
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Table B,VI (continued)

'=..PREFERRED METHOD OF FINANCING PUBLIC SERVICES --BOSTONa'b

By Vote on Proposition 2 1/2

Greater Share of Money Should Come From:

Service Type .

Keep

Financing
the Same

Local'
Property
Taxes

State
Income

Taxes

Htate
Sales

Taxes
User
Fees

Other
Souicei

T

HUMAN iRESOURetS SERVICES

Mental Health Programs_ 15.1,%___ 6-h7. 54.1%.- -14,9Z-- b..67--- 2:57--
Voted for Proposition 2 1/2 13.0 5.4 57.6 .13.0 9.8 1.1
Voted against-. 15.5 3.6 .. 57.1 16.7 3.6 3.6

State & Community Colleges .. / .'

& Universities 11.6 6.2 47.3 10.8 22.4 1.7
Votea for Proposition 2 1/2 11.8 6.4 38.7 10.8. 31.2 .

k
1.1

Voted against 14.5 6.0 57.8 7.2 12.0 2.4

-.4

aBased on the question: "For eaCh service I read, would you like to keep the financing
the wy it now is or to see a greater share of the money come from local property
taxes, from state income taxes, from state sales taxes, or a greater there from fees
paid by users of'the service?"

b
Percentages are'calculated for respondents who angwered each question, '-and total to
100% acrois each rOw. Percentages are based on those respondipg to eadh question.
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WHY VOTERS SUPPORf TAX LIMITATIONS;EVIDENCE.

1 FROM MASSACHUSETTS' PROPOSITION 21/2.
A'

On November 4, .198'b Massachusetts voters followed California's'

lead by passing a stringent tax limitation measure. Commonly known as

Proposition 21/2.% the" measure severely. restricts' the abirity of

Massachusetts cities and towns to raise-tax re ewe, for local:public.1

4 services. Cities and towns with high tax rates are quired.tdreduce.

proDerti 'tax leliies by 'at least. 1.5)percent per year until they reach

the maximum allowable rate of 1- .r.cent.:comm,W11,-ties-44th-rates--below

that level are allowed tO4raise pcoperty taxes, but by no more than 21/2

percent- per year.

r
While high property taxes.in Massachusettsaset the stage for the

passair of PrOpositiori.21/2, a ffrr'ie'ty of goals -- including but not

-- may have motivated 1individuallimited .joo property tax reduction

votingdidhaviorcl Support for property tax reduction, for example,

mhy have been motiV.4ted by a desire to reduce iervice levels, tO
. , .

increase goyernment dfficiency, Or to achieve taxreform'in the sense,

of shifting away,from local property taxes in favor of state sales or
,

imcOme taxes. Similarly, opposition to the tax limitation measure may

have indicated satiafction with lxisting service levels,, the wayr......
-0 government .operatesy 'of with the division of financing -

responsibilities among levels of goVernment. _In addition, some-voVc"".

may have supported Proposition 21/2 to improve their .fiscal .status
,

,i \relative to other groupS. and others may have opposed it to preserve

their pOlic sector jobs.' .
..-

)
,

This per uses data frOm a large statewide survey of ...gr

a

Massachusett idenfs to measure tNcrelative importance of these0

motivations in' inftencing itAle overall statewidi vote on

Propositiori 21/2. The .surv'ey consisted of., halfotholir telePhone

interviews conducted by a professional srirvefirm during the two

wee following tlie vote and was based on a suryey instrumerit that was

tten br the'authors specifically for this purpose. -Vie full sample

Irludes .1,561 male arid female household heads randomIST selected from

56 Massachusetts cities and towns.2 The sampling.'design iSsures

A 148
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, that- the '58 Communities are representative of cities and towns

throughout -ttle state in terms of per capita property wealth, per

capita expenditures, population, and percent of oynThroccupied

housing. 3

Altholigh based on a. sinile state, the- results reported here

should be utetul to.policy makers in other. states and researchers in

other areas trying to understand the message of the nationwide "tax

revolt." The Massachusetts experience is particularly enlightening

for a number of !reasons. First,-a vigorous campaign together with

thorough media coverage assured that residents were well informed both
, -

of the proposition's provisions and of the issues. This means that

the case of Massachusetts ia.an ap opriate setting for examining the,.

link between voting behavior and complex public sector issues.

Secondy the absence ,of a state surplus meant "that passage of

Propogtion 21/2 would force state and local.governments to make budget

reductions immediately. This OOritrasts with the well-studied

,California situation where a large state surplus enabled- people o

believe that the tax limitation measure:would not result in fewer

publieservices. Thirg, the Ohtsice--belore the voters was clear-Out.

Although the MasSachusetts Teachers! Association had placed pn4.010014,.
. -

alternative tax limitation measure on the ballot, it chose to campai4 gn

againtt Proposition 21/2 rather than for its own proposal; with no

organized support for the Association's pranosal, its existence
A*,

apparently played little role in the vote on Proposition 21/2.4 This

situation is quite unlicike the 1978 Michigan experience where 'the

presence of alternatives and confusion about what would happen if two4
or more of the measures received majority support may have influenced

-
. voting behavior in a non-generalizable way.5

.-

It should be noted that'Massachusetts' Proposition 21/2 is an

initiative law rather than a oonstitutional amendment; Once passed by

the voters, it became a regular law subject to change by the legisla-

ture. Although this characteristic of Proposition 21/2 should ,be borne

in mind when interpreting the results of Itis study, 'ibe disanction

between an initiaiive law and a constitUtionaZ amendment need not be

,

14
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overemphasized; state legislators are generally reluctant to undo what,----

the majority of the voters support, particularly when the majority is

largee6

The following section provides an overview of the voting model,

Section II reports and interprets the results, and Section III sum-

marizes the conclusions.

I% MODEL OVERVIEW

Proposition 2Ys main thrust is to roll back or limit the growth

of property taxes in Massachusetts' 351 cities and'towns. 7 Combined

with the proposition's reduction in the ,motor vehicle excise tax,

these provisions reduced local tax revenues by almost $500 million

between fiscal years 1981 and 1982, or about 14 percent of 1981 tax

revenues.8 Proposition 21/2 alsO removes fiscal autonomy of school

commfftees, ends binding arbitration for police and fire personnel,

prohibits the state from mandating programs without providing funds,

A and allows renters _to deduct one-half of their rent payments from
9their state taxable income.

-Because it neither made explicit provision for new-state aid to

replace lost property taxes "nor restricted the state government from

raising state taxes, -proposition 21/2's impact on spending and taxes by

level of government was uncertain at the time of the election. The

impact on local spending of a fall in'property taxes depended on the

extent to which the state responded, with new sttte aid. The impact on

spending for state purposes

44

pended on Whether the neW aid would be
4

financedby higher state taxe . or by lower state spending. In addition

'to uncertainty About spending levels, there was tremendous uncertainty

about how,gpending changes would'be allocated acrOss functional cate-
.

gories and about tht implications of spending changes for service

levels.
,

L The voting model or Proposition.21/2 fully incorporatqs this wide

r e,gf'potential ette4s4n4 theOuncertainty associated with them. 4
'7------

.

A
- .#.

1 0
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As Tible I indicates, the model addresses six issues that might.moti-

vate support for or opposition to the tax limitation measure: service

levels, inefficiency and waste, spending-and taxes, tax reform, rela-

tiva fiscal status, and public sector job status. For each of the

first four, the.model.includes variables capturing voters' preferences,

perceptions, or attitudes (column 2) and their expectations about what

Proposition 2i1 would accomplish (column 3). the former represent

voters' desired changes in serVice or spending levels, government

operations, and financing arrangements, regardless of Proposition 2h.

The latter reflect voters' expectations about Proposition 21/2's impacts

on the behavior of state and local governments and on the services

consumed and the taxes paid by 'their households.

Relative fiscal status and public employee job status represent

two additional aspects of self-interest that might motivate support or

opposition to Proposition 21/2. In addition to caring about specific

service or tax levels, voters may care about the r:lative size of the

net benefits they receive from the public sector. -frie tOdel controls

for and tests this motivation with a set of variables representing

respondents' perceptions of how they fare relative to other groups of

taxpayers. Unfortunately, there is no comparable measure.of expecta-

tions About how Proposition 21/4 would alter the respondent's relative

fiscal status. anclusion of public sector job status identifiesrthe

self-interest of voters who oppose the proposition to preserve their

jobs, income, or quality of work environment.
10

The full model explaining the probability that a voter voted

"yes" on Proposition 21/2 includes 1i5 variables and is based on the

responses Of the 1,114 sample voters for whom complete information is

available.
11 12

Both forms of the model -- a linear probability model

estimated by ordinary least squares and a logit model estimated using

maximum likelihood techniques -- yield similar results., The discussion

that follows foduses oh the results of the linear form because its

coefficients are simpler to interpret and it allows a simpler approxi-

mStion of the relative contribution of each of the six issueN listed

in Table I to the statewide vote on Proposition 21/2.13 Comparable

results for the logit model are reported in the appendix.
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Table I. OVER. VIE/4.0F VOTING ?DM,

Variables

Issues Motiliating
Voting Behavior

(1)

Preferences, Perceptions
and Attitudes

(2)

1. Service levels Preferences for clusters
of services

2. Inefficiency and waste rceptions of ineffi-
(oost of public services) ciency or waste

- state government
- local government
- local public schools

3. Spending and taxes Desired spending and tax-
ing by
- state gowrnment
- local government
- local public schools

4. Tax reform Desired tax shifts.
(tax shift) Attitudes toward taxes.

5. Relative fiscal status PeareptiOns of hcwother
groups fare rlative to
household.

6. Public sector job
status

apectations about
Effects of Proposition 2-1/2

(3)

apected effects on clus-
ters of services; expected
effects on services used by
respondent's household,

Expectations of more its-
fonsible governrent, more
efficiency in local govern-
ment, more voter control
cver schools.

apected effects on state
*and local taxes; expected
effects on taxes paid by
respondent's householcr

Expectations abotit sate
aid and about tax reform.

ARO ORD

Public sector emplcyee as
proxy for fear of job loss
or decline in quality.of
work enviionm_nt.
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Overall, the linear probability model does An excellentjob of,

explaining the vote on Proposition 21/2. The ,e of 0,.54 is high for

linear probability models given the binary nature oft the dependent

variable. More importantly, using a cut-off probability of 0.5 to

separate "yes" voters from "no" voters, the model correctly predicts

85 percent of the sample voters. This represents a substantial gain

over the 51 ',percent that would be correctly predicted by chance or the

58 percent that would be correctly predicted by projecting a 'lyes"

vote for everyone in the sample. 14

II. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The six iss'ues identified in Table I as likely to influence

voting behavior on Proposition 21/2 provide the framework for presenta-

tion and interpretation of the model results. ,For each issue, we

first report the coefficients of the relevant variables. These.cb-

efficients show.how preferences and expectations about the particular

psue influenced the probability that an individual 'would vote for or

against Proposition 21/2, controlling for all other variables. We then

present estimates of the impact of each specific view on.the statewide

vote for the proposition. Derived by weighting the marginal impacts

from the estimated equation bg the sample distribution of each variable,

these "Weighted impacts" show the difference between the actual percen-
.

Vage of respondents who voted in favor of Proposition 21/2 and what the

statewide vote of household heads would have been had voters neither

wanted nor expeCted any change in each specific variable.
15

'Service Levels

Like other surveys of voters' preferences for public services at

the time of tax limitation votes, this study finds that a majority of

Massachusetts voters wanted to maintain or increase the levels of most

state and locally provided public services. 16
This does not rule out

the,possibility, however, that a substantial minority voted for tax .

limitation with the explicit goal of either reducing overall services

or of reducing the levels of particulan services.

'
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To examine this possibility, preference and expectations vari-

ables were defined for each of the following five clusters of public

services:
17

o Education and recreation: includes public elementary and

secondary education, after school programs such as music and

athletics, adult education, and local parks and recreation.

o Public safety: includes police and fire-fighting services.

o Sanitation and street maintenance: includes garbage collec-

tion and street and sidewalk repairs.

o Human services: includes special education for children

with*learning problems, mental health programs, and services

for the elderly. \

o Welfare: welfare and other public assistance. 18

Beyond reducing the number of separate services in the model to a

manageable ievel, clustering also averages out the random errors

associated with responses to a single item. The clusters nonetheless-,

provide sufficient detail to isolate how views toward different types

of services influenced the vote on Proposition 23-,

For each cluster of services, preference variables were

constructed by taking the mean response across items to a question

about whether respondents would like a particular service cut back a

lot, cut back a little, kept the same, increased a little or increased

a lot.
19

The service level expectations variables are similarly

constructed with the scale representing respondents' views on whether

PropositiOn 211 will lead to a lot less or a little less, the same

amount, a little more pr a lot more oeeach public service. The five-

point scales for preferences and expectations are treated as if they

were interval scales. With respect to expectations, however, it is'

reasonable to suppose that voters might have viewed the difference
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between services that would be cut "a lot" and those that would-be cut

"a little" (i.e., the difference between a,1 and a 2 on the scale) as

larger than the difference between services that would be cut "a

little" and those that would be kept the same (i.e.i.the difference

between a 2 and a 3). . Statistical tests 'provided support for a

logarithmic specification for all the service expectations variables

except welfare, for which the linear form was preferred.2°

As Table II indicates, four of the five preference variables have

negative coefficients. This finding supports the view that, for most

types of services, respondents who-prefer service cutbacks are MOre

likely,to support Proposition 211 than those who prefer tfie same or

higher service levels. The clusters of locally provided services;

i.e., education and recreation and public safety, exhibit the greatest

effects. The desire to reduce education and recreation services a

little (a lot), for example, increases the probability that a voter

will support Proposition all by four (eight) percentage points compared

to thelisire to maintain services at their current level.

Although state and federal taxes fully finance, welfare im

Massachusetts, many people expected Proposition 21/2 to lead to welfare

reductions. For some voters, this, expectation may have reflected the

incorrect belief that welfare is financed in part by local property

taxes; for others it may have reflected the belief that the money for

new state aid would come from existing public assistance programs.

These views help to explain why the desire for less welfare assistance

increases the probability of support for Proposition.211 even though

its provisions apply only to local taxes.

Surprisingly, preferences for human services have a positive,

though 'statistically insignificant, coefficient, suggeeting that

voters who wanted to increase human,services may have been more likely

to sUpport Proposition 211 that those who did not. This finding is

hard to explain. Both state and local governments finance and deliver

human services in Massachusetts. It is possible, however, that voters

wanting, to increase human services supported Proposition 211 in the
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Table II. SERVICE LEVELS

Estimated Coefficients and Impactdon Probability of a "Yes" Votea

Variable Form
b

,Coefficient Effect on Probability of a
-(Absolute "Yes" Vote of Expectation
value of that Services Will be Cut Back: c
t-statistic) a little a lot

Preferences

Education and
. Recreation

Public Safety

Linear
(1-5)

Linear
(1-5)

-0.040
(2.01)

-0.027
(1.57)

a.

Sanitation /and Linear -0.004
(1-5) (0.22)

Human, Services Linear 0.024

/ (1-5) (1.39)
)

Welfare Linear -0.023
(1 5) (2.10)

Expectations

Education and
'Recreation

Ln(175), 0.151
(3.02)

-0.061 -0.166

Public Safety Ln(1-5) 0.124 -0.051 -0.136
(2.98)

Sanitation and Ln(1-5) 0.041 -0.017 -0.045
,Street Repair (1.01)

Human Services Ln(1-5) 0.119 -0.048 -0.131
(2.64)

. Welfare Linear -0.043 0.043 0.086
- (1-5) (3.12)

Total Community__ Ln(1-5) 0.124 -0.050 -0.136
Services (3.81)

Services Used Ln(1-5) 0.031 -0.013 -0.034
by Household (0-.82)

aBased on the full model ofbvoting behavior, which includes 45 independent variablesand was estimated.by ordinary least squares. The dependent variable is "1" if
, the respondent voted "yes" on Proposition' 21/2 and. "0" if.he or she vOiedono."

b
The preference and expectations scales are decrease a lot (1); decrease a little
(2); no change (3); increase a little'(4); and increase a lot (5). "Ln" signifies
that the variable is expressed as a natural logarithm.

c
Compared to the expectation that services will not change.

6-
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hope that.a-tem structure less_dependent on local property taxes would

be better suited to providing these services.

COmparison of the upper and lower sections of Table II reveals

that expectations about the impacts of Proposition 21/2 on service
9

levels influence voting behavior even more strongly than preferences.

The positive 'signs of the first four service clusters'-- education and

tecreation, public safety, sanitation and street repairs, and human

services -- indicate that people expecting the measure to lead to

cutbacks in these services were more likely to vote against the propo-.

sition than those who expected no change. The logarithmic specifica-.

tion for these four clusters captures the non-linear relationship

between the expectations scale and the probability of voting yes. As

the lower right section of Table II shows, the logarithmic form

implies that expectations of- large' service cutbacks have more than

twice the impact on the probability of voting "yes" on Proposition 21/2
- ,

than expectations of small cutbadks.

In contrast to the first four service clusters, expectations

about_welfare services enter, the model linearly and have a negative

sign. -The coefficient of -0.043 implies that voters who expected

welfare to be cut back a little (a lot) are 4.3 (8.6) percentage

points more likely to support Proposition 212 than those who expected

no change. We interpret this result to mean that voters, on averagi,

viewed expected reductions in welrare as a desirable outcome of the
,tax limitation measure.

21

To capture all possible service-related effects, the model also

includes respondents' expectations about ,how proposition 211 would

affect overall service levels in their particular community as well as

specific services directly used by their households. The positive and

statistically significant coefficient for expectations about overall
-

dommunity services'signifies that this variable exerts an'independent

influence on voting behavior; the larger the cutbacks expected, the

lower, .the probability of a ''favorable vote. The small. and

statistically insignificant coeffidient of the other variable,

however, implies that voters' concerns about the' impact' of-

5 7
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Proposition 21-2. on-the serviCes arectly used by their households are

already captured by the service cluster variables.

.'The reiults reported so far relate to individual behavior; the

estimated impacts of these service-related views on the statewide vote

for Proposition 21/2 are reported in Table III. Eadh "weighted impact"

is the sum of the estimated effects on the probability of a "yes" vote

weighted by the proportion of sample respondents in each response

category. In each case, the implicit comparison is tb a base case of

"no change"- in either a preference or an expectations variable (A

value of 3 on the 5-point scale). 22

The results are striki g. On net, preferences and expectations

about all the service clusters other than welfare Oecreased the favdr-

able vote on Proposition 211 compared to what the.voting outcome would

have been had.voters neither wanted nor expected changes in service

levels. In addition, expectations of changes in services influenced

the vote more strongly than preferences. Typically, the net effects

result from small positive contributions to the favorabla vote from

people who ,desire fewer services or who expect more (shown in the

"for" column) and larger negative contributions from people desiring

more services or who expect fewer (shown in the "against" column).

Views toIrd lona' education and recreation have the biggest impact of

any cluster of services. These views reduce the overall favorable

state vote by close to 7 percentage points. Taken together, the net

effect of all service variables, other that welfare_is to reduce the

favorable vote on Proposition 21/2 by 18:3 percentage Points.23

These results for all services other than welfare reflect the

fact that voters on average desired higher'service levels but expected

Proposition.21/2 to reduce them. As Table IV demonstrates, the percent

of voters wanting cutbacks in particular service areas is substan-

tially less than the percent expecting cutbacks.
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Table III. PUBLIC SERVICES Al

PREFERENCES ApD EXPECTATIONS

Weighted Impacts on Total Votea, .

Variable

6
Weighted Impacts on Total Vote
For Against Net

Education and Recreation
Preferences'for less

-- for more
Expectations of less

-- of more

.Public SSfety
Preferences for less

-- for more
Expectations of lest

- - of more

Sanitation and Street Repair
Preferences for less

-- for more
Expectations of less

--.of more

Human S rvices

Preferences for less
-- for more

Expectations of less'
of'more

Welfare
Preferences for less

-- for more
Expectatipns of less

-- of more

Total Community Services
Expectations of less

-- of more-

Services Used by Household
Expectations of less

-- of more

0.008

0.001

0.003
b

0.001

0.001
b

0.000
b

- 0.015

-0.061

-0.009b

- 0.001b

- 0.011

-0.002
b

0.017
b

0.002

0.020.

0.037

0.002

0.000

-0.034

- 0067

04

002

- 0.056

- 0.008
b

- 0.034

- 0.011

-0.017

0.051

- 0.05.41

-0.008

aEach entry is the difference between/the actual statewide vote of household heads
for Proposition 21/2 and the predicted vo e had no household head wanted or expected
the specified change in service level

/Nb
Based on a Coefficient that is,not statistiga.H.y significant at the 5 percent
one-tailed level.

00.'"
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Table IV. PUBLIC SERVICES

DISTRIBUTION OF PREFERENCES AND EXPECTATIONS a

Variable
Mean
Response

Percept
Wanting
Decrease

Percent
Expectip0
Decrease

Bducation and Recreation
Preferences, 3.17 31%-

Expectations 2.12 87%

Police and Fire
Preferences 3.19, 13 --

2.50 48Expectations

Street Repairs and Garbage
Collection

Preferences 3.17 17
Expectations 2.37 64

Human Services..

Preferences 3.61 12
Expectations 2.41 =NM. 70

Welfare
Preferences 2.32 57
Expectations 2.18 -

Overall Community Services
Expectations 2.10 72

Services used by the
respondent'p househoW

Expectations 2.33 -- 49

aBased on 1114 respondents who voted on Proposition 212'. The preference and
expectations scales are decrease a lot (1); decrease a little (2) ; no change
(3); iftcrease a little (4); and increase a lot (5).

vs.
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Welfare stands out as thesonly service that more than half the)

voters wanted to see reduced. As noted above7'it is also the only

seryiee for which'the expectations variable has a negative sign in the

voti g model. These factors together imply that attitudes toward

welf e ,codtribute 5.4 percentage points to the favorable vote On

PrOPOsition 2 1/2.

Inefficiency and Waste 4

Massachuiettn voters believe that both their state and local

governments deliver public services inefficiently. Over 80 percent of

the voting model sample believe, for example,,that spending by each

level of government could be reduced by five percent or more without

reducing the quality or quantity of services provided. As'reported

elsewhere, 73 percent of the total sample of voters and non-voters

believe state spending could be cut 15 percent or more, and 60 percent

believe that local spending could be similarly cut,' without service

reductions. In addition, 88 percent of these respondents think cdr-

ruption is common in state government while 63 percent believe)ithat

corruption is common in their particular local government.. In response

to two other questions related to the cOst of providing local public

services, 47 percent agree with the statement that "city or town

employees are overpaid" and 67 percent agree rthat "local public

employees do not work as hard as employees of private companies."24

The results of the voting model suggest t4et, controlling for

other preferences, expectations, and attitudes, such perceptions .of

inefficiency and waste in public service deliverY influence the vote

on Proposition 21/2 someWhat, but that expectations about the measure's

ability to alter,the'way government operates are a more powerful zet

of explanatory variables. Those believing that the tax limitation

meaaure would make government more efficient and reslionsible are thus
;

much more,likely to suppdrt Proposition 21/2 than those less optimistic

in this regard.
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Starting with perceptions andvattitudes, the model includes five

variables to capture Voters' views about- the extent- of government

waste and inefficiency.. your of these-are dummy variables that take

on 'the value 1 if the ,resi5ondent inks state, local, school, lor

welfare spending can be reduced by five percent or more without ser-

vice cutbacks.25('.Because schodl spending is such a large proportion

of local budgets and .welfare .spending of the state budget, each is

)included as a separate spending category. COntrolling for perceptions

about school and welfare inefficiftcy in this way implies that 'the

local inefficiency variable can\be interpreted as local non-sChabl

inefficiency and the 'state government ineffiCiency variable as. non-

welfare state .government inefficiency. The fifth variable measuring

perceptions of iriefficiency and waste is the respondent's extent of

agreement with statements that local government employees are overpaid

and that they work less hard than private sectors-employees. The

higher'the average respon-in the rang,p00 to 4, the more strongly the

respondent airees that the wage costs of locally provided pubyu

services are 'excessively high. The data presented in Table V show

that only two of these five variables are statistically significant.
P

In particular, respondents who beigeve that school servibes are ineffi-

ciently provided os who believe that wage costs are too high are more

likely than others to support Proposition 21/2.
26

-

,

In', contrast, all Ehree expectations variables are statis ically

significant and have large positive coefficients. Voters who expect

Proposition 21/2 to make local government more efficient are 12.9 percen-

tage points bore likely to vote for the measuresthan those who are

less optimistic about efficiency gains. Similarly, the belief that

the most important effect or Proposition 21/2 wiil be to make government
, f /

more responsible and efficient or less corrupt increaies the'probabil-
.

ity of a "yes" vote by 9.6 percentage points. Moreover, the belief

that Proposition 211 will increase' voter control over school spending

rais4*he probability 6f a "yes7 vote by 12.9 percentage points. The

additive form of the model implies that, rolling for Qther vari-

ables, these three expectations.alone r ae the probability of support-

\\\\
irif Proposition 21/2 by 35 percentage

.*.

ints:
/77

1 62
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:Table V. Y.-INEFFICIENCY AND WASTE

Estimated 08ifficients and Weighted Impacts on Total Votea
,

Variable

rolart

;5

,

FOrm Coefficient Weighted Impact on Total Vote
(Absolute 0.
value of.- . For- Against Net
t-statistic)

..,.

..Perceptions of
*. 4

local 'government 0-1

state government 0-1

local Schoois 0-1
Zr)

"welfare Spending 0-1

Attitude ,
Local goveinment Linear 0.051 . 0.026 -0.015
employees are (1-4) c . ( 4.23), .,.."'-., .. overpaid and do ......-.

, not work har&
'Expectatcons,

. .

More .effic.1,24y, 03-3, ..x 6..12-9
;,. in local' , c. (4039)-. .

--, gov-ernpvnt
,

-0.002 r
(0.65)

0.035
(1.03)

^

0.034

0.4050 0.031
.01)

0.01,8
(0.31§)

0.015b

-0.0021'

Mor* efficient'?
resPonsible, or
les cOrrupt,
government

-(single Most.
.. important impact)

More4ocal voter
'Contról, over

_:School ,sPending

0:096:
(3.638)-

0.129
(1:122.)

p.

.3 .0.084

0.021

0.090
:

0.284

It

aBased on the fulfdel of "voting behavior Which inc uds 45: independent variables
and isias estimated by ordinary, least squares. , The !7 pendent variabie ii ."1" if the,

respondent- voted "yes" on proPosition 21/2 ,and "0". if he or She -voted "no." The,
weighted impacts 'are the 'difference betWeen the Iictual' statewide vote of household
.headi for ,Proposition 21/2 and the predicted yote ,had no household, head perceived

' inefficiency or expeq4crProposition 211 to:make -goyernment more effiCierit.
b.0seil on a coefficient that is notl4atistical1y,signi.ficant at:the 5 percent

.-'one-tailed level., c

a,rt:bale for tile calcUiation of weighted impacts is -a'value of 2.5::,..: ..f.r. . . .. .

I
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The weight .effect i. of the inefficiency variables, also

presented in Table V, indicate thaw contribution of each variable to

the overall state vote. Each weighted impact starts from a base case

in .which the respondent perceives little or no 'inefficiency in

government (a value of zero fpn each perception yariable), neither

agrees nor'disagrees that local government employees are overpaid or

do mit work hard (a"value of 2.5 Tor the attitude variable), and

expects no change in'the way government operates (a value of_zero for

each expectation'variable).

Unmistikably, these perceptions, attitudes, and expectations

about goiernth effic y---and waste 'make. a Aubstantial

contri8Ut1on to the sta ewide vote in Tavor of Proposition 21/2. Most

of the weighted effects are large and positive, the largest being the

elght and nine percentage point impacts of the' expectation that the

measure Would produce more efficiency in local,government and allow

more vb'ter control oVer school, spending. The net additive

contribution to the statewide vote bf all these beliefs and

expeetations is about 28 percentage points, a _large contribution

compared to the sample-favorable vote of 58 percent.

der

Spending and Taxes

3

Sample voters are much more'likely to prefer lower spending and

41 taxes than,to prefer fewer services.. The fraction of_riers desiring

spending- reductions, in state government, for example,is 65 percent'

vs. 42 perdent preferring service reductions. The comparable percen-,

tages for local government spending and service reductions are 59 and

22 percent; and for school spending and services, 47 and 18 percent.

Beliefs that government spending can be cut without reducing the

quality and quantity of services help reconcile these differences, but

they db not explain them fully. The question.here i the extent to
-

Which votersYpreferences for lower spell:lung and.taxes influence the

vote on Propo'sitIon 21/2,'controlling for preferences for service'levels

'and perceptions of government inefficiency and waste.

16,1
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'

Thd three spending reduction variables, shown in the first three

rows.of Table VIt all have positive coefficients and make small contri-

butions to the Overall statewide favorable vote on Proposition 21/2;

only the school spending coefficient, however, is statistically signi-

ficant. 27 . Although the desire to decrease sohool spending increases

_the favorable vote hy.. 2.3 percentage points, fear of lower school

spending -- measured .by a dummy variable representing the expectation

that Proposition 21/2-would lead to a decrease in school funds -- reduces

the favorable statewide vote by 4 percentage points. On net, concern

about decreased school spending thus outweighs the desire for that

spenbing outcome in terms'of its influence on the Propoqition 21/2Vote.

Instead of asking/respondents directly'about what they expected

to happen to state and Ideal government spending, the questionnaire

elicited respOndents' expectations about how Proposition 21/2 would

'affectthe major local tax (the property tax), and the two major state

----taxes (sales and income taxes). The results shown in Table VI

ipdicate that the expectation of lower property taxes increases the

probability of a -"yes" vote by 13 perCentage points, with a large

weighted effect on the overall vote of 10.6 percentage points. The

possibility that the state government might *raise state taxes to

offset the local revenue losses from the measure, however, was viewed

as an undesirable -outcome as shown by the fact that the expectation of

higher state income or sales taxes enters the probability model with a

negative sigm and exerts a weighted impactcof 6.3 percentage points

against the proposition.

The finaltax variable, respondents' expectations about the

impact of Proposition 21/2 On'household taxes, enters the voting model

strongly with the predicted negative sign. The preferred logarithmic

specification implies that expectations that household taxes would.

deceease "a lot" (a value of 1 On the five-point scale) has more than

twice the tffect'on the probability of.a "yea" vote_than expectations

that househo/d taxes would decrease "a little" (a value of 2Y, rela-
..

11;5



Taple VI.. ,SPEND1NG ANWTAXES

Estimated Coefficients and Weighted Impact on Total Vote a

Variable Form Coefficient
,

(t-statistic)
c

Weighted Impact on Toial/Vote
For Against Net

Want lower spending
and taxes
-- state govern- 0-1 0.028 0.018

b

ment (113)
blocal govern- 0-1 0.021 0.012

ment (0.83)
local schools 0-1 0.049 0.023

(1.96)

Expect'decreasé in 0-1 -0.060 -0.041
school funds ,_(2.55)

Expect lower 0-1 0.131 0.106
property taxes (4.50)

Expect higher Orl -0.079 -0.063
state taxes (2.93)

Expect 'lower Lh(1 -5)d -40.112 0.031 -0.007
household taxes (4.14) 0.190 -0.111 00079

aBased.on the full model of voting behavior which includes 45 independent
variables and was estimated by ordinary least squares. The dependent variable
is "1".if the respondent votedkes" on Proposition 21/2.and "0" if he or she
voted "no." The weighted impacts are the difference between the actual ,

statewide vote of household heads for Proposition A and the predicted vote
hadno household head wanted or explcted lower spenaing or taxes.

b
Based on a coefficient that is not statistically significant at the 5 percent.

-onei-tailed level.

t-statistiok are in ahsolute-valug,form.

-
d
"Ln" signifies that the variable is specified as.a natural logarithm.

kt3
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tive to the expectation of no change (a value of 3). The weighted

impacts indicate that expectations of lower household taxes contribute

3.1 percentage points to the favorable vote, while the less common

expectation of higher taxes contributes a slight 0.7 percentage points

against tpe vote.

In sum, compared to a base case of no desired or expected changes

in spending and taxes, the desire for or expectation of lower spending

or taxes contributes 19 percentage points to the favorable statewide

vote on Proposition 211, while fears of higher state taxes or lower

school sPending reduce the favorable vote by 11 percentage points.

Tax Reform

The above discussion treats tax reform only in the sense of

property tax or overall tax reduction. In this section, tax reform is

defined as a shift away from reliance on the property tax to alter-

native taxes or fees, controlling for the level of government spending.

The fofUr desired tax shift variables in the voting model are

ba-sed A a series of questions of the form: "For each service I read,

would you like to keep the financing the way it is now or see a greater

share of the money come from local property taxes, from itate income

taxes, from sales taxes, or a greater share from fees paid by YChe

users of the service'," The shift variaples include:

SHIFT1 = 1 if respondent wants more state (sales or
income tax) financing of elementary and
secondary education, and 0 otherwise.

SHIFT2 = 1 Af respondent wants more state' (sales or,
income tax) financing of special educatioe'
and 0 otherwise.

SHIFT3 = Sum of responses indicating a desired shift
to state incoke 'or sales taxes for"police,
parks, or after school programs, divided by,,
the number of these services for which an/
answer was given. (Range i$ 0 to 1).

v 167
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SHIFT4 = Sum of Iesponses indicating a desired
shift to user charges for local
transportation, adult education, and
after school programs, divided by the

number of these services Jor which an
answer was given. (Range.is 0 to 1.)

Table VII shows that SHIFT1, which captures the desirellror more

state financing of education, enters the voting model with a positive

and statistically significant coefficient of 0.047. Compared to the

base case of no desire to place heavier reliance on state taxes,

lbowever, these preferences contribute only about 1.6 percentage points
-

to the statewide favorable vote on Proposition 21/2. The desire to rely

more heavily on user charge financing plays a similar role in the

overall vote, contributing about 1.5 percentage points. The coeffi-

cieqts for the other two SHIFT variables are,amall and insignificant.

Although this minimal impact is'not surprising foi, SHIFT3, the results

for SHIFT2 refute the hypothesis that dissati§faction with the finan-

4 cing of special education played an important role in the

Proposition 212 vote.

Two additional attitude variables help represent respondents'

views on tax reform. ._The first, a's:tummy variable that takas on the

value 1 if the respondent believes the state should provide more aid

to cities and towns to keep property taxes down, enters the voting

model with a small negative and statistically insignificant

coefficient. The second is a cluster of responses to two questions

measuring respondents' attitudes toward redistributive taxes and state

.aid. The higher the average response (on a four-point scale), the

more the respondent supports graduated income taxes or equalizing aid

programs. The.cluster's negative cbefficient implies that those who,

flavor using the state-local public sector to achieve redistributive

goalS are more likely to vote against the proposition. Presumably,

these voers believe Proposition,21/2 will obstruct, rather than
; .

facilitate, the redistributive.-tax reform they .desire. Compared to a

base of no opinion on this issue (a value of 2.5 on the four-point
*

scale), the weighted impact oe the desire for more redistributive

taxes and aid decreases theiotatewide favorable vote by 0.9 percentage

points; this: is exactly offset, however, by the impact of

68
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Table VII. TAX REFORMf

Estimated Coefficients and Weighted Impact,on Total Votea

Variable Form Coefficient Weighted Impact on Total Vote
(Absolute

value Of
t-statistic)

For
.

Against Net

Desired Shifts

0-1

0-1

0.047

(1.93)

0.009

0.016

0.005
b

SHIFT1: Shift of
education to -

state taxes

SHIFTE: Shift of
special educa-
tion to state

(0.39)

.taxes

SHIFT3: Shift of 0-1c -0.019 -0.004
b

other local
services to
state taxes

SHIFT4: -Shift of" 0-1c

(0.46)

0.053 0.015
b

certain services
to user charges

(1.53)

Attitudes .

State should give 0-1 -0.013 -0.010
b

more aid to
reduce property
taxes

(0.51)

Support for re- Linear -0.025 0.009 -0.009
distributive
taxes and aid

(174) (1.83)

Expectations

1;ax reform 0.057 0.046
(1.96)

More state aid 0-1 0.024 00010
b

(1.10) 0.101 -0.023 0.078

'Based on the full model of voting behavior which includes 45 independent variables
and was estimated by ordinary least squares. The dependent variable is "1" if the
respondent voted "yes" on Proposition 21/2 and "0" if he or she voted "no." The
weighted impacts are the difference between the actual statewide vote of household
heads for Proposition 212 and the predicted vote had no household head wanted or
expected tax reform or a shift in the financing of public services.
b
Based on a coefficieni that is not statistically significant at the 5 percent
one-tailed level.

Continuourvariable with range 0 to 1.

16.3
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Proposition 2 31 supporters who oppose redistributive fiscal reform.

Expectations of a tax shift are difficult to isolate from expec-

tations of tax reduction. In both cases, for example, people would

expect Proposition 21/2 to lead to lower property taxes. If respondents

preferred shifting burdens away from property taxes onto state taxes,

however, the expectation of higher state taxes would increase the

probability of a "yes" vote on Proposition 21/2. Thus, the finding

reported above that this expectations variable has a negative coeffi-

cient suggests that voters are more concerned with tax reduction than

with actual tax reform.

In an attempt to incorporate more directly respondents' expecte-

'tions about tax shifts, the model includes a dummy variable that takes

on the value 1 if the %Titer expected Proposition 21/2 to "encourage the

state legislature to reform Massachusetts taxes," and 0 otherwise.

Expecting tax reform increases the probability of a "yes" vote by 5.7

percentage points compared to not expecting reform. Moreover, because

so many respondents expected tax reform, the weighted impact of this

variable is relatively large. Unfortunately, however, the possibility

that this variable represents expectations of overall tax reduction

rather than of a tax shift cannot be ruled out since "tax reform"

means different things to different people.

A

Another approach to the tax shift issue is through respondents'

expectations of new state aid. Aside from state takeover of local

expenditure responsibilities or legislation enabling local communities

to use non-property taxes, a tax shift can only occur if new state aid

financed by state taxes replaces lost property tax revenues. This

logic justifies interpreting a variable that takes on the value 1 ir

the'respondent expects Proposition 21/2 to lead to more state aid and 0

otherwise as an indicator that the respondent expects tak reform. The

variable makes a small positive, but statkstically' insignificant,

contribution to the statewide favorable vote on Proposition 21/2.
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To summarize, attitudes ande.expectations about tax reform in the

sense of tax shift contribute an estimated 5.5 to 10.1 percentage

points to the stattwide favorable vote on Proposition 211, depending on

-how one interprets the variable for expectations of "tax reform." The

desire for redistributive. tax reform, however, works in the opposite

direction4 those who desire such reform are more likely to vote against

, the tax limitation measure.

Relative Fiscal Status

To wha tent were voters motivated by the desire to improve or

preserve the fiscal position of their households relative to that of

other groups? To isolate this motivation, the model includes'a set oi

variables representing respondents' views about their households'

fiscal position relative to business firms, poor households, and
z-

minority households at the time of the vote, and perceptions of changes

in-"relative status during the previous two years. Each-lurrent-status

variable takes on the value of 1 if the respondent believes'that the

other group receives'.more public,/ services in relation to taxes paid

than his or her household, and 0 otherwise. -,Each change-in-status

variable takes'on the value of 1 if the respondent believes the fiscal

status c& the Other group has improved relative to that of his or her

household oVer the past two years. The weighted impacts of these six

variables, reported in Table VIII, start from a baseline belief that

the-respondent's household is fiscally as well pff as each of the

other groups and that the relative positions have not been changing

over time.
28.

t

Of particular interest are the change variables, all of which are

statistically aignificant at the five percent level for all three

,categories. The belief that business firms have been improving their

fiscal status relative ill. the respondents household increases the

*obability of a "yet" vote by 4 percentage points and contributes 1.8

-0ercentage points to the overall'favorable vOte in Proposition 211. .

ThuS, whille concern about the shift of taxes away from business firms

ontoA.ndividuals motivated some support for the tax limitation measure,

/ 17.1
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Table VIII. RELATIVE FISCAL STATUS

Estimated Coefficients and Weighted Impacts on Total Vote
a

VariAble -Form Coefficient Weighted Impact on Total Vote
(t-statistics) For Against Net

Perception of fiscal
position relative
to-that oerespon-
dent's household

Business firms are
better off

--today 0-1 -0.030
(1.34)

.--compared
to 2 2 0-1 0.041 \- 0.018
years ago (1:77)

Poor households are
better off

0-1 0.015 0.007
.(0.56)

--compared
to 2 0-1 0.071 0.015-
years ago (2.18)

Minority households
are better off

,

--today 0-1 0.035 0.018
b

(1.27)
--compared

to 2 0-1 -0.055
years ago (1.88)

-0.019

0.058 -0.037 0.021

a
Based on the full model of voting behavior which includes 45 independent
Variables and was estimated by ordinary leapt squares. The dependent variable
is "1" if the respondent votecr"yes".an Proposition 21/2 and "0" if he or she
voted "no." The lieighted impactaare the differende bdtween the actual
statewide vote oi household heads for Proposition 21/2 and the predicted ,

vote had no houssholdbead perceived Other groups were fisdally better
off or had become better olf relative io the respondenes household during
the past two years.

S110.,

Based on a coefficient that is not statistically significant at tLe 5 perceat
one-tailed Level.

t-statistics are in absOlute value form.
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the overall impact of this attitude on voting Behavior appears to be

small.

The coefficients for beliefs abput the changing relative position

of poor families and minorities are intriguing because they differ in

Sign. The view that poor households have teen gaining relative to the

respondent's household increases the probability' of a "yeS" yote on

Proposition 21/2 by 7.1 percentage.points while the comperable view

about minorities decreases the protiability by 5.5 percentagelpoints.

liheie results suggest that respondents disapprove of perceived fiscal

gains among poor households at a time when their own income outlook is

unpertain; At the same time, however, gains among minority households'

,are apparently viewed as an appropriate outcome of public sector

activity that tax limitation'measures should not restrict. Because a-

smaller proportion of the sample respondents perceive fiscal gains Tor .

-the., poor than perceive gains for minorities, the positiie weighted

impaa on the statewide vote of attitudes toward the poor is somewhat

eMeller than the negative impact of attitudes towards minorities.

The signs of the variables, representin4 respondents' views of

'their current relative status complicate the net impact of voter,-
:attitudes toward Other groups. The belief thit poor or minority/

households are fiscally better off than the respondent's household
,

leads to zupport, for a change and, hence, for tex limitafion; Neither

coefficient, however; is statistically significenttat the-iive percent

leVel. One possible interpretation of the negative (but insignificant)

sign of the variable representing perceptions about th rrent fiscal

position oi business is that voterS/who consider business taxes to lie

high 'in relation to ebrvices received (a low value of the variable)

are more-likely than others to support Proposition 2;1 and its prialise

of overall tax reduction. -This interpretation is consistent with one

of the campaign arguments used by the proposftiod's ladvocates. It

also conforms to the finding that 74 percent of the total sample

(voters and non-voters) agreed'kith the statement that Proposifion 24'

would attract more business and industry to Messachusetis.29 It

should be noted, however, that the variable actually expresses percep-
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It

tions of the fiscal position of Massachusetts firms relative to the

resOondent's household rather than'firms in other states.

Beliefs that business firms and poor households have improved

their relative fiscal positiN during the previous two years and that

poor families and minorities receive greater net benefits from, the

public sector spending than t respondent's household thus contribute
. .

about5.8 percentage pointso the statewide favorable vote on'Propo-

sition 21/2. On the other hand, the view that firms are relatively well

off today and that minority households are better off than two years

ago' contributed43 7 percentage points to the overall vote against the

proposition.

Public Sector Job4Status

'As shown in Table IX, the estimated equation implies that employ-

ment in the lo9al public sector reduces the probabilitY of a "yes"

vote on Proposition 21/2 hy 12 percentage points, while employment in

either state,government or local plablic'schools reduces' the probabi-

lity by about 7 percentage points. Since the equation controls for

preferred.levels of and expectations about public services, taxes, and

spending, these effee\s,are relttively large and suggest that Concern

among local public-employees about income reduction or morale los

strongly influenced their votes. The weighted effects on the overall

vote are small, however, because only a,small proportion of all

Massachusetts households have a pUblio Sector employee.

III. SUMMARY AND CONCL SIONS

,Table X combines the preceding findings to present a complete

picture of the relativ importance of the, six issues motivating the

Propositicin 21/2 vote, based on the concept ,of weighted impacts. The

first line estimate indicates what the voting outcome would have been

had voters neither wanted nor expected changes in the level and distri-

biation of public services and taxes, neither perceived governmental

inefficietcyllor expected Proposition 21/2 to lead to more efficient or
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Table IX. PUBLIC SECTOR JOB STATUS

Estimated'Coefficients arid Weighted Impacts on Total Vote
a

Variable Form Coefficientc
(t-statistic)

Weighted Impact on Total Vote
For Against Net

State government 0-1 -0.076 -0.003
b

employee-. (1.30)

Local government 0-1 -0.121/ -0.mo
employee (3.06)

Local school
employee

0-1 -0.072
(1.69)

-0.005

vo -0.018 -0.018

X A

-Based-on the full model of voting behavior which includes 45 independent
variables and was.estimated by ordinary least squares. Th dependent variable
is "1" if the respondent voted "yes" on Proposition 21/2 and "0" if he or she,
kotee'"no.." The weighted impacts are the difference betwe, n the actual
statewide vote ok household'heads for Proposition 2h and the predicted

. vote had no household head lived in a household with an epiployee working
in the state or local public sector. -...

i
,

14
II, b

Based on the coefficient that is not statistically significant at the
5 percent one-tailed,level.

I.
.

[c
t-litatistics are in absolute-value form.

I

I

.`
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Table X. SUMMAR OF WEIGHTED IMPACTS ON TOTAL VOTE

A. Assume all voters'neither want nor expect
any public sector changet and-no
household member works,in the state
rd local public sector

B.

Base favorable vote

Issues increasing the

Inefficiency and was

orable vote

e in

0.267
r--

,7-local government 0.093
'=-state government

.

,Di.110M .c

--local schools 0.121

a.
0.284 C.

ix,
Lower taxes 4Lnd,,. spending

--lower property taxes 0.106
°

1'.--other 0.084
0.190

.ara'

Tax reform (net) 0.078

-

Desire for ;oiler public,

services (not welfare)
.Lower welfare

1

Relative fiscal status (net)

Total additions to favorable vott

'

0.010

0.057

0.021

Iv.

0.640

-0.207
-0.040

-0.067

-0.018

Issues decreasing the favorable v\iilir

Fear of service loss
b.

--education -0.075
--othero -0.f32

Fear of lower school nding
Fear,.of higher taxes

--state taxes . IV -0.060
(--taxes.paid by household -.007

Fear of loss of job security anng
, pub c sector emplitrees

Total sbtractions from-favorable vote

Overall total

. -0.332 -

0.575

4This nets out the anomalous, but statistically insignificant,0.002 negative
impact on the favorable vote contributed by those who want to decrease human services.

Net of the small effects of expected service increases.
00.--c

This nets out the anomalous, but)statistically insignificant,0.017 impact on the
Q1

favorable vote contributed by those who want to increase human services. 0

c: 176
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'responsible government, and had no direct stake in the state-local

a

publie sector through a household member's employMent in that sector:

Under these asiUmptions, only about one quarter (.4.7 percent) of

MissachusettvhoUsehold heads would have supported the tax limitation

meisure: In other words, mOst people would not 'have voted for oharige
. -

A
simply for the Sake of change.

Atong Ihe factors leiding to increases in the favorable vote,
A 4

views toward inefficiency and waste in government are the-most impor-,

tant. Included in these views are the effects notzpnly of perceptions
-

'of existing inefficiency but also of expectations that-Prolesition 21/2

,

'would improve-the situation, with the lattçr playing the larger role.
. u

The 28.4 percentages9int contribution o these views alone is large

enoUgh to turn thei estimated 26.7 percent base favorable vote into

\majority support for. Proposition 231i. The proposition's orientation

toward, loCal, rather-than state, government is reflected'in thedisi-
\

'bution of"these effects by level of-government; despite 'the .Anding

at Noters believe' state government is less effipient than local
4'

governmenti- views aboUt Inefficiency in state' government contIribute

. less 'to the, fhvorable vote than do similar views about the operation

of.local government and public schools-.

,
9

Preferences for and eXpectatiLa of ,lower taxes and spending. I
a '

4 contribute pother, 19.0 p'ercentage .points 'to the favorable vote.
i.

. 7 -
. . Since more phan haWof this'contribution reflects the expectatiOn of

lower property .taxes, Phis' Might 6e interpreted as a tax_ceforweffect._
%. -.

L Tax reform,in the sense of tax'shift rather than reduction, however,

". adds another estimated 7.8 percentage points ta the favorable vot .

i6.\
6verali, the-model implieW,that concerns-about the level ah&-com osi-

tion of xes.increase the "yes" vote on Proposition 21/2 by 26.8 per-.
.

. ... -

.,. .

xmlntage po nts,

. .

In oontrast,19 theAl.arge effeèts reread to inefficiency and

thx I/stiles, the preference for lower levels of all services excep
,

4 'welfare contributes only 1.0 percehtage point to the favorable vote.,

4, this -result:clearly does hoes support. the view, that t6e., success of

propositioti 21/2.repreSents a general demand for.fear publiifiervices.

117
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Preferences'for and expectations of lower.welfare.services, howevei",

are estimated to 4norease the falibrable 1:rote by 5.7 percentaie Points.

Tinally, the-desire to improve one's.fiscal itatus-relative to that of,

other groups also contributes 2.1 percentage points. Combining all of

these factors leading to a favorable vote with the predicted base -

favorable vote of 26.7 percent.yields a 90.7 percent statewide vbte

for PropoSition 21-2.

'Other preferences and expectatfons, however, motivated votersto

oppose the tax limitation measure. As.Table X-indicates, isear of

seinfice loss is the most important cause of a "no" vote. 6f this 20.9

percentage.point impact, 7.5 points represent concern about reductions

ineducation (and recreation) services. Combining this with evidence

of concern'about reduced education funding; Tear of Proposition 211's

adverse impact on-Alocal public schools reduces the favorable vote,bY

11.5 percentage points..

higher state taxes or

contributes another .6.1

.The belief that Prsmosiiion 211 would lead to
. q.

higher taxes Mr tthe respondent's hoUsehdld,

percentage points to the negative vote, while/

concern about the impact on putaic sector jobs adds 1.8 percentage

,points.- Subtracting-the sun\ of these negative effects from the pre-

/dicted 90.7 favorable vote yields the sample of 57.5 percent in favor
, .

of PPOposition",21-2.

Thus, the =survey results clearly .indicate that the vbte for

Proposition:211.was much more an attempt tO obtain lower taxes and more

Wicient goiernment than to redlice the level of public services.

This conclusion is remarkably consistent with those from other states.

From a sue-vey-based analysis' of the vote on Michigan's successful 1978

Headlee Amendment limiLrig state taXes, for example, Courant, GraMlich

,and Rnbinfeld conclude that:

3 ódt of 4 voters responiple for the plueal-
ity of the Headlee Amendment, et.e.motivated by S

# desire for 'either efficiency gains or a f?eee

,lunch: Only one out ,of 4 appears to favor a
smaller-sized public Itector _where both spending
and taxes are reduced.Ju

.41
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Using survey data gathered just before the 1978 vote on 'California's

property tax limitation measure, proposition 13, JacleCitrin also draws

qualitatively similar conclusions; like xpters in igassaChusetts and

Michigan, a Majority of Califorrilavesidents-tere apparently satisfied

with the existing levels of most public services at the time of the

tax limitation vote. Moreover,

fully 38 percent of 'the California. eleaorate.
believed that state and local governments, could'
provide the same leVel of services as preWUsly
W.Eth'a 40 percent reduction in their budge.'

The similarity of findings frod Massachusetts1, Michigan and'

-.Califorilia is gtriking in light of tile -different fOrms of thefr tax

limitatio measures and their .differing fiscal and economic #.ituations.
*

These findingS need nbt imply that state and local go' rnments were in
s

fact any more inefficient in the late 1970's than in other periods.

They to suggest, ilowever, that, for whateyer reason high and rising

property taxes, changAg economic conditions or a shift in pofnical

ideology -- voters in some states were particularlY.sensitiVe to issues

of inefficiency and'waste during this period.
s;

.t

r*

4.

...\

c/ 41w-

.101e'
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In 1979., property tax burdens in Massachusetts were the highest of
any state in the continental United States, expressed bah per capita
and per $1000 orpersonal income. The 1979 per capita burden of $545
was almost:double the United States average of$280.

-33-

FOOTNOTES

,

r ',?Because Or an intemiiewing error, only 25 of the 55 interviews for
the city 'of Salem were conducted. Hence, throughout the. analysis,

. each Salem i,espondent is even a weight of tWo,
..

3
A preliminary analysis and description of the survey results can be
found in Ladd and Wilson, "Proposition 1! Eulaining pe Vote."

.-"\--
. Appendices A, B and C of that report describe the sampling plan, the

questionnaire and interviewing procedure and present a g-demographic
profile of the sample.

4
The Massachusetts Teachers' Association proposal was defeated by a 36

to 64 percent vote.

, 5
See Courant, Gramlich, and Rubinfeld (1980 and 1981) for an analysis
of the'Michigan vote and the comments by Oakland in tLadd and Tideman
(1981), p. 76.

t

,

.

.6
Td check whether people would have voted different]l had Propositioh '111-1

21/2 been a constitutional amendment, reSpondents were asked whether'or
not they thoughtProposition Viwas an amendment tp the constitution.

Whose 'respondents who answered correctly were then asked how they
avould have voted had it been a constitutional amefidment. A comparison
of these responses with their reported votes 'shows a small net shift
of 40 votes against the proposation (out of our total voter sample of
1,253 respondents) had it been.a constitutional amendment.

.. w
7
In Massachusetts! relatively simple government structure, the 351

, .. .

qities and town's of the Commonwealth levy all.the propeity tars. /

Both the county governments, which"have few responsibilities, and the
limited number of 3pec&al districts finance themselves, by Assessing
the 'cities

A
and towns. -

.. %.
8
The property tax is the only broad-biased 'tax aviilable to cites and

.
. towne.-. Aside from small aiounts of revenue from.the motor vehicle

. . excise,,tax-(abodt 6.5 percent of local tax revenues before Proposition
# 210, charges, fees, and intergovernmental aid, crovide" municipalities!

only other revenue.

,. ,.
9
Most school distrietboundaries aie coterminous with those of Aties
and towns. Before PrOposition 01, school committees 'enjoyed fiscal
Otonomy in the sense :that each city or town body was-required to
accept the propoied school budget apd 'to raise the nedtpsSary property

,taxes as part of themunicipel tax levy.
, .

'4
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0
If voters were perfectly rational, it would be desirable to i0eract

each' preference variable 'with an expectations Variable. This would
allow fiscal changes that are simultaneously preferred and expected to
exert a larger impact on the probability of a "yes" vote onTropodi-
tion 211 than those that are-either preferred but not expected Or
expected but not preferred. In addition to being unmanageable, a
c2mplete iwteractive specification would_require many arbitrary assump-
sons. Hence, the basic model reported here ,eschews interactions in
favor of a more inclusive range of possible fiscal motivations. But
see footnotes 20 and 23 be3ow.

11
Of the (weighted) total of 1586 respondents, 1253 said they voted on

Proposition 21/2. Of these, 139 were eliminate& because of incomplete
information.

12
Throughout this paper we refer to the imRact of a vaiable on the

probability of a "yes" vote.oi, on the stateWide favorable vote for
Proposition 21/2., These statements should be interpreted to refer to
the population of Massachusetts household heads, rather than to the
entire 'population of voters.

13
This simplicity comes, however, prom the imposition,of a functional

form that is theoretically inferi r to the logit fori. As noted in
the appendix, the two forms have s ilar implications for the relative
importance of the various motivating factors.

1,

'14
The sample probability of a "yes" vote is .58 .and of a "no" vote

,42. Hence the percent thit would be .corFctly prgdicted by chance
using these aggregate probabilities is (.58) + (..42) = .51.

15
For the simple,case of a 0-1 variable, the Weighted impact is calcu-

lhted 0 multiplying the estimated 'coefficient by the proportion of
the sample having the specified characteristic. See footnote 22
below.

0 165ee Ladd and Wilson, "Proposition 210 raining the Vote"; Citrin
"Do People Want Something for Nothing: Pub ic Opinion Polls on Taxes
and Government Spending"; :land Courant, Gramlich and Rubinfeld, "Why
,Voters Support Tax Limitation Amendments: The Michigan Case."

17
A combination of fastor analySis and judgment were ysed to.define

the fiveservice clusters. The responses to!pestions about preferred
service levels fore each of the 15 'separate services incluqed in the
survey were first factor analyied using..a principal satts approach with
quartimax rotation. Ba#ed on the factor loadingsi the ;15 services
were initially grouped into six factors as follows (with factor load-
ings in parentheses): /

1. Public(- elementary and high school education
(0.,51), after school programs (0.77); adult
echication (6.56), loCal parks and recreation
(0.51) and State colleges and universities
(0.74). ,

*

0

%,
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2. Police (0.78) and fire (0.80) services.

3. .,Garbage pidk-up (0.73) and street and side-
walk repairs (0.68).

I. Speclal education (0.64), mental health
programs (0.78) and services for the elderly
(0.69). .

Welfare and other public assistance (0.70),

and support for local public transit (0.65).

6. Courts and judges (0.86).

Three services were then excluded: Courts and judges were eliminated
to reduce the number or clusters; support for local public transit,
because of bke low correlation between voters' expectations about
Proposition 21/2 impact on public transit_and on welfare; and state
and community co eges, because they are financed differently than the
other services in he educatio and recreation cluster.

18
The welfare cluster consis s of a single item.

19
Responses werikaveraged across those items in the cluster for which

responses were given. This procedure makes it possible to keep in the
sample those observationg missing individual parts of the question,
provided a response, was given for at least one item in the cluster.

20
The model was also estimated with preferences and expectations

interacted by service category. Because-Bliffirrivariables were used to
construct,the interaction variables (e.g., prefer but do not expect a
reduction in public safety), 'this alternative specification has the
advantage of not requiring any arbitrary.assumptions about the inter-
vals between response categories. Because response Categories had to
be-collapsed to keep the total number of variables to a manageable
number, howevert the interactive model, is also somewhat arbitrary.
See footnote 23 below.

21-
This conclusion is 'confirmed by the interactive ersion of the

mOdel. .iliong voters who said they did not want welfarBscut, those
who expected large cuts were more-likely to support Pràposition 21/2
than those who expected no cuts and were almost as likely o support
it as thos4 who both wanted and expected reduced welfare ser ices.

'?2For variables taking on n discrete values, the -expression for the
weighted impact (M) for the ith'variable takes ttie form:

4
= fik Bi (V

ik - V
io )

i=1

182
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where f
ik is the proportibn of the sample in the k th value category of

vii-iable it Bi is the estimated effect of the th
variable in the

voting model, V
ik is the k

th
value of the i

th
variable and V is the

io

,

.
,

value of the value of the ith variable for the case of no change.

(V
io equals 3 on a 5-point linear scale and 163-on a 5-point logarith-

mic scale). , For multi-valUed variables (e.g., variables that
., . ,

represent clusters of responses), Mi is approximated by letting k

refer to intervals (each of length one standard deviation),and Vik ts,

the mean value in the kth interval. For most or the calcOlations, six

intervals were used, three on either side of V io .

23
The comparable weighted impact from the interactive specification is

18.2 percentage points. The implications of the reported specifica-
tions are thus virtually identical to those of the richer interactive
specification.

24
Ladd and Wilson, pp.0-33.

25
Earlier versions of the model included two dummy varlables for each

spending category to represent perceptions of some inefficiency (5 to
less than 15 percent possible spending reduction) and much
inefficiency (greater than 15 percent possible spending reduction).
The similarity between the coefficients 'in each pair justifies the
single set of dummy variables reported in the final equation.'

26
In-the logit model, the variable representing perceptions of.ineffi-

,

4ency in State government is also statistically,significant at the
five percrt level.

27
The school spending coefficient is n statistically.significant in

the logit model.

28
These data are from responses to,two que ons: "Sometimes it seems

that certain groups of people pay a lot taxes but don't get very
many services whlle others don't pay milch in taxes but get a, lot of
services. Using the phrases in list one, please tell me whether

get a lot less than they pay for, a little less, the same
:

amount as they pay for, a little more, or a lot more than they pay
for"; and "Now'we'd like you to think about two years ago. Taking

'into account services they get for the taXes they pay, are
better off, worse off, or about the same now as they were two years
ago?" In the case of the first question, the responses were Scored on'
a five-point scale, ranging from a lot less (1)4tO a lot more (5). In
the case of the second question, the responses were scored on a three-
point scale, ranging from better off '(1) to worse off (5).

The variables used in the regression mode were computed by
atibtraoting respondents' scores'Ifor their househol

t
!ffrom their scores

for other (groups: The value 1 was given to those respondents who
thought a specific group paid less for serVices or was better off now,
than the,respondent's houSehold.

183, t""
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, ..

3
0Coura '1.1tt Gramlich and Rubinfeld, "Why Voters Support Tax

LimitatiOns: The Michigan Case," (1980 and 1981), p. 18.
c

31
Citrin, p. 415.
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APPENDIX A

WEIGHTED IMPACTS BY MODEL TYPE

The.logit-model is conceptually superior to the linear model but
is more difficult to. interpret. This appendix illustrates that the
results from the linear model are similar to those from the logit
model.

The weighted impacts froM-the logit model have' been Chlculated
from two starting points: the 9.6 percent favorable vote predicted to
occur if voters had neither wanted nor expected any public sector
changes and the favorable vote of 58.5 percent predicted to occur if
everyobe were characterized by mean yalues for all the variables
included in the model. Thus, the logit entries' in the- following
tables represent upper and lower abound estimates of the impact of the

specified beliefs on the statewide vote of hougehold heads for

Propositioh 211.

To' "t

4

.44

\

.186 /
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Table PREFERRED AND EXPECTED CHANGES IN SERVICE LEVELS

IMPACTS ON STATEWIDti VOTE 'FOR PROPOkTION
21/2

By Model Type t

Vaiiable
Logit Model Linear Model

Base = 0.096a
- 0.096)

Base =
(0.585

0.585b
- t)

Base =0.02600
( - 0.260)

Education and Recreation
Preferences
Expectations
Combined

Public Safety
Preferences
Expectations
Combinea

Sanitation and Street Repair
Preferences
Expectations .

Combined

-0.006
-0,035

-0.017

-0.111

4

-0.007
-0.060

-0.Q39

-0.005
-0.023

-0.126

-0.014
-0.069

-0.067

70.006
-0.028

-0.027

-

d
-0.001
0.013

d

*-0.082

-0.00d2
-0.037d

-0.034-

0.000 d
d,-0.011

0.014 -0.039,. -0.011

Human Services
Preferences 0.012

d
0.034d'

Expectations -0.022 -0.065
CoMbined -08.003 -0.034

Welfars
Preferences 0.013 0.032
Expectations 0.034 - , 0.04p
Combined 0,050 . 0.10§.

Total Cqpmunity Services
Expectatiorri -0.040 -0.092

Services Used by Household -0.007d -0.021d

0,015d

-0:032
-0.017

0.016
0.035
0.051

-0.054,

-9.008d

)

a
The entries in this column show t)ie .impacts o the predicted statewide vote
for Proposition 21/2 of the actual distributions.of preferences and expectations
separately b'Y service Oategory compared,to the ase case which assumes that ,
voters neither want nor expect any public secto changes. For example, the
first entrx says that the actual distribution of preferences for educatiton and
recreational services lowered the vote by 0.6 percentage points compariato
the 9.6 percent.favorible vote prediAed to occur if no oneNhad wanted nor
expected changes of any type inclWing changes in the level C educational
and recreational services. Note that the combined;effect of preferences
and expectations for each servide category is hot merely the sum of0tht
two separate iMpacts beca se of the-nonlinearity'Of the model.

187 (continued)
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TABLE A -1(continued)

40;

b
The

.

entries in this column show the predicted impacts on the statewide vote
for Proposition 21/2 of the assumption that no one prefers (for he preference
variables) or expects (for the expectations varia*es)°a change in the parti-

----tular service compared to the 58.5 percent favorable vote predicted to oCcur if
everyone is characterized by mean values for all mariables included in the
model. To make the signs consistent with those,in the other columns, the
impact is defined as the predicted valuer for the base case (0.585) minds the
piedicted value for the specifidsimulation under consideration. Thus, the '

first entry shows that the favorable vote would have been 1.-7 percentage
palits higher thpn theO.S85 liote predicted for mean values had no voter
wanted changes kin educadional and recreational services.

c
The entries in this column show the weighted impacts of each variable on
'the statewide favorable vote for Proposition 2h derived from the'linear
model. See Table III.

,d
Based on a coefficient that is statistically insignificant at the five
percent one-tailed level. -4. V

,

441
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Table A-2. INEFFtCIENCY AND WASTE

IMPACTS ON STATEWIDE VOTE FOR PROPOSITION
21/2

By Model Type

.Logit MOdel Linear Model
Variable 0 Base= 0.096a

6 - 0.096)
Baae = 0.580.
(0.585 -

Base = 0.0260c P
=44.267)

c

Perceptions of aiiefficienby in: s
local goyernment -- -0.004d -0.012d. -0.002d
state government 0.065 0,.147 0.034d
loCal schools -- , 0.026 0.068 6.031
welfare spending 0.019d -0.051Q . 0.015d

4ttitude

Local goveOnment. employ= 0.009
ees are overpad and do
not work hard.:,.

. 0.026 0.011 .

Expectations

More efficiency in 0.057 ,

local government
0.133 0.084

More efficient, redlpon- 0.016
sible, or less
corrupt government

0.043 0.021

More local control over 0.083
school spending

0.178 0.090

Combined 0.480 0.486 0.280

4The entries in this column show the predicted iMpacts Oil the statewide irote for
Proposition 21/2 of the actual-distribution of the indicated variable compared to
the base case which Maumee that voters neither want nor epect any, public sector
changes.

'bine entries-in this column show the predicted impacts on the atewide vote for
'Proposition 211 ot the assumption that no one expects a Change o rceives a,need
for a"change compared to the 5811 percent favorable vote predicted to occur if
veryone is.chalitcterized by Mian`values fdr all variables included in the model.
TO make the signs consistent with thOse in other columns, the impact is defined
as the predicted value fOr the base case (0.585) minus the predicted value for
the simulation under,Consideration. -

o'c
The ntries in this column show the weighted impacts of each variable on the
statewide favorable vdte for Proposition 212 derived from_She linear model.
ifts Table

'%

dBaied on a coefficient that is statiStically insignificant.at the five percent
onaTtailed

,

.1,89
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Table A-3. SPENDING AND TAXES
/

IMBACTS ON STATEWIDE VOTE FOR PROPOSITION 21:

By MOdel Type

4.
logit.Model Linear Model ,

Variable Base = 0.096a Base = 0585b Base = 0.0260c
^

- 0.096) . (0.685 - - 0.267)

,;.

Want lower spending and taxes
d^

-- state government 0.615
d

- - local government 0.009
d

- - local schools 0.010

ExpeCt dectease in school .,-0.024

funds
4

'Expect lower^property taxes 0.117

Expect higher state,taxes '

Expect lower household taxek

d'.039d

0.026A
0.027-

0'.26

-0.143

0.055

0.018d
.0.4012d

0:023-

-0.041'

10.106

=0.063

0.024

The entries in this column show the prediAed impacts on the statewide
vote tor Proposition 21: of the actual distribution of the indicated variabie

compared-toithe base-case which assumes that voters neither want nor

expect any Public sector changes.

The entries in this column show the preilicted impacts-on the statewide vote
for Pkoposition/A of the agsumption that no one wants a change or'
expects i change compared to the 58.7 percent faVorable vote Predicted

to oqcur if everyone is characterized by mean values for all vaiiables
included in the model. To make the signs consistent with those in other
columns, the impact is defined as the predicted value for the base case
(0.585) mifius the predicted value for the simulation under consideratice.

eTheantries in this.coluan show the weighted impaqts of each variable on
the.stitewide favorable'vote fOr Proposition,21/2'derived froa the linear

tecdel. See:Table V.
,

alBassed on a coefficient that is statistiOally idsignificant at the five

. percent one-taile0 level. )I,

,
,

, k k

.
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Table A-4., TAX REFORM

:IMPACTS ON STATEWIL5E'V9TE FOR PROPOSITION 21/2:

By Model Type

Vaiable9
Logit Model Linear Model

cBase = 0.096 Base = 0.585 Base = 0.0260
- 6.096) (0.585 -

: -90.260).

Desired Shifts
.

.,.

SHIFT1: Shift of education 0.018 0.047 0.016 i

to state takes
SHIFT2: Shift of speci!al 0.000

d
0.001

d
0.005

d

education to state taxes . ,
d

, SHIFT3: 8hift of otfier -0.004 d -0.012
d

-0.004
d

local services to
.state taxes ,

. dSHIFT4:' Shift of certain 0.012d ill' -0.033
d

-0.011,15

services tb user charges .

Attitudes'

State government should -0.007
d

-0.D19
d

-0.010
d

give,more Aid to reduce; .

property taxed. 4

Support for redlstributive -0.001 -0.003 -0.6oe
taxes and aid

i

y
. e

Expectations 1 .7,

Tax i7eform 6.039 . 0.096 0.046

A

.
-

More state aid 0.011d
. .

0.030
d

, 0.010
d

.

aThe' entries in'this column show the prediCted,impacts on the statewide vote Sor
Proposition 21/2 Of the actual distributionlpf the indicated variable compared to
the base case which asOiames that voters ntither want nor expect any public hector
changes.

b
The entries in this column show the predicted impacts ori the statewide vote fof
PropOsition21/2 of the,yassumption that n9 one wants a change.or expects a change
cappared to the 56.7 percent favorable,vote predicted to occur if everyone is
characterized by mean vanes for all variables includeein the, mOdel., To make
the Signs consistent with tfiose ..in other columns', the impact is defined as the
predicteckvalue for the base case (0.585) minus ,the Predicied yalue for the simu-,
lation undet consideration.

.cThe entries in this'column show the.weighted impacts oi each variable on the state-
wide faftrable vote for PropositiOn 21/2 derived from the linear model. See Table VII.
d
Based on a coefficient that is statistically insignificant at the five percent one-
tailed level. ,

eket effect of those who want and those who do not want a more redistributive fiscal
strubiure.
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a.

'Table RELATIVE 'FISCAL STATUS

IMPACTS ON STATEWIDE VOTE.FOR PROPOSITIOn 21/2

By Model Type

Variable
Logit Model Linear'Modei)

'Base = 0.09 0Base = 0.585b .,Based = 0.026
- 0.096 (0.585-- P) (f - 0.260)

Perception(cof fiscalvotition
relative to tlit of respon-

Ndent's household

Business firms are better-off--
d ' 'Today , -01.012" -0.036, -0.018

d

Compared to 2 years ago 0.009d 0.026" 0.018
. .4

Poor households,are better off--

ComPared.to 2 years ago 0.018
. ..

0.049

i/Today 0011d 0029d 0.007
d

0.015
.

-Minority households 'a;.e A ..

better off--'
Today 0.009

d
0.026

d
0.018

d

Compared'to 2 years ago -0.019**- -0.055 -0.019

a

aThe entries in this column show the kedicted impacts on thestatewide vote for

Proposition 21/2 of the actual distributiqn,of the indicated variable compared to

the base case which assumes that voters neither want nor expebt any pUblic

Sector changes.
bThe entries in this column show the predicted impacts on the statewide votefor

2.ropotition 21/2 of the asiumption that no one wants a Change or expects a change

compared to the 580 percenk favorable vote predicted to occur if everyone is

characterized by mean values for.all variables included in the model. To make

the signs consistent with those in other columns, the imPact is defined as the

predicted value for the base case (0.585) minus the predicted value-for the

simulation under consideration.

cThe.entries in this column show the weighted impadtt of each variable on thee

statewide favorable vote .)or Proposition 21/2 derived from the linear.model.

See Table VTI/.
A

liased'on-a coefficient that is statistically intignificant at the five percent
1

one-tailed lwtfel.
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4-46

Table.A-6. PUBLIC SECTOR JOB STATUS ,

IMPACTS ON STATEWIDE VOTE IOR PROPOSITION 21/2
,

r $

By Model Type

Va4ab1e
Logit Model , ,

Base = 0096a
- 0.096)

Base =
(0.5851

0585b
- 15)

State government Fmcloyee
.

, Local government ealployee

Locallechool employee
f

,
Combined .

-

-0.00

-0.009

-0004d
.00

,

-0.004d

-0.025

-0.010
d

.

-0.014 a.out

Linear Model
Base F 0.0260c

- 0.260)

.,

-0.010

-0.005

-0.018 -\
4

aThe entries in this column show the predicted impacts'on the statewide vote for
Proposition A'of the,actual distribution of the indicated variable compared to
the base ease which assumes that voters:neitherVint nc\expect any pUblic sector
changes., '

.1.
b
The entries in this column show the predicted impacts op the statewide vote for

, Proposition 21/2 of the'assumption that no 94 wants a change or expectssa ghange
compared.to the 58.7 percent favorable vote predicted to occur if everyone is
c*tracterized by mean Values for all variables includeein the model. To make ,
the signs consistent with those in other colunns, the impact is definh as the
predicted value for the bese.case (0.585) minus.the predicted value for the
sinulation unaer -ConsideratiOn.

c
The enfiies im this colunn shOw the weighted impacts of eacb variable on the
statewide favorable'vote for Proposition A derived Vórn the ).inear,model.
See Table IX.

dBased-on a coefficient that.is statistically insignificant at.the five percent
one-tailed level.
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WHO SUPPORTS TAX LIMITATIONS:

EVIDENCE FROM MASSACHUSETTS' PROPOSITION 2 1/2

In november 1980, Massachusetts voters overwhelmingly passed

ProOsition 2 1/2, a stringent.property tax limitation measure.

Proposition 2 1/2's success at the polls raiges a number of questions

about support for tax ItpitatIon: Did the election represent a revolt

of the "haves," frustrated over subsidizing the "have-nots"?* Were

those most likely to realize tax reductions or those least in need of

ic services more likely to gupport the measure? Or didthe

election represent an ideological split in the elecforate; reflecting

voters! fundamental beliefs about thaa ropriate role orgovernment?

4

Data to explore these questions wpre collected from half-hour

teleOhone interviews wiph 1,561 Massachuse4s household heads,

conducted dufing the two weeks immediately following the election. An.

tequal number of male and female respondents were selected randomly

from 58 communities that are representative of ill cities and towns in
4

the state.

This paper focuses sn the characteristics of voters who' supported

Proposition 2 1/2. Section I uses crass-tabular elnalysis to examine

variation in support for the tax limitation measure across a number of

deiographic, household and municipal characteristics', as well as

atitudinal dimensions. Section II then...employs_multivariate analysis

to assess the impact of each of these charaCteristics on voting

behavior, controlling-for all other variables. The final seetion

sumparizes the Massachusetts findings and compares them to rile results

--of tax limitation studies in California,and Michigan.

,

%r a more detailed description of the survey and the sampling plan;
see Appendices A, B, and C, of Helen F. Ladd and Julie Boatright
Wilson,. "Proposition 2 1/2: Explaining the Vote."
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SELF-IN7EREST VS, ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Self-Interest Hypotheeis

Expectations of personal economic benefits may have provided the

principal .motivation kor supporting Proposition 2 1/2. This

'hypothesis has the straightforwara implication that thode who exiiected

to receive the greatest financial benefits from the itplementationrof

Proposiiion 2'1/2 would be the most likely to vote for th4 measure.
. ,

Identifying the gainers, -however, is difficult because of the

open-ended nature o'f the proposition; different people held differing

expectations about what the tax limitation measurevould accomplish.:

The major impact of Proposition 2 1/2 was to limit property taxes
P,

tO 2 1/2 percent of.fair market value, with high tax rats cOmmunities
s

required tp reduce tax revenues by 15 percent per year until they

reach the maximum allowable level. Additional provisions reduced auto
n

excise taxes, allowed renters an income tax deduction, ended binding

arbitration for police and fire personnel; limitea the fiscal autonpmy

of.school commiitees, and prohibited the state from mandating programs

without providing,fUnds. At the time of. the election, MassachUsetts

municipalities anticipated losing'close to 500 million'in revenues if

the' measUre were passed. The initiative petition, however, provided

no explicit provision for new state aid or-state assumption of locar

expenditure responsibilities, and did not offer any indication of

which local.services might be r,duced.

4
In the face of this ambiguity, the extent'to which an individual

,

voter expected tp benefit from the passage of Proposition 2.1/2

depende'd on indi/idual preferences for changes in taxes and service

levels, and expectations of.how the teasure'would affect takes,

servicge,'intergovernmentel'aid and government operations. Views on

these issues are likely to vary by the respondent's demographic

characteristics and the tax and reimnue characteristics of the,
. .

particular city or town where he or she,lives.

196
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Respondents preferring more rather than f 4er local servicea

should be more likely to vote "no" on Propositi 2 1/2. Preferences

for.maintaining or iricreasiAg public service levels are. likely to'be

greatest amonghthose whd are most dependent on local public services

(public service user's, households with schoolage children, loFincome

voters); those whO anticipate using local public,.-services in the

future (childless young adults, hbuseholds with Preschool children);

those who are least able.to moVe to communities where higher serviie

levels are available (nonwhites, .lowihcome households); hote who

are leastable to purchase alternatives to public services in the

private Sectbr (lowlincome hohseholds); those who believe they pay

little for local public services (renters, owners with low tax

shares);. those' who are primarily concerned with the daytoday

activities di household members, particularly children (women); those

who have historicAlly,been COmtitted to public servicas or whose

occupation involves servicing needs (Jews, respondents in households

headed by professionals); and those whose household inCludes a worker

employed by local or state government.

Support for Proposition 2 1/2 is likely to increase With the size

of expected tax teductons. Because homeowners pay property taxes

directly, they are likely to expect greater tax savings than renters.
1

Furthermore, tax savings should increase with.the homeowndt's share of

ihe local tax burden. In light. of Proposition 2 1/2's dpecific

provisions,- expectaxions of tax redUctions are likely to vary

dramatically across communities,depending on existing property tax

rates and,estimated, firstyear revenue losses. At the same time,

hOwever; large tax savings may implylarge service reductions, making

,

1
Renters may have been unclear about how Proposition 2 1/2 wotild
affect their taxes and rents. On the one hand, tenants had no
guarantee that landlords would pass tax reductions along in the form
of lower rents; on the other hand, Proposition 2 1/2 provides some,
direct tax yelief to tenants by allowing them to deduct half their
rent from their" state. income tax returns. Tenants ,may not have
expected these tax savings to be large or may have expected the
measure to lead to simultaneous increases in state indome or sales
taxes'.

1 9 7
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,the link between firstyear revenue losses or.the existing tax,rate

. and support for Proposition 2 ./.2 less clear cut. To the extent that

expectations- .of tax 'reductions outWeigh concern over service

reductions, support for the measure may increase as first year tax

,savings and'prePr9position 2 1/2 tax rates increase. To the extent

sthat concern over service reductions is paramount, the opposite

relationship should be observed. .

Support for proposition 2 1/2 should also increase with

respondents' expectations that the measure would encourage more

efficient government operations. Because voters with less education

are less likely,to be aware of the complexities of fiscal issues,

those with the least education are more likely to'have expected

roposition 2 1/2 to provide tax savings without offsetting- service

cuts. A respondent's aucation level is therefore likely to*,be

inversely Correlated with support for Proposition 2 1/2. Respondents.

who are most concerned with management issues and ares willing to

tolerate pervice reductions either to mprove the efficiency or to

limit the scope- of local government operations also should be more

likely than others to suppori PropOsition 2 1/2. Thus, respondents in

households headed by' managers may be more likely to vote "yes" on the

'fax limitaticin measure than those in households headed by bluecollar

workers or professionals.

In sum, the self=interest hypothesis implies that those who'were

likely to benefit most from the passage of Proposition 2 1/2--iie.,

homeowners, Irss educated respondents, high income households, older

childless households, those in households headed by managers or

with no member embloyed by local- or state 'government, men, whites,

nonJews, ana nonseri/ice useri--would be more likely than others to

support the measure. ..The effect of preProposition 2 1/2 property tax

rate levels on ,voting behavior is ambiguous; high tax rates imply

larger tax savings but alsp larger potential service reductions.

M

Based on data gathered in interviews with Massachusetts household

. /heads, Table I showsthe proportions of voters wholvoted "ye 5 on
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Proposition 2 1/2 by various demographic and coMmunity characteris

tics. In almost all cases, the results are consistent with the view

that respondents tend to vote in their own economic selfinterest.
I

Men, whites and nonJews were significantly more likely than women,

nonwhites and Jews 'to support the tax limitation measure. Support

increased with the age of te household head. Th-e elderly, for

example, were 23 percentage points more likely4than young households

with no children to support the measure. In addition, support for

Proposition 2 1/2 was substantially weaker among those with at least a-

college degree than Among those not completing college. Across

occupation groups, management households were Alost likely to support

the measure, followed closely by respondents in pinkcollar and

service wbrker households; professional households were least likely

to support the measure. Support was weakest among respondents in

households having a worker employed in the local government or sohool

sykem, somewhat stronger in households having a state government

employee, and strongest in households havineNno state or local public

sector employee. The proportion of "yes" voters on PropositIon 2 1/2

also tended to increase'with household income, rising dramatically at

the $10,000 level.
2 .

-Renters, particularly those who had never owired and had no

immediate plans to owy homes, were significantly less, likely than

homeowners to support Propbsition 2 1/2. Among owners, support fin

the measure tended to increase as the respondent's local tax share

increased, although not smoothly.

1

The Size of the differenceS required for statistical significancei
provided in Appendix A.

2
Thirtyone percent of^ the. respondents. failed to report their
household income. These missing data- were estimated using.a model
expressing household income as a function of theage, education level
and race of the respondent and the'sex, work status,sand occupation
of each adult head in the household. Sex, occupation and work- stAtus
were interacted to allow for the possibility that ehe contribution to

. household income made by a worker in a'particular occupation varies
with his or her work status (i.e., full or parttime) and with the
sex of the worker (because of labor.market discrimination). 4For -a
more detailed discussion of the income estimation process; see
Appendix C: Income Estimation.
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Table I

SUPPORT FOR PROPOSITION 2 1/2
AMONG VARIOUS TYPES OF VOTERS

Demographic
Characteristics

Percent who

Voted "Yes" on
Proposition 2 1/2

Number, of Voters
in Sample .

Total 58.0%

.

.

r

.....

.

.
'1243

Sex

63.5

52.6

38.0
58.8

.,,

61.2
42.7

60.0
51.0

\

47 6.
55.0
5.9
59.2

r

:;....%70.4

-62.6

65.5

60.2
61.8
43.1"

616
627

.

56
1193

605
82

360
196

.

225
120

432
267

199

107 ,

366

287
275

160 .

Male
Female

-Races

Nan-white '
,

White

Religion,
Catholic
Jewish
Ytotestant
Other, no religion

Stage./in Lifecycle
Young, no ghildren

Children present, oldest <6
Children present, oldest 6-17
Plder adults; no children
glderlr(60+) adults, -.

no childred

Eddatión
- ,

Less than high schodl
High sghoordegree
Sbme collegg
College degree
Graduate school

_ _,---

Household Income .

.4

Less than $10,000 46.7 _ 107
$10,006 to 020,000 60.3 368
$20,000 to 030,000 56.0 375
$30,000 to 050,000 61.7 313
$50,000 or more 68.3 60

,

a00.
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Table I (continued) :

SUPPORT FOR 'PROPOSITION 2 1/2

ANONG VARIOUS TYPES OF VOTERS

Percent Who'
Demographic Voted "Yes" on Number of Voters
Characteristics Proposition 2 1/2 in Sample

Occupation of Household Head
Professional 51.2%, 322

\Managerial 66.4 268 -
Clerical, salei 62.3 154'

,Blue.collar 57.3 302
Service .

,... t1.4 70
Not reported, no occupation r 52.0 127 .

%.

Government Employee

,

.

31.8
I:29:2

4.4

63.8 ..

,58.5

67.0

60.5

69.8
55.3.

38.6
50.0'
52.3.,

55t2

I

.. e.

e

I

I

r

11

_

i

-

.

!!

85 ,

106

45

,1007

183

221..,

157

202
85

. 158
122.

86

'

.

4,

.

Educational employee .,

Local government employeea
State government employee
No local or state employee%

in household

Local Tax Share
Owners: Less than 75% of

commuSity avg:.
Owners': 75% to <100% of
- comMunity avg.
Ofters: 100% to <125% of

community avg.
Owders: >125% of

community avg. .

.0whers: Taxes not repotted

Rentets: 'Never owned,
. ,
no plans to

Renters: Ever oWned
ReAtets: Plan to own

Neither rent nOr own

1

0/

201
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Table I (Colltinuedei

.

. SUPPORT FOR pkoposITra 21/2
(72AIIONG VARIOUS TYPES OrVOIERS

- '

44.

t.

Se,Fv,iee Uee 4ind

ComMunity Charact

PerCent whp
Voted "Yes" on ! 1 Number o4 Voters

eristiis Propoaition 2 1/2 in-SamPle

SERVICE USE

Publi4 Elementary a nd
-HiAgh School_Education
-Use s'L

Do ngf use,

Private School
Ose

Do not use

Human Services
, Usd

Do mit use

-.Welfare
Use

. Do not use
44/44,

After School Programs or
Recreation Facilities'
Use

Do not,use

CONMUNITY. CHARACTERISTICS

58.2%.
57.9

1.

,59.0

7.9

52.6
59.0

44.6
58.7

53.0
.66(.5

Anticipated 1982 ReveAue Loss
LeSs than 10%
10% to 14.9%

/ 15% or more

Prerlloposition.2 1/2
Tax Rate -

less than 2.5%
2.5% to.3:97.. opv

4..0%;to 4.9%

5.0% or more

54.3

59.0
61.9

53.8
44.2
63.3 *

53.4 .

411
832

1 100,
1143 .

,

190

1053'

65
1178

783
460

335
385 ,

504

'160

519

,270

294

,,

a,
'State government employee'incluaes comity employees.

0

.1

4

,

P.
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of,

For-all services except .schools, users were less likely than

nOn-users to, t4ppport the.tix limitatiOn measure. The similarity of

.support between school users and non-users mayreflect anticipated use
A .

of educatiOn services by young

pre-school children. There is n

attend private or.parochial scho

support Proposition 2 1/2.

childless househofds or those with

o evidence that those whose children

ols were more willing than others to

The proportion of respondents supporting PrOposition 2 1/2

'increased systematically with the size of the first. yearjrevenue

losses in the responderes community, suggeSting that anticipation of

immediate tax reductions outweighed fear of service cuts. The pattern

of support across tax rate categories'was mixed, however., increasitt

as the tax rate rose to the five percent level and.then decreasing.

While rdspoddents' anticipations of tax savings and efficiency gains

thus seem to have.outweighed concern over service reductions in low

tax rite' communities, concern over service cuts may have been;

pirticularly importanf to voters in communities facing several years

of property tix reductions because of their high 1981 property tax

rates.
.1

Role of Government Hypothesis

An alternative hypothesis explaining support fOr Proposition

2 1/2 is that voters were motivated less by personal economL benefits

han by more general.attitudes about the role of government. Iiiiters

may even have voted sgainst their particular self-interests because of
_

fundSmental beliefs about the government's responsibility forae
,

welfare-of individual atizens. This .hypothesis implies that those

who report being\politicaIly conservative, who belieie the governMenr

tauld be less involved in helPing people ) or who believe that.those

currentl.Y.dependent-mr the governiaent doult support themselves would

be-more likely than others to vote "yes" on Propositioh.i /2.

15*
The °data presented in Table II are consistent with this

,hypotheSis. More conserVative respondents were more likely than

liberal:respondents to have voted for Proposiition 2 1/2. Similirly,
40,

the more respondents feel "welfare recipients coUld find jobs if they

really tried," the more they believe "people expect too many services

203
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Table II

.

SUPPORT FOR PROPOSITIO 2 1/2
BY POLITICAL ATTITU ES

rtfr

gm*

Yercent Who
Voted "Yes" on Number of.Voters
Proposition 2. 1/2 ,' 4n Sample!'

.

. . i

Total . 58.0%

:

1
2...._
243

, _..

0
. 1

Self-proclaimee
,

Political Ideology
- Very conservative. . 724 - 98

Fairly contervative " 65:4 327 1
77: Middle-of-the-road

.
, 62'.0 . -31.482 ,

Fairly liberal 42;4
.

231
Ve7 liberal 36.4

.,
77

Welfare recipients could find 4
jobs if they realli tried -0.

Agree a lot 66.0 . 564
Agree a little 59.2 ''. 380

Disagree a lIttle 44.4 180
Idsagree aUot

'People expect too many
services from the government.

,28.4 4 95 ,

,101

Agree a lot 71.2
44

466(

Agree,a littlq, . 55.7 405
Disagree a little 41.5 2.53,

Disagree a lot 49.5 111

N'N,

'The government should make sure

that ea'cli family has enough

to live on
Agree a lot 51.2 410

Agree a little \

Disagree a little
56.2
58.9

349
265

Disagree a Tots, 68.4 196

204
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from the government," and'tpe less they believe "the government should

make sure each family has enough to live on,6 the more likely,they

we4e to supportthe tax limitation measure. Massachusetts household

A heads: thus apparently voted in a manner consistent with their/ -

fundamental beliefs about the appropriate responsibilities, of

government.

To Fbat'extent are respondents' attitudes toward government

,merely rationalizations for behavior motivated primarily by economic

selfinterest? Is there any evidence that the attitudes toward

government bperate independently of economic selfinterest?'- The
4a

following section addiesses these and related tluestions.

II. -.MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS,

Table III reports the coefficients of a linear probability model'
A

in whia the probabilty of a "yes" vote on Proposition 2 1/2 is a

function pf the fisCal characteristics of the respondent's community

analles,pondent's demographic characteristi4 and attitudes

the role of government. Use of mulfivariate regression analr,sis
'0
isolates the,effect of individual variables.onsthe. vote by controlling

for ali other variables. Each of the 50 variables in the equation,

including thcht dfscussed above plus additional ffscal characteristici

of the respbindent's community, is, hypothesized to influence voting

behavior through its ,impact on respondents' preferences, perceptions

or, expectationstabout what Proposition 2 1/2 would accomplish.
1

The

AqusitiOn,is baseLon the'responsea of 1,182 household heads for whom-

complete informaqon is avaiolabie.

toward

Nhy Voters Support Tax Limitations: Evidence From Massachusetts'
Propogition 2 1/2," 'Ladd and Wilson report the reaults of a

behavioral model based on the same survey data that, expresses voting
behOior as a function of respondents! preferences, perceptions and
expectations relating to several public Policy issues. Each of the

'Ireferences, perceptions and expectations can, in turn, be expressed
as a function of exogenous municipal, demographic, and attitudinal
characteristics.. The equation reported here may therefore be vieFed
as the Ktduced form of the Complete structural model.
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Table III '

SOURCES OF SUPPORT FOR PROPOSITION 2 1/2: REDUCED FOitM MDELa

Variable
b

Coefficient ,

A

t Value

COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTIC§

1982 Revenue Lossc .65 1.87

Pre-Proposition .2 1/2 tax rate
d

,

Less than 2.5% Base
2.5% to 3.9% -.97 -1.10
4.0% to 4.9% -.06 -0.86
5.0% or more -.16 -2.02

Per Pupil Spending (
on Public Education

e
'4-.00003 -0.60

Per Household Spending
cf

on Non-education ServiCes .0001 1.98

% Households Below Poverty Levelg .66.. 0.79
% Household Headed by Non-whites -.94 -1.77

% Real Estate Revenue from
Commercial and Industrial Properties -.27 2.13

PERSONAL DEMOORAPHIC AND HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS

Sex

Mele Base
jemale -.oa -2.88

Race ,

i -1.44'Non-white -.11
White Base

,

Religion
.

Catholic -.02 -0.67
Jewish -.16

t
Protestant . Base

. -2.75
- ,

-

Stage in Lifecycle .

-0.02
-

Young, no children -.001
Children present, oldest <6 -.01 -0.14
Childten present, oldest 6-17 -.04 -0.13
Older adults, no children Base -....

Elderly (60+) adultsr no childrEn .08 1.67
, t
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Table III (contihued)

Variable
b

Coefficient t Value

Services Used
Public elementary

.-
and'secondary education .01 0.17

Private schools -.03 -0.52
Parks or after school programs ' -.07 -2.23
Elderly, mental health or

special education services -.05 -1.18
Welfare -.08 -1.25

Education of Rapondent
Less than high school Base
High school degree .01 0.25
Some college -.05 -0.90
College degree -.09 -1.46
Graduate school . -.13 -1.86

Household Income
Less than $10,000 -.08 -1.44
$10,000 io <$20,000 Base -
$20,000 to' <$30,000 -.04 ' -1.21
$36,000 to <$50,000 .04 1.07
$50,000 or more .07 0.96

Occupation of Household Head
k.

Professional .03 , 0.75
nagerial .09 2.11

Clerical, sales .05 1.14
Blue-collar Base
Service .09 1.48
Not reported,,no occupation .01

.
0.28'

Empl6Yer
Local public schools -41.95
Other local government - -.32 -6.46
State or county government -.12 -1.61
Not local or state government Base

p.
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Table III (continued)

SOURCES OF SUPPORT FOR PROPOSITION 2, 1,/2: REDUCED FORM MODELa

Variable
b

Coefficient t Value

Local Tax Share
Homeowners ,

BaseLess than 75% of community avg.
75% to <100% of community avg. .07 1.52
100% to <125% of community avg. -.01 -0.12

-125% of community avg. .07 . , 1.40
Taxes not reported -.02 -0e30

Renters

Never owned, 110 plans to -.14 -2.52 4

Ever owned -.01 .4.17
Plan to own in next 5 years -.07 -1.08

Neither rent nor own -.07 -0.66

ATTITUDES AND IDEOLO_GY

Polftical Ideology1
Conservative .01 0.18
Middle of the road,
&Liberal

Base
-.11 -2.95

Attitude to welfare recipients

Believe welfare recipients could find
jobs if they really tried .12 3.52,

Believe welfare recipients could not
find-jobs if they really tried Base

Government's role vis-a-vis individuals
m

Individuals should rely less qn_government .10 3.42
Government should help individuals Base

a
Based on 1,182 respondente for whom complete information was
available. Tstimated using ordinary least squares. be dependent
variable takes'on the value of '1 for a "yes" vote. The R _is .21.

b
Variables etiter the equation as continuous linear variables and
binary Orl variables.

c
Anticipated 1982 revenue-loss, including both proftrty taxes and auto
excise"taxes, as a proportion of all 1981. revenues in respondent's
city or town.

14.

d
Full value tax rates in 1981 as estimated by the Massachusetts
Department of Revenue.
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Table III (continued)

e
1981 operating expenditures.of education per public school
respondel's city or town.

f
1981 expenditures (minus pension.costs, debt service and
expenditures for education) per household 14Cre'spondent'
town.

stUdent in

operating
s city or

Percentage af households in respondent's city or town with incomes
below the poverty level.

Percentage of residents in respondent's Qity or town who are not
white.

.Assessed value of commercial and industrial property as a proportion
of total assessed valuation in the respondent's ctty or town.

3Missing income data were estimated using a multivariate procedure.
described in Appendix C of Helen F. Ladd and Julie Boatright Wilson,
Tax Limitations in Massachusetts.

k
Household head is defined as the male in joint households and the
respondent in single-adult households. Research suggests that in
joint households, status and economic situation are more likely to be
defined by the male's occupation than the female's.

1
Respondent's political self description recorded on a five-point
scale in which very conservative = 1, fairly conservative = 2, middle
of the road = 3, fairly liberal = 4,,and very liberal = 5.

,

,1111/Dummy variable formed from two attitude statements: "People expect
boo many services from the government," and "The government should
make sure that each family has enough to live on." Scores on the
latter statement were reversed to make it consistent with the first
statement. All attitude items were scored on a four-point scale:
disagree a lot = 1, disagree a little = 2, agree a little = 3, agree
a lot = 4. Respondents believing the government should have a more
restriciive xole, those with mean scores greater than 2.5, were
assigned a value of 1.

20,9
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Municipal Characteristics
. .

The specific4runicipal characteristics included in the model
.

attempt to capture variation in tax rates, in spending levels, and in

the composiriOn of the population and the tax base across comthnities.

The equation shows that the higher the 1982 revenue loss, expressed as

a proportion .of 1981 revenues, the greater the probability that the

respondent voted for Proposition 2 1/2. This relationship is

statistically significant and suggests that expectations of immediate

taxisavings outweighed concerns about possible service losses. The

higher the local pre-Proposition 2 1/2 tax rate, however, the mOre

likely the respondent was to vote "no." Although not all the

community tax rate dummy variables are statistically significant,

opposition tends to increase with tax rates, suggesting that concerns

about long-term service reductions were more important to voters than

the.expectation of long-term tax savings. This differs somewhat from

the cross tabular analysis which showed that support increased up to a

tax rate of 5.0 percent, and then declined.

The model includes two local spending variables: per pupil

spending on education services and per household spending on
-

non-education services.-- The measures are ordy'crude proxies for local

service levels, since they capture variation in the,costs.of producing

services as well as variation in the quantity and quality of services

delivered.. The data in Table III indicate that while the level of per

pupil edupation spending had little or no' influence on the'vote., the

coefficient for non-school spending is posive and statistically

significant. This result implies that respondents in communities with

high non-school spending per household were more likely to slipport

Proposition 2 1/2 than those in communities taith low spending levels.

While these findings suggest that people were basically satisfied with

pre-limitation levels of school spending, respondetts in communities

with high norr&school spending .apparently preferred lower levels,

perhaps because of beliefs that such expenditures could be cut without

;educing service levels.

To measure the composition of the local population, the model

includes the proportion of households in the community below the
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'poverty level and ehe proportion of households headed by a non-white.

Both variables account for variations across communities in service .

needs; the former also reflects variation in ability to.pay. The

equation shows that the proportions...of poor households in a community

has little or no effect on the Proposition 2 1/2 vote. In contrast,'

as the proportion of non-white residents increases, support for

Proposition 2 1/2 decreases.
1.,

This finding apparently, reflects a.

willingness to use the public sector to aid a° segment of the

population that has 'traditionally faced discrimination in both the

public and private sectors.
2

,

The composition of the tak base is measured by the proportion of

total property tax ,revenuei coming from commercial and industrial

property. As the proportion from business property 'inct-,eases,

respondents are more likely to support the" tax liMitation measure.

TIAs may reflect respondents' beliefs ihat business does not pay its

fair share of taxes.

1

Demographic and Household Chracteristics
,

In most cases, the-relationships between t e demographic vari-
.

ables and votini behavior that emerge from the multivaaate equations

resemble the results fro6 the crpss-tabular analysis: with only a few

exceptions, controlling for munliipal characteristics, and political

attitudes thus does not alter.the relabionships'shown in Table I.

1

In "Why Voters Support Tax Limitations:, Evidence from Massachusettsi
Proposition 2 1/2,",Ladd and Wilson fopnd thpt belief-that the poor
were benefiting at the respondent's expense,was weakly, associated
with an increased likelihood 'of. voting "yes," while belief that

iinorities were benefiiing at.his or her, expense Wa'S associated with
an increased likelihood of voting "no,"

2
Non-white households tend to be. clustered primarily in the cities;
It might be argued that residetits of more rapially heterogeneous
communities Are more liberal and.therefore that'the measure of racial
heterogeneity is really a proxy Atcommunity political ideology.
The findings reported here,showever, are the effects ori voting after
controlling.for political orientation and ideology.
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Women, non-whites'and Jews.were again significantly more likely
sr

to oppoge Propositfon 1/2 than men, whites and members of other

religious groups. Stage in the lifecycle exhibits little relationship

to voting behavior in the qultiyariate model, however, with the one

exception that elderly respOndents were' the .group most likely to

support Proposition 2 1/2. Thumany of the differences in voting

behavior across life-cycle Categorie.t that were noted earlier

apparently reflect differences in sch'characteristics as income,

education, tenure end attitudes toward'government.

The likelihood of voting "no" On PrOposition 2 1/2 increases as

the respondent's educational attainment'. increases. This pattern is

similar to that observed in the cross-taburar analysis and 'euggests

that those with more education view the tax and spending situation

highly complex and therefore are less likely to expect the meastge to

offer a simple solution to the problem of)ligh property'taxes.

as

Household income displays the same relationship to the.vote in

both the multivariate-and cross-tabular analyses: support for

Pioposition 2 1/2 generally increated with' household. income.

Households in the lowest income category (Under $10,000) were

significantly less likely than those in the highest income categories

($30,000 or more) to support the measdre% This result apparently

reflects the fact that lower income households have fewer resources

and' are more dependent on public services.

Occupation of the household head continue& to influence

respondents' voting behavior in the predicted direction,.even after

controlling for income and education differenees. Respondenti from

households headed by managers and service workers were both about nine

peicentage points moye likely to support Proposition

from households.' beaded by blue-collar 'workers.

clerical and sales households fell betweensthe two

those in professional households tended to

in blue-collar households. In addition;

with a member working in the local school

were significantly more likely than-others

2 1/2 than'tose

Respondents in

.extremes, while

respond similarly to those

respOndents in households

system or local government

to oppose the tax limiation

212
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z

measure. This result presumably, reflects the fact that these

respondents expected their households to experience layoffs or

changingsjob conditions from passage of Proposition 2 1/2.'

The importance of anticipated tax reductions is evident in the

finding that renters were less likely than homeowners to support

Proposition 2 1/2, even after'controlling for ether demographic!and

municipal characteristics. Renters whe have never owned and had no

immediate plans to own were significantly less likely than owners to

vote "yes." Among owners, the probability of supporting Proposition-

2 1/2 is seven percentage points greater among respondents in the-

highest tax share group (125 percent or more than city average) than

in the lowest tax share group (75 percent or less than average). The,

middle two tax share groups, however, do pot exhibit the expected

pattern:

-0 Current or potential service usage generally decreases the

ptot;ability of supporting Proposition 2 1/2; ifieir independent

influence, however, is statistically significant only in the case 'of

after-school or recreation services. The fact that users of

after-school programs were significantly more likely than non-users to

vote "no" probably reflects the attention focused on cnts in these

programs by the anti-proposition 2 1/2 groups during the'campa ign1

The equaelon provides no support for the conclusion that households

with children attending public school are' less likely to support

Propositfon 2 1/2 than other households, all other variables held

constant.
1

,I4O1itical Ideology and'Attitudes Toward the Government

Ilbpondents were asked to describe themselves 'politically. The

results of, the equation indicate that those claiming*to ke liberal

. .1
Because the use of services provided to children and the lifecycle
stage of school-age children may be highly correlated, alternative

. equations were estimated eliminaiing each set of variables. The'
srieults remain.the same: neither public service usage nor the
presence of school-age children appear to influence the probability
of a l'yes" vote.
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were 11 peicentage points less likely t.o support the measure-than

those claiming tobe middle-efT.phe-toaders. Somewhat surprisingly;

however, those claiming to be conservative did not differ from the

middle-of-the-roaders in/their support for Proposition 2 112.
V

The equation also includes measures of 'attitliades about the

appropriate scope of government vis-a-vig individuals and about

recipients of one partibularly controversial govetnment service, i.e.,

welfare and income support programs. Attitudes toward the appropriate

scope of government are entered in tlie equation as a dummy variable

ereated froi a cluster formed from two of ta attitbde statements

discusied above: "People expect too many services froth the

government," and-"The government should make sure that each family has

enough to live on.
1

As the data in Table III show, those who believe

the government should be less involved in supporting people were 10

percentage points more likely fo support Proposition 2 1/2; those who

believe "welfare renipints could find jqbs if they really triee' were

12 percentage paints 'more likely to support the tax limitation

measure.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Survey information has also been used to determine who supported

tax limitation measures in California and Michigan. 2
California's

Vroposition 13, like Massachusetts' Proposition.2, 1/2, reduced local

property taxes and capped their rate of growth; Michigan's: Headlee

Amendment, in contrast, primarily'limited. the growth of state govern-

ment 'tevenues. At the time of the tax limitation vote, California

enjoyed a substantial state surplus; Michigan and Massachusetts did

not. Compared to the othet states, Massachusetts relied more heavily

on property taxes to finance local Services. Moreover, California was

in the midst of a housing market boom while Michigan.Weg suffering

1
Factot anaaytic techniques were used to cluster these attitude items.
Scores from the latter statement were reversed to ,make them
consistent With those from the former.

. 42
See Citrin, 1979 and Courant et al., 1981.
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I.

from high unemployment caused by the. depressed automobile market.

Despite these major differences, in thei form of the limitation measures

and in/the states' fiscal and economic climate's, the studies show that
0

esimilar eypes Of people supported tax limitation.

Table IV compares the findings from the Californiasand Michigan

studies with the results for Massachusetts. For Massachusetts and

Michigan,. the equationsrare linear probability models; for California,

the equation is a probit model. Only the Massachusetts"equation

includes municipal characteristics.

When the studl.es include similar variables, the relatfonships

between the variable§ and support for the specific limitations are'the

same. Fqr example, support for tax limitation was strongest among

4eMen, whites, less well-educated respondents, older respondents,

homeowners, conservatives and non-Democrats; opposition was strongest

among households With state or local public sector employees. All

three studies show that higher-income voters-were more likely than

middle-income voters to support tax limitation. The behavior of

low-income respondents,,however, varies,somewhat across states either

because of differences in model specification br because of actual

differences in behavior. The'finding that lciw-income hoveholds were

the m st likely.of all incomegroups t6 support the tax limitation

meas e in Michigan courd thus reflect the absence of°en educational

baaground variable-from tile model. Tht similarity of results for the

demographic and ideology vartables across'studies indicates a ertain

commonality to the tax revolt, suggesting that the findings can be,

generalized from one state to another.

This study of Proposition 2 1/2 'clearly indicates that household

heats voted in their apparent economic self-interest. The vote does

not, however,, reflect a_aajor social cleavage between those who had

a lot to gain and those who had a lot to lose if the measure passed.

Each respondent is defined by many d emographic characteristics that

.influence voting behavior._ Some characteristics associated with

support are positively correlated wieh others associated with

215
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Table IV

COtIPARISONS OF FINDINGS IN STUDIES
OF SUPPOU FOR TAX LIMITATIONS ni THREE STATESa

Massachusetts:
Ttoposition 2 1/2b

California .

Proposition 13c
Michigan:
Headlee Amendment

d

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
Sex , ..Women less likely to support NI WoMen less likely to support
Race Non-whites less likely to Blacks less likely to

support /. support
Blacks less likely to
support

Religion Jews less likely to support NI
, NI

Life-cycle stage/age No effect at yOulnger ages, No effect, but entered iS
but.older are more likely continuous variable
to support :'

t4

No effect, but older are
somewhat more likely to
suppOrt ,

Service usage. After school program users NI
.

--
- th.

lk, and welfare recipients .

_

'
.

less likely to support

loPublic school users and
i transfer recipiemts less \

likely to support
Education

. More educated less likely More educated less likely
. to support to support

NI
.

Household income High income more likely .Higher-incomq and lowest
.

than middle fncome to . income more likely than
support midele income to support

High income and loW income
more likely than middle
income to support ,

Occupation . Managers and serVice workers NI:i
. most likely to support

NI

. .Unemployed NI . NI Less likely to support
Public employee.in househojl Less likely to support NI ''

r -
Less likely to support

..o-Rtnters Less likely to support Less likely to support Less likely to 'support
Tax share of. owners , Mixed relationship

. NI NI

-ATTAUDES
Polipical ideokogY -Jonservatives more likely,%

to support
Conservatives MOW likely
to support-.

NI

.

Scope of.government

....
,

,

Believers that goyt. should
limit its sgope more likely,

to.Support

NI

,

. '

NI

.
.

Attitudes to we.lfare
recipients

Believers that welfare
.recipients could work more
likely to support

NI

L

NI
.

,

,

Party registration NI
1 A Democrats less likely to

APport
Democrats less Mel}, to
support
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Table IV (continued)

COMPARISONS Oi FINDINGS IN STUDIES
OF SUPPORT FOR TAX LIMITATIONS IN THREE STATESa

Massachusetts:
Proposition 2 1/2121.

California
Proposition .13c

Michigan:
Headlee Amendmentd

MUNICIPAL.CHARACTERISTICS
Anticipated revenue loss Higher revenue loss, more

likely to support
NI NI

Pre-limitation tax rate Higher rate, less likely
to support

NI
.

NI
.'

Spending levels Higher per capita non-
education spending more
likely to support

,NI

,

NI

Population diversity Higher pertentage.non-
white, less likely to support

-NI
.

NI

Tax base diversity
,

Higher percentage commercial

and industri,al,

less likely to support

NI NI

NI is Not Included.

a
All findings_ate basecNon multivariate techniques and thus estimate the relatidnship between any one variable and
support for the tax limitation measure controlling for all other variables included in the equation.
b
ProPosition 2 1/2 limited local prciperty tax rates to 2 142% of fair market value and limited the growth of property
tax levies to 2 1/2%.

c
Based on Jack Citrin, "Do People Want Something for Nothing: Public Opinion on Taxes and Government Spending",
National.Tax Journal, Vol. xxxir, No. 2, Supplement, June 1979, pp. 113-129. Proposition 13 reduced local property tax
rates and limited the growth of assessments.

d
Based on Paul M. Courant, et al., "Why Voters Support Tax Limitation Amendments: The Michigan Case", in Helen F. Ladd
and T. Nicolaui Tideman (eds.), Tax and Expenditure'Libitations, Washington,.D.C.: The Urban Institute Press, 1981,
pp. 37-72. The Headlee Amendment limited the growth of state revenues.
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1

CHART I

PREDICTED PROBABILITY OF VOTING "YES"'ON PROPOSITION 2 112a

Proportion
of Population

20%

15%

1'0%

5%

4

4,=.,

4

. 0 .1-<.2 .2-<.3 .3-<.4 .4-<.5 .5-<.6 .6-<.7 .7-<.8 >.9

Predicted Probability of Voting "Yes" on Proposiiion 2 1/2.

aPredietions based on equation reported in the text.

.!
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oriposition to the measure: high income, for example, contributes to a

greater likelihood of voting "yes" on Proposition 2 1/2 while high
r-.

educational attainment( contributes tole greater likelihood Tof voting

"no." Ai, Chart I demonstrates, few voters possess the unique
4 combination of demographic characteristics that would imply total

suRport or opposition; most have a combination of ddmographic
;.

characteristics that imply offsetting impacts on the probability of

support for the tax libitation measure.

The study also shows.that political ideology and attitudes about
.t

the appropriate scope.of government-influence Voting behavior, even

after controlling for demographic characteristics. Otherwise similar

people may thus 'vote- differently if they have different political

orientations. While these attitudes are somewhat correlated with

personal characteristics, the fact that political orientations differ

among otherwise similar household heads dilutes the influence of 'the_

demographic charatteristdcs and provides further support for the

assertion that the election was not simpq a victory for the "haves"

over the "have-nots."
c-- 4.

Finally; the Massachusetts study indicates that community

characteristics influenced the votes Two househoid heads sharing the

same demographic charaCteristics and holding similar.beliefs about the

appropriate role Of government may have different probabilities of -

supporting tax limitation depending on their residence.. Respondentsa
in high tax rate communities, who had the most to lose in the way of

services from PrOposition 2 1/2; were less likely to support the

measure than residents in low tax rate communities. To the extent a

state is as .,balkanized as Massachusetts, a favorable vote fdr tax

liMitation may thus be a way for the better-off communities to benefit

at the expende of those that are less well off. Where tax limitations

Alive smaller differential effects, however, variation in, community

characteristics may-be a less important influence on the vote.

c
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*STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES

0

Table A-I is a guide for determining the significance (two

standard errorS) of differences in percentages between any two

subgroups in'the overall simple. The size of the di feren necessary

for sigriificance" deCreases as the sample sizes'in e and as the

percentages=being compared move away from 50 percent in either

direction. Thus, a separate table is presented for eaigh of four sets

of percentages. The entrie4 in each cell define tbe range of

necessary differences for samples of varying sizes. The lower number

is the difference required for significance between two simple random

samples. The higyil,er .number, 1.25 times the lower number, is a

conservative estimaA of the difference required for significance when

other sample designs are used.

A stratified random cluster sample plan was used in this study.

Stratification reduces the size of the standard errors relative to

those,in simple random samples; clustering increases the size of the

standard errors. BecauSe.the samp4ng, plan incorporated IL large

number of clusters (65) with a small number of interviews in each

cluster (15 to 25), any increase in standard errors due to clustering

should be mindr and more,tban offset by the decreases gained through

stratification. Thus the entries at the lower end of each scale

represent conservative estimates of., the difference' in percentages

required for signifi ce between any two subgroups in this study.

The sizes ok the subgroups analyzed in this paper are presented

in Tables I and II in the text.'

4
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Table 4I

I 0

F4AMPLE OF SAMPLING ERRORS OF_ DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PERCENTAGES1

No. of
Inter-
views

No. of Interviews

2000 1 Ism ms soo 100

For Percentages from 3 65

2000
1000

3.2-4.0 3.9-4.9
4.5-5.6

4.4-5.5
4.9-6.1

5.0-6.2
5.5-6.9

5.5-6.9
5.9-7.4

6.2-7.1
6.6-1.3

7.4-9.2
7.7-9.6

10-12
10-13

700 '' 5.34.6 5.9-7.4 6.3-7.9 6.94.6 1.0-10 11-13.
500 6.3-7.9 6.74.4 7.3-9.1 14-10 11-13
400 7.1-1.9 7.6-9.5 17-11 11-14
300

. . 1.2-10 94-11 12-14
200 .

.
. 10-12 12-15

100 . 14-17

For Percentages around 20 and SO

2000
1000
700
300
400
300
ace
100 4

/

2.5-3.1 3.1-3.9
3.6-4.5

3.5-4.4
3.9-4.9
4.3-5.4

4.0-5.0
4.4-5.5
4.7-5.9
5.14.4

4.4-5.5
4.7-5.9
5.0-6.2
5.4-6.1
5.9-7.1

1.0-6.2
5.3-6.6
5.5-6.9
5.11-7.2
6.1-7.6
6.54.1

.
, ^

5.9-7.4
6.2-7.1
6.44.0
6.74.4
6.94j5
7.3-93
L2r10

1.2-9.8
1.4-10
1.6-10
1.1-11
9.0-11
9.2-11
9.1-12
11-14

For Percentages around 10 and.90

2000
1000

;11
. 400

300
300

1.9-2.4
'

,

2.3-2.9
2.7-3.4

24-3.2
3.0-3.1
3.2-4.0

3.0-3.1
3.3-4.1-,
-3.5-4.4
31-4.1

,

3.3-4.1
3.64.5
33-4.1
4.0-5.0
4.2-5.2

3.7-4.6
4.0-5.0

4.1-5.1
4.4-5.5

-4.6-5.1
4.94.1

4.4-5.5
4.6-5.1
41-6.0
5.0-6.2
5.24.9
53-69
6.0-7.5

,

.,

For'Percentages aroOnd 5 1015'

MOO
1000
700
SOO
400

300

1.4-11 1.7-2.1
1.9-2.4

.

1.9-2.4
2.1-2.6
2.3-2.9 -

.

2.2-2.11
2.4-3.0
24-3.2
2.11-3.5

r

2.4-3.0
2.6-3.2.
2.7-3.4
2.9-3.6
3.1-3.9

. .

2.7-3.4
2.9-3.6
3.043
3.2-4.0
3.3-4.1

.

3.6-4.5 -
TABLE 141.M EumpkofSamplingEnorsof Differences between Percentages

The values shown are the differences required for signilkance (two standard errors)
comparisons of permtages derived from two /germ settroys or the survey. Two

A valueslow anthier-ue given for each
These generalimd and approximate values of 2 se (p 17. il) represent the milts of

.many computation'. Tbe low values are merely MOM + 1/e1Pf, corresponding to
two simple random, Nagle'. The high values are about 1.25 greater. Most of *
actuallreomputed vela of the standard errOr fell between these two boundaries.
(Sown: Freedman, Whelpton, and Campbell (1959].)

1Leslie Kish, Survei Sampling. New York:, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1965, p. 580.
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EDUCATION AND TAX LIMITATIONS:

EVIDENCE FROM MASSACHUSETTS' 1980 ELECTION

Oh November, 4, 1980 Massachusetts voters overwhelmingly passed

Proposition.2.1/2. This tax limitation measure takes its name from

its major provisions: high tax rate cities and towns are required to

reduce property' tax levies b3, at least 15 percent per year until they

reach the maximum allowable "rate of 2 1/2 percent of fair market

value. Communities with low tax rates are allowed tt-rdise property .

taxes but,:by'no more than 2 1/2 percent per year. In the Same

election, voters turned dawn by a 36 to 64 percent margin an

alternative measure, Question' 3, sponsored by the Massachusetts-

Teachers' Association -(MTA). This alternative would have limited the

growth of both state and local taxes and increased.the state share of

educatioo,costs to 50 pertent over a three-year period.

How local public education should be financed was clpdtly a major

issue in the vote on Question 3. Education issues also influenced the
_

vote on Prop sition 2 1/2, however, even th6ugh its majOr thrust was

property tax,reduction. After all, property taxes provide the-major

source of funds for elementary and sectildary education, education

budgets account for the laigest share.of local expenditures, and the

measure specifically returned the power to set school budgets to the

municipality. :What specific messages were voters trying to send when

they voted for _Proposition 2 1/2 but 'against Question 3? Did they,
I

want,to reduce education Services and Spending? Or was local control

over school budgets the major concern?

:This paperuses.survey data collected during the,two weeks

following the NoVember 4, 1980 election to answer these and other

luestions related to the link letween views about education and

support for tax limitationi Section I describfis the provision-and

financihg of education in Massachusetts; Section II disentangles the

effects of education-related motivations from other factors motivatink

the voies on Proposition 2 1/2 and Question 3; Section III describes

how views about'education are distributed across various,subgroups of

the population; and Sectiqn,IV summarizes the findings.
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I. BACKGROUND

Education Spending-and Finance in Massachusetts

Alementary kind secondary education in Massachusetts is provided

by local school districts and financed heivil3 by local property

taxes, while highet education is primarily a state responsibility

financed by tuition and state taxes. In FY 1981 the state government

appropriated $333 million for higher education, and about three times

that am8unt fo'r assistance to local public schools. Altogether,

local, state and federal expenditures on local public schools in FY
a.

1981 exceeded $2.25 billion.

_/*

The boundaries of school districts are typically coinceaent with

those of Massachusetts' 351 cities and /Owns. The school districts

are run by elected school committees and have no, taxing power of their

own. Before Proposition 2 1/2, cities and towns had no direCt control

crver school committee budgeti.,but were required to raise the necessary

scflool propertyg taxeS as. Art of 'the.- regular municipal levy.

Proposition 2 1/2 reduced the fiscal.autonomy of school committees by

giving local legislative Nodies (city councils or town meetinia) power

to a et school-committee budgets

addition to the 297 rities and towns that operate instruc-

tiOn rograma, there are'54 regional academic school districts and
.

27 vocational distracts. Before' Proposition 2 1/2, school.committees

for each of these regional and vOcational districts determined the

budget and allocated costs among member communities according to

agreetents made at,the time the district was. formed. Proposition

2 1/2 limits the fiscal autonomy of these regional school c\mmittees
'2

in the same way that it limits the power of local sclpol committees!
Ai

1
The Massachusetts .Department of Revenue has ruled that shool
committees lose control over.only the total appropriation; they

retain control over the allocation of expenditures across categories.
.

2The treatment of regional school districts under PropositiOn 2 1/
wssAnitially:unclear. The issue was whither they should be treate

like special disxrictss or like local schools. The Depa tment of.

evenug ruled that they .should be treated like locil schools

'228
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Tremendous variation exists in- fiscal capacity, property tax

burdens, and education spending' across school districts. An

equalizing state aid program helPs to offset some of the differences

fiscal capacity and needs across 'districts, but sthool aid in,

Massachusetts accounted for only 37 percent of Antal state.and local

oWn-sonrce revenued for schools in 1980. This contrasts with 52

percent inkthe nation as a whole. donsequently, dispaaties in per A

_pupil education spending ire larger in Massachusetts

These dispar14es have led to continued presiur9s-for

aid for education and, recently, to a court case

than elsewhere%

additionallstate

(Webbe v. King)

challenging Masaachusetts' system of education finance.

s

/

..4Tabre I shows .that ?.ocal education expenditUres h'ave continued to

grow,in recent years' despiie declining 'enrollments; between 1975-/6 .

and f979*-80, -total expenditures grew 29 percent while the number of

pupilSdeclined by13 pexcent. Moreover, the-47 percent growth in per

pupil expenditqes duting this period represenfs substantial growth in.

C.

-
teal.terms.

d

gOme have hauled the increase 'in per pupil speading on the

autonomy' 'of school committees. This claim is diff cult to evaluate.//-.
on the one hand, school Comatte4s are elected an , like other public

officials; are directly actountable,to the voters. On the other band,
, .

with auionomous;school Cbmres,'loc
,

to make explicit trye-off between educe

A
, 0.1

-

11977 data froh,tip National qI for Education Statistieeshows,
thaa4the dispar* between pe pupil expenditures for pnpils,ai;the
5th "arid 95th percentiles o ducation spending was-.1arget
MaisachOetts than in'any other state. The.newly revised-,scboni,aid

programnf 1979 does not seem/to. have changed,the 8ituatOfl. In 1981
testimony before the ouse Wagsiand Means Committee, formeX,Etion
COnLmi88ione Gre,goi Anrig claimed -that Massachusetts 'continued'
rank 'first-in th aftiort for differences in per pupil. spending -

between wealthy pobr.communities.

legislative bodies are unable

ion and all other spending.-7

. r °

2
Thissstatement As taseion,phe Comparable 35 percent increasi in the
implicit price.difl4or for state and local government purchases Of
good" and services. Ecanomic Report of the President, Januabi-181,,-,_
(Washington/. D.C., UniiedAStates Government Printing Offide,

4
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Table I

EDUCATION EXPENDITURES

School year

Expendi.tures

(millions) Pupils

Per pupil

Expendltures

1975-76 41761.1 , 1,177,536 '$1,496

1976-77 1,943.6 1,146,839 1,6950

1977-78 . 2,005.0 1,107,174 1,811,

1978-79 2,148.1 1,078,550 1,992
1979-80 2,176.7 1,032,691 2,205

,

Percent change 29.3% -12.3% 47.3%-

Source: Hissachusetts.Department of Educatkon Per Pupil'Expenditure
1979-80.

1

41.

r

.230
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Others have *lamed rising per pupil expenditures at state-

mandated programs for children with fearning disabilities.

Massachusetts pioneered in the field of special education with a ,1972

law requiring local school districts to provide.special education

ser4ices for all children Who'needed it. Expenditures under this

program grew from $104 million in 1973-74 to $335 million in 1979-80/

Between 1975 ind 1978, a substantial share of this growth in costs was
.

financed with local property taxes. With the 1979 revision of the

schoolaid formbla, the growth in costs is now distributed more evenSy

between the state and local governments. In 1979-80, 60 percent of

total expenditures for special education were borne by local govern-
.%

'lents, 33 percent by the state government, and 7 percent by the

4federal government.

Tax Limitation Measures and Education

Proposition 2 ,1/2s, revenue provisions affect all cities and

towns; and hence school distlicts, in the state but hurt some more
4.

than others. High tax rate communities are required to lower tax

levies by 15 percent per year until they reach the maxigUm allowable

effective rite of 2 1/2 percent (equivalent to'$25 per $1000 of full

cash Falue). Communities with tax rates below 2 1/2)percent are

-allowed to.increase tax levies but'by no more than 2 1/2 percent per

year, regardless of growth in the tax base or in service needs.
1

In

, addition, Proposition 2 1/2 lowers the motor vehicle excise tax rate

from $66 to $25 per $1000: This tax is impota at a uniform statewide

rate but accrues to local treasuries. Alorig with the local property

tax it provides the only,tax revenue available to Massachusetts cities

and towns.

,Initial estimates suggested that the first year revenue-loss from

theie measures weuld be close to $600 million. July 1, 1981 estimates

lowered-the expecte d first year revenue loss to $486 million., or about

14 percent of 1981 local tatrevenues. 'All large.cities and ,towns

1
An additional provision tequires communities 'that had effective tax

, rates fielOw 2 1/2 percent in 1979 to use their(1979 tat rate limit
ratherithan 2 1/2 percent. .

.'
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face first year revenue losses farger than thi; statewide average, and

many face additional required reductions in future years.

Importantly,fthe proposition provided for no additional state aid to

66fset these local revenue losses. At the same time, new state aid

was not ruled out because the Proposition placed no limit on 'state

government taxing and spending powers.

In response to the threat of Proposition 2 1/2, the Massachusetts

Teachers' Association (MTA) put a counter-proposal on the November',

ballot. This initiative petition would have-limited the growth of

both state and local taxes to the growth of personal income in the

state and would have ancreased the state's share of education costs,to

50 percent over a three-year period. With this proposal, the MTA

hoped either to weaken support for Proposition 2 1/2, or if both
passed, to _have the more lenient provisions of its proposal take

precedence over the stringent provisions of Propositjun 2 1/2 in those

areas where the two overlapped. Once the campaign began, however, the

MTA did not 'push its proposi,tn very hard, believing that a single

unified Message (that is, do not vote for Proposition 2 1/2) would be

stronger than two messages (do not vote for Proposition 2 1/2 and do

vote for the MTA proposal).
2

Education groupi waged an active campaign against Proposition

2 1/2. The State Board of Education worked with the Massachusetts

Teacheri' Association, the Massachusetts Superintendents, and the

Association of School Committees to provide information tO voters.

The Commiásioner of Education uampaigned vigoiously across the state

and education gropps communicated constaritly with other groups

campaigning against the measure. The Commissioner of Education took

pride in,the campaign. (Although.sorrowful that "we lost," 'he-believed

it wet a good campaign, that the voters were fully informed, and that
3Proposition 2'1/2 clearly reflected the "will of the people. .

For a full discussiop of the first year revenue losses under
tProposition 2 1/2,,see Katherine L. Bradbury and Helen, F. Ladd, with

Claire Christopherson, "Proposition 2 1/2: Initial Impacts."

2
This discussion is based on an interview with Jack Pacheco of the
Massachusetts Teachers Association on August 28, 1981.

3
Based on an interview with former Commissioner of Education, Gregory
Anrig, June 11, 1981. 232
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II. EDUCATION ISSUES AND THE VOTES ON PROPOSITION 2 1/2 AND

QUESTION 3

To determine thei"will of the people," a comprehensive half-hour

telephone survey was administered to 1561 Massachusetts household

heads by a professional survey research firm during the two weeks

following the electia. Survey res'pondents, half of whom werkmen and

half women, were randomly selected from 58 cities and towns that are

representative of all the cities and towni In'the state.
1

This section summarizes the education-related resultt from two

multivariate models of voting behavior estimated froM the survey data.1,

Each model--one exPlaining the vote on Proposition 2 1/2 and the other

explaining the vote-on Questions3--includes variables representing the

major factors motivating a "yes" or "no" vote pn that measure. The

comprehensiveness of each model makes it possible to separate the

effects of education Assues from other Tolicy-related issues that

might have motivated the vote.

Table II provides an overview of 'the model,explaining the vote on

Proposition 2 1/2. The model includes variables representing.voters'

preferences and attitudes toward several fiscal concerns, as well as

expectations about how Proposit-ioa, 2 1/2 would affect these concerns.

Estimated using ordinary Ileast squares, the equation includes 45

variables and'is based on the 1114 voters for whom full information

was available.
2

This full model includes nine education-related

variables derived from respondents' stated preferences, perceptions or

expectations about levels of education services and spending, the

efficiency with which school services are provided, and the way

education is financed.

1
For a complete description of the survey and the sampling plan, see
Appendices A, B and' C of Helen F. Ladd and Julie Boatright Wilson,
,"Proposition 2 1/2: Explaining the Vote."

2
The full equation is reported 14 Aftendl.x A and discussed more fully
in 'Helen F. Ladd and Julie Boatright Wilson, "Why Voters Support Tax
Lipitations: Evidence from Mastachusetts' Propogition 2 1/2."
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Table II

Overview of propoSition 21/2 Voting Model

116..

Issues Nbtivating
Voting Behavior

(1)

Variables
. cPreferences, Perceptions

EXpectations about
and Attitudes

Effects of Proposition 2-1/2
(2)

(3)

:

1. _Service levels

2. Inefficiency and waste-
(mist of public services)

3. Spenpng alla. taxes

4. Tax refonn
OAK shiftY

5. Relative fiscal status_

6. public sector jeb
status

Preferences for clusters
of services

Perceptions of ineffi-
ciency or waste in:
- state government
- local goverment
- local public schools

-

Desired spending and tax-
ing bY:
- state government
.- local government
- local public schools

Desired tax shifts.
Attiturles tcward taxes.

Perceptions of how other
groups fare relative to
household.

gama

Expected effects on clus-
ters of services;
effects cn services used b5
respondentls household.

Expectations of more res-
ponsible governnent,,npré
efficiency in local govern-
nentr-rrore voter control
over schools.

ppected effects on state
and'local taxes; expected
effects on taXes paid by
xvspcndent's household.

Expectations about-state
aid-and about tax reform.

4

.t

Public sector employee as
proxy for fear of job loss
or decline in quality of,
work envircement.
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Most of the education-related variables exert statistically

significant effects on the probability that an individual household

head will support Proposition 2 1/2. In particular, the equation

implies that the desire to reduce the quality and quantity of

education services, the belief that education services are ineffi-

ciently provided, the desire to shift "more of the burden of education

finance to state taxes or user charges and the expectation that

Proposition 2 1/2 would increase voter control over school budgets all

increase the probability that any given voter would support the tax

limitation measUre.

The contribution of each variable to the overall statewide vote

of household heads depends both on the effect of the patticular

variable on the probability that antindividual household head would

support Proposition 2 1/2 and on the distribution of that variable

across household heads wlthin the state. For example, the equation

shows that people who want to reduce education' services are more

likely than those who, want to mainEain or increase these services to

vote "yes" on Proposition 2 1/2; the impact of these preferences, on

the overall statewide vote is small, however, because of the small

proportion of people wanting such reductions. The first entryin

Table III shows that the estimated magnitude of this impact is.0.8

percentage points. In other Vords, the results imply that the

favorable vote fol: Proposition 2 1/2 would have been 0.8 percentage

points lower than the actual vote had no Massachusetts household head

wanted to reduce edudation (and recreation) services.

The other entries in Table III can be interpreted in a similar

way. Together they show the impacts on the statewide vote for

Proposition 2 1/2 of all the education-related variables in the full

model, controlling for ll other motivations. They were derived by

comearing the voting outcome based on the actual distributions of

views with the voting outcomes predicted to occur had no one wanted or

expected any change in each aspect of education finance or service

delivery. Thus, the total in the net column implies that, overall,

the education-related views of household heads, throughout the state

235
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table III

SUMMARY.OF WEIGHTED IMPACTS OF EDUCATION VARIABLES

ON TOTAL PROPOSITION 212 VOTEa

Variable Weighted Impact on Total Vote
For Against, Net

-Servibe Levelsb

Preferences for education and
recreation--less 0.008

--more -0.015
-0.007

Expectations about education and
recreation--less -0.061

--more 0.001
_ 060.

Spending

Want decrease in school spending 0.023 NO.023

Expect decrease in school spending -0.041 -0.041

Efficiency and Control

Perception of inefficiency in
local schools

0.031 0.031

Expect more voter control over
school spending

0.090 0.090

Finance'Reform

Shift of more education financing
to state taxes

0.016 0.016

Shift of more special education
financing to state taxes

0.005 0.005

Shift financing of some servibes
to user chargesc

0.015 0.015

0.189 -0.117 0.072
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Table III, continued

0i
Derived from the nine education-related variables .included in a
linear eluation estimated from 1,114 survey observations to explarn'
the probability of a "yes"-vote on Proposition 2 112. Each entry is
the prOicted difference between_the :actual statewide, vote of

household heads and the hypothetical vote had no household head
wanted or expected a change in that aspect of educatiOn, controlling
for all other variables in the model.,, The full model is reported and
inierpreted in Helen F. Ladd ana Sulie Boatright Wilson, "Why Voters
Support Tax Limitations: Evidence from Massactiusetts' Proposition
2 1/2" in Tax Limitations in Massachusetts, unPublished report to the
National Institute of Education, 1982.

b
Education and recreation is the primary education-related service'
cluster. Not included in this table is the human services cluster

which includes special education along with mental health programs
and programs for the elderly.

go.

c
These services include adult education, after school programs, and
local public transportation. \ ,

P.

t.`
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contributed 7.2 percentage points to the 58 percent favorable vote on

PropositiOn 2 1/2.

Several conclusions emerge from Table III. First, the'finding

that views on education-related issues together contributed only 7.2

percentage points to the favorable vote suggests that the vote for tax

limitation in Massachusetts should not be interpreted as a general

revolt against local schools and the way they are cPerated.

Disaggregating this net. impact, however, shows that certain views

toward education contributed 18.9 percentage points to the favorable

vote, while otherd contributed 11.7 percentage points to the negative

vote. More xhan half the 18.9 percentage points of support for

Proposition 2 1/2 comes from perceptions and expectations related to

efficiency and voter conrol; beliefs that Proposition 2 1/2 woula

lead tomare voter controlover school spending contributed 5:0

percentage points'to the.favorablevote, 'and perceptions that local

school services are ineffiCiently provided contributed another 3.X

percentage points.

In contrast to the large contribution of views about efficiency

and voter control, desires for lower le;,rels of spending or services
,

contributed only small amounts to the statewide favorable vote. The

desire for lower education and recreation services added only 0.8

percentage, points to the° favorable vote and the desire to reduce

school spending, as distinct from service levels., contributed another

2.3 percentage points. As shown at the bottom of the table, the

desire to change the way locally provided education is financed in

Massachuietts also contributed'to the favorable vote, but once again

the impacts are relatively small. Although not shown explicitly in

the table, the desire tO shift the financing of special education

services to the state contributed essentially nothing to the statewide

vote for Propoiition 2 1/2.

4
1
The statewide actual favorable vote was 59 percent. The 58 percent
used in the text is the favorabl,e vote in the sample which represents,
an estimate of the statewide favorable vote of household heads.

238
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Finally, Table III shows that concern about service or spending

cutbacks, contributed 11.7 percentage points to the vote against

Proposition 2 1/2. ,This finding is consistent with the view that the

campaign.to educate voters about-the possible cuts in education

services that would accompany Proposition 2 1/2 had some, effect.

'Importantly, the negative impact an the yote of those who opposed

service or spending reductions outweighed the positive impact of those

who wanted them.
1

Summarizing these results, it appears that the education-related

favorable vote for Proposition 2 1/2 is not, on net, a vote fOr

reductions, in school spending or service levels. Instead, 'the

favorable vote reflects expectations of more.voter control over school

spending and, to a limited extent,.the desire for changes in the way

education is financed in Massachusetts.

The model explaining the vote on Question 3 is concepeually

similar to that estigated for Proposition 2-1/2, but is based on a

substaritially smaller subsample and, because the goals of the two tax

limitation 'measures differed, contains different.variables measuring

expected outcomes.
2

The smaller sample jirimarily reflects the fact-

that iply a subset of al)..respondents were asked what they thought

would have happened to taxes and services if the measure had passed.

The estimated equation colitains 32 variables and is based on, the 315

voters foi whom fufrinfoftmaeidu was available.
3

4

.
1

This is interesting in light of preliminary findings that education
budgets were cut back proportionatlY-more than other budgets during
the fpet year under the proposition. See Katherine L. Bradbury and
Helen F.Ladd, with Claire Christo0h son, "Prdposition 2 1/2:
Initial Impacts."

2
Because Question 3 would have limited the growth of state and local
taxes rather than actually reducing th4iii, detailed information on
expected cutbacks in specific services or on expected increases in
efficiency was not colleáted. Likewise; because the measure did not
reatrict the power of local school codmittees, respondents were .not
asked how Question 3 would affect votercontrol.

3
.For the comOlete Question,3 voting model, see Appendix A. The
characteristics of the subsample on whith the bodel, is based are
desctibed in Appendix C of Ladd and WilsOn, "ProPosition 2 1/2:
Explalning the Vote."
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The full Question 3 model includes seven, education-related

variables. Although the equation explains the vote relatively well,

many of the variables are statistically irisignifican. 1
Of these

seven education-related variables, only one--the expectation that

Question43 would have lest tb more school spending--is statistically

significant. The coefficient of this variable implies that thOte who

expected Question 3 to lead to more school spending were 19 percentage

-r"--;nts more liieiy to vote "yes" than those who did not expect thia

outcome. Additional evidence that supporters of Question 3 viewed the

measure as a way of expanding, rather than limiting, the resources

available to local public schools is based on a relatively large but

statistically insignificant coefficient that people preferring cuts in

eduiation &pending were more likely than others to vote against the

measure.

The following \expectations variables all enter the Quettion 3

voting model with large positiVe and statistically significant

coeificients: the expectation of state tax reform, a slower growth

in property taxes, and slower growth in total taxes and spending.

Thus, the conclusion emerges that 'supporters of Question 3 Were in

favor of slower.growth of property and total taxes while at the table

time they favored increased education spending.

Finally, the equation shows that even after controlling for their

preferences .and expectations, local public sector iemploYees were

substantially more likely than private sector employees to support

Question, 3. Similarly, the equation suggests that voters with a

household member employed in local' publiC schools Were more likely

than privae sector etPloyees.to Support Question 3. The statistical

insignificance pf this result should not be taken too seriously; only

1

1

Using a cutoff probability of 0.5, the equation correctly predicts
the vote of 802percent 2f the sample. This compares to the 53
percent [(0.36) + (0.64) 1 that would have been correctly predicted
by chance or to the 64 percent that would have been correctly
predicted had a no vote been predicted for everyone.
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, 12 of the 315 voters in the sample had a household.member working in

local public schools.
1

Comparing the-models for Proposition 2 112 and Question 3, we

conclude that support for each measure came from groups of ttie

population holding very different views on education-related issues.

Thii conclusion is reinforced by a simple comparison of the views of

each measure't supporters (see Appendix Tables B-I through B-V). The

supporters of Question 3 typically expected the measure to lead to

the& preferred outcome of more spending on education. Propoiiion 2

1/2's supporters, in contrast, were more likely than Question 3's

supporters to prefer lower levels of school services, to believe that
4

local education is inefficiently provided ana to expect Proposition,2

1/2 to leaa to increased control over 'achool spending.

The passage of Proposition 2 1/2 and the defeat of Question 3,-

however, should not be interpreted as widespread disenchantment with
A

local public education. Indeed, the next section shows that at the

time of the election, the average Massachusetts household head wanted

to maintain most types of education services at their current levels,

did not peiceive pervasive inefficiency in the delivery of education

iervices, ahd was not dissatisfied wibh the way elementary and

secondary education--other than fot sPecial needs students--was

financed.

qt.1

Looking at the larger sample'of all thOse who voted on Question 3
rather than those for whom complete data are availaWe for the
equation, we find that 53.2 percent of the 96 voters with a household
member employed in education and 55.0 percent of the 121 voters with
1
a household member working for local government voted in favor of
Question 3. The comparable percentages* for Proposition 2 1/2 are
29.2 and 31.8 percArt, respectively.



III. VARIATIONS IN PREFEREN(iES ACROSS POPULATION SUBGROUFS

While a majority of household heads were saiisfied with most

aspecti pf education finance and service1 delivery, substantial

proportion6 weredisenchanted with particular aspects. This section

summarizes the education-related views of all survey respondents (both

voters'and non-voters), and documents differences among subgroups

defined by socio-economic:\ fiscal and attitudinal

characteristics.
1

The crnps-tabular analysis presented below is well suited to the

determination of which groups are most disenchanted with particular

aspects of local public education. More complex multivariate analysis

would be required, however, to explore why particular patterns emerge.

Thus, when we find that ligh income households are more likelythan

low income households to want service :reductions, we do not know

whether this is-because they are more lfkely to
I

be homeowners with.

large property tax burdens, they live in communities with high

existing service levels, or they are better able to afford private

sector alternatives. Thus, the purpose of the following discussion iS

to document patterns, leaving the more complicated task of sorting out
/

motivationsto future research.
2

1st.

Service Levels
so

Only a-small Ocoportion of all respondents wanted to reduce the

leVel of any of the five education services included Sn the survey--
,

public elementary and high school education; after school programs;

special .education'for children with learning disabilities; adult

education; and state or community colleges. Table IV shows that the

proportions wanting cutbacks range from' 11 percent for special

)1_ A

1
For a coMfmrison of ihe views of those votingt"yes"- with those voting
"no" Proposition 2 1/2 and a comparison of views about education
with those about other public services, see Ladd, and ,Wilson,
"Proposition 2 1/2: Explaining the %rote." See also Appendix C of
this report for respondents''expectations of haw.Proposition 2 1/2
would affect education, by demographic group.

2
For a discussion of the.significance of differences between any two
groups, see Appendix D.
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:Table all

Peltent of all respondents who want to:*
*

. . Decrease Maintain the increase
Service,Type .1.. -the ' sprvice at the

c
.

, .serviceb burrent /44<jervicer.
4,

1
.

.

Public Elementary and .1

. High School LEducation 17.1%
After School Programs 4 i2.8
Speaial Educatl.on

, "k 11.1
Adult EduCatio% 18.9
State and Community

Colleges and
Univefaities ; 17.1 W

JO
1

.

44.3% 38.6%
46.2 31.0
34.0 54.9
54.4 27:5

1

54 (28.2 `

.
1.Baded on the question:. "Think about the services prOvicied by the

%state or,local-goOvnient to residents of your town..?or pity. For
, each service I read, pleasetell me whether state or loaal government
should bevproviding a lot less, a little less, the same amount, IL

little more, or a lot more of-this service. Remeiber, if government
provides less services state or lOtal taxes will be reduced, and if
,government provides more'services, state or local taxes will be
increased. If the setvice is not available to residents in your city
'or town, please let me know. Let's begin with (*It'd ITEM). Which'
phrase in the first lisi describes how musb more or less ("X'd" ITEM)

,

tate offlopal government -should provide?,
4

,Includes
,

those who want.tp decreake services "a little" and "a lot.",
. .*

/c Inclu4s those r, want to increase services services "a iittle" anr

. _,
,

s' ! S
.

, ,ec g

. 4

j
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education to 23.1141'nt for after school programs. 'Because these

percentages are so low, we begin our disaggregate analysis by looking

at variations in the proportions wanting to'increase'services. these

proportions range from 22 pel`Cent for adult education p6Th.t5 percent

for sPeciiii education.

Tabre'V shows that the proportions of respondents wanting-mOre

education sirvicea vary across the subgroups in most of the

demographic categories examined. Women were substantially more likely

than men, and non-whites more likely than whites, to want higher

levels of each'mf the-five serVices. In contrast, the differences by

religion 'are muCh smaller and less

In particular, the evidence does not upport the hypothesis that the

availability of Catholic priv e schools makes Catholics less

supportive than non-Catholics of public education.

consistent across service types.
(v

A clear pattern emerges by stage in lifv,cycle. In general,

older households with no school-age children were less likely t

younger households to want.more education services: In partic

less than a third of the older households with no children or of the

elderly wanted, more of any service other than ivecial education.

Interestingly, greates rt-for particular services came from the
r 4

households that.'were likely.to use'the serVice in the near ;future;

households with pre-school children were the most likely to want more

public education,lafter-school program& andopecial education, and
-

'those with children between 6 and 17 were most likely to want more

publicly supported hiloher education.

Overlapping the stage in life-,cycle categories are the service

usage categories. As expected,-those who report that members of their

household use the service were more likely.than non-users to'support

increases. The reiative.narrowness of some of these differences can

4:le explained in part by the life-cycle findings: "mon-users" include

many households who will use the service in the future.

-e°
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Table V

PREFERENCES FOR INCREASES IN FIVE EDUCATION SERVICESa,b
By Demographic Charactetistics

Percent of respondents in each category who want to
increaseC

I

Public Ele-,

mentary and
Secondary

Education

After

School
Programs

Special
Education

Adult
Education

Total 38.6% 31.0% 54.9% ,27.5%

Sex
Female 44.6 36.4 57.5 30.2
Male 32.5 25.6 52.3 24.8

Race

Non-white' 54.7 46.8 667 35.4
White 37.5 310.0 54.2 27.0

Religion

Catholic 39.4 30.9 58.3 28.8
Jewish 36.4 32.2 53.4 18.0
Piotestant 36.4 33.0 51.0 '28.5
Other, no .

. -reliiion 40.5 27.6 . 51.8 ,

f

25.3

Stage in Life
0

..Cycle
Young, no .

children 44.2 36.9 64.5 36.5
Children present,

oldest <6

..

'48.0. 38.5 66.,7 27.7
'Children present,

oldest 6r17
....

40.3 30.7

.

49.6 24.5
Oldek.adults,, no
'Children

. 31.5 '27.6 50.2 25.2-
Elderly (60+)

adults, no .

,

children 28.2 21.9 50.7 24.7

Service Uiage .

thiftservice -41.6 3264 61.1 , 32.9,Use
Do not use thii.

,. serviee' 37.4 30.6 54.3 26.1

Public
Collegei

28.2%

31.6
24.9

, 41.1
27:3

28.8
26.4

28.4

26.6*

403

-32.9

27.9

30.6

24.9

20.3

34.2

26.5
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Table V (continued)

PREFERENCES FOR INCREASES IN7FIVE EDUCATION SERVICES11,41)

By Demographic Characteristics

Percent of respondents ;.n each category who want to
cincrease:

,.".% Public Ele-
4 mentary and After

Secondary School Special Adult Public
Education Programs Education Education Colleges

i

Education
Less than high
'. school t-; 448,1% 40:5% 65.6% 31.5% _37.6%
High school

degree 39.9 30.0

,
59.7 3065 28.7

Some college 36.2 30.9 50.3 26.9 27.4'
College degree 35.2 27.1 49.4 23.6 . '24.7
Graduate school 33.9 30.1 47.4 22.3 24.0

Household Income
Less than $10,000 50.3 43.6 71.2 37.6 35.2
$10,000 to <$20,000 41.0 34.8 60.t 28.3 30.6
$20,000 to 0,30,000 38.0 26.7 50.3,, 27.6 26.6
$30,000.to,<$50,000, 30.8 25.4 45.9 22.8 24.5
$50,000 or more 30.9 29.2 43.3 ' 23.1 14.5

°Occupation of Household_Head
Professional 36.9 30.1 50.7 24.7
Managerial 34.4 26.6 47.6

,26.2
21.3 24.1

Clerical, sales 36.2 32.1 56.1 8.6 33.9
Blue collar 40.7 29.7 59.4 29.7 1 '29.3
Service 50.5 42.7 69.5 33.6 32.0
Not reported 39.8 36.3 56.2 31.0 32.7

Government Employee
Educational
employee 49.5 37.2 48.9 22.4 . 34.8

Loal government,
employee , 45.4 37.8 53.8 28.3 26.7

State goverment
employee 42.9 38.9 59.3 29.1 35.7

Federal govern-.
meni employee 40.3, 27.0 62.5 29.7 38.6

No local, state, or

federal employees
in household 36.8 29.7 54.9. 27.6 27.5
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Table V (continued)

PREFERENCES FOR INCREASES IN FIVE EDUCATION. SERVICBSa,b
By Demographic Characteristics

Percent of respondents in eiCh-Category who want to
increase:

7. Public Ele-

mentary and After
Secondary School
Education Programs

Local Tax Share-
Owners: Less than 75%
of community avg. J31.1 25.3

Owners: 75% to <100%
of community avg. 34.7 25.5

Owners: 100% to <125%
of community avg. - 30.9 24.0

Owners: 125% or more
of community avg. 25.6 20.3

Owners: Taxes not
.

reported 37.2 -27.4

(4nters: never owned,
no plans to own 48.4 44.9

Renters: Ever owned 53.4 39.2
Renters: Plan to own 45.0 30.8

Neither rent nor own 27.9 34.9

Political Ideology
Very cdnservative 35.4% 28.9%
Fairly
conservative 36.8 28.3

Middle of the
road 34.7 27.8

Fairly liberal 43.8 36.5
Very liberal ,56.4 51.0

Special
Education

Adult
Education

Public
Colleges

52.9 23.1 25.3

43.0 18.7 24.7

-46.8 26.3 24.6
.'

. 39.2
..

16.3 17.2

53.1 31.9 27.4

65.2 36.3 . 33.6
67..6 40.3 38.6

59.2 29.2 23.3

67.4 16.3 23.2

56.1% 31.6% 23.1%

50.0 25.5 25.4

53.0 23.6 25.8
60.2 31.2 35.9

67.6 40.8 44.4

a
Based on the question: "Think about the services provided by the state or
local governnent to residents of your town or city. For each service I read,
please tell me whether State or local government should be proViding a lot
less, a little less, the same amount, a little mote, or a lot more of this
service. Renember, if government provides less sirvices state or local.taxes
will be reduced, and if government provides more services, state or local
taxes will be increased. If the service is not available to residents,in
your city or town, please let me know..: Let's begin with ("X'd ITEM). Which

phrase in the first list describes how mudh mdre or less ("X'd" ITEM) state
or local government should provide?"

b
Each entry is the percentage of respondents that think there should be a "lot
more" or a "little more" of ihatfparticular service. Percentages are based
on those responding to the question.

State government employee' includes county employees. 247
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With only a_few exceptions, support,fot higher levels of each

service decreases both with the amount 'of education received by the

respondent and with household income. In addition, hoaseholds headed

by managers are least likely and those from households headed by

.service workers are most likely to want' higher education service

levels.

./

Respondents from households having at ldast one member employed

by a local public 'Archool are more likely than other households to want

higher levels of elementary and secondary, education. These

respondents are no more likely than those from households h4zing

non-sChool state or local public employees, however, to want more of

the other four'education services. Interestingly, respondents living

ih households having a federal government employee have the highest

probabilities of all groups of wanting more special education, adult

education and publicly supported higher education.

'The tax share findingg are roughly consistent with the hypothesis

.that respondents with loW tax-shares are more likely than..others to

want higher-service levels. Among.homeowners, the percentage wanting

higher service levels generally decreases with the household's share

of the tax burden, but the differente(are small and the patterns are

not consistent. Renters, particularly those who have no immediate

. plans to purchase a home, were more'likely than homeowners to want

more of each service. Presumably, this group of 'renters believes that

they pay little_or no local property taxes.

Finally, those who describe themselves as liberals express

greater preference than others for increasing education services.

Somewhat surprisingly, conservatives are no less likely and, in the

case of speci4l education and adult education, ,are more likeli than,

those claiming to be middle-of-the-roaders to want to increase

education services.

Mille VI looks at the other side of the coin, i.e., variations in

desired cutbacks. In most cases, the patterns are the reverse of

248
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Table VI.

PREFERENCES FOR CUTTING BACK FIVE EDUCATION SERVICESa'b
By Demofraphic Characteristics

Percent of respondents in each category whO want to

-

cut back:

Public Ele-
mentary and
Secondary
Education

After
School
Programs

Total 17.1% 22.84

Sex

Female 12.6 19.5
Male 21.5 26.0

Race
Non-white 15.8 17.0
White 17.2 23,1

Religion
Catholic 15.6 2144
Jewish 15.9 14.9
Protestant 17.3 - 23.8
Other, no

religion 21.8 27.6

Stage in Life 4'

aSle_ .

Young, no
children 13.9 16.9,

Children present,

oldest <6 13.6 18.4
Children present,

oldest 6-17 16.9 23.8
Older adults, no'

children/\ 23.4 26.3
Elderly (60+)
adults, no

children 16.8 27.4

Service Usage

Use this service 16.6 18.4
Do not use this t

service . 17.4 23.8

Special Adult Public
Education Education Colleges

11.1% '18.0% 17.6%

6.9 12.8 .13.8
15.4 23.4 21.4

6.4 15.6 10.5
11.4 18.2 18.2

10.1 18.5 18.3
11.4 21.4 14.9

11.2 13.8 16.0

14.1 22.9 19.8

9.0 14.3 15.1

5.6 15.2 18.0

13.2 20.2 14.1

14.9 21.3 21.2

8.8 16.0 24.9

4.6 13.0 10.5

11.7 19.4 19.6
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VI Icontinued)

pREFERENGES FOR CUTTING BACK FIVE EDUCATION SERVICESa,b
By Demographic Characteristics

Percent of respondents in eadh category who want to
cut back:
Public Ele-
mentary and
Secondary
Education

After

School
Programs

.Special
Education

Adult
Education

Public
Colleges

Education
Less than high
school ;5.4% 20.5% 4.7% 12.8% 14.2%

High School
degree 18.2 22.3 6.4 17.6 '17.8

Some college 17.7 25.1 11.4 18.5 15.5
College degree 16.4 22.9 17.0 19.2 21.5
Graduate school 16.4 22.0 19.1 22.3 18.9

1.)

Occupation of Household Head
Professional 13.6 23.2 14.8 18.4 18.4
Managerial 24.8 24.2 16.2 24.7 18.3
Clerical, sales 16.0 19.2 10.0 13.8 17.2
Blue collar 17.6 24.8 - 7.9 16.7 17.4
Service 8.6 11.6 1.0 12.5 15.0
Not reported 16.8 25.0 9.3 ' 16.8 18.0

Government Employee
Educational
employee 5.4, _17.0 20.2 , 14.9 11.2

Local government
employee' 14.3, 13.4: 10.1 15.0 12.1

State goverment
employeec

. 14.3 13.0 11.1
-

12.7 21.4
Federal govern-

Ment employee 25.8 30.2 10.9 31...3 17.5
No local, state, or

federal employees
in household 18.0 24.2 11:45 18.1 18.6

Household Income .

Less than $10,000 12.6 15.2 3.8 10.5 16.4
$10,000 to 020,000 15.5 18.9 7.0 11.2 15.9

$20,000 to 030,000 19.0 26.7 13.8 19:9 18.2
$30,000 to 050,000 19.0 26.8 16.0 25.1 17.4

$50,000 or more 20.6 21.5 17.9 24.6 33.9
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Table VI (continued)

PREFERENCES FOR CUTTING BACK FIVErEDUCATION SERVICES1°)

ENT Demographic Characteristics

Percent of respondents in eaCh category who want to
increase:
Public Ele-

Public
Colleges

nentary and
Secondary
Education

After

School
Programs

Special
Education

Adult
Education

Local Tax Share

15.8%

19.8

200

21.5

,26.1

25.1%

26.4 .

24.7°

27.3

25.2

8.6%

14.3

. 17.2

18.6

12.8

16.4%

25.6

21.5

24.9

18.9.

Owners: Less than 75%
of community avg.

*Owners: to <100%
of commuflity avg.

Owners: 100% to <125%
of community avg.

Owners: >125% of

community avg.
Owners: Taxes not
reported

Renters: never owned,
no plans to own

'

13.0 . 13.1 6.1 8.6
Renters: Ever owned 10.9 16.8 5.1 12.2
Renters: Plan to own. 12.0 26.1 8.6 16.7

Neither rent nor own 14.6 22.5 0.0 12.2

Political Ideology
Very conservative 20.8 28.1 12.9 23.3
Fairly conservative 20.6 28.8 16.0 23.7
Middle,..of the road 17.5 21.3 11.1 17.3
Fairly liberal- 13.8 18.6 6.7 13.2
Very liberal .5.9 14.7 1.0 10.2

14.7%

21.0

24.1

21.9

15.2

12.4
13.9 .

22.3

7.5'

29.2
18.8

15.6
16.5

12.1

a
Based on the question: "ThinkAbout the services provided l*the state or
local governnent to residents of your toWn or city. For each servide I read,
please tell me whether state or local government should be providing a lot
less, a little less, the same Amount, a little more, or a-lot more of this
service. Remember, if government Piovides less services state or local, taxes
will be reduced, and, if government provides more services, state or local
taxes will be increated. If the.service is not available to residents in
your city'or, town, please'let me know. Let'sbegin with ("X'd ITEM).. Which'
phrase in the first list describes how much more or less ("X'd" ITEM) state
or local government should prpvide?"

b
Each entry,is the percentage of,respondents that think there should be a
'little less" or a "lot less" of that particular service. Percentages are
based on those responding,to the question.

"Sts4e;government emp1oyee" includes County employees.
,
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of those for desired increases. Support for cutbacks is higher among-

respondents who are male, white, better educated or conservative than

among those who are female, non-white, less well educated or liberal.

Iri addition), support for cutbacks is highei among respondents whose

households are older with no children, do not use the service, are

headed by a managerial worker, have higher household income, and own

their own home, compared with respondents who are young, use the

service, whOse household head is a service worker, have low incomes,

or who'rent.

Not surprisingly, only five percent of respondents in households

with a worker in the local public schools wanted to reduce elementary

and' iecondary education services. At the same time, however, 20

percent of these respondents--in contrast to 10 percent of other

groups--wanted to reduce special education. As shown below, part of

this difference in views about special education may reflect differing

'perceptions of how efficiently the servicea are provided. More

generally, these findings indicate 'that at least some educational

employees would like to reverse the recent trend of growth in special

education services at the expense of regular education.

Spending Levels .

This section looks at desired changes in .spending for local

publiC- education, in contrast to deiired changes in service levels.

The next section then discusses respondents' perceptions Of the link-

between spending and service levels..

t
Table VII shows that 44 percent of the respondents

decrease school spending, 36 percent

20- percent .wanted to increase it

proportion of Massachusetts househola

average respondent,was Content with

wanted to

wanted to keep it the same, and
1

Thus, a relatively large

heads, including the "middle" or

the pre-Proposition 2 1/2 level

of school spending. At the same time, 'almOtit half the respondents

wanted lower spending even though, as discussed above, gimuch smaller

proportion wanted to reduce service levels.

1
Respondents could indicate desired increases or,=decreases from 1 to 100
percent. "Keeping spending the same" is equivalent to zero percent desired
change. 252
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Table VII

DESIRED CHANGES IN SPgNDING AND TAXES.DOR LOCAL PUBLIC SCHOOLS8313

By Demographic Charecteristica,

Local School Spending Should '
Increase Stay ihe Same Decrease

Total 20.0% 35.b%

.

44.4%

Sex

21.7
18.4

35.4

19.0

3-6.8

34.3

30:2
' 35.9

41.4
47.3

,

344
45:0

Female
Hale

Race
Non-white

White

Religion
Catholic 18.5 34.0 47.6
,Jewish 23.9 40.2 35.9
Protestant 19.6 - 37.5 42.9
Other, no

religion 2,4.1 35.4 ' 40.5

Stage in Life
Cycle ,

Young, no
- ohildren 434.4 38.1 27.6

Children present,
oldest <6, 25.6 35.6 38.9

Children present,
oldest 6-17-- 19.7 36.2 44.2

Older adults, no
children 11.0 33.7 55.2

Elderly (60+)

-.adults, no
children 8.3 33.2 58.5

'Service Usage
Children in public
schools 20.4 35. 0 44.7'"

No children in
public schools 19.9, 6359 44.2

Education
Leas than high
school 23.0 32.0. 50.6

High School

degree 16.9 35.1 480
Some college 20.6 , 36.3 43.1

College degree 20.6 37.4 ' 42.1
Graduate school 25.0 38.3 36.7
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Table VII (continued) ,

DESIRED CHANGES IN 'SPENDING AND TAXES FOR LOCAL PUBLIC SCHOOLS
a b

By Demographic Characteristics

Local School Spending-Should
-Increase Stay the Same Decrease

Houaehold Income

29.0%
23.8

18:2
12.0

21.7

Head

37.9%
32.4

33.4
41.9

33.3

.

33.1%
43.8

48.4
46.2

44.9

Less than $10,000
$10,000 to <$20,000
$20,000 to <$30,600
$30,000 to <$50,000

$50,000 or more

Occupation of Household
Professional 22.6 37.3 40.1
Managerial 14.8 35.0 50.2
Clerical, sales 15.5 41.5 43.0
Blue collar 21.6 31.0 47.5
Service

, 25.7 37.1 37.1
Not reported
. ,

21.5 36.2 42.3

Government Employee
Educational

employee 20.2 41.5 38.3
Local government

employee '21.0 27.7 51.3
State goveEnment
'employee 17.5 38.6 43.9
Federal govern,-

ment employee
. 15.4 36..9 47.7

No local, state, or

federal employees
in household 20.3 35.7 44.0

Local Tax Price
Owners: Less than 75%
of community avg. 16.0 33.3 47.6

Owners: 75% to <100%
of community avg. 12.0 34.3 52.2

Owners: 100% to <125%
of community avg. 10.9- 36.6 52.6

Owners: 125% or more
of community avg. 11.9 33.0 53.7

Owners: No taxes.

reported 17.7 35.4 46.0

Renters: Never owned,
no plans to own 31.6 39.8 28.5

Renters:,Ever Owned 364 32.4 31.2
Renters: Plan to own 25.Q '33.3 A8.8
Neither.rent nor own 16.3 46.5 37.2
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Table VII (continued)

DESIRED CHANGES IN SPENDING AND TAXES FOR LOCAL PUBLIC SCHOOLga'b

By Demographic Characteristics

Local School SpendinR ShoUld
Increase Stay-the Same Decrease

Political Ideology
Very conservative 19.3% 30.4% 50.4%
Fairly conservative 15.8 30.8 53.5
Middle of the road 17.7 37.6 44.6
Fairly liberal 25.7 36.5 37.8
Very liberal 37.9 25.2

a
Based on the question: "Compared to what the state government now spends, by
what percentage, if any, would you like to see state government taxing and
spending increase or decrease? You may answer any percent increase or
decrease from I% to'100% or"tell me you want it to stay the same. And by
what percentage, if any, would you like to see local government taxing and

(___
spending increase or decrease. And by what percentage, if any, would you
like to.see local public school taxes an spending increase or decrease?"-

b
Percentages are.based on those responding to the question and total to 100%
across rows.

c.
State government employee" includes county employees.

.

,t
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At least .half the respondents in each of the'following groups

wanted lower school spending: s

older households with no children, inciUding the elderly;

respondents with less than a high school degree;

households headed by someone'in a managerial position;

househods with a local government employee;

households wl.th local tax shares greater than 75 gercept of

the community average; and

resPondents who are ''fairly" or "very" conservatiye.

The findings confirm that stage in life-cycle is an important

determinSnt of opposition fo public school spending, with young

childless households providing the least opposition and olde

households the most. In addition, respondents in households including

local school employees eke less likely than those in households with

or without other public sector employees to want less school spending.

This could reflect either above-average preferences for school

-spending among this group or concern that their houiehold incomes

would be adversely affected by spending reductions. Concern about

public sectoff jobs may also account for the large fractbin of

non-school local.public sector employees who Want spending reductions;

cutbacks in school spending may allow lotal government to maintain

non-school spending and jobs at current levels.

Perceptions of Inefficiency

Respondents' perceptions ofinetficiency,can partially reconcile

their apparently inconsistent desires to reduc4 spending but not

service levels. We measure.these perceptions as the percentage by

which respondents believe spending can be reduced without appreciable

reductions in service levels. Table VIII reports the results in

summary form. The first number in each entry indicates the percentage

of respondents who believe ,that spending cuts of less than five

pdfcent would significantly affect service levels. 'Tfie larger this

number, the greater the4proportion of 'respondents who believe the

service is provided efficiently. The second number in each entry

represents the percentage of respondents who believe that spending

256
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Table lull 4r.

BELIEFS THAT SPENDING CAN BE CUT WITHOUT AFFECTINQ THE QUALITY OR QUANTITY :
OF VARIOUS EDUCATION SERVIp4St. POSSIBLE CUTBACKS OF L§S§ THAN 5 PERCENT/

POSSIBLE CUTBACKS OF 15 PERCENT OR MORE

- By Demog6016.c Characteristics

Public Ele -

mentaiy an&
Secondary
Education

After
School Special
Programs ducation

<5%/>15% - %/>15%

Adult Pu4ic
Educatlion Col eges

<5%/>f5%.., <5%/V.5%

Total

'Sex

Female
Male

Race
Non-white
White

Religion.
Catholic
Jewish
Protestant-

Other, no

religion

Stage'in Life
Cycle.

Young, no
children

Children present,
oldest <6

Children present,
oldest 6-17

Older ts, no
chiAlt

Elderly (604-)

adults, no
children

Service Usage
Use this serAce
Do not use this .

service'

Education
Less than high

/ . school
High School

degree
Some co;Amge
College degree

Graduate school_

41/36
36/39

42% 34% 58%122% 35%/40%

42/36 58/22 32/46
42/33 57/2 31/43

41/35 30/39 60422 34/45
38/38 42/34 58/22 31/45

36/39 4071t 56/224 /48'
45/29 43/31 60/16 2745
42/35 46/28 59/22 38/38

8/46 42/40 60/23 34/46

43.733

41134..

38/37

33/46

39/37

8

1
r

2/39

3§/41
36/45'
42/35
,42/32

44/33 61/20'

40/37; 63/18

40/31. 56/21

43/39 .52./27

,.45/35 -' 63/1

45/26 67/17

41/36 57/22

39/37

.36/39
46/34

,/ 46/27
( 48/31

34/38

'29/46

29/46

58/26,r

35/41
34/40

35/3
. 35/41

31/1+4

39/31 ,

38/37

39/37

36/38

27/43

35/40

0/46 36/40

37/47 ' 37/45'

39/39'

29/16

_./

41/36

13/42

_25747 34/4'6

58/21 27/49
58/21 )144
57/21 35/40
59/23

25
38/37

7

32/44
36/37

36/37
38/37

r

4

-r
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Table VIII (continued)

BF,LIEFS THAT SPENDING CAN BE CUT WITHOUT AFFECTING THE QUALITY OR 4UANTITY
, OF VARIOUS EDUCATION.SERVICES: (continued)

By Demographic Characteristici

Public Ele-
J

mentary an& After
Seconder); "School Special Adult Public
Education Programs' Education Education Colleges
<5%/>15% <5;/>15% <5%/>15% <5%/>15% <5%/>15%

Household Income .

Less than $10,000 46/35r-_--43/39i
$10,000 to <$20,000 37/38 41/34
$20,000 to <$30,000 37/39 42/35
$30,000 to 050,000 39/38

,w
44/31

$50,000.or.more 32/43 54/40

Occupation of Household Head
Professional 38%/35%
Managerial 14/18-
'Clerical, sales 41/36
Blue collar 40/38
Service 41/39
Not reported A 37/40

,

Government Employee
.Edusational

daployee > 48/31 51/28
Local government
employee' 35/45 45/14

State goverment
employee . 46/39 57/18

Fedexal-goyern-
,-,

ment employee 45/36 --,. 38/37

.No.local, state, or
fedtral employees
in household 1'7/37 4J/15

41/32 57/22 .34/42

.4401*.

39/38

35/40
43/36.

Local Tax Price ,

Owners: Less than 75%
of community avg. 40/31

. Owners: 75% to <100% .

of community avg. 34/39
Owners:.100% to <125%
.of commuftty lag. 33/42
Owners: 125% or more
of community avg. 30743

Owners: Taxes not '
reported 35/35

4.

.

61/24% 37/43%
60/19 30/46

.57/23 28/46
57/22 , 34/43'

41/32 30/46

41/42%
"Iiri.e42

11/42
.37/38

28/43 '

'56%/23% 31%/42% 34i/37%
34/40-57122 34/4,

38/15'
- 61/19 . 30/46. , 36/44

52/24 26/53 :.:32/48
57/14 31/49 -34/44

56/27

59/24 ,

67/19

-66/19' .

.44

,

13/457 :' 40/35

33/,t6 . 33/34%.':

37/44 51/44

29/48 38/42

31744 34141

26/47 36/37

11/45 29/41

30142 31/45
A %

30/44 31/39

32/42 39/34

'57/22--,

.40/29 40/16

39/32. , 56/23

.

43/34 51/25,

41/35 48/25

36/35 58/17

.44.
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Table VIII (continued)
,

BELIEFS THAT SP NDING CAN RE CUT WITHOUT AFFECTING THE QUALITY OR QUANTITY OF

VARIOUS EDUCATION SERVICES: (continued)

By DemographieCharacteristics

Public Ele-
mentary and After
Secondary School Special Adult Public
Education Programs Education Education Colleges

<5%/>15% <5%/>15% <5%/>15% <5%/115%

Local tax Price-(continued)

Renters: never owned,
no plans to own 47%/31%

Renters: Ever owned 39/35
Renters: Plan Xiiimn 37/43

43%/30%
41/34

38/45

57%/21%
60/21

58/22

337.141%

27/43

31/43

,

36%/37%
34/39

32/41

Neither rent or own 5028 67/14 53/33 42/28 -

Political Ideology

Very consitvative 35/44 35/47 49/30 29/48 27/50
Pairly-,aormervative 34/43 38740 53127 . 31/48 33/44

e Middle of the road 37/37 42/31 58/21 29/44 34/38
Fairly liberal 41131 , 48/28 64/16 35/39 37/39
Very liberal 51/25 11 51/29 69/13 _ 36/43 : 47/29

a
Bastd on the questions: "By what percentage, if any, d6lo,U think government
:c(could cut back spehiling on . without significantly affecting the quality
or amount of service provided?' And by what percentage, if any, do you think

'state-government could cut taxes and spending without significanily cutting
the.amount of services'?-/ Overall, by what percentage, if any, do you think
your local government could cut taxes and spenAng without significantly
cutting the amount of servictr

b
Each entry has two numbers. The number to the left-ii the slash is Ole
percentage of respondents who believe that spending' ts of 5% Or more would
significantly affect the quality or amourh of service provided. The number
.to the right of the slash is the percentage of respondents who believe

spending for that service could be cut by 15% or more without significantly
affecting the quality or amount of service prOvided. PerFentages are based
on those responding to the question. NA means that the question,was not
asked.

State government employee" includes county emplbyees.
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could be cut.by 15 percent. 2r more without reducing service levels.

Hence, the larger this second number, the greater the proportion of

respondents who perceive extensive inefficiency and waste. 1

Previoui analysis has, shown that respondents perceived less

inefficiency and waste in the provision of education services than in

the provision of overall local or overall state services.i Despite

this, at least one.in three respondents thought spending,on four of

the five education serviqes could be reduced by 15 percent or more

without affecting services. In the case of special education, only

one in five (22 percent) held this view, while six in ten (58 percent)

believed spènding 'cuts of five percent or more wolald reduce service

levels.

The clearest 'pattern emerges with respect to poliiical ideology.

Those-who are conservative are consistently more likely than those who

are liberal to perceive inefficiency-and waste, and in many cases the

---14 differences are large. Forty-four percent of those who say they ate

very4conservative, in contrast to 25 percent of those who say they

are "very" .liberal, thought spending on elementary and secondary

education could be ,cut by 15 percent or more without service

reductions.

Not surprisingly, respondents in households with a worker in

the local public school are the least likely to perceive inefficiency
-

'in school operations. These.respondents are more likely than other

groups, however, to perceive inefficiency in the provision of special

education. This,provides additignal evidence of the conflict between

regular and atecial education. A similar conflict appears between

1
This measure-of perceived inefficiency is flawed to the extent that "..o

respondents who wanted to shift to private provision or more user
charge,financing of a publicly prowided service_repgrted that they
believed spending could be cut-w1thout4service cuts. This limitation
should be kept in mind when interpreting the results for adult
edutation and public colleges.

2 - ,

See Ladd and Wilson, "Proposition 2 1/2; Explaining tfie Vote."

260'
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t_
school and non-school local government operations; respondents in

households with a municipal employee are much more likely than all
/

other groups to believe that local public schools are inefficiently

run.

Patterns across tiltother demographic categories are suggestive

though not always consistent across service_types., _To summarize)-more

than two out of five respondents in each of thek following groups

believes that spending in elementary and secondary schools can be cut

back by 15 percent or more without service reduCtions:

non-elderly older households with no children;

respondents with dome college educdtion;

households with a non-school local,goverhment employee;

households with income greater than $50,000; and

respondents who consider themselves "fairly" or .:'very"

conservative.

These are therefore .the groups most commonly disenchanted with the

operation of local public schools.

Education Finance

As noted in Section I, elementary and secondary education is

financed heavily by local pwperty taxes in Massachusetts while state

and community colleges are financed primarily by state taxes and'

tuitions. In this section we #xamine how respondents would like to

alter these financing arrangements. The findings are based on

yesponses to a question about whether respondents Wanted to continue

Xhe current financing arrangement for eSch education service or

whether they wanted to see a_greater share of the money come from
,

s-local property taxes, tate income taxes, state sales taxes, user fees

or some other source.
1

Table .IX 'shows that preferences for changes in financing

arrangements diffecross the five education services. More than

three-quarters of the respondents wanted to change the way public

elementary and secondary education is financed _in the state, but

1

Repondents were not told what proportion ()few of the serviCes Was
currently financed with property taxes. 261
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Table IX

PP

PREFERENCES FOR SHIFTING MORE OF THE FINANCING OF VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL SERVICES TO LOCAL OR STATE TAXES OR USER FEESa,b,c
By Demographic Characteristids

Public Elementary School Special Adult Public
& Secondary Educ.

.After

Programs Edwation Education' Colleges
Shift more to: Shift more to: Shift more to: Shift more to: Shift more to:
Local State User Local Stale User Local State User - Local State User Local State User
Taxes Taxes Fees Taxes Taxes Fees Taxes Taxes Fees Taxes Taxes Fees Taxes Taxes Fees

1
Total . 34%. 367. , 7% 39% 192 20% 15% 607. 6% 20% 277. 327. 3% 58% 21%

Sex
Female 32 38 39 18 23 15 6q 21 25 31 5 58 19
Male 36 36 39 21 18 F5 -62 20 27 33 2 58 22

Race

Aon-white 26 .41 3 29 30 15 18 51 8 18 31 16 5 61 16
White 36 37 7 40 19 24 15 61 6 20 26 33 3 58 .21/

Religion 1
Catholic 36 36 7 42 21 19 15 62 5 23 26 31 4 59 20
Jewish 33 39 5 34 18 20 16 62 3 19 23 42 4 61 18
Protestant 32 37 7 40 16 21 17 55 7 20 26 31 4 56 20
Other, no

religion 31 40 9 32 21 24 11 66 7 14 28 36 1 57 24

4 ,Stage in Life
Cycle

Young, no
children 34 46 5 ' 35 ,e4 .20 11 69 6 20 26 39 4 60

Children prese41,
oldest <6 35 36 8 39 22 , 23 24 55 4 18 29 30 3 54 29

Child'ren piesent,
oldest 6-17 36 34 42 16 21 15 60 6 22 23 35 3 57 22

Older adults, no
children 31 38 11 36 21 21 13 62 7 18

,

29 30 61 19
Elderly (60.0
adults, no

children , ,34 '. 29 6 42, 16 18 17 55 )1-6 23 :28 21

.

4 58 16

262 263



- Table IX (continued).

PREFERiNCES FOR SHIFTING MORE OF THE FINANCING OF VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL SERVICES TO LOCAL OR STATE TAXES OR USER FEESa,b,c
By Demographic CharaCteristics

Public Elementary After School Special - Adult Public
& Secondary Educ. Programs Education Education Colleges
Shift more to: Shift more to: Shift more to: Shift more to: Shift more to:
Local State User Local State User Local State User Local State User Local State User
Taxes Taxes Fees Taxes Taxes Fees Taxes Taxes Fees Taxes Taxes Fees Taxes Taxes Fees

Service Usage
Use-this service 37% 35% 6% 43% 19% 6% 18% 63% 2%. 20% 27% 30% 2% 66% 187.Do not use this

service 33 - 38 8 38 20 6 15 60 6 21 26 33 4 56 224

^110Education
Less than high

school 29 50 3 26 33 16 15 61 5 21 35 .22 5 57 17High School
degree 33 36 8 41 20 20 19 57 5 20 29 31 4 56 22Some college 37 -.34 7 43 15 20 14 61 7 19 23 36 2 58 23College degree 38 36 8 44 *15 23 14 62 6 23 21 37 4 61 \ 20

Graduate school 34 35 8 '32 17 22 18 64 7 17 24 33 2 60 18

Occupation of Household Head
Professional 32 36
Managerial 37 34

7

10

37

42

19

15

22

26
12

19

61

57

7 19

23
23

19

34

41
'3

2

18

65 24Clerical, sales 30 37 7 f 36 21 22 12 59 6 17 28 32 3 58 21Blue'collar 38 -37 6 41 22 17 18 63 3 20 31 28 4 57 21Service 21 47 9 44 19 18 14 59 9 25 30 28 8 55 15
Not reported 36 36 6 37 23 16 12 62 6 19 29 27 3 54 22

Government Employee
Educational

emOloyee 26 41
Local government

9 36 23 20 12 56 7 25 22 31 2 64 14

employee 37 37 7 46 16 17- 20 56 4' 26 19 33 7. 3 55 22State govepment. e

employee" 23 46 7 33 21 23 5 72 4 20 36 42 5 59 20
Federal govern-

ment employee 28 44 ,12 29 22 27 15 57 12 17 23 35 2 61 25'No local, state, or
federal employees
in household 35 36 7 40 19 20 16 61 6 20 27 32 4 58 21
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.:' Table IX (continued)

PREFERENCES FOR SHIFTING MORE OF THE FINAgCING OF VAAIOUS EDUCATIONAL SERVICES TO LOCAL OR STATE TAXES OR USER FEESa,b,c4
/,-- By Demographic Characteristics

Public Elementary
& Secondary Educ.
Shift more to:

Local State User
Taxes Taxes Fees

Household Income
_Less than $10,000 33% 40% 4%
$10,000 to
<$20,000 31 39 6

$20,000 to
,

<$30,000 J33 38 8

$30,000 to
<$50,000 J 41 31 10

$50,000 or more 34 35 7

Local Tax Share

Owners: Less than
75% of

community avg. 31 39 4

Owners: 75% to
<100% of

avg. 39 28 8.community
Owners: 100%

to <125% of ,..

community avg. 37 36 8

Owners: 125%
or more of

community avg.
Owners: Taxes not

reported

27

37

35
,

35

9

4

266 -.

After School
Programs

Shift more to:
Local State User
Taxes Taxes Fees

Special
Education

Shift more to:
Local State Usei
Taxes Taxes Fees

Adult

Education
Shift more to:

Local State Uder
Taxes Taxes Fees

Public
Colleges

Shift more to:

Local State User
Taxes Taxes Fees

i 32% 30% 187. 14%

38--7-27-1. 17 15

1342 17 20

41 15 26
40 16 28

I'

39 15 19

45 13 21

37 15 24

41 11 24
I \

34 22 21

18

, 17

15

1
15

17

15

18

60%
_

60

65

57

7%

5

5

7

22'%

18

19

23

30%

30

24

22

,

29%

29

33

37

5%

4

3

3

58%

58

55

61

18%

18

23

23.

52 12 19 21 39 2 62 :26

57 5 , 16 26 32 3 54 18
t

61 4 20 21 36 3 56 22

57 3 25 24 26 2 60 21

52 9 23 22. 33 2 54 26

63 3 19 30 29r 2 58 18

.:
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Table IX (continued)

PREFERENCES FOR SHIFTING MORE OF THE,FINANCING OF VARIOUS EDUCTIONAL SERVICES TO LOCAL OR STATE.TAXES OR USER FEESa,b,c
By Demographic_Characteristics

Public Elementary
& Secondary Educ.
Shift more to:
Local State User
Taxes Taxes Fees

Local Tax Share
Renters: never
owned, no

(continued)

After School
Programs

Shift more to:
Local State User
Taxes Taxes Fees

Special

Education
Shift %ore to:
Local State User
Taxes Taxes Fees

Adult

Education
Shift more to:
Local State User
Taxes Taxes Fees

Public

Colleges
Shift more to:
Local State User
Taxes Taxes Fees

plans to own
'Renters: Ever

owned
Renters: Plan

to oWn

Neither rent
nor own

30% 457. 6% 32% 30% 187.

35 38 7 39 25 15

32 24 11 37 32 20

44 '40 5

Political Ideology
-,Very conservative 33 35 6
Fairly

conservative 34

--Mid-dl-e=of the road 36

35
Very liberal 25.

42 21 16

35 18 24

38 9 37 23
36 6 43 18
36 8 '40 16
49 8 31 , 20

20

20

21

16

15% 61%

12 67

13 50

9

,

65

11 63

14 59
16' 60

15 63
18 63

9

7% 17% 31% 30%

5 21 25 36

9 15 30 28

7 26 25 33

6

6

4

5

17 26 34

.-22

21

20

(15

28

25

22

37

31

32

24.

6% 56% 15%

3 67 17

6 43 23

2 63 23

3 55 27

3 60- 20'
r57 21

4 55 22
65 , 12

a
Based,on'the question: "For each service I read, would you like to keep the
greater share of the money come from local property taxes,'from state income
greater share from fees paid by users of the service?"

b
Percentages are calculated'for respondents who answered

'State taxes include,income taxes and sales taxes.

d.
State government employee" includes county employees.
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surprisingly, only a third (36 percent) wanted to increase the share

financed by state taxes while another third anted to increase ,

reliance on the local property tax. Strongest support for increased

state finanqing came from those with less than high school education,

heads-of young households with,no childreni non-whites, low income

households; renters who have never owned and have no immediate plans

r toc own, and -those who describe themselves as very liberal.

_Surprisingly, homeowners on verage were less likely than renters to

piefer more reliance on stat taxes. Strongest support for ,increasing

the property tax share of p blic school finance came from Catholics,

whites, and both managerialland blue-collar households.

With respect to the financing Of after school programs, four is

4 ten respondents wanted to rely more heavily onjocal property taxes,

two in ten wanted to shift some of the burden to state taxes, and

another two in ten want to increase'reliance on user fees. Respon-
.

'dents with less than a high school degree, non-whites, and renters
.:

iespecially those who have never owned and have no immediate plans to

f own--are more likely thin others to prefer"la-higher state share,

Whites, women, respondents in pink- and white-collar households, in

households with above average local tax shares and incomes above

$30,000, and those who describe themselves as ,very conservative are

more likely than others'to prefer a shift to user fees.

Six in ten respondents want to increase the state share of

special education financing. Support for state financing of special

education is similarly high aèross all groups, although it increases

as the respondents' education increases,,and s greater among whites

than non-whites and among respondents in young households with no

children than in other household types.

Three ih ten respondents wanted to increase the users' share of

finiincing for adult education. The strength of this preference
0

increases with the respondents' education and household income. ads

weakest among the elderly, non-whites, managerial households, and

2
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those who descre theMselves as very. liberal. One in four

respondents wanted t iecrease the state share of financing for adult

education. "Interest in this type- of change exhibits. the opposite

pattern across income and education groups than that for user charges;

the less educated and,the poor are more likely than other ant a

larger state Share. Support for this change is weakest among es

arid professional and managerial househoL

Nearly six .in ten respondents wanted to increase the state share

of financing for public higher education while two in'ten wanted Io

increase tuitions and-feei. Sepport for increasing the state share

came equally from al0. groups. Support for increasing tuitions and

fees wis greatest among young household peads with pre-school

children, high ineome Museholds, and those who descrrite themselves as

very conservative.

(-
IV. CONOLUS1ON

.10

Respondents' views on education-related issues -help to explain

ihe voting outcomes on Proposition ,,2 1/2, which requires dramatic
1

,

reductions in property taxes, and On Question 3, 'Which would.have
,

required increased state aid fol: education. The passage of the former
. ,

and the defeat of the latter sho d not be inteApreted as ividence

NOthat Massachusetts voters Were reb ingipagainst educatiOn services
,

and spending. Instead, household head,S) appear tp have been more
..,.,

concerned with the proces by which education spending is determined.

As shown in Section II, e cation views contributed on net about' 7

percentage points io the statewide favorable vote-01 Proposition.
,

2 1/2. Perceptions of inefficiency an*xpectations that the measure

would -lead to greater control by voters over school spending
-

contributed much more.to the favoratle vote than preferences for lower
)

service or s nding leVels.

Section,III showed that the typical Massachusetts,houseteld head

was relatively satisfied with the ,lever of public eductation services
. .

and the way they were provided at the tithe 'of the tax limitation vote.

271
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At the same time, however, there was 'more diSdilchantment with some
, .

aspeCts of local public schools than Others ,sxml, certain categories of

residents were less satisfied than others. -, Recognition of ,these

dliferences is jmportant for public officials in Massactsetts
:t

-responding to.Proposition 2 1/2 and for polity makers in other states

grappling with the pft'blem of allocatini scarce resources 'between
. .

education and other public-services, and am9ng categories of education

spending.

,

4.4

,

1

411

r

S ,

-

,)

/
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APPENDIX A

"AOPOSITION 2 1/2 AND QUESTION 3 VOTING MODELS
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A-1

' Table A-I

pROPOSITION 2 1/2 VOTING MODELe

Estimated Coefficients and t Values

Variable

Intercept

Preferences Fot pervice Levels
c

Education & Rgcreation
Public Safety
Sanitatip & Street
Repair

Human Sflrvicesg

Welfare

Expected Service

Education & Recreation
d

Public Safetye
Sanitatir & Street

Repair
Human Sarvicesg
Welfare

Total community serVices
Services used by
houaehold ,

j
Perception of Inefficiency in;

,Local government

State government
Loc21 schools
Welfaie spending

Attitudes about Inefficiency
Local government employes
are ovArpaid andk
do not work hard '

Expected Efficiency Gains
i

Hote.effIciency in local
, government
More.efficient, respon-

.

sible or less-.
1

corrupt government
More local voter control

over'school spending'

Form
b

Coefficient t Statistic

0.007 0:06

Lin (1-5) -0.040 -2.01
Linear (1-5). -0.027 -1.57

Linear (1-5) -0.004
Linear (1-5) 0.024. 1.39

Lineat (1-5) -0.023 -2.10

Ln (1=5) 0.151 3.02

Ln (1-5) 0.124 2.98

Ln c1-5) 0.041 1.01
Ln (11.5) 0.119 2.64
Linear (1-5) -0M43

:9171411
Ln (1=5) 0.124 3.81

Ln.(1-5) _ D.031 0.82

.0-1

0-1

0-1

-0.00i

0.039

0.050
0.018

-0405
1.03

-2.01

0.58,

1
/

linear (1-4). ,0.057 4.23
;

.4 0.129 4.89

0-1 ,-0496 -0.021

0-1 , 0.129 0.090

; -275 $ *
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Table A-I (continued)

-PROPOSITION 2 1/2 VOTING MODEL
a

Estimated Coefficients and t.Values

Variable Form
b Coefficient t Statistic

Preferences for
Lower Spending and Taxe

m
s

State government , 0-1

Local government 0-1

Local schools 0-1

0.1)28

0.021
0.049

1.13

0.83
1.96

Expected Changes in i -.

Spending and Taxes

Lower property taxes 0-1 0.131

-2.55
4:50

Decrease in school funds 0-1 -0.060

Higherrstate taxes 0-1 ' -0.079 - .93

Lower, household taxes Ln (1-5) -0.112 -4.

Preferences for Shifting
Method of Finance

Shift of
,

.education to state taxes
n

. .

.Shift of special educa-
tion to state taxes

o
0-1

.
0.009

Shift nf other local -
.

services to
state taxesP Linear (0-1) -0.019 -0.46

NShift a certain ser-
.vices to 'fl

user charges' Linear (0-1) 0.053
,

0 Attitudes,Toward Taxes .

State should give more

aid to reduce
--

property taxes 0-1 '-0.013
Support for redistri-

-0:51

,
.

, butive taxes and aid Linear (1-4) . '-0.025 -1.83,
2

$,. Expected Changesein Taxes
i -

, .

,

Tax reform . -t' 0-1 "' 0.057 r 1.96

Moie state "aid 0-1 '.

. 044
.

'

1:10

a

0.047 1.93

0.39

1.53

o'

276 *.
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Table A-I (continued)

PROPOSITION 2 1/2 VOTING MODELa

Estimated-Coefficients and t Values

Variable Form
b

Coefficient t Statistic

Perception of Fiscal Position
of Other Groups Relative
to that 'of

Respondent's Housthold
s

Business firms are better
off today

Business firms have done

better over fhe past
two years

Poor hous olds are

bettei of oday
Poor househol have

done better o r-

0-1

0-1

. 0-1.

-0:030

0.041

0.015

1.34

1.77

0.56

the past two years 0-1 0.071 2.18
Minority hoUseholds are

better off todiiy 0-1 0.035 1.27, f

Minority housi5polds have

done better over the -

past two years 0-1 , -1.88

Household Member Employed
:By Public'Sector

Local sctiools 0-1 -0.076 -1.30
Local gwernment 0-1 -0.121 -3.06
State government 0-1 -0.072 -1.69

m
Based on 1,114 respondents for whom complete information was available.
Estimattd usilig ordinary least squaIes. The dependent variable takes on the-
value of 1 for a "yes" vote. The R is .54. The quation correctly predicts,
'the vote of 85% of the respondents.

-1)

Variables enter the equation in three forms--linear, log,, and dummy. Linear'I'

and log variables are scaled from one to five km one,to fo r.. Responses
rafting dram one to five are based on the following scale "A lot less" = 1,

less" = 2, "the same" = 3, "a little more" = 4, "a lot more" = 54

ranging from one to four aFe based on.the following scale:
a lot" = 1, "disagree a little" = 2, ~agree a Jittle" = 3, "agree a
Unless otherwise iadicatediadummy variables are scored in the

,

manner: 1 = "akree a-lot" or "agree a little" with the statement.
respbnses

"a little

Responses
"disagree
rote! = 4.

following
All-other
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"*.

1
Table A-I (ponvinued)

c
Items in each group were clusteFed using factor analytic fechniques. For a

more detailed discussion of this see Helen F. Ladd and Julie Boatright
Wilson, "Why Voters support Tax Limitations: Evidence from Massachusetts'
Proposition 2 1/2."

7
d
Includes "public elementary and high school education," "adult education,"
"local public parks and recreation facilitieW and "after school programs
for students, such as music ahd athletics."

e Includes "fire,fighting services" and "police servides".

f
Includes "regular garbage pick-ur and "street and sidewalk repairs."

gIncludes "special education for children withaearning problems," "mental
health programs," and "services for the elderly."

h
Welfare or other public assistance programs."

i
All expectation variables are respondent's belief that certain outcomes will
occur as a rkfofroposition 2 1/2.

spendinkin these areas could be reduced by 15 percent or more
i'1thout significantly reducing the quality or quantity of services.

k
Cluster of two attitude items: "City or town employees are overpaid" and

"City or town' employees don't work as hard as peopie who work for private
companies." Respondents' scores on these two items are added and divided by
*OM.' Scores range from one to four.

1
Open-ended response to: "Overall, what do you think will be the single most
important change caused by the passage of Arbppsition 2 1/2?"

----Jul-Prefer to reduce spending and taxes by five percent or more.

n
Sdoreds1 if respondent wants more tate (sales or income tax) financing of .
elementary and secondary education, and 0 otherwise.

o
Scored 1 if respondent wants more sta e (sales or income tax) financing of
special educatlon, and 0' otherwise.

PSum of responses indicating a desired Tiift to state incomes or sales tAxes
/or police, parks; or.after-school programs, divided by the number Of these
services for which an answer was given. (Range is 0 to I.) \

%um of responses indicating a desired shift to user charges for local
transportation, adult education, and after school programs, divided by the
number of these services for which' an answer was given. (Range is '0 to 1.)

r
Cluster of two attitude items: "A graduated ltome'tax is the best way for
the state to earse money," and "Taxpayers in rich cities and toins should
help pay for services in pOorer cities and town :" Respondent& scores on

lthese two items are'iummed and divided by- ;,ptwo. ores range fiom one to
four. \ '

-

_
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Table A-I (continued)

s
Based on two questions: " metimes it seems that certain groups of people

pay a lot in taxes but don't get very many services while others.don't pay
much in taxesebut get a lot of services. Using the phrases in list one,
please t4l me whether . get a lot less than they pay for, a little less,
the same amount is they pay ior, a little more, or a lot more than they pay
for"; and "Now we'd like you to think, about two ygprs ago. Taking into
account services they get for the taxes they pay are better off, worse
off or about the same now as they were two years ago?". Respondente scores
for their own household are compare&to their sspres for'hisiness and
industry, poor families and minority groups. A:score of 1 is give:1_1.f the
regsondent believes members of the Other group pay Iess for services than 'his
or her household does or are better off now than his or her household
compared to two years ago.

.4"
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: Table A-II

QUESTION 3 VOTING MODELa

Estimated Coefficients and t Values

Vt

Variable Form
b

. Coefficient

:

't Statistic

.

'Intercept C. 70.151 ,-0.60

1.34

0.18

-1.3 i

0:4,

Preferences Far §ervicg Levelsc
Education & Rscreation , Linear (1-5) 0.061

Public Safety Linear (1-5) 0.009
Sanitatir & Street

. Repair - Linear (1-5) -0.055

,

Human Sfirvicee Linear (1-5) 0.041-

Welfare Linear (1-5) '0.027

Perception of Inefficiency in:
i

Local.goverriment

State tovernment
0-1

0-1

0.007',

Local schools 0-1

Welfare spending 0-1 0.045

Attitudes about Inefficiency ' 0
Local government emplOyeea

0,09

-0.50
-0.50
0.56

are overpaid .

..,

. an4 do.not work hard Linear (1-4) 7,0.030. -1.14

Preferences for.
k . ,

.

Lower Spending and Taxes
State goVernment =1. .

Local tovernment 0-10-

Local gchools 0-1

Expected Chigiges in

'Spending arid Taxes
.

More,.mcney for local schools 0-1
Slower growth of

property taxes .... 0 '0-1' -
,

Slower growth of,..sil''
4.

taxes and spending 0-1

Preferences fot Shifting
Metfiod at Finance-

Shift of AdUca-
tión tO'state taxeSm -.. 0-1

Shift of special educfl-
tion to state taxes 0-1

,..4

Shift of otherlocal
serVices

.

to State-taxes Linedr (0-1)
Shift of certain se& .

.

vices to
IP

user charges' 1 ,Linear (0-1)

0,013 0:23.
.0.028 -0.47 .

-0.085 -4.36

, .

0.200

0.169 2.88

0.143 : 2.52

,

0.04011 0.69.

'4'.042 -O. 80

,

. ,..-

0,484 , 1.65

,

0475:
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Table A7II (continued)-%

QUESTION 3 VOTING MWELa

Estimated Coefficients and t Values,

Variable Formb Coefficient t Statistic

Attitudei Toward Takes .

State should give more,
aid,to teduce-'

property taxes
Support for redistri-
;butive taxes and aid 0-1 -0.006

0-1 -0.015

Expected Changes in Taxes
1

State, tax reform . 0-1

Perception of Fiscal Position
of Other,Groups Relative
to that of

. 4Respondent's Household
r

Business firms are,better
off today

Business firms have done

better over the past
-two'years

.1.

Poor households are

better off today .

Poor households have
done better over

Minority households are
.the past two years

'better off today
Minority households have

done better over the
past two years

lousehold Member-Employed
By.public Sector

Local schools
cal goyernment

State government

0-1 0.079

0-1 . 0.047

-0-1 0.029

0-1

*

0.089

0-1 -0.009

%.'

0-1

0-1 0.133

0-1 0.167
0-1 0.090

-0.4

. -0.17

2.16

. 1.45

.

0.44

-0.22

1.34

1.84

0.67

281
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Table A-II (Continued)'

QUESTION 3 VOTING MODELa'

Estimated Coefficients and t Values

o'

a
Based on 31* respondenrs.for whom complete information was available.
Eitimated using ordinary least squaFs. The dependent variable takes on the
value of 1 for a "yesvote. The R is .21.

b
Variables enter the equation in three forms--linear, log, agld dummy. Linear
and log variables are'spled from one to five or One to four. Responses
ranging from one to five are based. on the following tcale: "A lot less" =
"a ,little leis" =s2, "the same" = 3, "a little more" = 4, "a lot more" = 5.
Responses ranging'from one to four are based on the following scale:
"disagree a lot" = 1, "disagree a little" = 2, "agree a little" = 3, "ague a
lot" = 4...Unless otherwise indicated, dummy variables are scored in the
following manner: 1 = !:agree a.lot" or "agree a little" with the statement.
All other responses = O.

4

c
Items in each group were clustered using factor analytic techniques. For a
more detailed discussion of this see Helen F. Ladd and Julie Boatright
Wilson, "Why Voters Support Tax Limitations: Evidence from Massachusetts'
proposition 2 J/2." '

d
Includes "public elementary and igh school education,"'".adult education,"

'"local public parks an& recreation facilitres," and "after school programs
for students, such as music'and athletics:"

e
Includes "firetighting services" and Ipolice services":

"IOW

f
Includes "regular,garbage pick-up" and "streec and sidewalk repairs."

gIncludes "special education for children-with learning problems," "mental
health programs," ahd "servises for the ei4erly."

h"
Welfire or other public aisistance prog.rams."

i
Bei.ief that spdnding in these areas could be reduced by 15 percent or
without significantly reduCing the quality or quantity-of sir41ces.

k

Cluster of two attitude items.: "dity or town
"City or town employees don't work as hard*
companies.:' Respon4ents"bcores on these two
two. Scores range from one tb four.

5

employees.are,overpaid" ahd
people who Work for private
items aik added and divided by,

. .

Prefer to reduce spending anfl taxes by five pe cent or more.-

1
A11 expectation variables are respondent's belief that cepain-outcomes would
'have occurred if Question 3 hadwpassed. (T)

%cored 1 if respondent
elementary and teconda

, Io
. . A i

ants.more state (sales or,income tax) financing o
education, and 0 otheivisew

)

282
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Table AII (continued)

n
Scored 1 ±rrespondent wants mire state (sales or income tax) financing of
special edUcAtiqn, and-0 otherwise.

o
Sum of responses indicating a desired shift to state income or sales taxes
for 'Alice, parks, or afterschool programs, divided by the number of these
services for which an 'answer was given. (Rinip is,0 to 1.)

PSum of responses indicating a desired shift tO user charges for loCal
transportation., adult education, and after school programs, divided by the
number of these services for which an answer was given. ,(Range is 0 to-I.)

(1Cluster of two attitude items: "A graduated income tax is the best way for
the state to raise money-," and "Taxpayers in rich cities and towns should
help pay for services in poorer cities and towns." Respondents" scores on
these two ieems are summed and divided by two. Scores range from one 'to
four.

r
Based on two questions: "Sometimes it seems that certain groups of 'people
pay a lot in taxes but don't get very many services while others don't pay
much in taxes but get a lot of services. Using the phrases in list one,
please tell me whether get a lot less than they pay for, a little less,
the same amount as they pay for, a little more, os lot more than they pay
for"; and "Now we'd like you to think about two years ago. Taking into
account services,they get for the taxes they pay are better off, worse
off or about the same now as they were two years,ago?". Respondents' scores
for their own household are compared to their'scores for business and
industry, poor families and minority groups% A score of 1 is given if the
repsondent believes membeis of the othgr group pay less for services than his
or her household does or are better off now than his or her household
compared to two years ago.

283
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APPENDIX B

VIEWS ON FISCAL ISSUES:

SUPPORTERS OF PROPOSITION 2 1/2'AND QUESTION 3
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Table B-I

AMOUNT OF VARIOUS PUBLIC SERVICES PREFERREDa,b,c

By Support for Proposilion 2A/2 ahd Qbestion.3

Total Respondents Voted eor Proposition 2 1/2
Cut,

Back
Service pe . Services

Keep

Services
the Same

In-

crease
Services

Cut

Services
Back

Keep

5ervices
the Same

crease,
Services

Municipal Services
Police 10.9%. 55.1% 34.1% 15.7% 60.4% 25.0%
Fire fighting 9.0 71.1 19.9 13.0..- 75.9 . 11.2
Street & Sidewalk

Repairs 10.0 50.1 39.9. 13.9 52.8 33.4
Regular garbage #

pickup 12.9: 73.1 14.0 18.6 72.4 9.0
Local.public parks
.and recreation 13.8

vSuppoft of local pub-
53.1 33.1 18.9 _ 25.7

lic transportation 21.7 28.9- 49.3 29.2 28.2 42.5

Local School-Related ^
Servicea

Public elementary'&
High School '

education . ,17.1
s-

44.3 A 38.6 23.4 40.; 26.9.
Afeer-school
peograms 22.8 .46.2 31,0 31.3 474 21.3

Spcial education 11.1 34.9 54.9 15.7' 38.4 450Adult edtwation 18.0 54.4 27.5 23.3 53.3 23.5,,' "

\ Human Resources Services '
Mental health

programs "' 9.5 40.% 50.1 "12.3 44.3 43.34Seryices, for the
,elderly 6.0 39.5 54.6. 8.2 43.8 '48.1

iSeate & community ,

colleges and" t.

univprsities 1/.7 54.1 28.2 ' 24.5 20.4,

285.'

. Voted for Question 3
Cut Keep In-

Back Services crease
Services,' the Same ,Services

6. 0%

5,s8

56.3%

68.5

37:7%

25.7

7.8. 50.9 41.3,

9.7 76.4). 14..0

10.1 '52.6 37.4

21.9 25.9 52.2

107 46.0 43.3

16.6 48.7 34.8
31.9 59.2

13.0 56.5, 30.5

8.4 35.9 55.7 "n

5.1. 36.0 58.4

,

10.8 4 53.4 35.08

286
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Table B-I (continued)

AMOUNT OF VARIOUS PUBLIC SERVICES PREFERREDa,b,'

43y Support lor Propo'sitidn'2'1/2 and Question 4

Total Restiondents.

Cut Keep
.

Back Services
Services the Same

Legal Services
. A

Courts and judges 20.7% 46.4t

Public Assistance
Welfare or other
public assistance 54.6 28.7

Local Services 19.7 43.9

State Seri/ices . 38.7' 25.9

,
, . .

,

. ' . .
.

. .

aBAsed on the question: "Think about the services provided Wthe state or local gov'ernmewtt6,resAdents of
your town or city. For each service I read, please tell me whether state or local government should be

-providing a lot lgss, a little less, the same Amount, a'littlemore or a4lot more of this service. Remember,
if lovernmen't prdvides less'services state or local taxes will be reduced, and if government pro4des more
'services, t3t4te or-locale taxes will be-increased. If the service is not available to residents in your city
or town, please lgt me%know. Let's begin Fith,' ' . Whi h phrase in the first list describes how much more
or lessi. -' state,pr local.government sliould provide?"

.

b' . ,
Of the 1,586 respondents'interviewed,,722 rtatrt voting "yts" on PropOsition 2 1/2 and 431 report voting
"yes" on Question 1. Percentages are based on eligible respondents answe'iini each question and total 100%
acrIss a row for supporters of each group. Differences between the two groups of bupporters of at least 77.
are significanl at the .05 level. :

.1

Voted.for Propdsition 2 1/2 Voted for Question 3
4.4.

In-

crease
SeTices

Cut

Back
Services

Keep

' Services
the'Same

In- ,

crease
Services

Cut

Back
Serviced

Keep

Services
tihe Same

In-

creasem
Services

32.8% 26.5% , 44.1% 29.47.. 20.1% 42.4%
137.5%

4

4 t % / ... .

16
'
7 67.9 21.0 ', 9.0 50.4 30.0 19.6 ,

44.

36.5 30.5 A4.8 24.7 . 13.7.4 '4.1i( :41:5 .

35.4 53.7 23.1 23.2 31.7 27.2 41.1 td

, .

back sorviqes"-incrudes "cilt back a lot" and."cut back a little". "InCrease servi434 includes
"increase a lot" and "increase 4 little". ,

287 ,4
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Table B-II

DESIRED CHANGES IN TAXING AND SPENDINGa,b

By Vote on Proposition 2 1/2 4and Question 3

Total

Respondents
Voted 'Yes On .

-Proposition 2 1/2
Voted Yes on
Question 3

Difference: Voted ,

Yes on Proposition
2 1/2 Minus Voted

Yes on Question 3

tci

4

State government spendinw.
anetaxing should be:

r ,

15.9%

20.5
62e8

,

12.4

27.9
58.6

'20.0

35.6
44.4

10.6%

14.2
75.1

7.6

21.8
70.6

17.8

24.3
57.9

.. \

18.8%

21.0
69,2

11.7
4.33.3

55.0

21.0

41.0
38.0

.

?

4 .

-8.2%

-6.8
1-14.9

-4.1'

-11.5
+15.6

-6.7
+19.1

Increased

Kept the same
Decreased

Losaigovernient spending
and taxing should be:
'Increased
;ICept the same ._

Decreased 4

-
Local public school spending
and taxing should be:

Increased 0

Kept the same
, Decreased

.aBased, on the questions: "Compared to what the stat'e government now spends,'by what percentage, if any, walld
... you like to see'state govetnment taxing and spending increase or decrease. You may an'swer any percent

increase or decrease from 1% to,A00% or tell me you want it to stay the same. And by'what,percentage, if .

.. . any would yotAike to see local government' taxing and spending increase Or,decrease? And by what
percentage; if any, would you like to see local public schooltaies and spending increase or decteaser

,

b0 the 1,586 respondents interviewed, 722'report voting "yes" on Proposition 2 1/2 and 431 report voting,.
"yes" on Question 3. Percentages are basect on eligible respondents answering each question. Differences

.. between the two groups of supporters of at least 7% are-significant at the .05'level.

230'
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aable B-111

BELIEFS THAT SPENDING CAN BE CUT WITHOUT AFF CT1NG THE QUALITY OR QUANTITY
OF SERVICES: POSSIBLE CUTBACKS 0 LESS THAN 51,PEROENT/ 0,

POSSIBLECUTBACKS OF 15 PERCENT OR MOREa,"c

kAmcimg Suhorters of Proposition 2 1/2 and Question 3

Total .

Rgipondents
<5%/>15X

Voted Yes
on-Proposi-
tion 2 1/2
<5%/>15%

Voted
Yes on .

Question 3
<5%/>15%

Difference:
Voted

Yesion Proposi-
tiofi 2 1/2

Minus Voted Yes

on Question 3
*<5%/>15%

Municipal Services
Police. . t 51%/27% 44%/33% 57%/20% 713%/13%
Fire fighting - NA NA NA
Street & stdewalk
repairs 45/36 40/41 46/34 -6/7

Regular garbage,pickup 51/30 51/34 53/26) 72/8
Local public parks '

.and recreation
, Suivor; of local

public transportatign

\,

Local School-related S

NA

NA

rvices

NA

NA

27/48

NA

NA

44/33 -17/15

'Public elementary and '
high school educatio 38/37

After-school programs 42/34 35/40 48/29 -13/11
Special education. 58/22 61/19 -10/7
Adult educStion 31/45 .27/50 35/41 -8/9

Human Resburces Serviced ,

'NA
'NA

NA
NA

Mental health programs NA
Services foithe elderly NA
State and community col-
leges & universities 35/40 29/66 41/35 \\ -12/31

.

1.egal Services
Courts and judges' NA NA' NA

Pilblit Assistance .
Welfare or other public
assiatance 18/67 11/75 17/65

State Services 11/7a 6/80 13/69 .-7/11

Local Services *18/60 10/69 20/55 -10/14

(Footnotes on following page)
.

,
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B-5

a

a
Based on the questions: "Now let's talk Aout sole specific aervices. -

People we've talked to believe that government could cut hack spending/on

these "services by eliminating waste,,inefficiency,and other problems. By

what percentage, if any, do you think government could cut back spending on
without significantly affecting the quality oramount of services -

17i:coded? And by what percentage, if any; do you think state government
, could cut xaxes,and spending without significantly cutting the amount of.

services? Overall, by what percentage, if any,-do you think your local
government could cut taxes and spending without significantly cutting the
amount of services?" ty

4
b
Each entry has two nutiabera,:, The number to the left of the slash is the
percentage of.respondents Who believe.that spending,cuts of 5% or more would
significantly affect the quality or amount of service provided. The number
to the right of the slash iS the percentage of respondents who believe

'spending fox that service could be cut by 15% or more without significantly
affecting,the quality or amount of services provided. Percentages are based
on those responding ro the question, NA means that the question was not
asked.

c
Of the 1,586 respondents' interviewed, 722 report voting "yes" on Propositton
2 1/2 and 431 report voting "yes" on Question 3. Percehtages are based on
eligible respondents answering each question. Differences between the twO
groups of at-least 7% are significant at the .05 ,level.

2 92
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Table B -IV

ATTITUDES TOWARD GOVERNMENT AND TAXESalb'c

.By Voie on Proposition 2 1/2 and Question 3

-

i

Total

Respondents
a

o

Voted Yes on
Proposition 2

.

Voied Yes on
1/2 Question 3

Difference: Voted
Yes on Proposition

2 1/2 Minus Voted
Yes on Question 3

The government should make-fure
that each family has enouth
to liVe on 65A5.% 58.6% 65.1% -6.5%People expect too niany services

from government 68.4 77./ 69.5 2+8.2'Government interferes too much
in people's lives 76.5 83.0 76.8People now On welfare could find,
jobs if they really tried 78.8' 84%8 77.4

.+6.2

,;t7.4

City or town employees are
oVerpaid 47.1 55.5 ,39.5 +16.0City or town employees don't work
as.hard as pegPle who work'for

-

private companies 66.7 76.0 62.3 +13.7Proposition 13 in-Califoritia
_showed ehat taxes can be cut
without.cuts in services 63.8 82.44 56.2 +26.2Corruption is common in my
local goVernment 63.4 63.3. 63.7 .

Cocruption likcommon in my
htate government ; 87.8 89.4 88.9 +0.5

293 I.
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Table B-IV (continued)

imotATTITUDES TpWARD G0NERNM4NT AND TAXESa'b'c

By Votfi, on Proposition 2 1/2 and Question 3

*

Difierence: Voted
. 'Yes on Proposition

Total Voted Yes on Voted Yes on 2 1/2 Minus Voted
Respohdents Proposition 2 1/2 Question 3 Yes on-Question 3

. .

A graduated income tax is the best
way for the state to raise money

A sales tax is the best way
.for the state to raise mineyc

The property tax is the'best

way for cities and.towns to
4

. raise thoney for.city services '
It's OK for property taxes to rise

as fast as the cost of living

State government shbuld give mores
money to the cities and towns

so local property taxes can
kepownbd t d

.

.TaXpayers in 'rich cities and towns

should help -pay for services in
pOOrer fities and towns

A cut.in property 'taxes would-

'benefit.homeOwners more '

than butiness and industry

61.9%

73.1
'

582.21.8
77.2

41.8

59.6

'''

,

59.9%. . 65.4%

73.8 7*7.0 -3.2
,

4

\
''' -4.1 .55.5 59.6

. .

4 20.38.6 -1.7-

-t
1,

..

-

75.2 83.5 -8.3 .... A

%

34.6 42.9' 78.3

.
.

'66.3 .55.7
When property taxes go up,

landlordajust raise,rents7: .89.4
.

'89.5 88.7 +0.8
When business iiroperty taxes . .- \.)

wn up, businesses just raise . .

tfieir prices to consumers 88.0 ' 88.6 ' 88%1 +0.5
.

295 ,
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Table (continued)

ATTITIIDES TOWARD GOVERNMENT AND,TAXESa1b,c.

By Vote on Prop6sitie.2 1/2 and Question 3

Totaf
Redpondents

C.

Voted Yes oh
Propositionc-2 1/2

Vilted Yes on

Question 3

Difference: Voted
Yes on Proposition
2 1/2'Minus Voted
Yes on Question 3

Political Ideology

Very conservative
Fairly conservative

Middle of the road
Fairly liberal
Very liberal

a*

8.9% 10.0% 6.6%
26.4 30.1 28.2
38.6 42.1 38.1

13.8 18.9
6.8 3.9 8.2

a
Based on the questions: "Now I'd like to get Your opinions on tax and other gOvernment issues.. Nor each
statement I read, tell me whether you agree a lot, agree a little, disagree a little or disagree a lelt. How
much do you agree. or disagree that ?" aAd "HoW would you describe yourself politically? Would you
say,you are very conservative, fairly conservative, middle of the road, fiarly liberal dr very liberal?"

b
Each entry (except those for political ideology) is the percentage of respondente who agree "a lot" or "a
little" that the particular outcome will odcur. Of the 1,586 respondents inierviewed, 722 report voting

4

"yes" on Proposition 2 y2 and 431 repbrt voting "yes" on Question 3. Percentages are bated bn eligible
ltespondents answering each question. Differences'between the twd groups of,supporters of at least 7% are
significant at the .05 level. .

c
This question was asked of only a subsample of respondents.

dl
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Table B -V

PREFERRED METHOD FOR FINANCING VARIOUS PUBLIC SERVICESaCb

By Support,for Proposition 2 1/2 and Question 3 .

',./ .sY( Difference:.

/ - Total Respondents
Voted Yes on

Proposition 2 1/2
Voted Yes op

Question 3.

Voted fdY
Proposition 2 1/2 minus
Voted for Question. 3.Greater Share of Money

,From
Greater Share of Money
From

Gieater
From

Share of Money,

,

Greater Share of Money
From.

., Prop-
'erty State User

N. Taxes - Taxes Fees
,

Prop-
erty State User
Taxes Taxes Fees

Prop-
erty

Taxes
State

Taxes
User

Fees

Prop-
erty State User
Takes Taxes Feert,

.
.

Municipal Services

s

54%

57

54

40

50

16

0:-'
35

40

15

21

.

20%
12

A

14

10

18

.0/33--

.

34

15

59
'23

v

2%

1

1

18

4
.

30

, 10

26

7

34

54%

53

56

48

521\

19

.

37

42

14

23

24%

22

17

5

21

38

,

42

21

66
27

x

2%

0

0

20

e.

26

6

18

4 A

30

,

07t
+4

-2

s
.

-2

-3

-2

-2

+1

-2

-4%
- 7,10

-3

+5

-3

-8

-6

-7
-4

0%
+1

+1

-2

44

+4

44

"4.8

+3
+4

Police , - 51% 22% 2%- c
Fire Fighting

,

51 16 1
Street & ,

'Sidewalk Repairc 51 . 16 2
Regular

Garbage Pickupc 42 10, k7
Local Public Parks

and Recreation 49 8
Support pf 'Local

.J137' 'A
Vt. rt1^' R., ' 4Public

4.,..$'0'''Trans rtation 18 36 ,I 26

Local School4elated Services
Public Elementary

.

&1fiigh School
. -Educatiom

>
34 37 7

After-school
sProgram

. f 39 .20 20
Special EduEStion 15 60 6
Adult Education ". 20, 26 32

4 t

N' i
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Table B-V
(continued)

PREFERRED MEiHOD
FOR ZINANCING

VARIOUS PUBLIC SERVICEe'b
--/-By Support for

Proposition 2 1/2 'and Question
3

,

Total Respondents

.

...Voted Yes on

Proposition 2 1/2
.

,

Voted Yeslen
Question 3

.

-
i Difference; Voted.for

Proposition 2 1/2 minus,,
Voted for Question 3

Greater Share of MoneyFrom Greater Share of Money,From Greater Share of Money
Fgom Greater Share of Money

From

Prop--
erty

. Taxes
State

Taxes
User

Fees

Prop-
erty

Taxes
State

Taxes
User

Fees

Prop-
erty

Taxes
State

-.Taxes
User

Feei

Prop-
erty

Taxes
State

Taxes
'user

Fted

.

Human Resources Serviqes

72% ,

56.

58

54

59-

.

,

5%,

3
.

21

10

8
.

6%

14

3

6

7

,

717.

59

56

58

63 -,

sk

3

25

3

., 7

47.

22

3

/
9
,

7

75%-

, 55

84

59

62

.

,

. .

.

5%

3

,

17

1

7

+2%

-8

0

-3

.

.

--.

0
.

-4%

+4

-8

.

-1 .

+4

.,, , .

0%

U

+8

.

+2

i

cr

Mental Health .

. Programs
5%

Services for
the Elderly-

16
'State & Community

Colleges &

Universities or 3

Legal Services
Courts and Judges 9

.

Public Assistance
Welfare or other
- Publim Assistance 8

a
Based en the

question: "For each service I read, would you like to keep the
financing the way it Eow is or to see

a greater share of the-money come from local property taxes, from state income taxes, from state sales taxes, br a

greater share from feAs paid-1y users of the
service?

.

bOf the 1,586
respondents

interviewed, 722 report voting "yes" on Proposition 2 1/f and 431 report voting "yes" on

Questibn 3.
Percentages.are based on eleigible

respondents answering each
questions and total to 100% across a row

for,each group of
'respondents.

Differences between the two groups of supporters of at/least 7% are significant at

the .05 level.

,
N

h

a

.

r

ft

. .... . . -'

c
Asked only of a subsample of

respondents.
Differences between each group of 1Ca-or

mote 'are
significant at the .05.

i

,

.

j.ever.
,

.

?
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Table C-1
-

EXPECTAtION THAT.PROPOSITION 2 1/2.WiLL LEAD TO CUTS IN

VARIOUS EDUCATION SERVICESa,b

By Demographic Characteristics.

Public Ele7

mentary and After
Sedondary School Special Adult Public

.Education Programs' Education Education College& -

-Total 56.4% 71.44 49.94

Sex
Female 57.3 69.5 51.9Male 55.4 73.3 47.9

Race .

Non-white 60.2 63.7 59.1
White 56.1 71.8 49.4

Religion
Catholic 54.6 70.8 47.5
Jewish 67.4 82.6 55.6
Protestant 52.6 68.1 49.2
Other, no

c
religion 64.4 74.8 56.4

10:16

Stage An Life .

.

Cycle:
Young, no

ckildren 60.6 76.1 59.0
Children present,

oldest <6
. 58.8 72.2 49.7

Children present,
oldest 6-17 56.7 72.8, 51.9

Older adults, no
children . 7.1.5 45.3

Elderly (60+)
adults, no
children

.56.0

.

48.2 60.4 38.6

Service Usage

Use this service 57.8 75.2 51.1
Do not use this

service 55.7 70.6 49.8

Education
*-

Less than high
school 51.7 69.4 50.0

School

degree 40.9 64.6 44.6
Some college 56.6 72.0 51.2
College degree 60.0 75.6 51.1
Graduate school 73.2 84.4 60.1

65.9% 54.44

.

64.0 52.1
67.9 56.7

60.4 52.8
66.3 54.5

64.8 54.3
84.4 61.8
60.1 52.3

72.9 55.6

' 65.8 60.4

66.5 57.7

44 68.7 93.6

... 70.1 52.2

-.

53,5 47.7

304

62.0 54.3

67.d 42.4

r 61.8 49.0

60.6

64.7
72.0
78.0

48.9
56.8
60.5
60.4
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C-2

Table C-1 (continued)

EXPECTATION THAT PROPOSITION 2 1/2-WILL LEAD TO .CUTS IN

VARIOUS EDUCATION SERVICESa,b.

By Demograilllic Characteristics

Public Ele-
mentary and
Seconda7
Education'

.. After

School
Programs

Household Income

52.5%
55.1

59.3
55.6

58.8

Head.'

64,6%
68.9

73.2
1 75.1

81.2

Less than $10,000
$10,000 fo <$20,000
$20,000 to <$30,000
$30,000 to <00,000
$50,000 or more

Occupation of Household
Professional 0.4 75,.6
Malagerial 53.2 73.9
Cldrical, sales 54.3 64.6
Blue collar 53.3 , 735
Service 53.4 64.0,
Not.reported ,55.1 ' 65.8

Government Employee
Educational'

employee 84.0
Local government

employee,
State goveEnment

'76.8

73.3
.

79.2
1

,.

employee 57.1 76..8 ''

Federal govern-
ment employee

. 54.8 6848
No local, state, or

.

. federal employees ri
tn household 53.1 , 69.6

AO.

Special Aduie Public
Education.Education Colleges

51'.2% , 56.1% 44.7%
49.7

51.3
62.6 53.5
67.0 56.6

47.4 72.6 56.6
50.7 73.9, . 56.5

1

.

55.4 72.4 57.9
45.8 67.0 51.4
42.8 59.0 48.4
50.6 .65.5 56.8
49.5 58.1 48.1
50.9. 62.7 56.3

I( ..'

58.5' . 88.2 67.4

65.0 69.5 59.1

48.2 , 67.3 , 52.7

54.7 71.9 54.7

47.6 63.5 53.0
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Table C-1 (continued)
. (.

.
.. I . ,

EXPEeTATION MAT PROOSITION 2 1/2 WILL LEAD^TO CUTS IN

l'Avolis EDUCATION SERVICESa,b
,

.
.

By Dempgraphic Characteristics

Public Ele-
mentary and
Secondary

Education

After
School,

.Projrams

o'

Special Adult Public
.Education Educatron Colleges

.,

Local Tax Share
..

.

.

Owners: Less than 75%
of community avg. 574% 70.7% '"- 48.0% 61.82 62.4%Owners: 75% to <100%
of community avg.. . 51.8 73=.3 48.6 66:9 52.6Owners: 1002 to <125%
of community avg. 51.4 72.0

,
49..1 68.0 54.3

Owners: 1252 or more
.4 "

of community avg. 52.*4 71.8 .. 38.3 67.4 52.0Owners: no tax infor-
mation given 49.6 67.3 45.1 61.1 45.1

-

,-
...Y/

Renters: never owned,
no plans to own 59.0 66.4 .52.7 61.3 . 48.0'

Renters: Ever owned 61.4 71.6
.

59.7 68.2 60.8Renters: Plan to own 50.0 65.8 48,3 60.0 48.3

Neither rent nor own 65.1 74.4 '..48:8, 62...8 67.4 '

Political Ideology
..

Very conservative 56.1 65.2 51.5 62.7 53,0-
Fairly conservative 55.1 , 74.1 47.1 67.8 54.7
Middle of the rOad 51.0 66.3 4,6.0 61.2 51.5
Fairly liberal 66.7 80.5 59.4 75.1 59.0-
Very liberal 66.7 76.7 58.4. .68.6 '58.0

a
Based on the questions: "Now that Proposition 2:1/2 has Passed, wfiat do youthink will happen to services I-read. Using"the first list of phrases rell-:
me whether you think there will be a lot resst a little less, the samp, a
little more or alot More ("X'd ITEM") services,now that Propositiod-2.1/2has passed3"

e.
b
Each eqry is the percentage.of resp,ondentsjOilD, think there will be a lot
less ox a little less of that particular service.. Percentages-are based on
those responding to the question.

c
State goVernment employee" includes countyi employees.
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Table C-II

ANTICIPATED EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION'2 1/2 ON SCHOOL BUDGETS
. ;

By Demographic Characteristics

Proposition 2 1/2 will:
Decrease funds for Give local vOters more

. local public schools .contiol aver school spending

Total 69.6% 71.0%

Sex
Female 69.4 67.9
Hale 69.0 73.7

Race'

Noriwhite 56.2 60.7
White 70.0 71.4

Catholic 68.8 74.4
Jewish 74.4 61.5 .

Protestant_ 68.6 69.0
Otheer, no

religion 69.3 66.8

Stage in Life
Cycle

Young, no
children 71%5

Children present,

'oldest <6 71.9
'4,

7(0.7
Children present,
'oldest 6-17 67.4 69.8

Older adults, no
children 69.9 73.2

Elderly"(60+),
adults', no

children 67.0 80.9

Service-Usage
Children in public

sáhools, 66.2 70.3
No children in public
schooa---, 70.6 71.1,

Education.
Less than high
school 66.0 §9.8

High School

65.6. 76.0
.degrse

cSo* college 66.3 72.6-
College degree 71.9

' 67.0
Graduate school ,83.7 60.4
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Table C-1I (continued)

ANTICIPATED EFFECTS OF PROPOSITION 2 1/2 ON SCHOOL BUDGETS

. By Demographic CharactexIstics (continued)"

Proposition 2 1/2 will:
Decrease funds for

* local public schoold
Give local voters more
cyntrol over school spending

0

Household Income

66.9.7,

66.8
69.5
71.6

77.6

'

68.47.

68.2
72.9
73.3

-68.1

Less than $10,000
$10000 to' <$20,000
$20,000 to <$30,000
$30,000 6 <$50,000
$50,000 or more

. ,

Occupation of Household Head
Yrofessional 75.0 -67.5
Managerial- 71.8 72.7
Clerical, sales 64.6 72.0
Blue collar. 66.7 74.1
Service 61.8 61.0
Not reported

%
66.9 71.8

Government Employee
Educekional

employee 72.8 63.8
Local government

employee 81.2 64.5
State`government 4

c
64.3 70.2.employee

Federal govern-
ment employee 74.6 70.3

No'local, state, or

federal employees
in household ' 67.7 72.1

Local Tax Price
Owners: 4ASS than 757(

of community avg. .', . 68.4 75.1
Owneri: 75% to <100%
of community avg.

. 70.1 *
.

72.5
Owners: 100% to <125%

!

# of comnunity avg. 66.8 76.0
Owners: 125% or more

.

of community avg.
,

68.3 71.8
bwers: Taxes not $

reported .66.4 76.1

Renters:,never owned,
no gland to own

-
60.9 57.8

Rentersf Ever.owned 70.4 57:4
Renters: Plan to own . 65.8

1
. 66.7

Neither rent nor own 74.-4 65.1
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Table C-1I(continued)

ANTIblIATED'EFFECTS QF AOPOSITION 2,1/2 ON SCHOOL BUDGETS

By Demographic
Characteristics (continUed)

Proposition 2 1/2 will:-
'Decrease funds for Give local voters morelocal public schools tontrol over school spending"

Political Ideology
Very tonservative 71.2%

73.3%Fairly conservative 71.0
74 2Middle of the road 66.7
74 'Fairly liberal

'69.8
Very liberall

76.0
56.1 .

a
Based on the question: "Next I will read a li-st of some of the aFffects thatthe passage of Proposition 2 112 might ha4Vin

Massachusetts. Look at listthree that you wrote down irom "agree a lot" to-"disagree a lot". To whatextent do you agree or disagree
that-Proposition 21112.,yrill ?"

Each entry is the percentage of respondents who "agree a lot" or "agreelittle" jirith that particular statement. Rercentages Are based on thoseresponding to the.question.
c
"State government employee" includes courfty employees.
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D-1

SilTISTIChjiaGNIFICANCE OF PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES

Table D-I is a guide for determining the significance (two
standard/ errors) _of differences in percentages beeween any two

stibgroupg in the Overall sample.. The size of the difference necessary

for significance decreases as the sample sizes increase .andas ehe

percentages being compared move dslay from 56 percent .in either
1.

direction. ThA, a separate table is presented for each of four Sdts

of percentages.. Xhe entries in each cell.deffne the range of

necessary differences for samples of varying sizes. The lowen number

is the difference required for,significance between two simple random

samples. The higher number, 1.25 times the lOwer number,. is a,

conservative estimate of the differance required for significance when'

other sample designs are used.

A,stratified r dom cluster sample plan was4seein this study.

Stratification real es the size of the standard errors relative to

those in simple random samples; clustering increases the size,Of the

standard errors. Because the sampling plan incorporated a laige
number of .clustera (65) with a small numbet of interviews 'in each

cluster (15 to 25), any_increase in standard errors,due to clustering

should be minor and more/than offset by the decreases gained through
c

stratification. Thus ehe entries at the lower end of each scale

represent 'conservative estimates of the difference in percentages

required for significance between 'Itny t4 subgroups i;this'itudy.
4

The s es of the subgroups'analyzed in this paper are presented
,

sin Table D- I.

4
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D-2

Table D-I

1EXAMPLE OF SAMPLING ERRO8 OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PERCENTAGES

No. of
Inter
views

No. of Interviews

2000 I 1000 I 700 I SOO I 400 f 300 [ 200 100

For Percentages from 35 to 65

2000
1000
700
500

. 400
300
203
100

3.2-4.0 3.9-4.9
, 4.5-5.6

4.4-53
4.9-6.1
5.3-6.6

5.0-6.2
53-6.9
5.9-7,4
6.3-7.9

53-6.9
5.9-7.4
6.3-7.9
6.74.4
7.14,

r

6.2-7.1
6.6-1.3
6.94.6
7.3-9.1
7.6-93
1.2-10

7.4-9.2
7.7-9.6
1.0-10
1.4-10
111-11
9.1-11
10-12

10-12
10-13
11-13
11-13
11-14
12-14
12-15
14-17

For Percentages around 20 and 10

2000 2.5-3.1 3.1-3.9 - 3.5-4.4 4.0-50 4.4-5.5 5.0-6.2 5.9-7.4 1.24.1
1000 3.6-4.5 3,9-4.9 4.4-5.5 4.7-5.9 ( .5.3-6.6 6.2-7.1 1.410
700 4.3-5.4. 4.7-5.9 5.0-6.2 5,5-6.9 6.44.0 1.6-10
500 . --.. 5.1-44 .5.4-6.1 53-7.2 6.74.4 1.1-11
400 - 5.7-7.1 6.1-7.6 6.94.6 9.0-11
300 6.54.1 7.3-9.1, 9.2-11
MO 9.1-1;
100

.1.0-10
, 11-bf

For Percentages around 10 and 90

2000 1.9-2.4 2.3-2.9 2.6-3.2 3.0-3.1 3.3-4.1 3.7-4.6 44-5.5
- 1000 2.7-3.4 10-3.1 3.3-4.1 3.6-4.5 4.0-5.0 4.641
(' 700 . 3.2-4.0 3.5-4.4-, 3.1-4.1 4.1-5.1 43-6.0 ,

Sod 7.11-4.1 4.0-5.0 4.4-53 5.2
400 4.2-5.2 4.6-53 5.2-6.9 .

300 4.9-6.1'' 5.54.9
300 .. . ,

6.0-7.5 .

.- For Percemages around 5 and 95

2000
,1000

700
500
400
300

A-1.1 1.7-2.1
1.9-2.4

,

1.9-2.4
2.1-2.6
2.3-2.9

2.2-2.1
2.4-3.0
2.6-3.2
2.1-33

,

2.4-3.0
2.6-32
2.7-3.4
2.9-3.6
3.10.9

2.7-3.4
2.94.6
3.0-33
3.2-4.0
3.3-4.1 .

3.6-4.5
&

1.141

TABLE Itlili Exampleof SamplingErrorsof Differences lictwecn Percentages

The values shown are the differences required for_signifkance (two standard errors) in
comparisons of petcentages derived from two &From Wraps of the survey. Two
values--low and hiet--aresivett tor each cell.

These genera1ize and approximate values of 2se(p 1') represent the results of
many.computatioas. The low values are merely 2LPQ(Ifit + 1/10Pi, corresponding to
two suiple random samples. The high 'Mats are about 1.25 greeter. Molt of tbe
actually computed values of the standard error fen between-these-two boundaries:

' (Sown:. Freedthan, Whelpton, and Campbell (19593.)
I"

Leslie Kish, 'Surve4 Sampling. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1965, p. 580.
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Table D-II.

NUMBER OF RESPONDENTSQIN,EACH DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORY
.

-

Demographic Characteristics NuMber in Sample

Total
1586-

Sex
.Male 798
Female 788

Race
Non-white 96
White 1,490

Religion
Catholic 781
Jewish 92
Protestant 453
Other, no religion 260

Stage in Life Cycle
Young, no children 324
Childrpn present, oldest <6 182.
Children presents o4dest 6-17 542
Older adultsf no children 307
Elderly (60+) adults, no children 231

Services Used '

Public elementary and secondary education 519
After school programs SOO
Special education 132
Adult education 329
Public colleges 346

Edudation
Less than high school 178
High school degree 520
Some collager) 353 '
College degree 321
Graduate school, 180

Income

,less than $10,000 169
.$10,000 to <$20,000 484
$20,000 to <$30,900 477
,00,000 to <$50,000 356
$50,000 or more

. 69
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D-4

, Table DIJ (continued)

NUMBER OF RESPONDENT& IN EAtH DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORY

Demographic Characteristics . Number in Sample

Occupation.of Household Head
Professional 395
Managerial 325
Clerical,.sales 195
Blue collar- 418
Service 106
Not reported, no occupation 167

Government Employee
Educational employee ...4 96
Local government employee 121

State-government employee 57
Federal government employees 65'
No local, state or, federal employees

in.household
...,

1,247

Local Tax Share_ "\

Owners: Less than 75% of cotamunity avg. 225
Owners: 75% to <100% of community.avg. 251
Owners: 00% to <125% of community avg. 175
Owners: >1254 of community avg. 227
Owners: Taxes not reported 113

Renters: Never owned, no plans to 256
Renters: Ever owned 176
Renters:. Plan to own 120,

Neither rent nor own 43

Political Ideology
Very conservative 136

Fairly'scons,ervative 405
Middle of the toad 593

--Fairly libetaf. 297

Very liberal 104

; 314
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Appendix A

COMPLETE SAMPLING PLAN

.

The Basic Sample

A total of 1,561 interviews were administered to male and female house-
4

hold htds selected by a state-wide stratified random dluster sampling plan.

Strata were defined to insure that interliiews would be spread proportionately

across cOMmunities characterized by the fall range of property wealth and

expenditure 14els. Interviews were clustered in cities and towns within

these strata in order to provide information approPriate for testing median

voter models.

The sample was drawn in tive stages. First, each of the 351 Massachu-.

setts cities and towns was grouped into one of the 15 cells-shown in Table Al.

These cells are based on four property wealth and four expenditure categories.
1

Wt consolidated4the two' cells defined by the highest wealth and the two lowest

1
expenditure levels because of the small proportion of the state's population

they represent. lid assighed a quota of interviews to each of these 15 cells

in proportion to the percentage of the,state's population residing in thet cell.

Within each cell, clties and towns were grouped into substrata defined

by population size and percent of Owner-occupied housing. This categorize-

tion reflects our view that preferenced°for pubiic ser4ices vary between renters

and homeowners and with town and.city size. The size of the jurisdiction

reflectiboth the ability of tile individual voter to influence the public

sector decZsion-m6king process and in many cases the form of government; most

large jursidictions in Massachusettsare cities with a mayor-council government

while most of the small jurisdictions are towns zun by selectmen and town-
..

meeting.

2

Tables A2-1.tlxough A2-15 show the population and percent of owner-occupied

Units,for each ci-ty and town'in the fifteen wtalth and egpenditure categories.
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A2

Boxes enClose the 33 sibstrata of similar cities and towns. By grouping cities

and towns along these four dimension# (per capita'wealth, per capita expendi-

tures, population and percent owner-occupied) clusters can be randomly selected

from strata thai are internally homogenous, but that differ from one another

as much as possible along the critical dimensions. Interviews were assigned to.

each of these substrata approximately in proportion to the percentage of the

stratum population residing in each substratum (see Table A-3).

To assure enough observations from individual jurisdictions to test

median voter models, we chose to cluster our interviews in selected cities

and towns rather than to spread.them randomly across each substratum. Thus

the third stage of our sampling procedure involved the random selection of

cities and towns from each substratum. These jur&sdictions form the clusters

from which we randomly selected households for the finai sample. Before

choosing olir communities, we excluded all towns with fewer than 2,500 residents.
1

Because-the census does not gather data on the social and economic character-

istics of such towns, additional information to supplement that gathered in

the personal interview isnat available. These towns comprise only 1.7 percent

of the state's population.

The remaining towns and cities were listed alphabetically by substratum

and were aiven one chance to be selected for each 5000 residents. Using a random

number table, we selected units of 5,000 residents. This procedure allows

larger cities to be randomly selected.as cluster poinis more than one time. . In

general, 25 interviews.were allocated to each unit or cluster point. In some

cases, we allocated fewer than 25 to a. cluster point in order to obiain
' 1

reasonable distribution of interviews across subkrata within any given wealth/

expenditure stratum.
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In each rahdomly selected city or town, telephone numbers were selected

.in a two-stage process. 'First, the initial four digits of exchanges currently

use were selected in proportion to their number in the total population

df telephone numbers. This "screening" process minimized the amount of time

spent 'dial,ing numbers that were not in)use. In the second stage a random

number process assigned the last three digits to the four-digit stem. As a

result, all phone numbers in use in the jurisdiction, not merely publicly

listed phone numbers, had an equally 1,ikely chance of being selected for

our sample.
4

,
The numbers selected in this manner, called starting points, weregiven to

professional interviewers. If no interview,was obtained ,at the starting point

number, the interviewer added 10 to the original telephone number and made

another attempt. This process of adding 10 to the telephone.n4mber was repeated

up to four times until five atteMpts had been made to obtain an interview

based on the starting point number. If no interview was completedcafter the

use of five variationsof the original number, another starting point number

was drawn.

In the final stage of the sampling process, wejelected individual res.-

pondents in each household. Interviews were restricted to male and female

household heads.. We excluded other voting-age household members because ihe

purpose of the study is to focus on the behavior, preferences and orientation of

household members most concerned with property tax payments. The sex of the

household head to be intekviewed was randomly selected after initial contact with

,the household had been made.

./t
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The Oversample

, A4

We supPlemented the 1,561 state-wide interviews with additional interviews

administered to 94 randamly selected'households in Boston and 50,random1y

se1ecteh1ack4househe1ds: This brings the total number o oston resident

interviews to 248 and the total number of black interviews to 93.

This oversampling provides us with two subsamples sufficiently large for

separate analysis. Specifically,,it'allaws us to analyze the preferences, .atti-

tudes, and voting behavior of both Boston household's and black households. It

0should be noted that the4tate-wide. analysis does not include these additional

interviews. ;

.The additional Boston .and black households were selected In the same

manner as the basic sample. In Boston, additional root exchanges were randomly,

selected. In the case,of blacks, we used root telephone exchanges of black,

respondents in the basic sample of 1,561 as`starting points, for locating addi-

tional black households.
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Table Al

NUMiER AND PERCENT OF'POPULATION AND INTERVIEW QUOTAS

By Per Capita Wealth and Expenditure Strata

Per Capita

Expenditures

Less than
$625

.$625-

$717

$717-
- $838

1

'More than
$838

- I

o

-less than $10,771
Pgr Capita Wealth

$10,771-$13,906 $11,906418,160. mote than $18,160

1980 population 369,506 93,927
%,of State population 6.44% 1.64%
Interview quota 190 25
% of total interview quota 6.44% 1.61%

1980 population 927,721' 297,851
% of state population 16c17% 5.19%
Interview quota 255 75
% of total interview quota 16.42% 4.83%-

37,649 54,992
'0.66% 0.94%

20 25
1.3% 1.61%

177,272
3.09%

..50
3.2v.

_1980 population
% of state population
Interview quota
% of total interview quota

447,657

7.80%
125

8,04%

,

702,898

12.25%
175

11.27%

308..101

5.4%
75

4.83%

1980 population 993.083 260.715 476,603
% of state population 17:31% 4.54%
Interview quota 4,, 2/3 75 120
% of total interview quota. 17.58% 4.83% , 7.73

320

r

75,679

1.32%
30 .

1.93%

515,507
8.98%

8.37%
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Table A2-1

STRAT/FICATION OF CITIES AND TOWNS IN MASSACHUSETTS&

Stratum: Per Capita Expenditure I (less than $623), Per Capita Wealth I (less than $10,771)

Percent Owner Occupied (1970)

ulation NA <50% 50-<60% 60-<70% 70-<80% 80-<90/ 90-<100%
(1980)

;500 Hardwick , Ashby Buckland Clarksburg
(2155) (2/67) . (2/73) (2/81)

Russell Huntington E. BrOokfield
(2/70) ' (2/73) - (2/80)

Millville
(2/72)

s0o....<5,480 SUBSTR(TUM/ IA Warren Berkeley
.(4/68) (3/77)

Cheshire

(3/78)

Rutland
(4/78)

Upton.
(4/71)

000-<10,000 Moatague Blackstobe Leicester Acushmet
(8/60) (7/64) (9/78) (9/81)

Shirley Charlton Templeton *Halifax
(5/56) (7168) -(6180) (6182)

Ware *Dudley
(9/60) (9/62)

Lancaster
(6164)

Otange
(7/67)

UZbridge
(8/63)

490-<20,000 Harvard
I Spencer Athol Fairhaven

(12/31) L (,11/58) (11/67) (16/75)
Southbridge *Clinton Adams South Hadlei
(17/46) ' (13/55) (10/12) (16/73)

Northbridge IlastEampton
. (12/52) (16/62)

SUBSTRATUM Winthrop
I I 3 (19/54)

,dOO-<30,000 Dracut
(21/83)

000-<40,000 Amherst 1114ominithr
(33/40 (34/62),

SUBSTRATUM I. I

a. Table entries are all Massachusetts communities in the designated stratus arranged by lieg population
(prelimihary) and 'percent of dwelling units quits/ere owner occupied in 1970. Upper.case letters
.denote cities; upper and lower case letters denote towns. Nuibers in parentheses are 1980
population in.thousands and 1970 percent of owner-occppied dwelling units. Boxes bound substrata
defined primaiily by population and percent owner occupied. An asterisk (*) denotes that
the community was selected rahdomly from the substratum for the final simple. N.A. indicates
informatihn for categorization is not available. .
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- Table A2-2
w

STRATIFICATION Ot CITIES AND TOWNS IN MASSACHUSETTSa
4Stratus: Per CiPita Expenditure I (less than $625), Per Capita Wealth II ($10,771 -$13,906)

_

tt,

ulation'
(1980)

Percent Owner Occupied (1970)
NA <50% 50-<60% 60-<70%

90-<100Z

00

500-<5,06

000-<l0,000

,000-<20,000

-Shelbourne
-(2/63)

Bernardston
(2/77)

Chester

(1/76)
Hinsdale

(2/72)
Williamsburg
(2/74)

SUBSTRATUM I. III A

Sunderland
(3/40)

Barre ,

(4/67)

Belthertowt
(6/70)

Williamstown'
(9/68)

Palmer'

(11/67)

Ashburnhamc lamesborough
(4/78) .

-
(3/80)

Boylston Nestury.
(3/80) (4/81)

W. Brookfield 'Southhampton
(3/ 71) (4/88)

Dalton

(7/72)

^

Townsend
(7/82)

-*Swansea
(15/85)

a. Table intires are ail Massachusetts communities in the designated itratum arranged by 1980 population
(preliminary) and percent of dwelling units that were owner occupied in 1970. ,Upper case lettersdenote cities; Upper and lowercase letters-denote towns. Numbers in parentheses are 1980 popula-
tion in thousands and 1970 percent of owner-occUpied dwelling units: Boxes bound substrata defined
primarily by population and percent owner'occupied. An asteriik (*) denotes that the community wasselected randomly from the substratum for the final sample. N.A. indicates information for categori-sation is not available.

0
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- Table A2-3

STRATIFICATION.OF CITIES AND TOWNS IN MASSACOFTTSa
Stratum: Per Capita Expenditure / (less than $625), Per Capita,Wealth III ($13,906 -$18.160)

pulation
.(1980)

2,500,

<50%

Percent Owner Occupied (1970)4,

50-<607. 60-<70% 70 -<80% 80-<90% 90 -t100%

i;300O-<5.000

.3,000-<10

Biandford'
(1/NA)

,Charlemont

(1/NA)
Conway
(1/NA)

Montgomery
(1/NA)

Phillipston
(1/NA)

Royalston
(1/Nk)

-Washington

.

(1/NA)

0

W. Stockbridge Leverett Colrain
(1/67) (1/84) (1/82)

Whately Dunstable
((1/79) 2/86)

a

SUBSTRATUM I, 1/r; A

(3/NA)

*Groton,

(6/67)

LX Wenham jPaxton
(4/82) (4/93)

Hamilton
(7/83)

Taple entries are all Massachusetts commuhlties in the designated stiatum arranged by 1980 population
(preliminiry) 4414 percent of dwelling upits that were owner occupied in 1970. Upper case 1etters6",
denote citiii; upper,and lover case letters denote towns. Numbers in parentheses are 1980 popu-
lation'im th6uunJCqd 1970 percent of owner-obcupied dwelling units. Boxes boun4,subktrata
defined primarily by ovulation abd percent owner occupied. An iscerisk dengtes. thit the ,

community was gslected randomly fribla the substratum for.0e, final sample. N.A. indicaquolitlor..
:nation for categorization is not available.

*t
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Table A2-4

STRATIFICATION OF CITIES AND TOWNS IN MAISACHUSEifs*

Stratum: Per,Capits Expenditure I snd II (less'than $717), Per Capita Wealth IV (more than SI8,160)

-s

4

iercet Owner Occupied (1970)

opuletion NA <50% 50 -<60% -60-c70% 70-c80% 80-c90% 40-<100%
(1980)

500.

JO:010,0o

100:(16000

,o0o-cm000

GOshen
(1/NA)

Hancock
' ,(1/NA)

4 Middlefield
(b/NA)

Windsor
(1/NA) '

Worthington
(1/NA)

Itnterey
(1/NA)

New Ashford
(b/NA)

Peru
(1/NA)

Wasthaapton
(1INA)

New Merlborough Edgemont Granville
(1/51) (1/60) (1/82)

Richdond
(2/69)

Ashfi&ld
(1/69)

Northfield
(2/61)

=STRATUM I -/I, IV,A

4

Deerfield ,Boltan
(5/65) (3/78)

Sheffie1d;4
(3/63)

Westminster
(5/85)

TopsfieId
(5/84)

*Yarmouth
(18/84)

Table entries are all Maisachusetts communities in the designated stratum arranged by 1960 Population
(Preliginary) and percent of dwelling units-that were owner occppied in 1970. Upper case letters
denote cities; upper and lower ease letters denote towns. tassbers in parentheses arb1940 popu-
lation in thObsands and 1970 pereent of owner-occupied dwelling units. noses bound substreta
defined.primarily by popu1atiob4mnd percent owner occupied. An asterisk (') donotos.that the
community wes selected randomly free the sibetratun for the final sample. N.A. indicateiinfor--
.mation for categbrisation iM not available.

Popplation lies than soo -
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Table A2-5

STRATIFICATION OF CITIES AMD TOWNS IN MASSACHUSETTS&

Stratum: Per CaoitiExpenditure II ($625-$717); Fer.Cspita Wealth I (less than $10,771)

.P.44,4

Percent Owner Occupied (1970)

Population NA.;,; <50t 50-<60% 60-<70% 70-80% 80-<90% 90-<100% .(1980)

<2,500 Now Braintree
,(I/NA)

2,500-<5,000

5,000-<10,000

10,000-<20,000

,.20,000-<30,000
1

'311,000 -<40,000

000-<50,000

i0,000-6s0,

6q,cloo

' -

N. Brookfield,
(4/67) '

SUBsSTRATUM II IA

Gardner *Greenfield
(18/58) (18/61)

N. Adams

(18/52)
Webster
(14/50)

SUBSTRATUM II I B

*Northampton
(29/57)'

Methuen
(37/694)

-*HOLYOKE TAUNTON
(44/36) (45160)

*MALDEN CHICOPEE
(53/47)' (55/55)

t. *MEDFORD

(58/60)

,*LAWRENCE
(63/33)

*FALL RIVER'
(92/32)

LOWELL
(92/44).

*NEW BEDFORD
(98/42)

SOMERVIILE

(77/34)

SUBSTRATUM II, I C

Merrimac
(4/75)

Monson granby
(7i74) (5/83)

Abington *Bellingham
(14/78) (14/85)

Grafton
(11/70)
Hama
(16/72)

Mulberry
(12/72)

*Oxford'

(12/75)
Whitman
(11/75) ,

. a. Table enttiei are all Massachusetts calamities in the detignated stratum arranged by 1980 population
(preliminary) and percent' qf dwelling'uuits that were owner occupied in 1970. Upper case letters
denote cities; upper and lower case letters denote towns. Nuabers in parentheses are 1980 popu-
lation in thouiands and 1970 percent of ownerroccupied dwelling unfts. Boxes bound iubstrats
defined primarily by population and percent owner,occupied. An asterisk (*) denotes that the
community was selected randomly from the substiatum for the final smile. N.A. indicates infor-
mation for categorization is not available.

b.
ot4

Population less than 100.
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Table A2-.6

STRATIFICATION OF CITIES 4N6 TOWNS IN MASSACHUSETISa

Stratum: Per CiVitl enditure II S625- 1,11 Per C ita Wealth II 10 771- 13 906

'pulation NA
,(1980)

<50%

Percent Ownei3ccumied (1970)

50=<602 60-S702 70-<B0Z '80:490Z 901<100%

2,500 New Salem
(1/NA)

,500-<5,000

,000-10,000

,000-<20,000

,000-<30,000

000-440,000

Brookfield Barlim
4 (2/68) (2/79)

G111

(1/77)

Hatfield Hampden
(3/78) (5/88)

Rowley
(4/79)

Norfolk Groveland
(6/79) (5/84)

Pepper011 Lakeville
(8/70) (6/84)

.%Southwick
(7/74)

Sutton SUBSTRATUM 11,11 A
(6/74)

Tyngsborough
(6/73)

Wrentham ,

(7/73)

Northborough
(11/78)

Ludlow
(18/78)

Agawam Stoughton
(22/69) (24/77)

N.Attleborough
(21/68)

*W.Springfield
(27/69,

SUBSTRATUM tI 1/

*WesTr/r6
(36/69)

Auburn
(13/86)

Holden

(13/87)
*Pembroke,

(13/90)

Shrewsbury
(23/82)

a.. Table entries are all Massachusetts cOmmunities in the designated stratum arranged by 1986 populatiOn
4pre1iminary) and percent Of dwelling units that were owner occupied in 1970. Upper case letters
denote citiesVupper and lower case letters 'denote towns. Numbers in parentheses are 1980 popu-
lation in thousands and 1970 percent of ownee=occupied dwelling,units. Boxes bound substrata
'definid primarily by population and perceit Owner occupied., An asterisk (*) denotes that the
community was selected randOmly irom the substratum for 'the final sample. N.A. indicates infor-

.. mation for categorization is not available.

f

4

e
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Table A2-7

sTRATIFICATIou OF CITIES AND TOWNS IN MASSACHUSETTS&

Stratum: Per Capita Expenditufe II ($625-S717), Per Capita Wealth III (S13,906.43.8,160)

Percent Owner OccuRied (1970)

opulation NA <50Z 7 506.<60% 60-<70% _41 70-<80% 80-<90% 90-<l00K
(1980),

2,500 Chesterfield Petersham Brimfield
(1/NA) (1/74) (2/81)

Cummicgton Plympton
(1/NA) (2/90)

Hawley
(b/NA)

Pelham
(UNA)

Wendell
(1/NA)

SUBSTRATI14 -II, III A
2000-<5,000 Boxborough

Nahant (3/76). .

(4/70)

,000-<10,000 Great Barrington Kingston Dighton
(7/61) (7/74) (5/81)

Plainville Freetown
(6/75) (7/82)

Rehoboth
48/81)
W. Boylston
(6/82)

0,000-<20,000 *Westport Seekonk Wilbraham

0,000-<30,000
SUBSTRATUM /I IIIB

(14/70) (12/85) (12/91)

Stoneham

(21/64)

*Dartmouth
(24/83)

Hilton
(26/85)

a. Table entries are all Massachusetts'iommumities in the designated stratum arranged by 1980 population
(preliminary) and pert:tat of dwelling units that were owner occupied in 1970. Upper class letters
denote cities; upper and lower clue letters denote ups. Numbers in parentheses are 1980 popu-

p lation in thousands and 1970 percent of ciwner-occupird dwelling units. Boxes bound substrata
defined primarily by population and percent owner-occupied. An asterisk (*) denotes that the
cotmunity was selected randomly from the substratum for the final,sample. N.A. indicates infor-
mstion'for categoriiation is not available.

b. Population leas than 500..
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Table A2-8

STRATIF/CATION OF CITIES AND TOWNS EN MASSACHUSETTSa

Stratum: Per Capita Expenditure III (S717-$838), Per Capita Wealth I (leas than $10,771)

4

Percent Owner Occupied (1970)

,

pulation NA <50% 50-<60% 60 -<70% 70-<80% 80 -<90% 90 -<100%
1980)

000-<10,000 Ayer
(7/43)

Winchendon
(7/62)

000-<20,000

000-<30,000

C00-<40,000

000-<50,000

SUBSTRATUM 11,1 A FITCHBURb
(39/51)

*REVERE
(42/54)

*BROCKTON
(95/57).

*SPRINGFIELD
.(152/51)

MiddIeborough ?rankling.*
(16/70) (18/78)

Rockland
(11/77)

*Melrose (30/70) '

1111ford (23/64)

SUBSTRATUM 111,1

Table entries ere all Massachusetts communities in the designated stratum arranged by 1980 populition (preliminary)
and percent of dwelling units that were owner occupied in 1970. Upper case letters denote cities; upper
and lower case letters denote towns. Numbers in parentheses are 1980 population in thousands and 1970
percent of Owner-occupied dwelling units. Boxes bound substrata defined primarily by population and
percent'owner occupied. An asterisk (*) denotes thst the comaunity was selected randomly from the
substratum for the linal sample. N.A. indicates information for categorization is not available.
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,,Jable A2-9

STRATIP/CATION OF CITIES AND TOuNS IN MASSACHUSETTS*

Stratum: Per Capita Expenditure /II (S717 -S838), Per Capita Wealth II ($10,771 -S13,906)

Percent Owner Occupied (1970)

2pulation NA <50% 50 -<60% 60-<70% 70-<80% 80 -<90% 90-<100%
(1980)

oo

5007<5,000

200-<10,000

Wales Hubbardston
(1/NA) (2/33)

,000-<20,000

000-<30,000

,000-<40,000

,000-<50,000

,0004460,000'

,000-<70,000

Douglas 7 Hopedale
(4/69) (4/71) ,

Maynard Carver E.Bridgewater
(9/68) (10/81)

HansonGe7o/r7g7e)town

(6/79) (9/86)
Lee Lunenburg

SUBSTRATUM 111,11 A (8/32)

Millie Rsynham
(7/78) (9/89)

W.Bridgewater-
.(6/88)b

NEWBURYPORT
(16/64)

Bridgewater Easton
(17/76) (17/84)

Ipswich Holbrook
(11/72) (11/84)

Mansfield Holliston
(13/72) (13/82)

N.Reading
(11/88)

Westford

(13/84)

*Wakefield
(25/73)

Watertown *ATTLEBORO
(34/47) (34/62)

*BEVERLY

(37/65)
SUBSTRATUM III, I 3 MARLBOROUGH

(31/62)

**Arlington
(45/80)

*Framingham
(65/59)

PITTSFIELD Weymouth
(52/61) (55/74)

*Randolph

(28/80)
Reading

(23/82)
*Tewksbury

(24/89)

Chelmsford
.(31/83)

at.

Table entriavare all Messadhusetts communities in the designated,stratum arranged by 1980 population (preliminary)
and perient of dwelling units that were owner occupied in 1970. Upper case letters denote cities;
upper ind lower case letters denote towns. Numbers in parentheses are 1980 population in thousands
and 1970 percent of owner-occuOied dwelling units. loxes bOund substrata defined primarily by,population
rand percent owner occupied. An isterisk (*) denotes that the community was selected randoimly.frsm the
substratum for the final sample. N.K. Indicates information f2r categorization is not aveilable.

1980 population not available. 1970 estilate used.
1,
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Stratum:

a

Table A2-10

STRATIFICATION OF CITIES AND TOWNS IN MASSACHUSETTS&

Per Capita Expenditure III ($717-$838), Per Capita Wealth III ($13,906 -$18,160)

Population
(1980)

Percent Owner Occopied.(1970)

(50% 50-<601 n0-<70% 70-<80% 80-<90Z 90-<100Z

(2,500 Oakham
(1/NA)

Warwick

(1/NA)

2,500 -<5,000

5,000<lo,000,,,

0,000-<20,000

0,000-(30,000

,000<40,000

0,000

fr

Princeton
(2/85)

SUBSTRATUM III, III 'A Essex Rothester
(3/70) (3/84)

Hadley
(4/70)

Lenox Ashland-1CM
(7/62) (9/78) (5/84)

Hopkinton Stow
(7/77) (5/84)

Littleton W. Newbury
(7/79) (3/87)

Belmont

. (26/65)

Mattaimisett
(6/72)

Salisbury
(6/70)

Sturbridge
(6/74)

Acton
.(18/73)

Wareham
(19/75) .

Westborough
(14/71)

*Dedham Saugus
(25/79) . (25184)

*E.Longmeadow
(13/92)

SUBSTRATUM III III I

*WALTHAM
- (58/48)

WOBURN
(37/66)

.*
.

a. Table entries are all Massachusetts communities in the'designated stratum arranged by 1980 population
(preliminar0 and percent of dwelling units that were owner occupied in 1970. Upper case letters
denote cities;, upper and.lower cast letters denote towns. Numbers in parentheses are 1980 popu-
lailon in thousands and 1970 percent of owner-occopieddwelling units. Boxes bound substrata
defined pilmarily by population'and percint owner occupied. An asterisk (*) denotes that the
community was selected randomly from the substratui for the final sample. N.A. indicates infor-.mation for categorization is not available.



Table A2-411

STRATIFICATION OF C/TIES AND TOWNS L4 MASSACHUSETTS&

§tratua: Per CaDiti Exuaditure III (S717-S838). Per Capita Wealth IV (more than $18. 160)

pulation
1980)

NA

4 Percent Owner Occupied (1910)

<50T 50 -<60% 60-<70% 70-<80% 80 -<90% 90-<10O%

500

300-45,000

1100.410,000

000<26,000

000-C30,000

( Alford
(b/NA)

Becket

(1/NA) ,

Holland
(2/NA)

(b/NA)

Otis

(1/NA)

Sandsfield
(1/NA)

Shutubury
(1INA)

Tyringham
' (b/NA)

Stockbridge
(2/62)

.let"

SUBSTRATUM III IV A

Dennis

. (12/48)

*Lincoln Rockport
(7/57) (6/61)

N.Andover
(20/62)

SUBSTRATUM III,IV B

Marian
(4/74)

Boxford
(5/89)

*Lynnfield
(11/95)

Table entriu are all Massachusetts cOmmunities in the designated stratumby 1980 population (preliminary) and
percent of dwelling units that aere owner occupied in 1970. Opper case letters denote cities, upper and
lower case letters denote towns. Numbers in parentheses are 1980 population ia thousands and 1970 percent
of owner occuOied dwelling units. Boxes bound substrata defined primarily by population and.percent owner
occupied. An asterisk (*) denotes that the community was selected randomly from a substratum for a final
sample. N.A. indicates information for categorization ,is not available.

1980 pogulation not available. 1976 estimate used.
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Table A2,12

STRATIFICATION_OF CITIES AND TOWNS IN MASSACHUSErna

Stratum: Per Capiça Expenditure IV (sore than $838), Per Capita Wealth I (less than $10,771)

pulation
980)

000-410,000

000-<20,000

000-<30,000

000 -<40,000

000-<50,000

NA

Percent Owner Occupied (1970)

<50% .50-<60% 60 -(70% 70-<80% ,) 80-00% 9Ctc100%

.[SUBSTRATUM IV, I B

*CRELSEA
(25/28)

*CAMBRIDGE
(95/19)

SUBSTRATUM IV,I C
*LYNN

(78/45)

*WORCESTER
(161/46)

SUBSTRATUM IV,I,D

*BOSTON'
(562/27)

SUBSTRATUM IV,I A Hull
(i0/68)

*HAVERHILL
(47/55)

Amesbury
(14/63) .

. .

a. Table entries are all Massachusetts communities in the designated stratum arranged by 1980 populI ation (preliminary)
and percent of dwelling units that were owner occupied in 1970. Upper class letters denote cities; upper
and lower case letters denote towns. Numbers in parentheses are 1980 population in thousands and 1970
percent of owner-occupied dwelling units. Boxes bound substrata defined.primarily by population and
percent owner occupied. An asterisk (*) denotes that the community was selected randomly from the.
substratum for the'final sample. N.A. indicates information for categorization is not available.



- Table, A2-13

"4.STRATIFICATION OF CITIES AND TOWNS IN MASSACHUSETTS a r

Stratum: Per Capita Expenditure IV (more than $8i8), Pen Capita Wealth II ($10,771413,906)

-

Owner Occupied in 1974
opulation NA <50% . 50-c60% 60 -(70% 70-<80% 80-<90% 90 -(100%
(1980)'

0,000-<20,000 Foxborough

SUBSTRATUM IV, II A (14/71)

Norton
(13/74)

20,000-c30,000/ Norwood
(29/62)

30,000-<40,000 *SALEM
Billerica

(38/46)
-(37/85)

40,000-c50,000 *

>50,000

4.

SU8STRATU24 IV,II

*QUINCY,
(84/S6)

*ruisorri
(46/72)

m. Table entries are all Massachusetts communities in the designated stratum arranged by 1980 poinlation
(preliminary) and percent of Snelling Units that Vera owner 6ccupied in 1970. Upper case letters
denote cities; upper and lower case let,ters denote towns. Numbers in parentheses ark' 1980 popu-
lation in thoosands and 1976.perce9 _ofininer-Ccupied dwelling units. loxes bound subitrata
defined ptimarily-by. population anci$ercent owner occupied. An asterisk (*) denotes that the
community was selected randOmli from the substtatum for the-final sample. N.A. indicates infor-
Litton for categorization is not awailabie.°1,'

-a
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Table A2-14.

. ,S TIFICATION OF CITIES AND TOWNS IN MASSACHUSETTS5

Stratum: Per Canits Expenditure /V (more than $838), Per Capita Wealth III (813,906-$18,160)

\

.
. . Percent Owner Occupied (1970)

,

\

pulation NA <50% 50-<60% 60-<70% 70-480% 80-<90% 90-<1004
1980)

,

1

.

,500 Monroe
(1/NA)

.5007<5,000

,000-<10,000

000-<20,000

0000r<30,000

0,000-(40,000

SUBSTRATUM-IV I// C

*Brookline

(55/27)

GLOUCESTER
(28/60)

UBSTRATUM /V. ///. g

-SUBSTRATUM IV III A

Medway Norwell
(8/78) (9/90)

Middleton
(4/72)

Canton
(18/20)

Swampscott
(14/76)

Medfiild Hanover
(10/84)

Scituate
(11/91)

Longmeadow
(18/84)b (16/96)

*Sharon
(14/85)

Wilmington
(17/90)

*Walpole -

(18/82)

Danvers Hingham
(24/76) (20/86)

Natdck Marshfield
(29/79) (21/86)

Winchester

t21/77)

*NEWTON
(83/71)

*Braintree
(36/85)

a. Table entries are all Massacbmetts uliUss in ,the designated stratum arranged by 1980 population
(preliminary) and percent of dwelling units that were owner occupied in 1970. Upper case letters
denote cities; upper and lower case letters denote.towns. Numbers in parentheses are 1980 popu-
lation in thousands and 1970 percent of owner-occupied dwelling units. Boxes bound substrata
defined primarily by population and percent owner occupied. An asterisk (*) denotes that the
community was selected randomly from the substratum for the final simple. N.A. indicates infor-
mation for categorisation is not available.

1980 population not available. -1976 estimate used.



Table A2-15

STRATIFICATION OF CITIES AND TOWNS IN MASSACEUSETTS4

Stratum: Per Ca ita enditure TV more than 838 Per C ita Wealth IV more than 18 160

.qopulation NA
(19801

Percent Owner 0ccunied_11970)

<50Z 50-<60% 60-<70Z 70-<80Z 80-490% 90-4100S

*

<2500 Chilmark Mt.,Washington _Wellfleet
(b/NA) (B/NA) (2/58)

Edgartown Plainfield,
(2/NA) (b/NA)

Irving Rowe
(1/NA) ,(b/NA)

Florida Savoy
11/NA) (1/NA)
Gayhead Tolland
(b/NA) (b/NA

Gosnold W.-itisbury
(b/NA) (1/NA)

Heath

(b/NA)

_Oak Bluffs

(2/81

SUBSTRATUM /V IV A

2.500-45,000

5,000-<10,000

t

10,006-<20,000

20.000 -<30,000

30,000F

Carlisle
(3/59)

SUBSTRATUd
Briwsterc

(5/NA),
Harwich

(9/NA)
Sandwich

(9/NA)

"TN

Easthamc Masbpee
(3/63) (4/73)

Tisburyc
(3/64)

Chathamc

(8/61)
Manchesterc

- (5/65)
/ Nantucketc

(3/66)

.4Orleans
(5/67)

,Bournec Truroc
(14156) (11/61)

SUBSTRATUM
IV /V C

*EVERETT
(37/43)

go*

'UST TUTI
IV IlIg

- Plymouth
(36/62)

Dover

(5/86)
Sherborn
(4/88)

Cohassetc
(7/77)

Southborough

(6/80)

*Provincetown
(4/88)

Concord Bedford Sudbury
(16/79) (13/80 (14/93)

Dumburx__J Wayland
(12/83) (12/91)

* Somerset Weston
(19/80) (11/90)

Westwood
(13/93)

*Andover
(26/72

Falmouth`
(24/73)

harbleheadc

(20/72)

IBirnstable
(31/78)

Lexington Burlington
(30/87) (23/94)

*Needham

(27/84)
Wellesley

(27/81)

a. Table entries art all Massachlmetts
communities in the designated stratum arranged by 1980 population(preliminary) and percia of dwelling units that were owner occupied in 1970. Upper case lettersdenote cities; upper and lower case letters denote towns. Numbers in parentheses are 1980 popu-lation in thousands and 1970 percent of owner-occupied dwelling units. Boxes bound substratadefined irimarily by popylation and percent owner occupied. An asterisk (A) denotes that thecommunity wag selected randomly from the substrattim for the final sample. N.A. indlcates infor-matIon for citegorixation is not available.

-b. Population lass than 500.

c. Primarily siasonal residential and resort areas.

SubstratualV, IVA lacludes towns over 2,500 not included la Substrata /VMS or IV, /VC.
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,Table A3

INTERVIZWOOOTAS AMONG SUMS/RATA'

-"Per Capita
Upanditures

lees than

P $625

less than '

$625
. .

4.

lea than
$625

less than
$717

$625-

$717

$625-

$717

$625-
$717

$717-

$838

$717-

$838

$717- .

$838

$737-

$838

mOre than
$838

more-than
sa38

sore'tian
$338

Par Capita
Wealth

lees than
$10,771

Substiata Population

Percentage of Stratum
Stpulation in Ciiies/Towns
Grimmer than.2-7500

.0

Interview
Quota

176,979
109,690
67,528

49.97
, 30.97

19.07-

100.00

100.00

100.00

12.25
14.48
73.27

39.67
60.33

57.7

42.3

75.01
24.99

48.97
51.03

1

68.81
31.19

$10771-

Remainder 15 309
Total

-I, IIA

369,506

85,098
$13,906 Remainder 829

. Total 93,927

$13,906- I, 111k 23,803
$18,160 Remainder 13 846

Total 37,649

more than I-II, iVA
$18,160 Remainder 15 35

Total -54,092

less than II, Ik 113,567
$10,771 II, I3 134.242

II, IC 679,236
Remainder 677
Total 927,721

$10,771- II, Ilk 115,575
$13,906 II, In 175,744

Remainder 6 532
Total 297,851

$13,906 II, IIIA 97,198
$18,160 II, IIIB

Ammainder
71,260
i L814

)

Total
------
177,272

lass than III, IA 335,786
$10,771 III, IB 111,871

Remainder 0

Total 447,657

$10,771 / 342,741,
$13,906

Awl
III, II3
Ramainder

357,20i-
2957

Total 702,898

$13,906- III, IIIA 209,258
$18,160 113,1113 94,831

Remainder 4,011
Total 308,101

more than III, IVA 45,899
$180160 III, /VS 20,569

Reminder 9,211'
Total 75,679

less than IV, IA 70,511

$10,771 IV, III 120,771
IV, IC 239,683
/V, ID 562,118 )
Remainder

I?.

0
Total 993,083

$10,771- IV, IIA 176,811
$13,906) IV, I121 . 83,904

Remiander 0

Total 260,715

$11,906 - IV, IIIA 310,632

$18,160 IV, 1111 - 111,098

,

IV, IIIC 54,675
Remainder 198
Total TTEXITY

sore than '4. more than
$18,160

IV, IVA
IV, IV3

1Y, IVC
Remainder
Total -

286,661
179,295

37,171
12 360

515,507

337

69.05
30.95

7.10

12.16
24.14
56.60

50

25

25

25
.

20

25

40
40

175

25
50

25
25 4

50
25

rk.,

20

10

20
40
63

150

67.82 SO
32.18 25

65.20 0
23.32
11.48,

56.98
35.64
7.39

75

30
15
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Table A4
STRATIFIED RANDOMRcAtitiat

QUOTA OF INTERVIEWS IN EACH Y SE TOWN4CITYL
By Per Capita ExpendiApre and Per CaPita alth Categdhear#

=

Illess than 510771) II($1p,771 -$13,906) 111613,906-$18,160) IV(more than $18,160)

Per Capita Wealth .

, it of it 'of. . S of 11 of?er Capita Expenditure CITY/Town Interviews CITY/Town InterViews CITY/Town Interviews CITY/Town Interviews. $
I.(less than $625).

II ($6234717)

,

/I ($7174838)

sore than $838)

6

Clinton
Dudley,'

.Baiifax

25

25
25

LEOMINSTER .25

Bellingham 20 L:.

FALL RIVER 25'
* Greenfield 20

HOLYOKE 25
Lawrence 25
MALDEN . 50
MEDFORD 25
NEW BEDFORD 28,
NORTHAMPTOF ,20
Oxford ZO

Swansea

,
i ,

Pembroktfk 25 4Dertmouth 25
1Westfield 25 Westport 25 ,
W.Springfield 25

-
.

. .
.

, e

.

i
. .

..4
5

.BROCKTON 25 Arlington 25 Dedham 25 Lincoln 20MELROSE
REVERE , g

ATTLEBORO ,125 E.LOngieadow 25 LynIfield 10
'BEVERLY 25 '1454thes - 25

SPRINGFIELD 50 Framingham 25 . 5.

Randolph 25 .

. .

% Tewksbury -lS, -

.. Wakefield 25 ..
4

.
'

',k,BOSTON 150 PEABODY 4 25 praintree 25 ,- Andover 25 `CAMBRIDGE 25 QUINCY 25 1Brooklilip 15 EVERETT 16CHELSEA. 15' SALEM 55 NEWTON 30 Needham : 25.,HAVER= ; 20 Sharon 25 Orleans 15LYNN 21 Walpole .2.5 2 ; Fraiincetown 20,WORCESTER 42
Somerset 25

25 Groton_ 20 fariOuth 25

'

a. 'it j few' cases, \he actual ntiber oi interiiews differ. slightly from the quote. listed in the,reble.

-k

-,--2-4ir:attlk, In one case, howeve , the:dffference is substantiil. Only 25 of the 55 interviews planned
for Salem were Zond ted.

0
br

4
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.ftothotes

The categories were developed by the Massachusetts Taxpayers' Foundation
-for simulations ofthe effects of alternative tax limitation measures. The
per capita wealthokand-expenditures, are based'on 1976 population figures.

2'
We would prefer to allocate interviews among strata in proportion to the

number,Of.-rasident-households rather than in proportion to population. 1980
Census data on households were hot availahae, however. Census p6pulation figures
iinclude students and other pexserns living in institutions. To the extent thet
these people live in areas characterizeeby below average household size, CenSus
population serves as an 'adequate proxy for the number of resident households.

r'.

swivo

LA

44.

ft*

.41
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Appendix B

QUESTIONNAIRE

a

A questionnaire was designed to gather data in the following areas:

I. PROPOSITION 21/2

A. How did resporidents vote on Proposition 21/2? If Proposition 21/2 had been a
constitutional amendment, would they have voted differently? How wculd
non-voters have voted? How did resporidents vote on Question 3?

,

B. Ahtic:pated erfects-of Proposition 211? What did.respondents.think the
overall effect of Proposition'21/2 would be op taxes, governmental efficiency
and state aid? How would it affect certain specific services such as
police and education? now would it affect the taxes paid and services used
by the r:espondent's household?

.

PUBLIC SERVICES I

A. Perception of the overall level of public services. 'How do respondents
thinR their public services compare with those provided in other towns,
in other neighborhoods in the same jurigdiction, and in their juris-
diction two years ago?

*

B. Desired public serviCe leels. Compared to the level of state and local
public services currently provided, what level would respondent prefer --
both for services in general and for a number of specific services?,

;.TI. -FINANCE ISSUES

A. Perceptions cif cpits. How aware is respondent of direct and indirect
, property tax burdens?

B. Awareness of cOrent financing arrangements. What proportion of the
costs of a.variety of services does respondent thia are financed Sy
property taxes?.

. *

C. Desired financing arranggli4o4s. Do respondents desire changes in the
,

method of financing various public services? For each specific service,
would they prefer 1ncreasei in the proportion financed by user charges
or :state income or sales taxes?

D. Desired tax and spending Slevels. What percentage changes do respondents
desimin total taxinOnd spending levels for overall state, municipal
and sChool,services?

340
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IV. EFFICIENCY IN PUBLIC SERVICE DELIVERY

A. Perception of inefficiency. lo what extcnt doerpondent perceive
state and local government to be inefficient and corrupt?

B. r.Amount of inefficiency. How much does respondent think services in
general and certain specific services could be cut back without
significant1 affecting the quality and quantity of the services provided?

V. BENEFICIAIIIES Or PUBLIC SERVICES

.A. Service usage. Which public services does respondent's household use?

B. Perceptionofother beneficiaries: To what extent Uoes respondent think
that members of certain groups currently receive-their fair share of
public services for the taxes they pay? Do ?ertain groups benefit
more now, than they did in the past?

'Va. ATTITUDES TOWARD WVL:RNMENT AND TAXES

A. Attitudes iowEr! taxes and finance arrangements. What is respondent's
attitude toward various forms of taxes and service finance arrangements?

B. Perception of appropriate govérnment role. What does respondent think
the appropriate role of government is in a free enterprise economy?
How much should citizens expect from their 4overnment?.

VII. RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS

A. Demographic characteristic. Wt.lt is respondent's educational level,
occupation, family composition, income, race and religion?

B. Perception of financial well-being. Are respondents bette'r off now
. than they were in the past? Do they expect to be better off in the

future? 4

C. Housing characteristics. What kind of housing does respondent'live in?
What are the market and assessed values of owner-occupied housing and

how much ren1 is paid for rental hbusing?

A preliminary questionnaire was pretested the weekend before the election.

The pretest indicated that respondents had no problems understanding or answering

any of the questions but that the survey took an average of 51 minutes to complete.
4

As a result, a number of questions were eliminated or rewritten.

The final interviewing began Thursday, November 6. Akter approximately 300

interviews were completed, we Aiscovered that the questionnaire was still too long,

taking appro);imaely 45 minutes to complete. Consequently, addition4 questionsIf
341
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were eliminated while the 4Interviewing was in progress. The final shortened

questionnaire took approximately 30 minutes to complete.

A copy of the questionnaire.is included. Questions that were eliminated after

the interviewing started have been starred. It should be noted that one question

was added at this time; this question has been circled.

"*-
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tIBERMAN RESEARCH SUOURBAN, /NC. , 7 HOLLAND AVENUE WHITT PLAINS, NEW YORK 10603,

Job /2048.04
MASSACHUSETTS PROPOSITION 21/2 STUDY November, 1980

Time Started:-
att-1

.. tbopt the services provided by the state or local government to residents of

your town or city. For etch service I raid, please use the first list of words to

tell me-whether state or local povernment should be prvvidiagircirress, a little

.less, the same amount, a little more or a lot more of this service. Remember, if

govermnent provides less services state or Iocil taxes will be reduced. and 41

goiernment provides more services, state or local taxes will be increased. If the

service is not available to residents in your city or town, please let se know.

Let's begin wi;h (frd" /TEM). Which phrase in the first list describes how much

more or less ('X'dm ITEM) state or local government should provide.

( )

( )

1 )
)_

( )

)

( )

( )

( )

i

)

)

ixr

;

2a. Now, please continue using List 1 to answer these questions.

On an overall bas4s, how much more or less state services would you prefer to have?

(RECORM---

2b. And on an overall basis, how much more er less local services would you plfer to

have?. (R010)

2c. And how mch more or less does. your local government currently provide in the way

of services than it did two years ago? (RECORD)

.

2d. And how much more or less does your local gbvernment
currently provide as compared

to other nearby towns and cities? (RECORD)

2e. And how much more or less does your local government currently provide to v_ILE

neighborhood as compared to other nelobborboods fn your comounity? (REONMT-
k

A A

A Lot Little The Little 'A Lot Don't

ida., Same More More Know

And now, how about (NEXT rrEm)? (RECORD.

Service
Not

Available

REPEAT FOR ALL rrEms)

A
A Lot Little The

Less Less Same

A
Little
Mort

,

A Lot Don't
Mora Know

',...
.

Public elementary 4 high school

education ..- ...........

Special education for children
with learning problems

Fire fighting services - - -

Police services---------------
Courts and judges
Sutfpat of local public

transportation-
Regular girbage pick-up-

Street and sidewalk repairs -- - -

Local public parks & recreation

facilities
Mental health programs -- - --- - - -

Welfare or oer publicth

assistance programs----------
Adult eddcation- --- -0,
Services for the elderly
Aften.school programs for

students, such as music and

athletics---------
State ang community colleges and

univerSitieto---:-*msax:

0

0
.- 0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
'0
0

0

0

1

1

1

1 '

1

1

1

1

1

1

l'

1

1

1

. 1

2

2

2

2
2

2
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3 .

4

4

N4
4,---

4

4
4

4

4

4

4
4
4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5
5

5

5

5

5

5
5

9

5

9 -11

9 -12

9 -13
9 -14
9 -15

9 16t

9 -17

9 -18

9 -19
9 -20

9 -21

9 -22
9 -23

9 -24

9 -2E

A. Overall state services---------.--------- 1

b. Overall local sarVices----------- 1

c. Current vs. 2 years ago----------- 1

d. Compared tO nearby towns and eitits - - - 1

e.
Compared tO other neighborhoods - -- -- -- - -- 1

343

2 .3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

4 5 9 -2:

4 9 9 .2-

4 - 5 9-2
4 5 9 -2:

4 9- 9 -3

31-33 8LANYy
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3a. As far ii you know, please tell me approximatety what percent of each of the

services I read is financed,by local property taxes. If you think all of it

is financed then you'd say 100%. if none, 0%, if half SOS. Tou may give me anY

number from OS to 100% to indicate how much of each service you-think is financed

oy local property taxes. If you're not sure, just give meyour best estimate.

Let's begin wfth ("X'd" ITEM) (RECORD)

And how much of (NEXT ITEM) is financed by local property taxes? (RECORD. REPEAT

FOR ALL ITEMS)

Public elementary and high sihool education - - -------

Special education for childron,with learning problems -

Fire fighting services

Police

Courts and judges---------- ---- 7 ---

Support of local public trensportation---------------------------

Regular garbage pick-up---------------7-----:----- ..........

Street and sidewalk repairs ...... .....

Local public parks and recreation facilities-------------- .......

Mental health programs------

Welfare or other public assistance programs-- ---

Adult education mos mrewomoo

Services for the elderly -- ... ---

Afttr.school programs for stdents, such as muiic and athleticsr,

State and community_colleges,ang universities -- - -

Percent
Financed ly Local.
Property Taxes

34,35,36

37,18,39-

40,41,42

43,44,45

46,47,48

49,50,51

52,53,54

55,56,57

58,59,60'

61,62,63

64,65,66

67,68,69

70,71,72

73,74,75

74,77,78

4a. For each service I read would-you like takeep the financing the way it now is or to

see a greater share of the money come frdm local property taxes, from state income

-taxes, frokstate sales takes, ora greater share from fees-paid by users of the

service.

Please tell me whiCh, if any, of thi sources in your econd list you think should

bear a greater share of the costs of ("X'd" ITEM)? ( CORD )

4b. And how about the costs of (NEXT ITEM)? (RECORD.' REPEAT FOR ALL ITEMS.)

( ) PublicAlementary and high school
education.... ..... .......;............

( ) Special education for children with
learning problems-- ----------------

i At Fire fighting SerViC2S.....
Police SerViCes --=..

..

Courts and Judges-- ............---m.....
SuPPort of local public transportation

Regular garbage pick:up---------------

i)* Street and sidewalk repairs- ............

) Local public parks and recreation
facimiet.... ------ ...................

( ), Mental health programs
( plc Welfare-or other public assistance

. .....

( ) Adult education - - ......

)*1 Services for the elderly- -- -

) After school programs fos students,

/such as music and

( ) State and community colleges and.

universities------ .....

au.uwo egmted Aer inieruceux.mi

Same Local

as Property
Now Taxes

State
InCome
Taxes

State
Sales
Taxes

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 ,

1

2

2

2
2
2

2

2

2

2
2

2

2
2

2

2

3

3
3
3
3
3

3

3

:
3

'3

3
3

3

3

User
Fees

Don't
Other Know

4

4
4
4
4

4

5

.5

5

5
5

5

9 -

9 - E
9 - 1
9 - E
9 - S

9 -1C

4 5 9 -01

4 5 9 -12

4
4

5
8

9-1 :
9 -lz

4 5 9 -1:

4 5 9 -U
4 5 9-1

4 8 9 -1.

4 5 9-1

20-21 BLANK
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CARD 2

5a. Compared Vo what tbe state government now spends, by what- percentage, if any. wmuld

you like to set state government taxihg and spending increastor decrease. You

may answer any,percent increase or decrease fron IS to 100%. or tell me you went it

to stay the same. (RECORD. MAKE SURE RESPONDENT IDENTIFIES WHETHER THE PERCENTAGE

lb AN-inLkiASE OR DECREASE.)

5b. And by what percentage, tf any,-would you like to see local government taxing and
spending increase or decrease? (RECORD)

5c. And by what percentage1 if any, would you like to see local public school taxes
and spending increase or decrease? (RECORD)

-.LL-11 Q.Sb R. SF
Local

State Local Public

Government Government School

Incretse 24-26 + 31-33 + 38-40

Decrease 27-29 - 34-36 - 41-43

Stay same 30,- 37 -44

6. Which phrase on list one, best describes property taxes in your community as compared
to those in nlig7FiTis and towns? (RECORD)

45

A lot ...

A little less 2

The same
A little more 4

A lot more- 5
Don't know 9

7. Overall,.by what percentage, if any, do you think your local government could cut
taxes and spending without significantly cutting the amount of services? (RECORD)

46-47

8. And by what percentage, if any, do you think state govarnment could cut taxes'and
spending without significantly cutting the amount of services? (RECORD)

48-49

9. Now let's talk about some-specific services. People we've talked to believe that

government could cut back spending on these services by eliminating waste, inefficiency

and other problems. ly what percentage, if any, do you think government could cut
back spending on ("X'd" ITEM) wtthout significantly affecting the Quality or amount

of services provided? (RECORD. REPEAT FOR ALL ITEM$,)

Percent

( ) Public llmentartand high school education - - ----------- ! ----- - - 50-51

Special aducation for children with learning problems 52-53

( ) Adult education . ---....-- ------ ---- 64-55

( ) Police services ........... 56-57

( ) Regular garbage pick-up 58-59

( ) Street and sidewalk repairs 60-61

( ) Welfare or other public assistance.programs 62-63

64-65
( ) State and community colleges and.untversities

( ) After school programs for students, such as music and athletics 66-67

68-71 BLANK
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10. In talking to people about the recent elections we found thai a,lot of people were
not able to vote because they weren't registered, they were sick or cut of town, or

'they just didn't have time.

10a. k.W about t. hi Ca 72

elections this November? Yes -- - - - ------- 1 SKIP TO Q. 11

,Din't remember. - -3
ASK Q. 10b

.

10b. Wert you registered to vote in this.
election? Yes

No-
Don't know-

73

2
9

11. As you probably know, there were a number of questions on the ballot that related to
government spending and_taxing. One of these was Question 2, called Proposition 21/4,
which would limit property taxes to 210 of market value of property.

lit
74

Yes----- -1

Don't know- -

Ila. Had yOu heard of this question before
the election?

IF "YES" IN Q. 10a, -- VOTED IN ELECTION - ASK Q. 1lb OTHERWISE SKIP TO Q. Ilf

1lb. Did you vote on this question?
Yes-

75

-1

SKIP TO Q. lhfNo-
Don't know---....n

11c. How did you vote -- did you vote for or
against Question 2, that is Proposition 21/4? For

76

Against -2

Don't remember- --3

Ild. In your opinion, is Proposftion 21/2 a 77

constitutional amendnent? yes- 7 SKIP TO Q. 12
-----

Ile. Would you have voted 'for or against 78

Proposition 21/4 if it had been a For.

constitutional amendnent? Against 2
I

SKIP TO Q. 12
Don't know -9

Ilf. If you had voted on Question 2, that is 79

Proposition 21/4, would you have been more For

likely to hav voted for it or against it? Against- - - - -2

Don't know--- -- -9

IF YES IN Q. 101-- VOTED-IN ELECTION ... ASK O. 12a OTHERWISE iKIP TO Q. 14a

12le. Another of these questions on tht ballot was Question 4, which allows legislators to
keep recent salary increases.

I

12a. Did you vote on this question?
40 5 Card 3

, yes. 7

3C
12b. How did you vote - dtd you vote fOr

or against Question 4?

13. Another was Question 5, which would prevent the
certain costs on cities and towns.

13a. Did you vote on this question?.

13b. How did you vote - - did you vote for o;

against Question 5?

Quiestions qijw werview:us 34 6

SKIP TO Q. 13

6
For :=T
Against-- 2

Don't remember ---3

state go!lernment from imposing

7

Yes-, 7 .

No

Don't know-
B
9

SKIP TO Q

-
, --...

8

For 7
Against.-- -------2
Don't remember - -.3

14 a

9-11 ;LANK
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14a. Another question on the ballot was
Question 3, which would limit state

and local taxes and would increase the
state share of education costs. Had

you hoard fbout this question before
ihe

IF "YES" /N Q. 10a -- VOTED IWELECTION - ASK

14b. Did you vote on this question?

14c. How did you vote -- did you vote for
or.against Question 3?

144. If you had voted on Question 3, would
you have been more likely to have voted
for it or against it?

14e.

Card 3

12

Yes

Don't know.:..- .9

Q. 14b OTHERWISE SKIP TO Q. 144.

13

Yes 1

No SKIP TO Q. 144
Don't know-- -

14

For -

Against -2 SKIP TO Q. 141
Don't remember- - -3

15

For-

Against 2

Don't know-- 9

I will read you some of the effects that passage of Question 3 might have had in,

Massachusetts. Please loak at list three that you wrote down from "agree a lot"

to "diiagres a lot". To what extel-71177ou agree or disagree that passage of

Question 3 would have led to ("X`d" ITEM)? (RECORD. REPEAT FOR ALL ITEMS.)

Lower state taxes than now- ------- -----

More money for local public schools - -

Slower growth of property taxes than now
More business and industry in

Massachusetts ------ - -4- ------ --
Lower property taxes than now- - - -- -----

Reform of state taxes ------- -

Slower growth of total taxing and
spending in Massachusetts -

ALWAYS ASK LAST

Benefits for my household on an overall
basis 4.0

Agree
A Lot

Agree A
Little

Disagree
A Little

Disagree
A Lot

Don't
Know

4 3 2 1 9 -16

4 3 2 1 9 -17

4 3 2 1 9 -18

4 3 2 / 1 9 -19

4 3 2 1 9 -20

4 3 2 1 9 -21-

4 3 2 1 9 -22

4 3 2 1 b 9-23

15. Now I'd like to talk to you about Proposition 24. 'As you probably know, Proposition 21i
contains a number of provisions. Other pimple we have talked to have told us what

they think is included. I'd like to read you some statements and have you tell me,
based on everything you have heard or read, whether you think each of these

included or not included in Pr000sit1ok.211.

Does Proposition 24 ("X'd" ITEM)? (RECORD. REPEAT FOR ALL rrEms)

(yes) (No)

Not Don't

Limit property taxes to 2h% of full market value-=--------
Cut auto excise,taxes -------- ----------------....---......
Allow tenants.to deduct half of their annual 'lent on state

income tax returns --

Limit state government taxes and spending .

End biTeifarbitration for policemen and firemen- - - - -- - - -

Take away the pOwer of school committees to set school

budgets ... -

347
Qattehovis ro ft..r CrAtru4.-u- A.A45

Included Included Know

N.01 2 9 -24

,2 9 -25

1

1

2

2
9 f2f
9 -27

1 2 9 -25

2 9 -25

30-33 3LANK
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Card 3

16. Next, I will read a ltst of scot of the effects that the pessage of Proposition 21/4

might have in Massachusetts.

Look at list three that you wrote down from 'agree a lot" to "disagree a lot". To'

what exfM7745Tit.oroo or disagree that Proposition 21/2 will ("X'd" !TEM)? (RECORD.

REPEAT FOR ALL Ian) tS(ART WITH "X'd"-ITEN AND CONTINUE UNTiL ALL ITEKS ARE RATED)

Agree Agree
A Lot A Little

Disagree
A Little

Disagree
A Lot

Don't
Know

.

Lower proPertyotaxes in Matsachusetts- 4 3 N 2 1 9- -34

Increase Massachusetts state income .- .

taxes 4 4 3. 2 1 9 -3$

Lower rents 4 3 2 1 946
.Make local government more efficient-- 4 3 2 1 9 -37

Decrease funds for local public
schools- 4 3 2 1 9 -38

Increase-state sales taxes 4 3 2 1 9 -39

( ) Give state government more control .

local matters 4 3 2 1 9 -40.over
Increase state aid to cities and towns 4 3 2 1 9 41

) Give local voters more control over. - s

school spending 4 3 2 1 9 -42

( ) Attract more business and industry to
Massachusetts

. .

4 .3

.

.2 4 9 -43

Doe Encourage the state legislature to
reform,Nassachusetts taxes 4 3 2 1 9 -44

17. Overall, what do you think will be the single most important-change cauied by the

passage of Proposition 21/4 ?

46
4Z
48
49

18. Overall, We do you think the iissage of Proposition 21/4 will affect your community
-- do you think the services your locil government offers will he'cut back a lot,

cut back a little, retain the same, increise a little or increase a lot?
4

50

Cut back a lot -1

Cut back a little 2

Remain the same 3

Increase a-little- -- -4

Increase a lot -5
Don't know- 9

19a. Now that Proposition 21/2 has passed, what do you think will happen to services I read.
Using the first list of phrases tell me whether xou think there will be a lot Tess,
a little liii77Dliimte, a little more or a lot more ("X'd" ITEM) services now that
Propositon 21/4 has passed?

19b. And how about ("X'd" ITEM) services? (RECORD. REPEAT FOR ALL ITEMS)

. A A
. A Lot Little The Little A Lot Don't

9 Less Less lap More More Know

Public elementary & high school education---- --r- 7 1* ---r- T=IT
Special education for children with learning -

problems ... 1 2 3 4 5 9 -52
Fire fighting services---- ...... ---------4--- 1 2 3 4 5 , 9 -53

Police Services ...... ...................... 1 1 3 4 $ 9 -54
Carta and juddaa............................ 1 2 3 4 5 9 -56

Support of local public transportation 1 2 3 4 5 9 -56

Regular garbage pick-up---------------,------- 1 2 3 4 5 9 -57.

Street and sidroalk repairs-- --- -- ---- --- --- - 1 2 3 4 5 9 -56

Local public parks & recreation facilities--- 1 2 3 4 5 9 -SS

Mental health prOgrams 1 2 3 4 5 9 -6C

Welfare or other public assistance programs-- 1 2 3 4 5 9 -61

Adult 1 2 3 4 6 9 -62education ....

Services for the elderly 1 2 3 4 -5 9 -6Z

After school programs for students, such as
music and athletics .1 2 3 4 5 9 -64

State and community colleges'and universities 1 2 3. 4 5 9 -65

66-69 BLANK E
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'r

A

20a. Mow about.you and members of your household. how that Proposition 21/2.has passed, do
you think the pmblic services your household uses will be cut,back a lot, cut back a,

. little, remain the same, increase a little or increase a lot? .(RECOR0 BELOW)

70

Cut back a lot- 1

Cut baux a littia- 2

Remain the same -3

Increase a little- --- - -4

Increase a lot 5

Don't know- 9

21. How about the tttal amount of taxes your household pays -- now that Porposition 21/4
has passed, aiyou think your.household will be paying a lot less in taxes, a
little less, about the same amount, a little more or a lot more in taxes? (RECORD)

71

A lot less- - - - - - -

A little less 2

Same amount 3

A little more- 4

A lot more
Don't know- 9

22. Overall, will your househoid be a lot worse off, a little worse off, about the same,
a little better off, or a lot better off now that Proposition 21/2 has passed? (RECORD)

/)
23. Now we'd like to get your opinion) on tax and other government issues. For each

statement I read, use the phrases in list three to tell whether you agree a lot,
agree a little, disagree a little or TRIPTIT7 lot with each statement. How
much do you agree or disagree that ('ve rrEm)? (RECORD. REPEAT FOR ALL ITEMS)

72

Lot worse off 1

Little worse off 2

About the same- 3

Little better off 4

Lot better off
Don't knou- 9

( ) A graduated income tax is the best way for the
state to raise money - - ----- ------- -

Agree - Disagree Don't
A Lot A Little A LittTe A Lot Know

4 3 2 943
( ) Corruption is common in my localogovernment - - 4 ° 3 2 9-74

( ) People now on welfare could find jobs if they
really tried - - - - . 4 3 2 9-75

Government interferes too much in peoples lives 4 3 2 9-76
A cut in property taxes would benefit home-

owners more then business and industry -- - - - - 4 3 2 9-77

( ) Proposition 13 in Californiashowed that taxes
can be cut without cuts in services 4 3 2 9-78

( ) City or,town employees are overpaid - - - 4 3 2 9-79

80-3 10 1-41

Card 4

( ) The government should make sure'that each
family has live 4 3 2 1 9 -enough to on-

( ) It't okay for property taxes to rise as fast
as the cost of living - - - 4 3 2 1 9 - 6

) Corruption is common in my state government -- 4 3 2 1 9 - 7

) The property tax is the best weY for cities
and tors to raise money for city services - - 4 3 .2 1 9 - E

( ) When property taxes go up, landlords just
raise rams.. ......... ----- ft- 4 3 2 1 9 - .5

00 City or town employees don't workas hard as
people who park for private companies - - - 4 3 2 N 1 9 -1C

) People expect too many services from,government 4 3 2 1 9 -11

) Taxpayers in rich cities & towns should help
pay forlervices in pooree`cttles & towns - - - 4 3 2 1 9 -12

( ) When business proportrlaxes go up, businetaa../
just raise their prices to consumers 4 3 2 1 9 -12

( ) State govt, should give more money to the
cities and towns so local property taxes

gag can be kept down - 4 3 2 1 9 -14 i

( ) The sales tax is a good wey for the state to
----- 4 3 2' 1 .9. -1!raise

*Pier intatiou.it'asbe9b, 49
. 16-18 8LANk 6
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24. Sometilhes it seems that certain groups of people pay a lot in taxes but don't get
very many services while others don't piY much in taxes but get a lot of services.
Using the phrases in list rig, please till me whether ('X'cl" GROUP) get a lot .

less than they pay for, a little less, the SAM amount as they pay for, a little
more, or tlot more than they pay for. (RECORD UNDER COL. 24)

And how much do (NEXT GROUP) get compared to what they pay for? (RECORO. REPEAT

FOR ALL GROUPS)

Col. 24: Amount They Get

lot Little. Same Little Lot Don't

less, Less Amount More More Know )

1 , 2 3 4 5 9 -19

1 2 3 4 5 9 -20

1 2 3 4 5 9 -21
a 1 2 3

1 2 3

4 5 0 -22

4 5 9 -23

1 2 3 4 6 9 -24

1 2 3 4 5 9 -25

------ 1 2 3 4 5 9 -26

.-

( ) Middle class families
Renters_ ... ......

Business and industry ...... ----------

Retired people
Poor families
minority groups ------------

Home owners
Members of my household--------

25. Now we'd like you to think about two years ago. Taking into account services they

get for the taxes they pay'ars ('X'd" GROUP) better off, woiSe off or about the
same now as they were two years ago? (RECORO. REPEAT FOR ALL GROUPS.)

'

.

Better Worse About Don't

Off Off Same Know

1 3 2 9 -27

1 3 2 9 -28

1 3 2 9 -29

1 3 2 9 -30

1 3 2 9 -31

1 3 2 9 -32

1 3 2 9 -33

Members'of my household 1 3 2 t -34

Middle class families
Renters
Business and industrY
Retired people-
Poor families
Minority groupsi
Home owners

..

26.- We'd like to know a little about the people we talk to:

26a. How many years have you been living in
Massachusetts?

26b. ...in the town you live in?

26c. Do you think you will be living in this town
5 years from now?

27a. Da you livt in a single.family house, A house 40

, with two or more famipes, an aparteent, or Single family house 7
what? Two or more family 2

Apartment- 3

Condominium - --- a

Town house 5

Mobile home-- '6

Other - -7

- years 35-36

years 37-38

.39

Yes-

Don't know 1

27b. Do you rent your (ANSWER Q. 27a) or do you
tron it, or is there some other arrangement?

IFOTHO (IN O. 27b) ASK O. 28

Rent
Own---
Other

(SPECIFY)

41

-GO TO 0.29
2 -GO TO 0.30
3

28a. Have you ever owned a home? Ye.1-
No----

42

1

2

,

281). Do you plan to buy a home soiatime in the 43

, next Nee years? .
vas. ----- .....-1

No
tKIP TO Q.31

Don't know--------9
-2

.

350
44.46 BLANK
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IF RENT (IN Q. 27b) ASK Q. 29.

29a. Nave you ever owned a home?
47

Yet .1

No4- 2

29b. Do you plan to buy a home sometime in the

next five years? $
Yes I

No 2

. \ Don't know 9 I'
29c; About haw much rent do you pay each month?

$ .per month 49

294. Does this include heat or any utilities? 13 -

Yes

, No 2
,p Don't know- - -., - -9

29e. If you had to guess, what percentage of your
rent would you say goes to pay property.taxes
on the building you live in?

29f. Suppose property tlies on your (HOUSE/
APARTMENT) went up $600 or about 650 a month.
Now much, if at all, do you think your rent
would be increased on a monthly basis?

S 54-56

SKIP To Q. 31

IF OWN (IN Q. 27b) ASK 0. 30

30a. Could you tell me the current market value of

. your (ANSWER IN Q. 27a). By this I mean

about what priceyou could sell it for?

30b: About what is the assessed value of your
(ANSWER IN Q. 27a)?

30c. Nat your property been reassessed for
property tax purposes in the last 2 years?

30d. About how much wdll you have to pay in

property taxes this year?

30a. How does this compare to the amount you paid

in property taxes two years ago - is it a

lot more, a little more, stout the same, a

little less, or a lot less?

4

S - 60-65

S 66-71

72

No ----- ...2

Don't know- g

- 73-77

78
Lot more- - -

Little more 4
Same amount 3
Little less -- - -2

Lot less--
Don't know 9

lla. Including yourself, how many people live

in your household?

31b. Now many of these people are:

...less than 6 years old?

...between F and 17 years old?

...between 18 and 59 years old?

...60 years old and over? 8

IF ANY 17 YEARS OR UNDER. ASK:

31c. Now manyof the people under 18 are?

...attending public school? 9

...attending parochial schoolt 10

...attending private other than parochial

school?
11

peoplik75

5

[80-4 io 1.4
Card 5.

.41r.

6

12-14 BLANK
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32. Which of the fdllowing services have you or
regularly 'in the past year?

Adult education- ,

Car4.5

other members'of your household used

Don't
Yes No Kmow

Special education forchildren with learning p
State and community colleges and universities--
Local public transportati n

programs-
Local publp parks and rca on falilities

Mental hea th
Welfare,or ogler public assistance programs
Services for the elderly

After school brograms for students such as music an

33. Now old are you?.

34a. Art au, currently empIoyed? (IF YES: Is

that sin a full timaor part-time basis?)

41.11

-T 2

2
2

-- 1 2

1 2 t

1 2

1 , 2

1- 2

athletics - 1 2 " 9 -23,

34b. Rjease tell me your exact job title?

34c. In what.type of business or organiiition
do you work?

344. Wert you ever employed before-this? (IF YES:
Was that on a full or pert time basis?) .

34e. Please tell me your 4Xact job Vigo in the
last job you held?

34f. In what type of business or organization
did you work?

35. Whitits the last grade of sChool you
ccapleted?

36. What is your marital status...are you single,
married,widowed, divorced, separated, or other?

37a. Is your spouse currently employed? (IF YES:

Is that on a full time or part time basis?)

'37b. Please tall me the exact title of your spousCs
job? (IF DOES NOT KNOW, ASK: Can you describe

what he/she does?)

37c. In what type of business or organization does

your spouse work?

-37d. Was your spouse ever employed before this?

(IF YES: Was that on a full or part time basis?)

37e. !lope tel me the ct titre of the last job

7at which' ur spouie
1)

rked. (IF DOES NOT KNOW,

ASK: Cs you descri what he/she did?) .

37f. In wha type of business or organization did

your use work?

2 352
OP.*

-15
9 -16
9 -17
f-18
9 -19
9 -20
9 -21

"1 -2i

26
Full time- ;

Part.time- - - -2

Not employeex:-3 -SKIP TO Q.34d

Title: r

Business:
SKIP TO Q. 35

27

Full time---------1
Part time- 2
Not amployed------3 -SKIP TO a. 35

Tttle:

Business:

Write in:

Single 351 -SKIP TO Q.391

Married ----- - -2 -.ASK Q.37a

4 SKIP ib Q.39aDivorced
,Separa
Other - 6

Full tiaZ.
/4

Part time-- 2

Not employed*-----3-5KIP TO Q.37d
e.)

Title/Type
of Work

5

.8usiness

SKIP TO O. 38
3uIT

time- 2

Not employed 11.7.SKIP TO Q.

Don't know-

Title:

8usineis

31-34 BLANK

10
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,

/1.

36. What is the last grade of school your spouse

tompleted? :

39a. Do you, or your spouse, currently wort
for the town or city, county, state, or federal
government, or for the public school system?

(IF YES: For whom?)

IF YES TO TOWN/CITY IN.O. 39a, ASK Q. 39b

39b. What town or city is that?

Write in

_Carl S.

YES 35
-

County-
State-- --------- - - -3

SKIP TO
-INSTRUCTION

Federal - ----- -4
5

Public school
-IEFORE 0.40

Do not work for above-6

IF VOTED IM ELECTION (0.10a) ASK Q. 40 OTHERWISE SKIP TO O. 41b

4U. fou mentioned lier that you voted in

the last elect ion. vdte fOr

President?

IF-YES IN Q. 40, Agr:

41a: Who did you vote for? (RECORD UNDER COL. 41a)

IF No IN Q. 40, ASK:

410. If you had voted for PrestOeht, who wmuld
you haV'e voted for? (RECORD UNDER

COL-. 41b)

42. How would you describe-yourself politically?
WoAld,you,say you art very conservative,
faiFly cinsarvative, middle of the road, -1

fairly liberal or very liberal?'

%. (DO NOT READ)or
(DO NOT READ)

43. To get an accurate picture of the people we Intervi
about their financial situation and income.

43a. Did youfile a federal income tax return/

(DO M3TREAD)
. , (DO NOT READ)

43b. .Did you or aiyone in your household file
in itemized tax return:last year70

trO NNSIT :EE;g1

43c. Approximately what wes your household's _

total income from all sources, before

"> taxes last year? (DO NOT READ)
(DO NOT READ)

44 Thinking back two years, would yoq st
your-householdis a lot better .Off
financially, a little better off," about
the same, a little worse off, or a lot
worse Off now than'you were two years ego?

(00 NOT READ)

44b. Think how to the next two years. 6; you

expect your household to be a lot better
off financially, a little better off,
about the same, a little,worse off or a
lot worst off two-fears frte now than you

art now?
,

(DO NOT READ)

Yes
No- 2

0 O.;;Ia 0.3:lb

Anderson
Carter- - -----
Clark
Commoner
Reagan
Refilsed
Don t

v

7 7
2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6
9 9

39

Very conservative 7
Fairly conservative- - - -2

Middle of the roid ----3
Fairly liberal -4

Very liberal
Refused 6

Don't know- - -u -9'

ew, we need to'know4 little

Yes

.7 -ASK O.43b

No 2 -SKIP TO Q.43e

Refused 3
Don't know 9

Yes
No 2

Refused 3

Oon't know

$

Refused
Don"t know

LL

42.47

9

48

Lot betier
tittle'better - -2

About the same - -3

Little worse- 4
Lot worse - --t- - -5

Don"t know 9

49

LOtbettey'

About the same- -- -3

little worse-- ---.4

Lot:worse-- 5
Don' t know- 9
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now, a few questions for classification purposes.

45. fArt you white, black, Hispanic or scow

other group?

Card 5

SO

White except hispanic - --1

Black except hispanic - --2

Hispanic----------------3

(DO NOT READ)Refused 5

46. What is your rellgious affiliation...1s it
Protestant, Catholic', Jewish, or what?

RECORO SEX:

X CiTY:

h

51

Protestant 1

Catholic- 2

Jewish / 3

Mormon; LAt.S. 4

None, no preference,
atheist 5

Other "6
(oo, Nor READ)Refuser----7

52

Male- .1

_Female- - - - ------ 2

53 .54 55 56

Andover 1 Dartmouth 1 Lawrence---- -1 Orleans - ---1

Arlington 2 Dedham-- --- 2 Leominster-- -2 Oxford

Attleboro-
Bellingham- - --4

Dudley- --
E. Longmeadow-

3

-- -4

Lincoln---- -3

Lynn --4
Peabody 3

Pembroke- --4

Beverly Everett Lynnfield-----5 Provincetown

Boston 6 ' Fall River --6 Malden Quincy - - - -6,

Medford-----w-7Braintree- - - - -7 ' Fnamin ham- 7 Randolph - --- -7

Greenf eldBrockton a Melrose --,=- 1.8 Restore- ,8

Brootline- 9 Groton 9 Needham--- 9 Salem :g

Cambridge 0 Halifax 0 New Bedford- --O Sharon 0

Chelsea Haverhill Newton -x Somerset x

ClintoR---x ------ Holyoke North Hampton-y Springfield - -y

44i 57

Swansea
Tewksburg-------2
Wakefield - -/-- -3

Walpole-- - -4

Waltham-
West

Springfield - - -6

Westfield 7

Westport - -8
Worcester
Yarmouth -0

NAME:

ADORESS 6".

CITY: STATE: iIP:

TELEPHONE NUMBER:

' TIME ENDED:

LENGTH.OF INTERVIEW:

. DATE:

S8-59

\

354
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ippendix C

INCOME ESTIMATION.

3

Informa`t.ion on bousehold,income is often difficult to obtain in
_

survey research projects. This was...true of our study; of 17-29

respondents, 528 did not report their income, either because they did

not know it or because they,refused to reveal it to the interviewer.

' Many of our models do not Use income as an explanatory variable
-

and', 'consequently, are not affected by the missing income data. The

absence of income data for almost a third of our sample, however,. has

"-direct implitations for those models in which income enters as an,

explanatory variable. eSimply eliminating ehose observations for which
7

income was not reported introduces no bias provided the missing data

are randomly_distributed; this procedure does, however, reduce the

precislon (i.e. increases the stafidard errors) of all (our coeffiT
,

'1
To avoid this loss in precision,'we substituted an estimated

value A household income for each, mitsing income value. Our

income-Estimation procedure is desCribed in the following paragraphs.

' Following the" lieeTature as much as possible given the

liMitations of our date, -we modeled household income as-a function-of

the age, gducatioo leve4'and*race of the respondent, ,and the se)i, work
-

status, and oecupation of each adult head in the; household. Two

issues complicate the analysis. First, are the difficulties
,

associated with the fact that in 396 cases,we"are missing the job

status and occupation of- the rtspondent's female mate. This
r.

additional missing data requires a subsidiary estimation procedure to

predict female work statue. Becond, is the-analytical issue of how.to

-speciCiCthe model, and in pirticular, how to interact- the"relevant
,

1
A full 44ScuiSi6n ofr,the potential gain in precision (both for the

_coefficients.of the other 'explanatory variables. and-for that of
incoielresulting from our strategY of f2Iling in the missing income
data can be founA in Zvi Grifiches ét. al., "Missing Data and
Self7SilectiOn his Large Panels"; 'Harvard" Institute of 'Econo4c
BAsearch DisCussicin 1Sper NTaber. 573, September 1977. Because we
believe that our missing data are- approximately randomly distributed
thoughout the populationi_ we, have chosen not 'to use the more'

complicated,prooediiri-propoavi by 4rilfches, et. al., to fill in
aissing data. .

3-55'

4s" r-

4161.

7
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variables. We chose to interact sex, occupation, and work status,

'believing that the contribution to household income made by a woriCer

in a particular occupation will vary with his or her work status (i.e.

full-time or part-time) and possibly with the sex of the worker

(because of,labor market.discrimination):--iil relatively small number

'of non-whites in our sample ruled out a further interaction with the_..

;Worker's race.

1. Estimation of Female Work Status

After several hundred interviews were conducted, we determined

that 'the final interview Was taking longer to coMplete than was

feasible given the financial-constraints of this study. At that time

we eliminated several items from the questionnaire, including the

series of questions relating to mate's work status (full-4,time,

,part-time or not working) and occupation in cases where the respOndent

was a married male. Research suggests that in joint households status

and economic situation are more likely to be defined by the male'st,
occupation than the female's. Thus, in the final 1200 interviews,

married female respondents provided'information on the work status and

occupation .of themselves and their mates, while married male

respondents Provided this information only,for themselves. The

following table shows,that work status is missing for 396 females in

married hduieholds.

Respondent
Married Married
Female Male Total

Ihformation on female
work status obtained- - 525 ,174 699

Information on female
work status not obtainqdt, 0 396 396

111,

Total
.

525 570 1095 .

Our strategy was to estimate a model to explain the work status of-the

699 women for whom this information was present and then to use this

model to predict the,worle status Of women for whin' this information

was missing.

4

356
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We defined work status as a variable that takes on the value 1 if

the woman works full-time, 2 if part-time, and 3 if she is not

working. Although defined on the range 1 to 3, this Variable is

similar to a discrete choice variable and can be interpreted in
Aft.

probabilistic terms. In other words, a positive coefficient means

that a positive change in an explanatory variable increases the

probability.that the woman'is not wo,king.

We hypothesize that the probabilty of a married woman not 'working

'is increased by the presence of children [measured by the number of*:

children under six (CH6) and the number' between six and ,teventeen

(CH17)) and by the presence of a husband who is retired (RET), while

thil probability of a married woman working is increased by the

presence of a husband whO is unemployed (UNEMP) or underemployed

(UNDEREMP). In addition, weihypothesize that the probability of

working will vary by the husband's occupation (MOCC1 through MOCC7),

with bOth the highest stafus and the lowest paying occupations being

conducive to the employment of the wife; with the husband's education

(MED1 through MED4); and with the huiband'd race (measured by.BLHISP).

BecaSse 28 of.the 699 married won& for whom work status was

available were missing information on at least one of the independent

variables,-our prediction of'work status is based on 671 observations.

The final equation is reported in Table C-I. The two modt important

explanatory viriables are the number of children under six and the

presence of a,husband who is retire4. Most of the other variables

have the expected signs but are not statistically significanr at .the 5

6percent levele

The relatively low R
2

of 0.137 is not surprising given the nature

of the dependent variable; work status takes on only 3,01eries while

the estimated values are continuous.

1

To use the iodel to pnedict the (discrete) work status of tile

women for whom this informatio was missing, we had to define cut-off

points for each wOrk-status category. We ald':154k,by setecting_the.--
_
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Table C-I

f ESTIMATING WORK STATUS FOR MARRIED WOMEN

MODEL: EQ1 SSE 448.633707 F RATIO 6.09
DFE 653 PROB>F 0.0001

DEP VAR: FWS MSE 0.687035' R-SQUARE 0.136*

PARAMETER STANDARD
VARIABLE Df ESTIMATE ERROR T RATIO PRDB>iTi

INTERCEPT 1 1.000000 0.828876 1.2065 0.2281
CH6 .1, 0.278399 0.045836 6.0738 0.0001
CH17 1 0.046132 0.031363 1.4709 0.1418
BLHISP 1 0.221387_ 0.214465 1.0323 0.3023
MOCC1 1 0.933393 0.840115 1.1110 0.2670
MOCC2 s 1 0.982045 0.839926 1.1692 0.2427
M:CC3 1 0.977286 0.847029 1.1538 0.2490

/ HOCC4
MO2C5

1

1

1.214326
0.945360

0.858170
0.837414

1:4156
1.1289

0.1574
.0.2593

M32C6 1 0.893379 0.848283 1.0532 0.2927
MO2C7 1 1.141891 0.852774 N.1.3437 0.1795
MEDI 1 0.186371 0.116579 1.5937 0.1104
ME32 1 -0.147218 0.1265E46 -1.430 0,2453
ME03 1 -0.041866, 0.13223 -0.3166 0.7516
MED4 1 -0.104332 0.151773 -0.6874 0.4921
RET 1 1.899751 0.844514 142.2495 '0.0248
UNEMP 1 1.160564 0.846622 1.3708 0.1709
UNDEtIP 1 -0.137184 0.256606 -0.5346 0.5931

where: "--

Work Status = discrete variable: 1 = work full time, 2 work part
time , 93 = unemployed

CH6 = number of 'dhi /dren under 6

CH17 = number of children 6 to 17
MOCCi = dummy,1 = husband emfloyed in "Professional teChnical or kindred

occupation
MOCC2 = dummy,1 = husband employed as a manager or administrator
MOCC3 = dummy, 1 = husband employed in a sales occupation
MOCC4 = dummy,1 r_ husband employed in a clerical occupation
MOCC5 dummy, 1 = husband employed in a blue collar occupation
MOCC6 = duhmy,1 = husband employed in a service occupation
MOCC7 = clammy, 1 = husband employed, but occupation not reported
MED1 .= dUmmy, 1 = husband ,has graduated from high school
MED2 = dummy, 1 = husband has Noce college or vocational degree
MED3 = dumpy, 1 = husband is i college graduate
MED4 dumpy, 1 = husband has more than a college degree
RET r dummy, 1 = husband is retired, defined as not working and 62 or

'oxo re. years old

-UMW = dummy, 1 = husbind is unemployed and younger than 62
,UNDEREMP r dummy, 1 = husband is underemployed (working only part tine)

and younger than 62
RACE = dummy, 1 = black or hispanic respondents

3 5 8
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cut-offs that maximized the proportion of correct predictions in the

.- sample of 671 observations. .

Part-time work is the most ambiguous of the three categories;

women holding part-time jobs might work either a few hours a:week or

nearly full-time. Because this category has so much potential for

variation, any attempt to predict part-time status results in a high
4

prbportion of inaccurate predictions. Consequently, we eliminated the

part-time work category and chose the cut-off point that maximized the
....,

percentage of correct classifications excluding the part-time

work-status category.

We chose a cut-off point of- 1.95 to separate full-time workers

from non-working women. The following table.shows the number of

correct and incorrect classifications using this cut-off. More than

half (56.9 percent) of,the sample was correctly classified,-which

represents a substantial improvement over the 38 percent correct

prediction rate we would have expected to obtain by chance

209 2 128 2 334 2
( (----) + (--1 ) + (-67T) = 0.38).671 - 67

Predicted Work Status

Reported Work
Status Full-Time Unemployed Total

l

Full-time 113 96 209
Part-time 32 96 128

' Unemployed 65 269 334
Total 210 461 671 ...4

. -.Using the estimated model and the 1.95 cut-off point to predict

Q.:a work status of the 396 women for whom this information is missing,

we obtained the following results:

,

4
$

,

Predic,ted Work Status

- (for 396 observations)

Full-time 24%

Not workidg 76%

-359
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These'predicted values were then substieuted for the missing values of

work status in the income-estimation prOCedure.

2. gstimation of Household Income

Our strategy for filling in missing income data involve&

estimating a model of household income based on the largest possible

sample and then using the model to predict the income of those cases

in which household income is missing. Each of the explanatory

variables in the model is a dummy variable that takes on the value 1

if the characteristic is present and 0 otherwise.

We modeled household income as a function of the age (AGE1 to

AGE5), education level (EDUC1 to EDUC4), and race (BLACK, HISP) of the

respondent' and, where applicable, the respondent's mate. We refer to

these adults as female and male household heads.

individual household may have either a female

head, or it may have both. Thus, we have two

variables for full-time workers, one for male household heads (MCONT1

to MCONT7) and one for femalg household heads (FCONT1 to FCONT7). The

seven occupation categories are professional or.technical; management

or administrative; sales; clerical; blue-collar; service; and no

occupation given. In addition, we include separate dummy variables

for men and women working part-time, not working and retired (MWSPT,

MUNOP, MRET,"'FWSFT,-EWEMP,

takes on the ylaue 1 if

household.

or a

Note that.an

male household

series of occupation

_FRET). Finally we include a variable that

there are more than two gaiiIrS:=1)1r-the

Table C-II reports the estimated equation based on 1179 cases for

which data on all variables wereavailable. The coefficients all

follow.the expected patterns and many are Statistically significant.

fibusehojd income increases with the age of the respondent up to age

65, it increasesowith the education IeN1 of the respondent, and it

varies as expected by occupation category. ) In addition, for each

category, the contribution of a male full-time worker exceeds that of

a female worker.

360
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Table C"II

ESTIMATING HOUSEHOLD INCOME

SSE 32667'164460 F RATIO 10.24
OFE 1145 PROW 0.0001
NSE 28525,77---- R-SCUARE 0.2279

PARAMETER STANDARD_. VARIABLEVARIABLE I OF ESTIMATE ERROR T RATIO PROB>ITI LABEL&

INTERCE 1
.-

-453.322311 2936.467 -0.1544 '0.8773
AGE1 1 1702.599 1832.017 0.9294 '0.3529
AGE2 1 6554.688 1956.574 3.3501) 0.0008
AGE3 1 7566.213 200.924 3.6308 .0003
AGE4 1 8221.788 2312.585 3.5552j 0.0004
AGES 1 4461.475 3700.951 1.2055 0.2283
HULTAD 1 8351.213 2398.299 '.3.4821 0.0005
SLACK 1 -64.887979 2256.67 -0.0288 0.9771
HISP 1 -6646.69 4306.885 -1.367 0.1670
OTHRACE 1 -1220.3 4450.559 -0.2742 0.7840
EDUC1 1 3394.435 1819.455 2.1404 -10.03:5
EDUC2 1 6426.446 1962.121 3.2753 0.0011
EDUC3 1 7515.346 1956,178 3.7338 0.0002
EDUC4 1 15337.92 2242.848 6.8386 0.0001
MWSPT 1 1211.623 3272.108 0.3703 0.7112MONTI 1 44. 12061.77 1850.103 6.5195 0.0001
MCONT2 1 18483.18 1936.903 9.5426 0.0001
MCON1'3 1 12237.18 2843.975 4%3028 0.0001
MC34T4 41 9265.686 2973.092 3.1165 0.001' VMONTS
HCO1T6

1

1

10064.9
6906.152

1809.038'
3326.336

5.5637
2.1002

0.0001
0.0359

MCO4T7, 1 7137.981 4727.957 1.5097 0.1314
HUNEHP 1 5166.241 2489.079 2.676 0.0382MET 1 7111.817 3450.753 2.0609 0.0305
FCONT1 1 7800.643 2266.903 3.4411 0.0006
FCONT2 1 16724.53 2870.426 5.6265 0.0401
FCONT3 1 6932.622 4342.016 or 1.5966 0.1106
FCOITT4 1 5544.717 2639.093 2.1010 0.0359
FC0475 2 7003.158, 3235.644 2.1644 0.0306

"FCONT6 1 727.080231 3678.65 0.1976 0.8434
FC0NT7 1 7341.707 2493.964 Z.9379 0.0034'
FUSPTZ 4, 1 4389.817 2014.482 2.1791 0.0295
FUNEHP 1 4633.135 1581.932 2.9287 0.0035
FRET 1 139.173893 3321.355 0.0419 0.9666

WNW

-St
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Table C-II (continued)

ESTIMATING HOUSEHOLD INCOME_

Y = household income, measured in-dollars
AGE1 = dummy variable, where 1=25 to 34 years old
AGE2 = dummy variable, whexe 1=35 to 44 years old
AGE3 = dummy variable, where 1=45 to 54 years old
AGE4 = dummy variable, where 1=55 to tat years old
AGES = dummy vtriable, where 1=65 years old or older
MULTAD = dummycvariable, where 1 = more than two adults in the household
BLACK = dummy variable, where 1 = blaci respondent
HISP = dummy variable, where 1 = Hispanic respondent
OTHRACE = dummy variable, where 1 = respondents who are something other than

black, Hispanic or white
EDUC1 = dummy variable, where 1 = high school graduate
EDUC2 = dummy variable, where'l = some college or vocationariChool
EDUC3 = dummy variable, where 1 = college graduate
EDUC4 = dummy variable, where 1 = graduate school
MWSPT = dummy variable, where 1 = male household head working part time
MCONT1 = dummy variable, where 1 = male household head working full-time

a professional or teChnical job
MCONT2 = dummy variable, where 1 = male household head working full-time in

in

a management or
MCONT3 = dummy variable,

a sales job
MCONT4 = dummy variable,

clerical job
MCONT5 = dummy variable,

bule collar job
MCONT6 = dummy variable,

a service job
MCONT7 = dummy variable, where

no occupation given
MUNEMP = dummy variable, where
MRET = du mmy. variable, where 1

FCONT1 = dummy variable, where

administrative job
where 1 = male household head working full-time at

where

where

where

1 = male household head working full-time at a

1 = male household head working full-tire at a

1 = male household head working full-time at

1 = male household head working full-time, but

1 = male household head unemployed
= male household head retired
1 female household head working full-time at

a professional or technical job
FCONT2 = dummy variable, where 1 = femalehousehold head

a management or administrative jcb
FCONT3 = dummy variable, where 1 = female-hoUdehdld-head-

a sales job
FCONT4 = dummy variable, where 1 = female household head

a clerical job

FCONT5,= dummy Variable, where 1
a blue-collar job

FCONT6 = dummy variable, where 1
.a service jcb

FCONT7 = dummy variable, where 1
but no occupatjon given

FWSPT. = dumpy variable, where 1
FUNEMP dummy/ variable, where 1

FRET = dummy variable, where 1 ,=

working full-time at

working-full,,time_at

working full-time at

= female household head working full-time at

= female household head working full-time at

= female household head working full-time,

= iemale household head working part time
= female household head unemployed
female household head retired

1
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v -
4

The- equation exdlains 23 percent of the variation in the

dependent variable. Analysis of the errors shows that the model

explains incomes under $50,000 well and those over $50,000 poorly (see

Figure 1). This is not surprising since much of the income of higher
.... 4

income households represents income from saving which would not be

captured by the model. Bedause most respondents have household

incomes below $50,000, we are confident that the equation is adequate
,

fOr our purpose of estimating missing income data.

i
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